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PREFACI

This volume contains the proceedings of the Symposium and
Vorkshop on Advanced Battery Research and Design sponsored by
Argonne National Laboratory and the Chicago Section of The
Ilectrochemical Society. The idea for this meeting evolved fron
interest expressed by miers of the Chicago Section in convening
a symposium on the development of high-energy secondary batteries.
The relevance of this subject is evidenced by the several research
program that have been initiated recently in the United States
and lurops to Oevelop advanced batteries tot use as energy storage
devices on electric utility networks and as power sources for
electric autonbiles.

The meting was divided into two parts: a symposium on the
state of the art in secondary batteries emphasising new applics-
tions for secondary batteries; and a workshop on new developments
in hig-togerature batteries. This format has been retained in
the publication of these proceedings, with each part having
separate pagination.

The symesium committee estends their appreciation for the
assistance of all rho participated in this symposium. tn part icu-
lar, wo express our gratitude to Mrs. Miriam Nolden and her staff
of the Conference Planning and Management Department for king
the arrangemnts for this symosiumi and to Mrs. Owrry Crisko
for assistance in preparing the manscripts for publication.
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SECONDARY BATTERIES FOR LOAD LEVELING

James R. Birk
and

Fritz R. Kalhammer
Electric Power Research Institute

Palo A to, California

ABSTRACT

More than fifty years ago, secondary batteries were used
advantageously to sore and deliver electric energy for electric
rail and city emergency power systems. Today, batteries are
being considered seriously for storage of off-peak energy be-
cause they promise a possibly unique combination of favorable
operational characteristics, flexible siting and environmental
compatibility. These prospects have given rise to broad and
growing activities in research, development and engineering of
advanced battery concepts and systems for utility energy storage.
In this paper, we will briefly discuss the technical and cost
criteria for utility energy storage. Candidate battery systems
will then be reviewed in terms of their characteristics and
basic prospects to meet utility criteria. The question of the
technoeconomic feasibility of lead-acid batteries for utility
energy storage will also be examined. Significant technical
and economic obstacles on the way to practical utility batteries
will be identified and related to the major ongoing development
efforts.

INTRODUCTION

Batteries have become indispensable sources of electric power in a
host of important applications that demand relatively small amounts of
energy delivered with high reliability by small (in many cases, portable)
packages. It is interesting to note that more than 50 years agn batteries
were also used to deliver much larger blocks of energy in a number of DC
power systems for electric streetcar and municipal emergency power service.
In these now historical applications, the key to the usefulness of batteries
was their ability to store energy and deliver power with high reliability,
at the rate demanded, and at a competitive cost.

Since then the development of modern AC power systems for technical
and economic reasons has gone almost entirely the route of primary power
generation in response to the instantaneous electric load; the only excep-
tion has been a gradually increasing use of pumped hydroelectric storage.
As is by now well known, the electric utilities use a mix of AC generating
equipment with different technical and economic characteristics to meet the
fluctuating demand for electricity in a cost-effective manner. Base load
plants serve the part of the system load that continues 24 hours a day
through most of the year. Such plants are designed to operate with the
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highest practical efficiency and reliability on the least expensive fuels.
Because of this, t :e lvAd plants generate the lowest cost power despite
their high capital .'.'

The broad dail; d(-'jo peaks of a typical utility are satisfied by
intermediate cycling ge...rating equipment, typically a system's older, less
efficient fossil steam plants and, not necessarily by choice, with gas tur-
bine driven generators. Finally, the upper increment of the daily load
peak is served by a system's oldest, least efficient steam plants, and in-
creasingly by gas turbines.

In the past, this approach has permitted the electric utilities to
supply electric power on demand, with high reliability and at rather low
energy cost; it has also permitted utility systems to grow in an orderly
fashion through addition of modern power plants for base load and demotion
of older equipment to cycling and peaking service. Presently, this mode of
operation and system expansion is becoming increasingly problematical for
several reasons that developed primarily during the past few years:

" sharply higher fossil fuel costs are resulting in greatly increased
cost of power especially from intermediate cycling and peaking
equipment

" future availability of distillate fuel for the combustion turbines
used increasingly for peaking and intermediate service is becoming
uncertain

" greatly escalated costs of nuclear and fossil steam baseload plants
are penalizing such plants heavily for less-than-maximum capacity
factors

" future availability of economical cycling plants is in doubt because
modern fossil fuel base load plants will not be suitable for even-
tual cycling service

These problems could be solved or greatly mitigated if combinations of
base load plants (operated at the highest possible capacity factors) and
energy storage systems were used to also provide the electric energy now
generated by peaking and cycling equipment. This prospect explains why
many electric utilities now are looking to energy storage as a necessity,
rather than merely a useful complement to conventional generating equipment.
Further, because the potential of pumped hydro development appears too
limited, interest is high in new ways of utility energy storage. Presen.:ly,
a good part of this interest is being focussed on use of secondary bat-
teries as the potentially most versatile method of storing energy on elec-
tric utility systems, and significant efforts are underway to develop ad-
vanced batteries that will meet utility requirements.

In this paper, we will briefly discuss the technical and economic
requirements that have to be met by competitive methods of utility energy
storage. The specific advantages and limitations of batteries for this new
and potentially large application will be examined, and candidate battery
systems will be reviewed in terms of their basic characteristics, their
current development status and problems, and their prospects for applica-
tion in utility energy storage.
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TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Puped hydroelectric storage is firmly established as an operationally
advantageous and economically attractive component of electric power sys-
tems. This storage method thus can serve as a baseline in assessing the
competitiveness of more advanced concepts for utility energy storage. In
Table 1. representative technical and cost characteristics of pined hydro
installations are compared with those considered achievable for batteries.

Table 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF PUP9ED HYDROELECTRIC
AND BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE

Batteries
Characteristic Pwged Hydro Lead-Acid Advanced

Efficiency (round trip) 67-75 60-75 60-80

Energy Density (kh/cu. f t.) 0.03 1-2 1-5

Duty Cycle (typical daily)
charge time (hours) 6-8 possibility of
discharge time (hours) 8-10 shorter duty cycles

Response
load change (win) 1-6 rapid response
charge to discharge (in) 2-20 (.1 sec)

Capital Cost
po1er-relat1 components 120-160 60-100 60-100

(Cp. S/kU)
energy storage-related 3-12 40-70 20-40coonents (Cie S/kuh)
total capital cost* (Cy. S/k) 200-300 500-800 290-400

0 N Cost (millis/h) -1 1-2 (?) 2-4 ?)

Availability (t) 85-90 90 (?) t

Useful Plant Life (years) 50 7-10 T

* total capital cost is given by

CT 9 Cp " tn a Cs where
twxg " a inum time during wuich storage system can deliver energy at

rated poor; total storage system cost calculated for tax, 10 hr.

As shorn in the table, batteries are likely to have competitive effi-
c iency when operating on a typical daily duty cycle; they are expected to
be superior with respect to other technical characteristics such as energy
density ard response time. On the other hand. batteries are unlikely to
netch pored hydro in nest of the categories bearing directly on e
storage economics: life, capital cost of energy storage capacity, the
costs of operation and Meintenance. Batteries appear to have a cost ad-
ventage only with respect to the powr-related cwonnts of the energy
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storage system. A detailed analysis of how the advantages and limitations
of batteries might be traded off in their optimum use on electric utility
systems is beyond the scope of this paper. However, it is possible to pre-
sent some simple considerations tnat will illustrate major trends and point
to economically advantageous ways of using battery energy storage.

In Table 2, we have summarized technical and operating advantages of
energy storage in general and dispersed battery energy storage in particu-
lar, and we have listed possible capital cost credits relative to conven-
tional methods and equipment for power generation. Some of these credits
have not yet been quantified. The numerical values given in Table 2 are
based on the few rather simplifying estimates available at present ; 1- 3

their magnitude is still being queLgned by several utility planners.
Actual values depend strongly on a power system's equipment and operating
parameters which can be rather different for different utilities. Further-
more, not every credit will app'y for a given installation, and applicable
credits tend to be interdependent. Credits thus cannot simply be added to
arrive at a total storage system credit. Clearly, this situation and the
potential importance of capital cost credits for the competitiveness of
battery energy storage call for more detailed analyses. For the purpose of
this paper, we have assigned batteries a rather conservative capital cost
credit of S50/kW.

Figure 1 presents an economic comparison, in terms of total annual
power cost, of two energy storage systems and representative utility equip-
ment for generation of base load, intermediate cycling and peaking power.
The favorable economics of puwped hydro -- i including projected underground
installations -- are readily apparent. Advanced batteries with capital
costs near the lower end of the range given in Table 1 are attractive for
shorter periods of annual and daily operation. especially if the expected
capital cost credit is applied. It is i -oarent that a combination of base
load capacity with more than one method of energy storage -- a "storage
mix' -- would tend to result in the lowest overall cost of power delivered
by the system. It should be noted* that the lines for batteries and pumed
hydro represent envelopes for all optimally used storage systems -- that is,
for systems whose energy storage capacity is used fully and equally for
250 days every year. For example, battery systems with a maximum discharge
time tmax " 4 hr. represent a single point on the battery line, determined
by the condition T " 250 x to& " 1000 hr/yr. This somewhat unusual method
of presentation permits a graphic distinction between energy storage systems
with different sets of power- an' storage capacity-related capital costs.

Figure 2 is intended to show that batteries, with their relatively
high costs of specific storage capacity, are economically rather sensitive
to less-than-optimum use. For example, operating a battery of given poor
rat i and a 10 hr discharge capacity for 100 days per year results in a
602 higher power cost compared to a 4 hr-battery used 250 days (and, hence,
for the sage total of 1000 hours) per year at the same power level. The
corresponding difference is much smaller for pmped hydro. Thus, while
utilities do not have to be overly concerned with operating pumped hydro at

*For a derivation, see Reference 4.



Table 2

IMPACTS OF ENERGY STOME ON

ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM

CENTML

DISPERSED
ENWG
STRAG

1 IIPATS

Improved base load capacity factor
Conservation of oil, natural gas
Contribution to spinning reserve
Higher reliability/reduced reserve mrgin
Ibre efficient load following

ECONOMIC BENEFITS,

Low cost charging energy
Reduced

Capital
Capital

Capital

fuel
cost
cost

cost

costs
credit
credi t

credit

($20-SO/kU)

(t.b.d.)

(t.b.d.)
V -

Isacts above, plus:
1) Deferral of new T 6 0 lines
2) Deferral of substation reinforcement
3) Misc. (T&O loss, VAR control, short

circui t)
4) Increased security of supply/reduced

reserve
Rapid Installation (factory built)
Mbdu lar/incremental capacity growth

5)
6)

Capital
Capital

Capital

cost
cost
cost

credit
credit

credit

($50-100/k)

($30-60/kU)

($10-20/ku)

Capital cost credit (t.b.d. )

Reduced interest during construction
High capacity factor of storage

*Probable ranges; actual benefits depend
porer systems.

on specific conditions in individual

D

aw
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full capacity for as many days per year as possible, this is economically
very desireable for batteries, and the question arises whether utilities
are likely to operate batteries this way. A partial answer is provided by
the results of the load curve analysis performed by the Public Service
Electric A Gas Company as part of an energy storage assessment study funded
by EPRI and ERDA. As presented by V. Sulzberger of PSE&G during the
Workshop on Lead-Acid Batteries at EPRI on November 18-19, 1976, and shown
in Table 3, these results suggest that energy storage systems capable of
delivering their rated power for a few hours per day could be filly utilized
during most weekdays throughout the year. Operation of battery energy stor-
age in the economically most advantageous and competitive mode thus appears
compatible with the on-peak energy requirements of representative electric
power systems. However, whether the electric utilities would actually use
batteries i this way is likely to depend on several other factors as well,
including use of batteries for some of the functions listed in Table Z,
variations in the cost of charging power within a given utility system, and
the feasibility of dispatching power from storage systems in small and
relatively short increments.

The PSEG study data may also be used to generate a very rough estimate
of the total battery capacity that might be supportable in the U.S. electric
utilities. Referring to Table 3, it is noted that 61 of a typical system's
peak load could be satisfied by batteries of 4 hour discharge capacity.
Assuming a U.S. peak load of 800,000 I in 1985, this translates into
800,000 MW x 61 x 4 h = 200 million kWh of storage capacity. At a cost of
$25/kWh, this represents a total investment of $5 billion -- a large incen-
tive for developing the battery technologies discussed in the following
section.

CANDIDATE BATTERIES FOR UTILITY ENERGY STORAGE

Lead-Acid Batteries

Recent studies by ESS, CdO and Gould (the three largest U.S. manufac-
turers of industrial lead-acid batteries) indicate a high probability that
lead-acid batteries can be designed to meet the technical requirements for
utility energy storage (see Table 1). The battery cost projections devel-
oped in these studies are shown in Table 4. Significantly, battery costs
are nearly identical when expressed in terms of a cost linearly amortized
over the anticipated cycle life, despite rather different design philoso-
phies: CiD's design involves a 20 kWh, closed cell with pasted plates.
ESB uses the save cell size but prefers tubular plates, and Gould uses a
125 kWh, open cell with large pasted plates. This result tends to support
the view that designs havi the required, long cycle life but substan-
tially lower costs are unlikely to emerge.

%ben viewed over the 20-year life span of interest for utility applica-
tions, Gould's concept of replacing the positive electrodes twice (at a
cost of 522/kih each time) may have same advantage, provided this approach
is technically feasible and does not involve costly operations.



Table 3

PEAM LOAD RATIU FREUECY DISTRIUTIO FO A REPRESENTATIVE UTILITY

1-2

172

269

3

Description

Lowd ourstion IatwrV41 (Wts.)

A.g. Fruq cy of Ocwrc

Apg. AwMl rows of operation

Aug. smeseisof lre od
( P. of Imtervl Load

L oad Drati n IAt oer l (lr .)

Fr qy of occ
(SiM1i Device)

Eogctd Mel Orgt10M (iSb.)

Aug. fbptitede of Isterval Load
(s of ht LOWi)

3-4

154

554

3

5-6

91

464

3

0-2 0-4 0-6

172 209 223

269

3

639 892

6 6.8

Chractristics

7-8 9-10

62 43

473 403

3 3

0-8 0-10

223 223

1078

7.5

1260

8

SYSTEM

13-14

32

450

3

11-12

45

500

3

0-12

223

1453

9

,

0-14

223

1570

9
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Table 4

CAPITAL COSTS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR UTILITY
LEAD-ACID BATTERIES

BATTERY SYSTEM
Cost/Spec ificatln 1  C i D ESB Gould
Lead Cost ($/kWh) 22.10 19.80 13.00

Other Materials Costs ($/kWh) 11.70 14.40 10.70

Price (S/kwh)( 2 ) 62.90 65-70 43.30
Cycle Life cycles) 2500 2500 1750e3)

years) 10 10 7''

Price/cycle t/kh/cycle) 2.51 2.60 2.47

Efficiency (4 83 82 so

(1 costs are based upon rated (end-of-life) capacity
2 assumes 1 million hWh/year of sales
(3 positive plate only
4 ten-hour discharge and 7-hour charge with additional 3-hr

taper charge

The high capital costs raise serious doubts regarding the conoic
feasiblity of using lead-acid batteries for utility c'per-, storage. This
pijint is illustrated in Figure 3 wuich co res total auNa1 costs of pow
delivered by lead-acid batteries with pint costs for pared NNre storage
aed coW.stiow turbines: unless very large capital cost credits are jbs-
tifled by special circintances (e.g.. a ciatation of strict eutires-
mntal constraints and very high cost of needed tranlmssieon/sA-treawis-
sion reinforcmonts). lead-acid batteries appear to be noom-c tive.

Wte that the battery lions In Figure 3 are dram for a sterege-relat+d
capital cost of s # *A60 Actually, lead-acid battery storge meta1-
latL ns are epoctd to cost closer to 975-lMm sime tatal bale
anc0-ef-plant costs -- t the or of 511 - 411Mb -- are involved. lager
cuntributirno to these costs Include (1) a building to house the battery.
(2) a ssive ad for the heavy (110-130 1k/Mb) btteries. (3) Mepm
manitering and wntilti timont. aid (4) ovramantally accaptable
deryiage ad hadin o try acid.

The discussions ad questiamre rdpue ing I ias s Lea--c N
Sattery Ikshop idicatw 3mUstial utility indstry isterut isa mr-
t"rm 1i1te1 of lead-acid batteries if total capital pts (is v1W)
ca be to low levels. Since this caM be acUibirm -- with i
sacrifice Is the iworsal effuless of a battery -- f l y'~img the
wtns of f# i, sur m (in o discharge tM) a givo
p t lew a. . tiN at Is ar ld are beig esad to orei
technical odmt Ifretlon on ISade id batteries as N for dis
cheMe s 3 awd S hes. The veaults of tm efMerts 0tepn with
closer stuies of the befits ad credits Nt Weld vralt are batter
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energy storage on electric power systems, should provide an answer to the
currently open question whether a near-term demonstration of lead-acid bat-
tery energy storage on a utility system is justifiable.

To date, a closer look at utility-oriented lead-acid batteries has
provided us not only with a firuer cost base but with several rather useful
(although not necessarily unexpected) insights:

- balance-of-plant costs are a significant cost factor, and their
minimization will require development of comact battery systems
capable of being installed with a minimum of shelter

* achievent of utility-type battery life is likely to require both,
high-quality materials and sophisticated engineering designs; this
suggests caution in projecting costs of advanced batteries from
materials and designs used in the R&D phase

- even if engineering approaches are available to compensate for life-
limiting processes, the cowl-xity and cost associated with such
approaches may become paohibitive; this suggests concentration of
future developments of systems with inhmrently lung life

- use of special charging techniques to maintain capacity and (or)
extend life of batteries is likely to be compatible with battery
operation in a utility environment

The hi cost of the lead-acid battery suggests that its penetration
into the ut lity mrket will be very 1sil at most. Hence, there reins
an urget need and a large business opportunity to develop other battery
system that will have substantially lower costs while retaining or im-
proving on the life prospects of the lead-acid system. Because a battery's
active &W contaimant materials can contribute substantially to total cost,
the first criterion for utility batteries must be low materials cost per
unit of storage capacity. As is wit known, this criterion demands that a
battery system meet several or all of the following requirents:

" low specific cost (S/AMn) of active materials

- high utisiaton of active materials

" high onery density to minimize cotaiowt materials

" low cost (Sft:) of contaiment materials

" high curoft deusity to minami e electrode and separator are and
cost

Frw tal comaideretiens of electrchoical einering and practical
emperIoe i develiplag advanced batteries meai itcl ear that several of
thmw r rle ts are conflictlg. For eaumle, a high current density
is gnrelly Iactible with hg utilization of active materlalsi if
the conflict is partially reel W using a hi ' taperature to r"e
electrode pelariation aid cell resistance, maore ipnsive conta it
materials 10g1 t required. Othwr, s islarly f1tal conflicts result
hrw tM lo. w st criterion. ke110 @t aid eqiineeg of cost-
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competitive, advanced batteries thus tend to involve complex trade-offs
between conflicting requirements. Some of these depend on unconventional
battery configurations or designs, as will be discussed below in conlunc-
tion with the sodium-sulfur and lithium-metal sulfide systems.

Approaci.es to achieve long battery life -- the other major requirement
for utility energy storage -- are more difficult to quantify but generally
involve one or more of the following:

" soluble or liquid reactants and (or) products to avoid the cumulative
degradation of structure and (or) morphology typical of solid
electrodes

" electrode materials and cell conditions conducive to a high degree
of electrochemical and morphological reversibility

" a high level of control of conditions (temerature; reactant distri-
bution; impurities) inside cells, usually via circulation of
electrolytes

These general considerations to achieve battery systems of low cost and
long life have led to the present, widespread interest in the following
electrode (active) materials

negatives osit ives

sodium (liquid) sulfur (liquid)
lithium (liquid; allow) chlorides (soluble
ainc (soluble product sulfides (reversible solids)
iron (soluble product chlorine (soluble gas)
redo: couples (soluble) bromine (soluble liquid)

redo: couples (soluble)

Of the various possible comiations, the following syst s currently
appear to be the most promising:

" sodium - sulfur
- sodium - antimow chloride
- lithium (allay) - metal sulfide

" sinc - chlorine (bromine)

" all refts
- iron redos

Technological aspects of these battery syst. hove been revi"M
recently5 and will be discussed in s detail later during this wots p.
Accordingly. the following remrts will be listed te a bre f s rYW of a
few bey problem and uncertainties that gyed to be resolve en de my to
practical batteries.

A scu t ironic aspect of advanced battery develoPment is Wt om
of the major technical problem encatered in achieving e o life is 0e
sne as one of the hey problem of lesd-ecid btterie.-e1ry, pesitiwe cor-
rumt collector and container (grid) cervesow. *i le it is possible to
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solve this corrosion by use of exotic materials, this approach is expensive
and possibly prohibitive for utility applications. For example, the use of
molybdenum for the lithium-iron pyrite system and of catalyzed titanium for
the zinc-chlorine system might turn out to be too expensive. The reactivity
of positive active materials, the strongly oxidizing conditions, and, in
many cases, the high temperature are severe conditions for long-term use of
any practical, electrically conducting material. The degree of success in
circumventing or solving this problem will have a large impact on the ulti-
mate success of almost every advanced battery system.

A second important problem area for most batteries (certainly all high-
teperature batteries) is the identification of technically acceptable and
economically practical separators. Unfortunately, the implications of tech-
nical acceptability are not always fully understood. For example, in the
case of the beta alumina electrolyte/separator for high-temperature sodium
system, good (i.e. dense, strong, and conductive) ceramics have been fab-
ricated, yet long life of cells using separators made by reasonably practi-
.sl methods has not yet been achieved. Apparently, we still lack a complete
understanding as to what is a good electrolyte ani (or) what makes it fail.
A somewhat similar situation exists for the lithiem-mtal sulfide system:
corrosion resistant ceramic separators such as aluminum nitride, silicon
nitride, yttria, yttria stabilized magnesia, and possibly boron nitride,
have been found. Also, electrode reversibility and potential for long cycle
life has been established in laboratory test cells that did not use conven-
tional separator shapes. However, comact cells, which require and utilize
separators such as those described above, have yet to show long cycle life.
Thus, it appears that separator corrosion resistance, strength, and porosity
are necessary but not sufficient criteria to achieve long life -- wetting,
chiical interaction and other properties also appear to be important.

A cmn problem to mst battery development is the difficulty of
achievi uniform current densities in laboratory-scale cells. Non-uniform
current ity can result in localized stresses due to overcharge/over-
dische , teerature variations, etc. Exuples of detrimental effects can
be fI in almst all advanced battery systems. One example is a suspected
failure made of 6-alinine in which high local charging current density re-
sults in acessive pressure of sodim deposited in capillaries. Another
good purle is provided Ii the Or sediwmsu lfur battery. The electrolyte
used in this to is a borate glass which, like all conducting glasses,
has a rather igh tereture coefficient of resistivity. InAce, ei11
torture deviatiens within the cell can cause major champs in current
density r the individual electrolyte capillaries. This effect, in turn,
teads a awlify the t emper s t ur e deviations within the cell and can result
in an everdi situation at certain points within the cell. This may
cause ftitlen solid sedio plysu lfides wich, in turn, can cause the
capil avelectrolyte tubes to bres. while this cause of fa lure has not
ben eonfIMd, it is %w99@%ted bf the fact that failures occur mst fre-
quently near the ad of d tiarge of cells rated at greater depth of
discharge. Agin, this is at a uspes potential prgbI. to ;m wdi -
sulfur systw but rather a major aecern for all t'gh- t4eratur a battery
systm.
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The status of the advanced battery programs has not yet justified the
testing of cell groups (i.e. batteries). This may be a major hurdle for many
of the battery systems in that current sharing of parallel cells and under/
cver utilization caused by capacity deviations of cells in cell strings might
be serious problems which could limit life and performance. Until this
hurdle is passed, extrapolations of performance from the level of individual
cells to the multicell battery level must be regarded with caution.

A final problem that tends to be comon to most advanced battery sys-
tems is that of impurities and their effect of life and performance. Most
notable is the effect of certain electrode-derived impurities (e.g. silicon
and corrosion products) on the life of beta alumina in the sodium-sulfur
system. Also important is the effect of metallic impurities on the quality
of the zinc deposit and the extent of hydrogen gassing o. the zinc-halogen
systems. There are even some recent indications that impurities may have a
significant effect on the degradation of active material in lead-acid bat-
teries. Once identified, impurity problems are relatively easy to solve
although the obvious approach -- using high-purity materials -- may prove to
be economically impractical.

Solving the various technical problems uhile remaining within the cost
constraints for utility application is a major goal in developing battery
systems for utility applications. At this time, it is difficult to determine
roe well this is being accomplished because our ability to accurately assess
manufacturing and materials costs for the advanced batteries is still very
limited. In most cases, an economic judgement has to be made on eventual
materials costs, assuming successful development of high volume production
methods. The question becomes as to how realistic these judgmnts can be
considering, for exwle, that laboratory-scale lithium-metal ivlfide cells
have a materials cost of over $2000/Wh. cells produced for pilot-plant
scale are estimated to have a materials cost of 5130/hkh, and cells produced
at a manufacturing plant are projected to have a materials cost of 516.30/M.
Mother question relates to the required quality or purity of mterials. If
highly purif ied materials are required for any of the advanced battery systems.
Urn cost for mterials, fabrication, and quality control is likely to severely
imact the economic fusibility of these systems.

One area of activity, still largely unexplored, is how costs can be re-
duced and/or life extended optimisation of operating conditions. Ne-
suits obtained with both the sd un-sulfur mi lithium metal sulfide system
shor that utilsation of active mterials, current density, and efficiency
can be wbstantially and sieltanmously Improved operating the cells at
higher teratures. In principle it sees possible to substantially reduce
On requirements and costs for sarator and current collector mterials.
The question t to be antred is: Apr does this te return increase impct
materials stailty? Mothr relatively ugmleored am is the utiliatien
and optimsatien of charge control procedures, as discussed previesly. For
the sdiu-ntieM chlc'ide Syste, occasional (e.g. bOeNd) constant pe-
tential charges might W11 be istrwntal in achieving long life en the
othr hand. for the lin-chlerine system constant time (e.g. 4 b's) charge
and disc a pear to result in lmst cost M/ ptim prfomama.
Further to purse this a. t of cell and hettery eretien s rs
ply justified.
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The degree to which the aforementioned technical problems have been
solved for the various advanced battery systems can be assessed by the cell
test results shown in Table 5. All of the life data shown in the table
are for cells built and tested in 1975, and many of the cells are still on
test. It is apparent, therefore, that the past year has yielded some
rather encouraging cell-testing results in that life and/or capacity have
dramatically increased for all systems; subsequent papers will no doubt
amplify on the major accomplishments. Equally important, a better under-
standing of major failure mechanisms should result in continued progress
toward achieving long-life capability in the near future.
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Figure C
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Figure 3
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SECONDARY BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Albert R. Iandgrebe

U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration
Washington, D.C. 20545

An important part of the Energy Storage Program of the U.S.
Energy Research and Development Administration is the develop-
ment of secondary storage batteries for automotive propulsion
applications. The successful development of batteries for
this purpose will provide significant savings of oil resource
and will also have beneficial environmental effects.

Of the battery systems being developed, major efforts are
presently or will be concentrated on the following seven
systems: advanced lead-acid, nickel-iron, nickel-zinc, zinc-air;
iron-air, lithium-metal sulfide and sodium-sulfur batteries.
The probability of one or more of these systems meeting the
technical requirements for the intended application within
the next several years appears good. The ultimate techni-
cal/economic feasibility of these systems cannot be
assessed at this time because many engineering problems
must still be resolved. However, the high temperature
systems, Li-VS and Na-S systems appear to be good candi-
dates for electric vehicles in the long term.

Introduction

Major electrochemical storage systems in the form of batteries are used in
most facets of everyday life: tU starter batteries which provide cranking
power for automobiles, flashlight and transistor radio batteries, telephone
and emergency standby power batteries, and the small batteries which power
consumer products such as toothbrushes and electronic calculators. Also,
battery-powered vehicles are used extensively as golf carts and as trans-
portation conveyances in such facilities as airports, large warehouses,
and manufacturing facilities. Battery development is being pressed today
to power electric and hybrid vehicles through the ERDA's programs.

The common forms of present day electrochemical storage systems such as
lead-acid and nickel-iron (Edison) cells were developed during the 19th
century. At the turn of the century, electric vehicles were in wider use
than heat engine powered vehicles with as many as 10,000 in operation.
Batteries also found application in numerous lighting, especially emergency
lighting, and signaling applications. With the widespread introduction of
low cost, available petroleum products, internal combustion engines over-
came the early advantage of electric cars and the major portion of battery
use was and still is relegated to engine starting and automobile/truck/bus
electric system regulation.
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Justifica~tion for Electr c Vehiglom

The need for reducing the consumption of scarce, expensive petroleum-derived
fuels has focused attention on systems which, through their implementation,
will reduce the demand for these petroleum products and, at the same time,
allow an orderly shift in energy dependence to other energy sources as coal,
nuclear, solar, etc. This demand reduction and shift must be carried out
over a reasonable time span to allow appropriate market adjustments and with
acceptable environmental affects.

Flectrochemical systems and technology have been identified as major candi-
dates to achieve significant energy savings through storage techniques in a
number of application sectors -- transportation, electric utilities, and
industry. Electric vehicle development is currently in the limelight-for
good reasons-and is receiving support and direction from both the executive
and legislative branches of government. (e.g., House Bill IR 8800 and
Senate Bill S 1632).

The major obstacle to the acceptance of electrically-propelled vehicles has
been the energy storage system--the well-known, contemporary lead-acid
battery does not offer the combination of high cycle life, high specific

energy and power, and low cost that wouWd result in a long-lived acceptably
performing automobile. This statement aeeds some qualification because the
electric van and bus could use advanced lead-acid batteries in the near term
and a limited performance passenger vehicle could be introduced with a range
of 40-60 miles for urban driving. However, benefit analyses have shown that
if an acceptable electrochemical propulsion source were to be developed, the
penetration of vehicles using this source into the national automotive fleet
could be significant and could save approximately 10% of the annual pro-
jected automotive-related petroleum demand by the year 2000.

Electrochemical propulsion units would involve all electric vehicles (full
battery power) or in a companion propulsion role for the hytrid vehicles
using either a small heat engine (Stirling engine) or flywheel unit to
complete the propulsion package.

The electric vehicle market has developed on a low profile basis over the
years; until now there are something like 280 electric vehicles and com-
ponent manufacturers in the United States and at least one major technical
journal, Electric Vehicle News, devoted to this industry. Over 1800 bat-
tery powered passenger cars of less than 2000 pounds curb weight are
currently in operation in the U.S., with similar numbers reported in
Great Britain, Sweden, and Italy; and larger numbers in Japan. A
single charge, 160 km range, battery-powered taxi was just recently intro-
duced in Great Britain on an experimental basis. The incentive for battery
development in the electric vehicle and related market place is therefore
strong, and, indeed, urgent.
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In general, today's batteries have been custom-tailored for specific appli-
cations that are frequently designed for either low cost or high performance
but not both simultaneously. Table I reviews the performance characteris-
tics and the cost of present secondary batteries.

TABLE I. Comparison of Today's Secondary Batteries (1)

!,craz4t 1dit~y y
Costa .'eight Vol4 Life0

Battery tou 1 1Mi 'W/a Wh/ n IBli

Silver-Zinc 00 120 8.8 100/300

Nickel-Cadmium 600 40 3.6 300/2000

Nickel-Iron 400 33 1.4 3000

Lead-Acid
Motive Power 50 22 2.6 1500/2000

Submarine 80 28 2.0 400

Golf Car 35 35 2.2 300

Flee Vehicle 100 35 2.8 500/800

aCost to the user.

battery capacity is inversely related to rate of discharge.
The values shown are for the 6-bour rate.

col4 g life depends on a number of factors, including depth
of discharge, rate of charge and discbarge, temperature,
and amount of overcharge. Range shown is from most severe
to modest duty.

Battery requirements for vehicular applications are represented by a new set
of stringent technical and cost goals that will be difficult to met with
the existing commercial batteries. Table 2 shows the interim battery
development goals that have been tentatively identified as the battery re-
quirements for viable electric vehicle applications. Of the existing
batteries in Table I, the lead-soid battery is the only candidate that eamsa
close to meeting the combined performance and cost goals. Althougb the
lead-acid battery is not expected to met the interim specific energ goal,
its existing technology with one hundred years of effort behind it, argues
for a worthwhile pursuit for the near-term vehicle application. The above
discussion points out the need for a concerted development of advanod bat-
teries that have potential of meting the application goals. Such a ea-
certed effort is expected to be expensive ("100 million dollars) and long
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(P5 years) in order to explore and evemuate potental battery system, but
these factors w very well be iacnoeqnuetial to the imac.t of the oese.s-
eful implementation and benefits of electric ebielee.

TANZ II. Interim Battery bRoi meta for
flectric Tehiele Applilaties

:DntaUv, .oal
Duty Cyle 2-4 beor Da.*arge

berg Ef'ti6iemq

Speelfie berg :m70 er/kg

8peditie Pawr

Cbotaiaiag 7 20 M/kg
Peak - loo V/hg

(e1o Life 1000 c4eue
(0-10 years)

0set 825-"/MT

IirInpta seet ial

re pertearse rqufr e ts r emt tiw veieles. Time IIi. aM the
etfeeta of battery *er.eteises es eleetris ear deip. Ths IT. present

s00 bsetriwtie that aq be ssepteble ftr eleetrie "biel... It is
evident tat serious t'pes of batteries va be seesptabi for difftvmt
types of veielse dpiag m e Armterties *1* oe a as w d015.

Tbe sempuz gsue of trade-off betee t a psitumate e eet-ris-
tie requires re oreuf analysis. Noer. it is eidmt that thwo ie a

nued for dsvelopmt et bi$-mrg batteries for elestrie eutembi lee.
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eee udemmd advandsrm battewy osmept. have been identified for tbeir
potetia fltr mia elooctri. webieles and abeot another six battery on-
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Improvement are possible with the lead-soid battery and dewlopMot of thin
teebnolog oould result in an improved battery in a abort period of tie.
91 decreasing the weight of the battery ease, inereasiag the speelfie
gravity of the electrolyte is order to have better etilimatlen of tha active
naterials and decreasing the weight of the plates it should be possible to
obtain a battery having a life of !00-700 poles and a speetie energy of
50 V-hr/kg. There is a wed to redae the grid oerrosion to increase the
cyole life. Major isprovemte have been made in the past decade and am
developmental tpe iprov te will to made is this old te.bmolog.

Kahl systems soeb as bn/A-Oos. ph//3 -pion and 3//5 a . bve been
developed for other appliestions and the Fe// -kOOP end ft/4 -iOOW have
demonatrated very long cyole life, i.e., several thousand cpoles. inover.
the development of sob systems into a suitat.e vebiole battery is ommtin-
gent upon the successful development of an eomenmeaal mikel electrode.
Ibis uet be accosplished without sacrificing the lifetime and performane.
of the eonventenal sitered-siokel electrode. s ry of the nickel
systems is given in table V.

Pecause the besio technology for these system already exist, and subetan-
tial effort is still being expended. the likelihood of the sucoesaful

development of an aeptable battery @ytes (of intermediate specific energy)
for the iteris electric vdicle market is Ligh and the tine frame for
development and desenstratlon would be relatively short.
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ks (Table VI).
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EdiMs's work on iron electrodes for nickel-ire cells date back .o the
early 1900'9. 5 At that time, extensive work tv remas iacim on the iron
electrode resulted in his pocket plate electrode that ws used in Hisn
11-p cells m.nuftetured vp to 1974. This electrode uses a synthsised e/
e30 isture of active materials that is contained within niche plated

stee4 perforated ciartmonts. This armaesit represented a d% able long-
lived Ito 50 years) stable electrode that was very suitable for specialty
appliestimas such as railroad libtiag, industrial trucks, and swaing
1#tng. Never, the ruggedness of the iron plate design, coupled with an
equally ruged nickel electrode and case design, led to low stored merg
and pooer density electrodes (33 AW/kg and 22 Wkg, respeetively, in the
fiAished cell). Consequently, although iron electrode technology existed
and was available, it was never suitable or considered for use in the con-
struetion of a high-energ-density ire-air cell.

ceet , work has been ted on an iron electrode at e4e. 1.
e , N.tsbushbita i., IE in Sweden", cra-U.ison , , md

betismuee in the Uited States. The development and technical problems
related to the ais electrodes are well known and will not be discussed
herein. Poth the iron-air and sino-air system have the potential for use in
hqbrid vehicles and perhaps in electric veicles. Table VI lists the
characteristics of these system.
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Table VI. Present or Fati.ated Charactoritics vf r't Ai- r
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loth the Li/LiC1-KC2/mtal sulfide and Na/I1 A1203 /8 systems were reviewed
in recent papers by N.P. Tao and .. 3. rk aid by D.L. Douglas 1 .

Substantial developnout efforts on versions of the litbia-metal sulfide
cell are underjym at Argonne f tional laboratory and General Motors Company.
Vorkiag with Argome are Atomies International Division of Rockwell Inter-
national Corporation, eagle-Pieher Industries. Inc. and Gould, Inc.

The electrolyte most ously ued is the LiCl-CI eutectic (m p 325*C) and
operating temperature range is 350OC-SOO*C. Cell voltages for Li/UCl4'-3/
N82 and L/LCI-KC/Fde are hig with open circuit voltages of 2.03 and
1.62, respectively. Iarge current densities are possible, promising compact
batteries with higb merg and power densit.. Tot, various material pro-
blems remain to be solved in the area of separators, current collectors for
the positive electrode, and insulators for electrical feed-through. A
greater understanding of the complex obemistry is required for confident
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predictions of calendar life at high temperatures, e.g., cycle life. Cells
of about 60 A-hr capacity have operated for over 6000 hours. Demonstration
of minia performance and life in a 40 1w-hr battery is two to three years
away. Good progress has been made in developing this system.

Te major developers of sodium-sulfur batteries are the Ford Motor Company,
British railways Poard, Electric Council Research Center in the United
Kingdom, Compagnie General I' Electricite in France, Tuasa Battery Company
in Japan, General Flectric Company, TRV, and the Dm Chemical Company. The
essential feature of the sodium-sulfur cell is the use of a ceramic or a
glass as an electrolyte. With the single exception of the cell being
developed by low Chemical, the electrolyte consists of some version of the
ceramic, beta alumina (Na .11A1203). The material is sonically conductive
at elevated temperature, the charge carrier being sodium ions. Volume
specific resistance of beta alumina ranging from 5 to 30 cha-cm at 3000C is
used in test cells. The resistivity is a function of "dopants," pressing
ar sintering conditions and composition. The active materials, sodium and
sulfur, are both liquid at the temperature of operation and the solid
electrolyte also serves the function of the separator.

laboratory cells of capacities of a few watt-hours have operated for over
7000 hours. Power and energy densities have been obtained that extrapolate
to useful values for electric vehicle applications. Failures are normally
due to seals or electrolyte shortcomings. Cracks and/or pinholes appear
which cause internal short circuits. Accordingly, the principal thrust of
development work is toward improving the beta alumina electrolyte. While
the sodium electrode (anode) shows relatively little polarisation, under
ost conditions, the sulfur electrode is the source of some material pro-

bless. Perhaps the most severe of these is that of corrosion of the con-
tainer by the polysulfide melt. N~o metal or coating has yet been found to
be completely satisfactory.

In the case of the Dow-Chemical sodiux-sulfide cell, the electrolyte is a
sodium ion conducting glass. This is drawn into hollow fibers. The fibers
are sealed onto a header which is connected to a sodium reservior. Thus,
the fibers are filled with molten sodium. The fibers are immersed in
molten sulfur containing a grid current collector. In this design, a very
large surface area of electrolyte/separator is accomplished. Accordingly, a
cell with a large output can be designed based on fiber current densities
of a few milliamperes per em2 .

Recently the removal of calcium and "oxides" from the sodium anolyte has led
to improved cell lifetimes as defined by numbers of deep charge-discharge
cycles and total coulorbs passed through the glass fibers. Cells containing
1000 fibers (0.55 A-hr capacity) are still operating with no increar in
cell resistance after over 550 deep cycles and 6624 mA hours per cmof
fibers. These are being operated at 12 mA per cm2 of fiber--six times the
design current density. At normal current densities, this corresponds to
over 3300 hours of operation. Larger 40 ampere-hour cells have been
assembled and will be tested.
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Conclusion

Secondary batteries for electric vehicles offer several potential advantages
including conservation of resources and favorable environmental features
such as no thermal and air pollution.

Several advanced batteries under development show promise of meeting the
requirements for electric vehicles within the next decade. Potential
vehicle batteries include lead-acid, nickel-iron, and nickel-zinc for the
near term (one to three years); advanced lead-acid and nickel-zinc for the
intermediate term (three-to-five years); and metal-air, lithium-metal sul-
fide, sodium-sulfur and other advanced systems for the longer term (greater
than five years).

Table VII presents a summary of Research and Development effort on potential
vehicle batteries; the batteries are divided accordingly for near-

term, intermediate-term, and long-term development on the basis of the state
of the technology for each of the battery systems. The development time
that is requ:4red for the technology demonstration varies from one to two
years for the near-term batteries, three to five years for the intermediate-
term batteries, and five years or more for the long-term batteries. The
current development status and the projected performance for each of the
battery systems are shown in the table in terms of specific energy, specific
power, cycle life, and the installed energy cost. Generally, the projected
values for the near-term systems can be made with a higher level of confi-
dence than those for the long-term systems, because the technology of the
latter systems is still in its infancy. Accordingly, the risk associated
with the technology development increases from the near-term to the long-
term systems.

The incentive for developing the higher-risk, long-term battery systems is
the potentially higher payoff, as examplified by the "Relative Figure of
Merit" in the table. The Relative Figure of Merit (RP') is a combined mea-
sure, relative to the state-of-the-art (SOA) lead-acid battery, of the
projected performance capability, battery and cycle life costs, and the
number of years to commercial deployment. The numbers shown here are the
relative measure on an arbitrary scale (SOA=1.0), and are not to be inter-
preted as the projected improvement factor of the battery systems relative
to the BOA lead-acid battery.

The RPM was calculated on the basis of the following functional relationship:

rR m " * K(EPL/CYI/
2)1/2

where K " a proportionality constant
E " relative specific energy
P = relative specific peak power
L = relative cycle life
C - relative battery cost
Y = relative number of years to commercial deployment
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The development risk for each system, while important, was not assigned in
ti.e formulation because it is a more subjective factor. Fnergy efficiency
was also not considered. The equation is not rigorous nor complete, but it
does give the same importance factor to the performance capability factors,
E an. P, and to the battery and cycle life costs, 1. and C. The relative
nuaher of years to cosaercial deployment, T, was considered of secondary
importance.

The RYM value for the metal/air system is not impressive for an advanced
tottery system because of the modest specific power and specific energy that
areprojected. Furthermore, metal/air systems have generally a low energy
efficiency, 35 to 50%, because of the high polarisation at the air electrode
and the corrosion at the metal electrodes. The efficiency is, however,
expected to improve with development. The arguments for the development of
wetal/air system are that technology already exist for the systems and
that they have the potential to serve as a backup for the interium batteries.
Petal/air system my be applicable to hybrid vehicles coupled with a high
power storage source, as concluded by the Japanese developers.

As propose is made from the near-term batteries to the long-term batteries,
the vehile range capability is expected to increase correspondingly from
Y-40 miles (with near-term lotteries) to 60-100 miles (with intermediate-
term batteries), and to 120-1IM miles (with long-ter batteries) for compact
vehicles in typical urban driving. Such performance profression will greatly
improve the public acceptance and the viability of electric vehicles.

Aelr.lewah et . I wish to acknowledge Dr. N. P. Tao, who developed the
figure of merit and who supplied valuable input to this paper.
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ABSTRACT

The lead-acid battery has shown a slow but steady development
over the years of its history. Most of its improvements have
been obtained through engineering development and there has
been relatively little basic research. At a period when there
is the possibility of two major markets for batteries, those
of energy storage and electric vehicles, one should not too
soon dismiss this battery from consideration. Although at
present marginal for both of these applications, there is
the distinct possibility that with the proper research the
life and energy density of this battery can be increased to
the point where it may look a lot more attractive than at
present. Some of the problem areas and possible solutions
are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

At the present time the lead-acid battery appears to be in a very
auspicious position. Despite temporary set-backs caused by the present
state of the economy, the starting, lighting and ignition battery market
has shown a steady increase that promises to continue with population
growth. There is also a growing market for specialty batteries for self-
powered tools, recreational vehicles, toys and various other self-powered
equipment. With serious consideration now being given to batteries as a
means of energy storage for the electric power generating industry and also
as the main power source for electric service vehicles, we are faced with
the realization that, at least for the near future, the lead-acid battery
is the only feasible contender for these services.

On the other hand there are a number of factors that could seriously
alter the present favorable position of this battery. There are alternate
battery systems now being developed that promise to have much higher
energy densities than does the lead-acid battery. There are constantly
changing conditions in the materials supply situation that may drastically
change the availability or cost of various battery components. Environ-
mental protective regulations are causing increasingly difficult problems
in product waste disposal. Energy shortages not only could greatly curtail
automobile usage, with attendant disaster to the SLI market, but could also
increase the cost of production of such items as containers, separators and
other bh.ttery components. Even now, changes in grid alloy composition,
required to meet the demand for maintenance-free batteries, are making it
increasingly difficult to use recycled lead in production.
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In order to meet these problems a great deal more reliance must be
placed upon research efforts than has been the case in the past. Some of
this research and development effort is currently underway, some is in the
planning stage, and there are some areas where research will be needed that
as yet have not even been explored.

CURRENT STATE OF THE ART

A. General

The most significant recent developments in lead-acid battery engi-
neering have been the introduction of light weight, high temperature and
impact resistant plastic containers; the manufacturing of sealed and
maintenance-free batteries and the development of lighter weight electrodes
and connectors.

Attempts at discrediting the lead-acid battery usually concentrate on
the low energy density of this system. Until recently the container was
a large factor in the overall weight of the battery. The development of
plastic containers has made possible a package that not only looks better
but is also smaller and of less weight than its predecessors.

The use of thermo-plastics such as polyethylene, polypropylene, poly-
vinylchloride and polycarbonate is rapidly becoming standard in automotive
and stationary batteries. These plastics may be transparent or translucent
(for easy monitoring of electrolyte level) or highly colored to increase
their sales appeal. The decrease in weight not only permits a greater
energy density but, since a decreased wall thickness is required, a greater
internal volume, thus allowing for a greater number of plates and giving an
increase in capacity.

In addition, the self extinguishing flammable plastics such as polyvinyl
chloride reduce the fire hazard and the semi-flexible nature of some of
the plastics greatly reduces the possibility of breakage. Along with these
advantages have come better methods of sealing the tops and terminals so
that leakage problems have been greatly reduced, if not eliminated.

A relatively nevi and fast growing field is that of specialty batteries
such as those used to provide power for emergency lighting, burglar and
fire alarms, portable medical instruments, toys, handyman tools, etc. The
first maintenance-free, non-spill batteries were developed for such applica-
tions. These batteries either contain a gel electrolyte or an electrolyte-
containing separator, and the grids are usually of a lead calcium alloy or
pure lead to reduce gassing and its accompanying problems.

In all such batteries care must be taken to limit the end of charge
voltage. They are not truly sealed since they provide a Bunsen type valve
for venting in an emergency, such as overcharging. Most such batteries are
designed for low to medium discharge rates. They have a linear charge loss
of about 3 to 42 a month, so that their shelf life is long as compared with
other lead-acid batteries.
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A different approach to obtaining maintenance-free batteries is to use
recombination catalysts such as platingm or palladium alloys. These
proprietary alloys are incorporated into the electrodes or placed in
specially designed caps so that the hydrogen and oxygen that are formed
during electrolyte decomposition are recombined and no loss of water occurs.

Recently there has been a demand for maintenance-free SLI batteries.
The manufacturers of SLI batteries in this country have on the market or
under development long life maintenance-free SLI batteries, the success of
which is dependent principally upon the use of lead-calcium alloys in the
grid, high purity active material and a somewhat larger than usual electro-
lyte reservoir. By the use of lead-calcium, rather than lead-antimony, grid
alloys the deposition of antimony on the negative is avoided, so that very
little water undergoes decomposition. Most modern car batteries, during
car use, tend to be maintained at almost constant potential by the alternator
and voltage regulation systems. This makes possible the use of lead-calcium
grids, which normally do not stand up well to charge-discharge cycling. Thus
maintenance-free service can be obtained with these grids without loss of
battery life. Although maintenance-free batteries for car use appear to be
sealed, investigation shows that verting is provided.

Maintenance-free batteries are also being tested in Europe. The
approach used there, however, has been to develop low antimony-lead alloys
(less than 32 Sb) which are apparently satisfactory. The auch lower rate
of antimony transfer to the negative, using these low antimony grids,
reduces self-discharge to acceptable levels.

A great deal of unusable battery weight resides in connectors and
grids, and the industry in the past few years have been highly successful
in reducing this toward a minimum. By the use of cell connectors that
pass through the cell wall rather than out of the top of the cell a con-
siderable weight reduction has been achieved as well as lower electrical
resistance. Studies of grid design have recently shown relationships between
grid resistance and grid design that have made possible the design of grids
that achieve the maxima support with the least electrical resistance and
minimum weight consistent with the type of service for which they are
intended.

Three considerations limit the possible weight reduction of the grid.
One is the need for sufficient grid conductors to be present and properly
distributed to supply the necessary electrical conductivity at specified
rates of charge and discharge. A second consideration is the necessity for
sufficient grid material to support the active material throughout the steps
of manufacture and in subsequent use. Finally, it is necessary that the
grid be of sufficient thickness to provide for the two above considerations
throughout the required service life, since during this period there is a
continuous reduction of grid thickneu by a corrosion process.

No corrosion-free grid, that is economically feasible, has as yet been
produced and grids continue to be made of lead or lead alloys. At present
lead-antimony and lead-calcium appear to be the moat feasible alloys
although research is continuing in this area to develop other alloys with
equal or greater corrosion resistance.
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There has been considerable interest in the use of lead plated aluainum
as a grid material since it would improve conductivity and provide a lighter
grid. Most attempts to use this or other plated metals have been unsuccess-
ful although Sweden's Axel Johnson Institute for Industrial Research claim
to have developed lead coated alodnum grids that have been successful in
tests and they are now of feria this process to battery manufacturers. In
this country, claim have been made for an undercoat process that ashes the
lead coated aluminum i.Vervious to attack even if the lead plating is not
perfect. This latter process is nmw being tested by the Electric Power
Research Institute. One hopes that these claim will be proved valid, since
such a lead plated aluminum grid would not only increase the energy density
and reduce internal resistance but could possibly also reduce costs of
manufacture.

A battery development claimed to give extremely long life is the
computer designed battery of Dell Telephone Laboratories. This battery uses
pure lead grids of a conical construction. This is supposed to be the beat
compromise between grid growth and active material expansion, and thus beat
suited to retain the active material pellets throughout life. The active
material paste is made from chemically prepared tetrabasic lead sulfate, and
does not require the curing steps of conventional paste formulations. A
very long life is claimed for this battery under the emergency stand-by,
float potential operation required by the telephone industry.

As the populace gradually becomes aware that the environment is
becoming poisoned by society's own vaste products, there is a growing bue
and cry to control all manufacturing processes to the point whore there are
no harmful environmental pollutants. Since, in many cases, there are no
reliable figures as to what constitutes harmful pollution for a given product
there has no doubt been a tendency to impose unrealistic limits.

In this respect lead is no exception. The battery manufacturers are
finding it increasingly difficult and expensive to comply with restrictions
on pollution being enforced by Federal and local agencies. This applies
equally to the lead content in the waste water from battery plants, to the
lead content in the air surrounding such plants and to the lead content in
the workers within the plant. Similar and perhaps worse problems of lead
control will be faced by the primary and secondary lead smelters. It is also
probable that arsenic and antimony will face similar regulation as their
properties become better known to the public.

Manufacturing dry charged batteries contributes greatly to lead
bearing waste water. It has been necessary in the past to wash the plates
after formation to remove excess acid. Considerable effort is now being
directed toward eliminating this washing. Gould and Globe have produced, by
slightly different procedures, batteries that eliminate the washing
procedure. These batteries can be shipped and stored "dry" and activated
when desired by the addition of electrolyte, although the plates in srch
batteries are not really dry but contain 20 to 402 of the acid that would
normally be present in a wet battery. The elimination of the washing step
saves up to 40 gallons of wash water per battery and gas savings also occur
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from not having to dry the battery plates. The cost of such processes are
substantially lower than for the drying ovens, washing equipment, water
clarification, etc. required for dry charging.

Although i i public has now become accustomed to dry charged batteries
an alternate route is to return entirely to the shipment of wet charged
batteries. Some manufacturers are considering this option and are experi-
menting with methods to reduce loss of charge and to minimize corrosion
during storage.

A final point is the increasing hazards faced by the manufacturer in
the marketial; of his product. The formation of the Consumrs Products
Safety Commi-sion and applicable regulations such as the Hazardous Substances
Act are exasples of the trend in government today to protect the rights and
safety of ransumers while increasing the responsibilities of the manufactur-
ers.

According to the Kierney Managewrnt Consultants the product liability
claims in 1972 totaled 12.5 billion dollars, which represented a 100-fold
increase from 1%5. It is foreseen that, at this rate, the 1975 claims
my reach 50 billion dollars. Because of possible mishaps with the acid
electrolyte as well as the possibility of explosion, electrical burns.
etc., the lead-acid battery can well be considered hazardous. This applies
particularly when the many new uses to which this battery is being applied
are considered. Therefore research and development into providing a
hazardproof battery must also be considered by manufacturers. It has truly
become an age in which environmental iqiactn and environmental protection
costs must be considered in every step of manufacture and distribution.

We motion these burdens on the manufacturer, not as an indictment of
the lead-acid battery, but only to show the increasing headaches that all
manufacturers must face. It is also well to consider what such legislation
and restrictions will mean to manufacturers of sodium-sulfur, lithium-
chlorine, lithium sulfide, or similar high energy density batteries that
contain highly reactive, extremely dangerous materials. Uben one is
tempted to paint too optimistic a future for such batteries these points
should be kept in mind.

C- Searaor

Separators are an essential part of battery construct ion, and properly
built separators contribute greatly to both battery life and power. eed-
less to say, the separators serve the mault iple purposes of prevent ing
electrical contact of plates of opposite polarity, restraining the movement
and bridging of sediment particles, providing needed electrolyte space at
the surface of the plate and assisting in the retention of the active
material. There is also evidence that they reduce self-discharge by re-
straining the migration of antimony to the negative plate. At the same time
they have the detrimental effect of increasing the internal resistance of
the battery by interfering with current flow through the solution.

There are several essential requirements that must be met by success-
ful separators. The first is mechanical strength sufficient both for the
handling during assemly a in subequent life service. Next is an ability
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to withstand both the corrosive effects of the acid electrolyte and the
redox conditions generated during battery operation. Third, the separator
is required to have low electrical resistance and uniform and controlled
pore site. Fourth, the separator mwst not contain soluble impurities, such
as chloride or metals, tlast would interfere with cell performance or produce
side reactions. Finally, o demonstrated ability to inhibit the transfer of
antimny is desirable when lead-antimony grid alloys are used.

At the present time many different separator materials are available,
of different porosity and thickness, and separators can be tailored to
specific uses of the battery. The original wood separators were first
replaced by microporous rubber separators which are produced by cowiading
sheet rubber formulations with a silica hydrogel and subsequently driving
off the water to develop the necessary porosity. This separator material
has pore dimensions in the order of one micron and is relatively pure.
Unfortunately it is fairly brittle so th:t it normally is not produced
with a rib thickness of less than .020". It has now been largely replaced
by other types. but ia used in soem apalications.

Cellulose separators have been in use for a long time and are
currently still in use. Cellulose mats of suitable pore sie and corrosion
resistance are made up and impregnated with phenolic resin and cured. These
phenolic impregnated cellulose separators can be produced in corrugated form
or with extruded ribs on a flat sheet. Wile the porosity of these
separators may be as high as 602, they are brittle and the mechanical
strength and corrosion resistance are only fair. Pore size Is not parti-
cularly uniform and averages about 1-23 mitrons.

A major improvement in separators is provided by the microporous
polyethylene separator, which is compounded of a mixture of silica. u'tra
high molecular weight polyethylene and a plasticising oil. Thse coonents
are extruded as a continuous sheet which is then treated to extract most of
the oil, thus developing the required porosity. The material produced in
this way has extreme toughness combined with flexibility and has excellent
corrosion resistance and mechanical strength. The pores are much finer than
in other separator material, averaging about .03 micron. This material can
also be made into very thin eeparators because of its excellent mcbaniceal
strength and flexibility.

Polyethylene separators are also made from 1-S micron fibers produced
by blowing from the mlt. Te filaments are thinned and aligted by a high
velocity hot air blast. The resultant mat is then stutered by pressure and
heat into a continuous structure. Althoug this material has the same
mechanical strength as the microporous polyethylene described above it has a
larger pore size, averaging about 15 microns. Siace it is made without the
use of fillers or binders its pui ty is exceptiosel.

Sistered polyvinyl chloride wse a pioneer polymeric material for
separator use. Its manufacture involves forming the required shapes from
finely divided PC polder and then sintering the particles. Over the years
this product has been improved ssmerbat, principally by the development of
finer grades of PVC powder and by reducing the separator thichmess. This
separator also appears to be iederping replacemat by materials of greater
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flexibility, mechanical strength and porosity, although recent developments
have brought the pore also down to about .05 microns and considerably
increased the flexibility.

Fiberglass separators are also nde. These are nde from glass fibers
that are subsequently bonded by heat and pressure. They may contain an
intermediate layer of silica powder and latex coating to reduce pore sie
and inhibit antimny transfer. These separators are tough and flexible
enough for most applications. Fiberglass is usually found as an active
material retaining layer in partnership with one of the above ment ioned
separators.

For high power applications low electrical resistance can be obtained
by reducing rib thickness and using material of high porosity. Such ad-
vantages are usually accomplished at the expense of corrosion resistance and
mechanical strength. A primary consideration, in addition to those
mentioned above. is cost. This my in many cases determine which of the
.above types of separator is chosen. irrespective of other advantages. In
this area, also, energy shortages have had an effect on cost, and safety
and health have become a source of concern.

As to the future, consideration is being given to thinner separator.,
with lower electrical resistance. Sealed separators or wrapped separators
would prevent edge shorting and probably greatly extend life, as well as
retaining sedimnt. For this purpose flexibility and sealability would be
paramount among desirable properties. The increasing use of maintenance-
free batteries will require separators of exceptional purity. When lead-
calcium grids are used their tendency to cause active material softening
will beat be controlled by enveloping the plates with separator nmterial
of great flexibility and very small pore aiso.

D. Satteries for Vehicle Prooulsion

There is no battery mow available or in prospect that can drive a
vehicle with the perforane and range that can be achieved with an internal
combust ion engine. There is no compact. packaged, elect rochemical energy
system that can comete in weight, portability or economy with gasoline.

"owever, the time my be fast approaching when the fossil fuels are
either not available or become so much more expensive that the public will
gladly accept vehicles of the limited range and speed offered by battery
power. Increasing stnospheric pollution from internal combustion engines
is also a factor that will act to promote the use of all-electric vehicles
or hybrid.

electric vehicles using lead-acid batteries, such as fork lifts,
trucks and siailar com.rcal applications have been able to successfully
c.pte with the internal comustion engine for a number of years because of
economical service and the non-polluting characteristics that electric
vehicles offer. This type of battery use will undoubtedly become more
popular in the future. In fact, a numer of recent studies here and abroad
have shorn that, for various types of stop and ge vehicles, such as milk
vans, mail trucks and buses, the battery propelled vehicles show much lower
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operating and maintenance costs over their service life than do their inter-
nal combustion engine counterparts.

Thus, for industrial vehicle applications, there is no doubt that the
lead-acid battery has proven practical. Recent improvements in charger
design, which permit fast charging yet prevent overcharging and allow a
minimum of supervision have done much not only to extend the life but
improve the popularity of such vehicles. At the same time there have been
continuing improvements in cases, grids and separators that have increased
the dependability and life of the batteries used in such applications. In
this type of application, performance and ranee are secondary to economic
or special environmental consideration and the lead-acid battery has proven
itself acceptable.

The case is quite different with automobiles used in normel family
pursuits. Here economic considerations have been consistently sacrificed
to the goal of ever increasing performance and it will take extensive
consumer education to gain acceptance for electric automobiles, unless
energy shortages make their use mandatory.

Even in this case, however, the low energy density lead-acid battery
is the only feasible electric storage system currently available and one
might say that, for automobile operation, this battery is not inspiring.
The electric car designer is faced with a vicious cycle. Increasing the
battery size to obtain increased performance adds sufficient additional
weight to largely defeat the effort, not to mention the mounting cost.
According to Dr. Paul D. Agarval of the C. M. Research Laboratory, to
equal the heat energy stored in a 20-gallon tank of gasoline would require
15,000 lbs of batteries. In comparison, a sub compact internal engine car
with a full 20-gallon tank need not weigh more than 2200 pounds.

However, the Electric Vehicle Council has compiled figures that
indicate that most existing automobiles usually run short trips and
stay under 35 miles per hour. Considering our large urban population this
is probably correct. It would seen especially true in the case of second
cars in a family and there are about 25 million such multicar households
in the U.S.

While it would appear that an electric car mast be designed with all
elements keyed to the propulsion system there have been numerous conver-
sions of existing cars to battery propulsion. While these demonstrate the
feasibility they must be considered as short term intermediates to the true
electric automobile.

The Fiat X1/23, for example, has a curb weight of about 1800 pounds,
uses nine 12-volt batteries and has a 65 mile range and a 40 mph top speed.
The CG-regoire is powered by eight 12-volt batteries, has a curb weight
of about 2000 pounds and claims a 60 mile range with a 55 mph top speed.

An example of a car specifically designed for electric operation is
the British Enfield 8000. This two passenger vehicle has a maximum speed
of 40 mph, with a 62 mile range under peak traffic conditions through the
heart of London. The vehicle uses four 12-volt 110 Ah batteriewn providing
power through a series/parallel control system. The curb weight is 1800 lbs.
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Although not generally realized, there has been a steady gain in energy
density by the lead-acid battery over the past years. According to figures
presented to the 5th International Lead Conference in Paris, November, 1974
by the Chloride Group, Inc., England, the typical energy density at the
5 hr rate has increased from 20.9 Wh/kg (9.5 Wh/lb) in 1920 to 29.2 Wh/kg
(13.2 Wh/lb) in 1970. Current U. S. traction batteries have energy
densities of 31.5 Wh/kg (14.2 Wh/lb) while batteries in certain Japanese
vehicles have energy densities of 36 Wh/kg (16.32 Wh/lb). The Japanese
have set a goal of 60 Wh/kg (27.2 Wh/lb) but so far have achieved only
48 Wh/kg (21.7 Wh/lb) with a life of only 150 charge-discharge cycles.
While waiting for high energy density batteries it is well to ponder the
following.

The higher energy density batteries that are promised for the future
can no doubt greatly improve these performance figures. But in order for
electric vehicles to be successful the vehicle itself must be specifically
designed for batteries and there must be improvement in motor design, control
mechanisms, power transmission and vehicle design. These concepts can be
tested with the lead-acid battery.

Serious development on electric vehicles should therefore start now,
using the lead-acid battery as a basis. There is a waiting second car
market for electrics that will increase as gasoline become. more scarce
and expensive. As we approach the convenience and economy of mass produc-
tion of electric vehicles, with attractive financing programs for the con-
sumer and nationwide sales and service this market should continue to grow,
even without super batteries.

The sodium-sulfur, the lithium chlorine, the lithium-sulfide systems
all have a very attractive theoretical energy density. But practical
compromises to obtain a working cell have in each case greatly reduced the
actual energy density below the theoretical value, just as is the case in
the lead-acid battery. In each case the high temperatures required for
operation would make intermittent operation difficult. Various operational
problems have also made it difficult in each case to produce batteries of
extended service life, even under laboratory conditions. In the case of
the sodium-sulfur, a limited power density would almost certainly require
operation in parallel with another power source (hybrid application).

The zinc-air battery gives performance superior to the lead-acid but
rechargeability remains one of the major problems. Other systems that
might be considered require circulating pumps, heat exchangers and other
supplemental equipment that reduce their actual energy density and add
considerably to the complexity of operation.

The high temperature systems make claims of being very inexpensive,
because of the abundance and low cost of their components. This may be
more than offset in actual production by the high costs associated with
the rigid quality control that such batteries will require throughout
all steps in fabrication and assembly.

On the basis of these considerations we believe that if electric auto-
mobiles are produced in quantity, a large number oE them will be lead-acid
battery powered for a long time.
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E. Batteries for Energy Storage and Peak Shaving

The steadily increasing demands for electrical power and the fact that
there are peak periods of electrical demand much larger than the average
load are a matter of concern to the suppliers of electrical power. These
peak demands can be met by a large capital outlay for new equipment but this
is uneconomical because of the long periods during which such equipment would
remain idle. Electric utilities therefore use their most efficient and
economically obtained power for base loading, while using less efficiently
generated power for intermediate and peak energy demand periods. For
example, plants using nuclear fuel or water power might meet peak demand
with less efficient and more costly fossil fuel sources of power.

It is obvious that methods of storing excess power generated during
off-peak periods to be used at periods of peak demand offers an economical
means of fully utilizing generating equipment and avoiding crisis in
electrical supply. The practicality of this has been proven in the past
by systems using pumped hydroelectric storage. However, there are relatively
few areas where conditions are suitable for this type of storage. One
practical alternative system is that using secondary batteries to store
energy. This idea is attractive because batteries woula allow a very
efficient energy transfer and the modular construction, non-polluting
character of the installation would have very little, if any, effect on
local environments. Consequently, such load leveling systems could be
distributed throughout the utility network at sites near load centers or
wherever their use would result in savings in transmission line costs. Since
the batteries are modular units they could be efficiently scaled to whatever
size local conditions required, and easily modified for changing require-
ments. In addition, as has been well demonstrated, batteries have additional
advantages such as surge suppression, voltage regulation, filtering,
etc., that would not be obtainable from other methods of storage.

As a point of fact, such energy storage plans were originally based on
the use of high energy density batteries that are not yet available.
However, as plans progressed it became evident that lead-acid batteries
are capable of meeting this need now and possibly even in the more distant
future when such high energy batteries do appear.

At the present time there are two design studies that illustrate this
point. The first is that sponsored by the Energy Research and Development
Administration and the Electric Power Research Institute that proposes to
build a test facility (BEST) for testing various batteries for applicability
to energy storage. As presently conceived this test facility will have
three bays, each capable of testing a 1MW, lOMWh battery, with a fourth
bay containing the control equipment, computer facilities and test instru-
nhnts. At the present time the lead-acid battery is the only system
available for test and plans are being formulated to obtain suitable
lead-acid batteries for this facility.

The second design study involves the construction of a 20 MW, 200 MWh
lead-acid battery energy storage demonstration plant, sponsored by the
Energy Research and Development Administration.
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The feasibility studies have brought out the fact that the principal
problem at present is that of producing these batteries at a cost that will
be attractive to the electric utilities. However, with careful planning,
it appears that this difficulty can be overcome. Past experience with
scale-up of large industrial batteries and submarine cells have given the
lead-acid battery companies sufficient experience with large cells so that
state-of-the-art batteries are presently available that can probably meet
the requirements of the BEST facility, with its 1 MW, 10 MWh capacity.

With the 20 MW, 200 MWh facility the situation is somewhat different.
In this case larger modules are proposed than are currently available and
the manufacturers aie being asked for designs that they feel would most
economically meet the requirements. One problem that is immediately evident
is that present commercial facilities are inadequate to produce either the
case required for such modules or the separators. Other problems concern
the difficulty of transporting and handling such large modules, intercell
connectors, switching and circuit breakers, but none of these problems
appear to be insurmountable.

There appear to be no problems that cannot be solved in connection with
the use of lead-acid batteries for this project, once the manufacturers are
themselves~ sufficiently convinced of the commitment of Government and the
electric utilities to the project. On the other hand, Government and the
electric utilities are unwilling to become this committed without a
practical demonstration. Under these circumstances the project could reach
a stalemate, disasterous to all concerned.

This idea of energy storage in batteries, however, suggests a potential
market for lead acid batteries that is enormous. Since in such a market,
almost all parts of the battery would be salvageable, it would seem that
batteries for this use can be made cheap enough to appear attractive as
energy storage facilities. The initial amount of lead required would be
very large, but lead is a metal that is plentifully distributed in the
U.S. and friendly nations, so that it is not in critical supply. In
addition, there is the added advantage that there are not so many competing
uses for lead that supply would become a problem. There is, of course,
the additional factor that after a few years and as batteries began to
fail there would be practically 100% recovery of lead from facilities
installed earlier. There is the final advantage that in this application
the problem of energy density would not be as important as in some other
applications, so that the weight of lead-acid batteries would not be as
great a deterrent as in the usual case.

Because of already demonstrated reliability and low maintenance
requirements, as well as long life (yet to be demonstrated for this type of
application) it is possible that the lead acid battery could remain
competitive for power storage even with the arrival of the higher energy
density batteries that have been promised in the next decade.

LEAD-ACID BATTERY RESEARCH

The foregoing discussion should serve to illustrate that there has been
an on-going improvement in the lead-acid battery during the past several
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decades. This has been accomplished for the most part by engineering ad-
vances. Because of the highly cost competitive nature of the lead-acid
battery business there has been very little funding available for research
of a basic nature. Emphasis has been rather on engineering development,
automation of processes, improved machinery and other achievements aimed
toward improved efficiency and reduced cost.

Although each of the major battery companies has maintained a research
laboratory, much of the effort of such laboratories has in the past been ex-
pended on the development of other battery systems or to other products that
would help the economic position of the company. Relatively little effort
has been directed toward understanding the basic mechanisms of the battery.
This may be due in part to the fact that the lead-acid battery has proven
sufficiently reliable and satisfactory for past needs without the necessity
for research of this nature.

Eventually a point will be reached in engineering development where
little or no additional improvement will be possible, and at this point
further improvement will require more fundamental research than has been
Lsed up to this point.

That such research is needed is indicated by the low efficiency of
active material utilization; the continuing problems of grid corrosion;
the lack of knowledge as the causes of poor active material cohesion and
its lack of adhesion to the grid in the positive plate; the continuing
problems with both positive and negative degradation with continued cycling;
and by the continuous loss of capacity that takes place throughout life.
Very little is known about the effect of impurities; what impurities are
harmful, and what impurities are of possible benefit; what constitutes
acceptable limits of impurities, etc.

Fortunately, in the past few years a change has taken place and the
principal battery manufacturers are now employing more people to study
battery problems and are obtaining the necessary equipment to make more
fundamental research possible.

A very good sign is a cooperative effort being made by a number of
American and European manufacturers who have banded together to support
a study of grid corrosion at the Battelle Research Institute in Switzerland.

An example of battery research by other than battery manufacturers is
that furnished by the International Lead Zinc Research Organization, Inc.
(ILZRO). For over a decade ILZRO has been supporting various projects
that pertain directly or indirectly to battery problems. While this
organization naturally cannot address itself to problems resulting from
the use of proprietary products or procedures, it can and does undertake
research on some of the lead acid battery problems that are of general
importance to the entire industry, and more specifically to those problem
likely to be encountered in the use of lead-acid batteries for electric
vehicle propulsion.

Aside from an occasional project supported at the universities by one
of the battery manufacturers, there seems to be no university interest in
lead-acid batteries, at least in the United States. In England, Europe,
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Japan and the eastern European countries there is a great deal more research
into lead-acid battery problems than has been evident here, in universities,
government supported institutions and the battery companies themselves.

One government laboratory in this country, the Naval Research
Laboratory, has supported basic work in lead-acid battery research, but
this effort has been small in the past, involving no more than two or three
people at any time, except during the period of World War II. This effort,
although small, has been given considerable cooperation from the battery
companies and NRL has received contributions of battery components, test
specimens and cooperation in various experiments from the various manu-
facturers, as well as valuable information, advice and criticism and all
of this cooperation is hereby gratefully acknowledged.

Work at NRL has been primarily directed toward study of the properties
of the positive and negative active material and in the determination of
how these properties are affected by changes in such factors as paste
composition, discharge or charge rate, acid specific gravity, temperature,
etc. We have also directed a great deal of effort toward determining
those factors responsible for capacity loss, battery failure and poor
utilization of active material.

In making these studies we have confirmed that the physical condition
of the active material play, a most important part in battery performance
and life. For upon the physical nature of the active material depend such
characteristics as surface area, porosity, chemical activity, solubility
and other factors upon which the rate and extent of reaction occur.

Although the reactions of the lead-acid battery are theoretically
completely reversible, they are less so in practice and each charge-discharge
cycle yields slightly less capacity than the preceding. This loss of
capacity may be traced in some cases to purely physical factors such as
crystal size, cases in which the crystal becomes passivated by a reaction
layer that stops reaction before the entire crystal remainder can be
utilized; or by such more complex factors, such as changes in lattice
spacing due to adsorbed impurities that may deactivate the crystal.

Two recently found properties of the positive active material appear
to be of great significance in the search for better active material
utilization and more prolonged capacity retention. The first of these was
the discovery that part of the PbO formed initially was electrochemically
inactive in subsequent charge-discharge cycles and, moreover, that the
inactive portion increased with increasing number of such cycles. This
discovery was the result of earlier investigations based on thermal methods
cf analysis.

There thermal studies showed that the thermal degradation process
was different for chemically and electrochemically prepared PbO 2.
Differential thermal analysis studies also showed that after long periods
of cycling, the PbO, in the plates yielded a decomposition curve very
similar to that of the chemically prepared samples. Differential scanning
calorimeter studies showed that an exothermic peak occurred at 180*C for
thw electrochemically prepared material but no similar curve appeared when
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the chemically prepared samples were run. High temperature mass spectros-
copy at 10 mn showed that this peak was associated with water evolution.
To determine more about the structure that yielded this water on decomposi-
tion, pulsed NMR studies of the hydrogen nuclear relaxation times were
made of the chemically and electrochemically prepared Pb02 and of the product
obtained after prolonged cycling. It was evident from the relative mag-
nitudes of the hydrogen signals that the electrochemically prepared form
contained more hydrogen than the other two. The nonexponential character of
the relaxation time also indicated that the electrochemically prepared
samples had hydrogen present in at least two different configurations. The
chemically prepared and cycled samples showed uniform hydrogen behavior,
as evidenced by a single exponential relaxation curve.

The course of the relaxation curve for the electrochemically prepared
Pb02 can be separated into short term gaussian behavior and long term
exponential behavior. The long term exponential portion of the curve is
similar to that found for the chemicall, ?repared form. From the magnitude
of the short term gaussian portion of the curve one can calculate a
hydrogen-hydrogen separation of slightly more :han 2A. Since water
molecules have a lower separation of 1.6A, this means that the fast
relaxation component is not due to water but corresponds to some other
form of hydrogen bonding, the exact nature of which has not yet been
determined.

Another recent discovery concerning the lead-acid positive plate that
has been made at NRL was that the originally compact and dense Pb02 found
in the formed plate was transformed by cycling into a much more porous and
open structure that appears to be continuous throughout the plate. This
new structure has been named coralloid because of its resemblance to
coral. The transformation to the coralloid form takes place as a gradual
process, beginning at the surface and proceeding to the center of the
plate. The length of time for the conversion to the new structure varies,
decreasing with increasing depth of discharge and with increasing discharge
current density.

The configuration of the PbO, is apparently an ideal structure since
it has strength, rigidity, good electrical conductivity and a large surface
area, while providing adequate porosity for electrolyte flow. Unfortunately,
any benefits derived from the occurrance of this type of structure are
masked by the simultaneous increase in the inactive form of Pb02.

Eventually, as the battery approaches the end of its life, this
coralloid structure disappears and is replaced by a very loosely connected,
nondescript structure that resembles neither the original as-formed nor the
coralloid structures. Numerous tests have shown that this metamorphous seems
to take place in all plates, regardless of their source or method of manu-
facture. However, the study was originally made only on battery plates
that had lead-antimony grid alloys. We are now repeating these investiga-
tions to determine whether the absence of antimony, as is the case with
plates with lead-calcium grids, will give different results than those
previously obtained.
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Auger spectroscopy has also been used to study the distribution of
impurities within the electrodes during charge and discharge and it has been
found that the mobility of some of these impurities is greater than had
previously supposed. Results so far have been too rudimentary to analyze
but it would appear that some of these migrations of the elements may
correlate with capacity loss and disruption of the coralloid structure.
This is also an area where more thorough investigations are planned.

We consider these recent observations to be highly significant in
the quest for longer life, higher energy density and higher capacity. In
particular the discovery that there is an inactive form of PbO2 present
is important. If this inactive form can by some means be prevented from
forming, or can be converted to the active form, significant improvement
in the battery is possible, both in performance and life.

The Energy Research and Development Administration has recently
sponsored this work at NRL, so that additional people can be assigned to
the project. This additional support, plus the cooperation of the battery
companies and ILZRO, should enable answers to be found to some of the
principal problems that limit energy and power density as well as cycle
life of the lead-acid battery.
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CURRENT STATUS AND PROSPECTS OF THE Zn-AIR AND Na-S BATTERIES IN FRANCE

A. J. Appleby
Laboratoires de Marcoussis

91-Marcoussis, France

J.-P. Gabano
S.A.F.T.

92-Levallois Perret, France

The Compagnie Gdndrale d'Electricit6 is currently conducting
development work on both a circulating-slurry zinc-air battery with
either built-in or external recharging facility and on the sodium-
sulfur - 0-alumina battery. The first system promises to be an eff-
ective vehicle power unit with sufficient energy density to give
useful vehicle performance (110 wh/kg : about 150 km range for a
practical city-car with normal payload). Power units have been ex-
tensively teeted over the past three years in the form of laboratory
modules, and sufficient data to predict practical lifetime, perfor-
ance and manufacturing cost have been obtained. An upper-limit sys-
tem cost of $40 (1974)/kw is expected. Practical lifetime will be
at least 2000 running hours. The sodium-sulfur battery, whose dev-
elopment time will be longer, may be applied to either vehicles or
to industrial purposes for which the efficiency of the zinc-air sy-
stem (40% overall) is not sufficiently high (e.g., offpeak storage).
Over 6000 cycles (24000 hours total) have been obtained with labor-
atory cells using pure 0-alumina electrolytes. Problems that must
be solved to develop practical battery systems are summarized.

INTRODUCTION

The EEC countries and Japan have economies that are largely dependent on
imported Ioil, which represented 67% of their total primary energy consumption
in 1973. The present objective of the EEC is to limit oil use to 40% of to-
tal primary energy by 1985, , mainly by the development of nuclear energy,
which will save the equivalent of 260 million tonnes of crude oil (43% of
1973 consumption) at that time. About 31% of this installed nuclear capacity
will be situated in France. In view of the commitment to an economy which
will be eventually largely based on nuclear energy, it is likely that an imp-
ortant electric vehicle market will develop between now and the end of the
century. The electric vehicle will serve both as a secondary means of oil
conservation* and as a device for partial nuclear load-leveling. Other nuc-
lear load-leveling will be provided by hydrogen production (on a seasonal
basis), initially destined for the chemical industry, and by electrical stor-
age electrochemicall and pumped storage).

It seems clear that if suitable vehicle power sources become available,
the electric vehicle market will become of importance in the early '80.. The
C.G.E. in France currently working on two candidate power source systems,

* Only 18% of oil use in the EEC was in road transport in 1973 (U.S. 43%)1 .
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namely zinc-slurry - air and sodium-sulfur 0-alumina. The former will be
capable of approximately 110 wh/kg, the latter 180 wh/kg, both at the 3-hour
rate. These figures are 2.4 to 4 times higher than the most optimistic cur-
rent estimates for future long-life lead-acid traction batteries under the
same conditions (45 wh/kg), and will result in vehicle payloads and ranges
that will be acceptable for general use. Currently, the zinc-air systeT 7which uses zinc powder as active material in a circulating electrolyte,
is closest to practical application. Prototypes up to a size of several kw
have been constructed and successfully run under laboratory conditions, and
have given lifetimes and performances within the desired specifications. In
contrast, the sodium-sulfur system is being currently examined only at the
single-cell level, at which excellent performance, particularly in respect to
lifetime, has been achieved. In view of the new technology required, step-
wise progress to the prototype battery level, and eventually to industrial
application, will be inevitably slower than that for zinc-air. In consequ-
ence, we feel that the first successful electric vehicle will be a utility
van or bus, which will be powered at first by the zinc-air system. Vehicles
of this type will be eventually supplemented and replaced for many purposes
by those based on sodium-sulfur or other advanced systems (perhaps fuel
cells), which will have more attractive energy characteristics (in terms of
battery weight and overall efficiency) and lifetimes.

The circulating slurry zinc-air system, while technologically relatively
simple, suffers from the same fundamental disadvantage of all energy storage
devices basd on the charge and discharge of a low temprature oxygen electr-
ode (e.g., hydrogen electrode - fuel cell combinations): a relatively low
overall efficiency. This efficiency will be about 40% in practice. Despite
its low cost, which will be much less than that of corresponding hydrogen
fuel cell - electrolyzer combinations, it is not certain that it will find
general use outside the transportation field, which is best adapted to its
lifetime. In contrast, the sodium-sulfur battery will have a per-kilowatt*
capital cost about twice as high, but in this case lifetimes of several years
with no maintenance whatever may be expected. This factor, together with its
potentially lower cost than that of the lead-acid battery, will make it a
candidate for all current and anticipated industrial-scale secondary battery
applications. However, its use for discontinuous applications (e.g., in pri-
vate vehicles) may be difficult because of the problem of temperature maint-
enance. The problem of safety will also require attention. A distinct advan-
tage of the sodium-sulfur battery, that sets it apart from conventional sec-
ondary cells, is the fact that its energy storage capability can be engineer-
ed indepenently of its power producing capability (as in the case of fuel
cells or of the circulating zinc-air system). This factor will be especially
important for heavy vehicle applications and for reserve storage or peak-
shaving.

Some of the factors involving end-use of the above systems, and the pro-
blems that must be solved for their eventual large-scale application, are
discussed below. In addition, they are briefly compared with alternative
secondary batteries, with emphasis on the transportation field.

* The relevent cost parameter for both circulating sine-air and sodium-sulfur
systems is the per kw cost (on charge for Ia-8, on disc for Zn-air), as
both system will be limited by the available active area (of 3-alumina and
current collectors and air electrodes respectively), not storage volume.
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if-:E T It POER SOURCES FOR USE IN VEHICLES

A summary of electric vehicle performance requirements, based on the
1968 Arthur D. Little evaluation , is given in Fig. 1. For all but the smal-
lest vehicles, at least 100 wh/kg will be required to give a satisfactory
practical range between recharges. In addition, if electric vehicles are to
make a substantial penetration of the market, battery cycle lifetime should
be such that overall kIloastric costs are similar to those for (future) veh-
icles using untaxed gasoline. The latter factor will be of particular imp-
ortance in Europe, where gasoline taxes provide a substantial amount of nat-
ional administrative budgets. It is reasonable to suppose that in the future
the corresponding sums will be recovered by special taxation on transport-
ation kwhs. In addition, because present European gasoline prices without
tax are similar to overall U.S. prices at the pump, such calculations are
useful for indicating the economic requirements for preliminary penetration
of the U.S. market.

In spite of recent developments in energy density, the lead-acid bi 'tery
will never provide sufficient performance for more than a minor fraction of
the overall vehicle market, e.g., for short-range utility cars or door-to-
door delivery vans. In addition, its fixed costs per kilometer are too high

Fig. 1. Power source energy and power densities for electric vehicles.
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to meet the economic goals given above.

Practical power sources that will attain the required performance and
economic criteria do not at present exist. However, major candidates curr-
ently receiving study are low 4 emperatur, 0 batterie 1 based on t4 Ni-Zn, Zn-
air (also Zn-compressed oxygen ), -air , Zn-Cl and Zn-Br couples, as
well as low-temperature fuel cellsia. The cos widely studfS high-tempera-
ture systems are based on the Na-S and Li-41 and Li-31i -FcSx couples.
Other possible candidates (ambient-temperature Ni-H , high-temperature solid-
state batteries) are discussed elsewhere in this symposium.

The limitations of the nickel-ainc system, resulting from the solubility
of zincate ions in the electrolyte, are well known. Research to limit the
shape-change phenomenon is currently in progress (c.f. Ref. 16), and it is
reasonable to assume that lifetimes in excess of 1000 cycles under practical
conditions will be eventually attained. System energy density will be from
1.5 to 2 times greater than that of future lead-acid batteries, and few pro-
blems of industrial production are anticipated. However, a major difficulty
is system capital cost, which will be at least 50% higher per wh than that
of lead-acid. This factor, together with a probably limited cycle life, will
give an unacceptable overall cost per km for generalized use.

The zinc-compressed oxygen and zinc-air concepts have gond energy dens-
ities (about 120 and 100+ whkg respectively), but they suffer at present
from the electrode shape-change problem. In addition, the difficulties of
making satisfactory long-life low-cost rechargeable oxygen electrodes have
yet to be overcome. Cost of the basic module in these system should ul-
timately be lower than for lead-acid, but the pressure container (for zinc-
oxygen) will be expensive and will "onstitute a safety hazard. The circulat-
ing electrolyte system required in the case of zinc-air (to prevent carbonate
build-up) will also increase cost and system complexity. In addition, limit-
ations resulting from the use of an ambient temperature air electrode limit
power density. Vehicle fuel cells, and aqueous Zn-C1 or Zn-Br batteries,
should allow higher energy densities to be attained, gut their itage of dev-
elopment is too limited to make any predictions possible. Industrial devel-
opment of the molten salt systems requires the solution of many technological
problems that are new to the battery industry. However, their potentially
low costs will certainly make them attractive, and they may be regarded as
second-generation power sources for vehicle applications.

The most promising system for achieving the necessary initial penetrat-
ion of the potential market is therefore the sine-air system, both from the
viewpoint of cost and energy density, provided that its intrinsic problems
can be overcome. Lower energy density and very poor charge-discharge effic-
iency remove the only other possible candidate secondary battery (F6-air)
from consideration. Systems requiring industrial processing for recharge
(e.g., those based on alkali metals) seem unlikely to provide the impetus
for early market penetration.

'he C.G.S. slurry zinc-air battery was devised as an engineering solu-
tion to the problems posed by the classical sine-air battery. By the use of
a fluid electrode, it avoiis the shape-change effect. In addition, current
densities are considerably greater than those in classical system, so that
hardware weight is reduced and power density increased. This is achieved
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by running at temperatures above ambient and by avoiding zinc passivation by
maintaining the reaction product (sincate ion) in solution. In addition, the
air electrode in optimized for nigh discharge rates, since recharge is carr-
ied out in a separate unit with an oxygen electrode optimized for the evolu-
tion process. This concept immediately removes the difficulties inherent in
the use of bifunctional air electrodes. , which have relatively low perform-
ance and short lifetimes.

THE CIRCULATING ZINC-AIR BATTERY

Work on the concept started at the Laboratoires de Karcoussis, Research
Center of the C.G.E., in 1971. From the beginning, the system was conceived
of as a rechargeable fuel cell, in which the negative electrode was simply a
current ccllector brought into continuous contact with a fluidized fuel sincec
powder in KOH electrolyte).,4;he C.G.. system differs from other proposed
zinc-powder - air batteries in using a very high electrolyte flow rate
(about 0.8 ws), which prevents the appearance of any passivation effects and
results in excellent sine particle - current collector contact. A constant
cross-section tubular system of relatively large diameter (ca. 2 ca) gives
optimum hydrodynamic conditions (constant velocity turbulent flow of the zinc
powder - electrolyte slurrye, and eliminates segregation. Auxiliary power
requirements are therefore minimised, since pressure drops are small.

The addition of colloid stabilizers has allowed a threefold increase of
the thermodynamic threshold concentration for sincate precipitation. At the
same time, passivation of the zinc electrode is thereby prevented under all
current density conditions. The useful attainable sincate concentration cor-
responds to 300 g Zn/liter of 125 101 before precipitation and passivation
limit performance. Self-discharge of the zinc powder has been shown to be
very low, and no complex zinc mtering (c.f. Ref. 3) is needed. No separ-
ation of sine oxide or sincate from the electrolyte is attempted. As in all
sinc-powder battery concepts, simple rapid mechanical recharge is possible.
This proposal, with its advantages, has been discussed elsewhere.6,7,18 Our
studies have shown that onboard recharge is indispensable from the viewpoint
of marketing an electric vehicle equipped with a circulating sinc-air battery,
due to the cost of installing the logistic support required for external re-
generation. Only the integrated secondary system is considered in the pree-
ent paper.

The sinc powder regenerator is a small unit attached to the primary
power system. Both use the same electrolyte circulation. The power source
may therefore be regarded as a three-elect rode secondary sinc-air cell in
which the ionic circuit, not the electronic circuit, is broken, as in some
classical flate-plate cells. The system is modular, so the power-producing
section (tubular eectrodes), the regenerator and the energy storage section
(i .servoir) are capable of a great variety of geometrical arrangements to suit
vetcle space and power and energy requirements. An overall scheme of the
whole system is given in Figure 2.

*The sinc - electrolyte slurry has been granted the trademark 'losinee.
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Unit calla

As indicated above, the unit cells are tubular, and comprise (from insi-
de to outside) :
(1 A copper-plated steel exuet, welded to form a tubular current collector.

2 A copper-plated steel screen separator support.
(3 Asbestos separator (^,0.3 mm).

Air electrode.
5 Steel screen current collector.

Outer steel exmot tube, serving as primary positive current collector.
This is mechanically compressed onto the air electrode and its backing
screen and produces and extremely rugged and rigid structure.

(7) Porous Teflon outer coating.
The tubular structure has been optiaised from the viewpoint of performance
and manufacturing cost. Its performance and lifetime result from the air-elec-
trode structure which consists entirely of an extended Teflon-bonded active
carbon with no noble metal catalyst. Lifetimes of individual electrodes have
been shown to be greater than 3,000 working hours, under practical conditions.
The tubular cell system and its auxilliaries are designed so that emptying
automatically takes place on stand-by. No air electrode degradation occurs
during these periods. The tubes and system are shown schematically in Refs.
7 and 18.

Typical current-voltage curves for individual tubes at 500 C are given
in Figure 3, which shows improvements made since 1973. The data used as the
basis of performance evaluation indicates a maximum power of 75 watts/tube at
0.9 v. The gain in performance results from electrode and separator improve-
ments: a electrode polarization is negligible (O2 my at 300 ma/ca2 ). Pola-
risation is practically independent of state of discharge of the system, Lut
starts to increase rather suddendly as the solubility limit for sincate is
approached. As for all fuel cells, ah capacity is independent of rate.

The tubular electrodes are connected in modules by plastic U-junctions.
Modules consist of olceely-paced bundles of electrode tubes arranged with
series electrolyte flow. Flow to the self-emptying modules is started by the
use of a small self-priing pump at the inlet to the group of modules consti-
tuting the battery. The latter serves as a choke under normal conditi ons, and
creates the correct negative internal pressure for functioning, flow being
maintained by a suctiu. pusp at the module exit. The use of negative pressure
prevents weeping of the air electrode. However, for correct functioning of
%he latter the total pressure drop across the system should be small. This
factor governs the maximum number of tubes per module. A module is shown in
Figure 4.

Spent electrolyte typically contains 295 g/1 zinc in the form of sincate,
of which 280 g is regenerated on charge. 270 g (0270 wh) is usable, 10 g re-
presenting a tpoal self-discharge loss. Long-term self-discharge losses on
stand in quiescent solutions are not very much greater, since passivation of
sine occurs rapidly uder these conditis. Typical increase in carbonate
concentration per cycle is 2 x 10-2 mole/l. Approsimately 50 charge-discharge
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Fig. 2. Circulating zinc-air overall system concept.
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Fig. 3. V - I curves for individual tubes.

Fig. 4. 1.8 peak kw power module (24 tubes).
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cycles can be obtained before removal of carbonate is necessary.

Studies undertaken since the beginning of 1975 have illustrated the fea-
sibility of on-board electrical recharging. A prototype system consisting of
a 1 kw generator and electrolyzer is at present under test. The electrolysis
unit which will be installed in the vehicle uses a modular construction of
tubular electrodes of similar size to those in the fuel cell. The oxygen elec-
trode, of proprietary structure, is at the outside of the system, the zinc
powder electrode being in the center. Laboratory experiments indicate a mean
of 2.4 v on charge at high current densities. Since charging is over an 8 hr
period, the total electrolyzer area required for a full charge in this time
is small compared with the total fuel cell area, so that the electrolyzer
weight is about 10 % of the total. Overall efficiency (with all losses)is 40%.

Operation and system performance

Excess heat from the system is rejected via the air flow. Normal air
flow is 3-8 times stoichiometric, depending on power output. Air is given
a cursory decarbonation by bubbling through the electrolyte, which is suffi-
cient to prevent any problems due to carbonate build-up in the air electrodes.
Normal working temperature is 50-55O C, automatically maintained by air-flow
control via a blower. Using the performance datum given in Figure 5 maximum
power for the optimized zero-capacity limiting case will about 280 w/kg, which
includes auxiliaries, electrode tubes and the supporting framework, together
with a typically dimensioned reservoir. System maximum energy density for the
zero-power limiting case (zinc-powder plus electrolyte only) is about 145 wh/
kg at nominal current densities. Typical systems for automobiles will have
performance of 80 w/kg peak power and 110 wh/kg energy density at nominal
rates (this represents a 3-hr discharge rate, approximately 80 ma/cm2). Sys-
tems optimized for different rates and capacities will have different empty
specific power characteristics (see Table 1). These figures include losses
due to the circulating currents, which represent 1.0 % of nominal power. Au-
xiliary power requirements are predicted to be 1.4 % of full power output
(5 % of nominal) in scaled-up systems. Overall specific gravity is close to
unity. A proposed system has been shown in Ref. 7.

Economics

Comparative changes in zinc, gasoline and electrical kwh prices, togeth-
er with the taxes that may be imposed on the use of vehicles with different
power sources must be considered to be unknown quantities over the next ten
or so years. In addition, the principle application of the circulating zinc-
air battery will be to electric traction, for which the total market cannot
at present be predicted. No first hand experience of the system is available,
since no prototype vehicles have as yet been built and tested. Consequently,
any economic calculations must be used with caution.

Based on the available laboratory data, and on estimates of the amortiz-
ation costs of the types of equipment needed for the manufacture of electrode
tubes and mechanical parts of the system, an overall manufacturing cost for
the rechargeable system equal to S40/kw at 1974 prices has been estimated.
This figure assumes a volume production of 100,000 20kw units* per year, and

*Figures are peak kilowatts, corresponding to the one-hour rate.
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corresponds to $4.50-5.00/lb of system hardware. This figure is rather ins-
ensitive to zinc cost, since the initial charge of zinc powder in typically-
dimensioned systems represents only a small fraction of the above figure. In
regard to zinc availability, an annual production of 150,000 zinc-air urban
vehicles repre:enta a zinc requirement equal to only 5% of current French pro-
duction (currertly about 270,000 tonnes/yr). Similarly, if a loss of 0.1% of
zinc per cycle is considered (reasonable for internally-recharged batteries),
then the quantity of zinc that must be replaced annually for a constant veh-
icle pool is equal to only 2J of the total inventory.

Since the most important part of the total cost involves the electrode
tubes and auxiliaries, the per kwh cost of the zinc-air system falls as the
stored energy/peak power ratio of the installed battery increases. This is
particularly true for the case of heavy vehicles. A comparison of the initial
battery cost and performance for lead-acid (32.5 wh/kg) and zinc-air (primary
system corresponding to 100-125 wh/kg) for various classes of electric vehi-
cles is given in Table 1. It can be seen that the initial cost of the circul-
ating zinc-air system is of the same order as (in some cases less than) that
of a lead-acid system giving much less range. Since the cycle life of the
zinc-air system (at least 600 cycles at the C/3 rate, 80% d.o.d., based on
lat )ratory module performance) will be at least equal to that of lead-aid
batteries under the same cycling conditions, fixed costs per km will be corr-
espondingly lower.

In terms of overall per km costs, this advantage is clearly shown in Fig.
4 (calculations for 1 tonne urban vehicle - economic assumptions are stated
in Ref. 7). An electricity cost at the power point of 3.6 cents (1974) per
kwh has been assumed. Since the latter represents a very small part of the
total running costs, the lower overall efficiency of the zinc-air system is
not significant. Overall, the true cost per km of a zinc-air powered vehicle,
amortized over the same chassis lifetime as a conventional car, should be
approximately the same as that for a gasoline-powered vehicle at current U.S.
pump prices (or untaxed European prices). Since gasoline costs will almost
certainly rise more rapidly in future than prices of coal- or nuclear-based
electricity, the economic advantage of the zinc-air battery vehicle should
become even more marked.

J

10

S - - Zn

0 - - .- - 14 /y
o A= 4000 34000 oc

Fig. 5. Calculated total cost per 100km for lead-acid, zinc-air and gas-
oline vehicles. A: Present European gasoline costs (with taxes,
39c/1); B. U.S. costs (15.4c/1); C. U.S. untaxed costs (9c/1).



City Car Delivery Van Truck or Minibus
Chassis Weight : 500 kg Chasis Weight 1,000 kg Chassis Weight : 4,500 kg

Useful Load : 250 kg Useful Load 1,000 kg Useful Load : 3,500 kg
30 hp 75 hp 1e0 hp

Lead-Acid C.G.E. Lead-Acid C.G.E. Lead-Acid C.G.E.

Battery Circating Zn/A Circulating Batte Circulating
Zn/Air Battery Zn/Air Battery Zn/Air Battery

Battery Volume liters) 200 300 500 800 2,000 2,000

Elozine Volume (liters) - 100 - 310 - 910

Total Battery Weight (kg) 400 250 1,000 700 4,000 2,000

Elozine Weight (kg) - 180 - 548 - 1,638
l72 %) (79 %) (82 %)

kwh Installed 13 26 32.5 80 130 238

Range (km)* 50 to 80 100 to 170 50 to 80 120 to 200 50 to 80 100 to 170

Installed Battery Cost** 1 1.25 2.5 2.75 10 6

Installed cost/kwhr 1 0,63 1 0.45 1 0.33

* Depending on driving cycle.
** Based on unit cost of Lead-Acid Battery for City Car = 1.

TABLE 1. Investment cost/performance comparison for different electric vehicles.

ni
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Present status of development - problems recgiiring solution

To date, the majority of work on the project has consisted of improve-
ments to the tubular reaction cells and of the optimization of electrode str-
uctures. Large numbers of tubes, either singly or in the fcrm of 12-tube
modules, connected hydraulically and electrically in series, have been life-
tested and cycled to within technical specifications (>600 cycles, 80% d.o.d.
at C/3). Even longer lifetimes can be expected at lower depths of discharge
(lower final zincate concentrations). The primary power system can therefore
at this point be regarded as being out of the laboratory stage - its major
problems now involve optimization of tube dispositions, of module sizes and
of the auxiliaries required for practical vehicle applications. The basic
technical limits currently identified are as follows:
1) At low ambient temperatures, battery start-up power is much less than
nominal (ca. 25% at -150C). While warm-up is relatively rapid (the total
amount of electrolyte in the system is the same as that in L lead-acid battery
of the same capacity), work is currently in progress to reduce internal I.R.
drop, which is the principal cause of this difficulty. This modification will
further improve overall system performance.
2) System energy density is limited by that of the Elozine , which corresp-
onds to a figure of 145 wh/kg. It does not seem possible to increase this
energy density level, given the present technological system concept, without
extensive further research.

Work on the internal recharge modules, having started at a later stage
than that of the power system, requires further laboratory testing. In cont-
rast to other reported research1 9 , no basic problems concerning zinc powder
formation have been identified. Optimization of current density, temperature
and hydrodynamic conditions is currently being conducted. Special non-noble-
metal catalyzed oxygen electrode stuctures that allow efficient electrolysis
in the presence of high zincate concentrations have been developed. The major
engineering problem is the reduction of module I.R. drop.

Passage from the present state of research to the required engineering
objectives is no longer dependent on the successful resolution of fundamental
problems. The principles involved, and the feasibility of the solutions ad-
opted are known and have been demonstrated. Technical success is dependent
on the outcome of a program of development and assembly of optimized compon-
ents.

THE SODIUM-SULFUR 0-ALUMINA SYSTEM

General

Work on 0-alumina started at Marcoussis in 1968, as a general extension
of a high-temperature solid-electrolyte program for the development of doped
zirconia fuel cells. From the beginning, the electrophoretic deposition
method for tube formation was adopted. Using laboratory-prepared 0-alumina
powders as starting material, this technique permits fabrication of high-qual-
ity green tubes of reproducible properties and finely controlled wall-thick-
ness and surface finish. The green tubes were completed by an isostatic pres-
sing operation and were fired in p-alumina crucibles to avoid sodium losses.
An account of the fabrication techniques has been given elsewhere20 . In para-
llel with this work, fundamental studies to establish the sodium oxide - alu-
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minum oxide phase diagram were conducted2 1 .

In preliminary work, a wide range of 0 and W" compositions was examined.
Early cycling experiments used electrolytic filling of the tubes with sodium
from molten sodium nitrate, which involves application of high initial catho-
dic current densities. It was noted that tubes containing more than 3% MgO
as a sintering aid did not survive the filling operation. Other tubes show-
ed cycle lifetimes under the conditions described below that depended on Mg0
content 2 . It was therefore decided that only pure stabilizer-free P-alumina
of two-block composition was suitable for long cycle lifetimes. Details of
its composition and method of fabrication are given in Ref. 20. The specific
resistance of this material is 15An-cm at 3000C.

The type of failure seen in MgO-doped tubes was characteristic of all
early p-alumina work. It haz been discussed in terms of Griffith crack forma-.
tion at the P -alumina-Na interface2 3 . It was suggested that this results in
stress concentration at the crack head, since the effect of I.R. drop and ra-
dial diffusion favor formation of sodium under high Bernouilli pressures at
these points. Impedance measurements using P-alumina close to failure and an
analog model 2 4 have also produced evidence in favor of such a mechanism. How-
ever, contemporary work at Marcoussis suggested that this failure mechanism
does not necessarily apply to all types of P-alumina and to all battery envi-
ronments, as discussed below.

All early work at Marcoussis was performed in all-glass (SOVIREL S 74701)
hardware for ease of fabrication, using P-alumina tubes of 8 mm diam., 45 mm
length with various wall thicknesses. The sulfur electrodes contained' graphi-
te felt and Mo wire spiral current collectors. Cycling was generally restric-
ted to between Na283 and Na2S5 compositions in life-tests to optimize 0-alu-
amina properties, which also involved tests on Na-Na, and polysulfide-polysul-
fide cells. Current densities were 67 mA/cm2 charge (3 hour rate), 200 mA/cm 2

discha 1 hour rate) for Na-S cells (2.25 Ahr. total capacity) and 0.2 and
0.15 c for both charge and discharge for Na-Na and polysulfide-polysul-
fide respectively. Other life-tests were conducted under open-circuit condi-
tions. Cell ageing was followed by progressive impurity analysis, electrical
resistance measurements, crystallographic analysis, and SEM-electron micro-
probe examinations. Test variables were tube wall thickness, temperature,
initial purity of P-alumina, and foreign ion concentration in the melt.

It was shown that ageing was associated with a progressive increase in
resistance at higher temperatures (3000C and above). Failure occured immedia-
tely following a rapid drop in resistance. Lifetimes were strongly dependent
on temperature (> 10,000 hours at 2000C ; 300 - 400 hrs at 3300C) and on tube
wall thickness. At higher temperature (N 3300C), lifetime wns shown to be
independent of whether or not charge was passed. Na-Na cells also were shown
to fail more rapidly than Na-S cells. Ageing (increase in resistance) and fai-
lure were strongly dependent on reservoir material used: cells in all-glass
hardware showed failure that occured much more rapidly than for ceramic or me-
tal hardware. Details are given in Ref. 25.

The above results were accounted for by chemical analysis of failed tu-
bes. In all oases, K+ ion was detected in substantial quantities (approaching
1 %) at failure, whereas other trace elements (with the exception of Si) re-
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mained substantially constant. The K+ ion was shown by electron-probe micro-
analysis have a regular distribution through the material, which results from
diffusion alone since results obtained under cycling and non-cycling condi-
tions were not substantially different. The K+ ion resulted from ion-exchange
with the glass envelopes, as confirmed by the fact that degradation was pro-
portional to glass area in contact with Na metal, Properties of K -exchanged
2-block p-alumina were examined by electrical and X-ray measurements. The l
axis was substantially expanded in exchanged material, causing surface strain.
The exchanged material also possessed a higher electrical resistance. Tests
were conducted to determine the effect of likely corrosion products of metal-
lic envelopes on the ageing of p-alumina. However, after cycling of polysulfi-
de cells containing known amounts of transition metal salts, chemical analysis
of P-alumina showed that ageing effects due to incorporation of transition me-
tal ions were negligible even after several thousand of hours of operation2 4.
Corrosion products of transition metal hardware may therefore be ignored in
considering failure of p -alumina.

Results showed that the critical level for K+ incorporation is about 1000
ppm. Provided this figure is not exceeded, seemingly infinite lifetime can be
expected with the pure 2-block P-alumina material. This condition may be achie-
ved by testing Na-S cells in all-glass hardware at slightly lower temperatures
(285 - 29000). Under such conditions the leaching rate of K+ ion from the
walls of the glass cell is low. This procedure was resorted to in 1972 for
testing, after the degradation mechanism was established, but before definiti-
ve metal hardware was available. Since this time, no ceramic failures have oc-
cured. The longest-lived Na-S cell thus f r has completed over 7,000 cycles
(67 mA/cm2 charge, 3 hour rate, 200 mV/cm discharge, 1 hour rate) or over
3 years continuous operation. Results have shown that higher charge rates
(150 mA/cm 2 ) have no effect on lifetime.

Present status of program

No ceramic failures have occurred'in testing since the failure mechanism
of pure p 2-block ceramic was determined. Consequently, we are confident that
ceramic of this composition, made on an industrial scale, will be suitable for
very long-life applications. Present emphasis is on tackling those other areas
requiring technical solution before practical small prototype long life cells
can be constructed. These problem areas are as follows :
(1) Fabrication of p-alumina with the required properties (electrical conduc-

tivity, lifetime) by methods that are capable of cheap mass production.
(2) Development and manufacture of optimized metal containers.
(3) Development of seals with suitable properties (thermal cycle and corrosion

resistance), that are capable of mass production.
(4) Possible corrosion problems (anode and cathode compartments, ceals, cur-

rent collectors).
(5) Sulfur electrode optimization (charge capability, geometry, effects of

overcharge, effect of inversion, development of economic current collec-
tors).

(6) Problems associated with batteries (cell capacity imbalance, overcharge,
inversion, thermal cycling, thermal properties, safety, economic optimi-
zation).

Currently, we are examining the possibility of eliminating the need for
using P-alumina crucibles in the sintering operation by introducing other me-
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thods of atmospheric sodium buffering. Present emphasis is on the use of lower
sintering temperatures (<17000C), which necessitates starting materials hav-
ing higher reactivities. This will permit the use of existing industrial fur-
nace technology and eliminate the need for extensive development expenditure.
Flash sintering is also being examined, but this solution requires a new tech-
nology. While the ceramic purity required has been emphasized, the degree of
purity is no higher than that for many other industrial applications. Starting
materials have a current price of only 30 c/lb, so we have confidence that a
low-cost ceramic with the required properties and lifetime will be available
at the end of the development program.

Development of low-cost, long-lifetime seals and metal containers invol-
ves essentially corrosion problems . For light weight and low cost, aluminum
and its alloys are primary choices, but for certain applications and system
parts, various alloy steels may be appropriate. New types of cheap ceramic-
metal seals have been developed, which show great promise and are currently
under accelerated life-testing. The problem of material optimization of the
cathode current-collector interface is receiving close attention. Optimiza-
tion of system geometry depends on energy density-power density requirements,
and will depend on the application. Cells are shown in Figs. 6,7.

Work on the sulfur electrode has been emphasized, both from the viewpoint
of increasing capacity per cm2 and depth of discharge, and with regard to
finding substitutes for expensive laboratory compcnents (e.g. graphite felt).
100 % d.o.d. (i.e. S-*Na2S3) has been consistently demonstrated and capaci-
ties over 1 Ahr/cm2 have been obtained. This figure can be increased to even
higher values by the use of special current collector geometries, so that the
battery will not be limited by the geometrical cell area required in particul-
ar applications for which low capital cost is important. As well as providing
for almost unlimited storage capacity per unit area (a feature of liquid-elec-
trode, but not solid-electrode, cells), the sodium-sulfur battery has the en-
ormous additional advantage of a 100% Faradaic efficiency and a zero self-dis-
charge rate. Problems involved in battery construction may therefore prove
to be much easier to solve than for classical systems. The formation of ins-
sulating sulfur layers or solid sulfides may be used in special current coll-
ector designs to give automatic overcharge and inversion protection. Finally,
present results indicate that thermal cycling is unlikely to present major
problems in large batteries.

CONCLUSIONS

The circulating zinc-air battery system promises to be the first high-
energy-density battery (>100 wh/kg) to be introduced as a practical electric
vehicle power source. As such, it will offer the performance necessary to
open up a large electric vehicle market. Its simple modular design will per-
mit capital costs on the same order as those for lead-acid batteries giving
less than half the range. In addition, its overall costs per km will corres-
pond to those for vehicles using gasoline at present U.S. pump prices (or at
untaxed European prices) based on the same rate of chassis depreciation. Des-
pite its low cost and advanced stage of development, its relatively low over-
all efficiency (40 %) will restrict its wide use to the transportation field.

The sodium-sulfur p-alumina battery has already demonstrated potential
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Fig. 6. Schematic view of Na-S cell design concept.

Fig. 7. Present laboratory tast hardware, showing seals.
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cycle lifetimes of several years for the ceramic electrolyte. Since its intro-
duction will require extensive development of a new materials technology toge-
ther with very long term testing of all components, its employment on an in-
dustrial scale will come some time after that of the circulating zinc-air bat-
tery. Due to its high energy efficiency (>75 %) and energy density (> 180 wh/
kg at C/3), it will replace the zinc-air battery in traction applications
where intensive use (no temperature cycling) occurs, and where its amortiza-
tion over very long lifetimes will be advantageous. Its greatest applications
promise to bein the industrial field, where its zero maintenance, low potential
cost long lifetime and zero self-discharge rate will be distinct advantages.
The energy necessary to maintain battery temperature will be lower than that
for floating in conventional systems. The greatest problem area of the battery
in early work, the 0-alumina membrane, is now seen as its greatest asset. Un-
like other high-temperature battery concepts, the liquid electrode materials
used are not only time-stable, but can present a storage capacity that will
be virtually independent of ceramic area in advanced designs. Very low cost
systems of high storage capacity are therefore possible.
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BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES IN WESTERN EUROPE

by G. Lander and E. Voss

Forschungs- und Entwicklungszentrum der VARTA Batterie AG,
Kelkheim/Taunus, Germany

ABSTRACT

In Western Europe a number of electric vehicle pro-
jects are currently underway. At present all vehicles
are powered by lead-acid batteries. Lead-acid cells
operate at an energy density of 30 to 40 Wh/kg
depending on cell design. Cycle life is in the range
of 500 to 1600. Maintenance has been reduced to a
minimum. The capability of lead-acid batteries to
power vehicles for city transport has been demon-
strated.

INTRODUCTION

A report on batteries for electric vehicles (e.v.) in Western
Europe is enfaced with one major difficulty: there are very
little informations officially published by the various
companies working on or producing already special e.v.
batteries. This lack of information, certainly an indication
for development in progress, concerns items which are of
utmost interest to battery engineers, such as construction
details and production procedures. It is very significant for
the situation prevailing to-day that even serious battery
makers are presenting much more design details of the cars
their batteries are used in than on these batteries them-
selves.

As a consequence of the information gap this report is re-
stricted to a few countries in Western Europe only, because
there is not known any publication from Eastern Europe, and
it is further restricted to batteries existing at least in
some prototype versions which are tested in a car. Keeping
these limitations in mind the following countries remain to be
discussed: France, Great Britain and the Federal Republic of
Germany, and there remains one battery system only, namely the
lead-acid system. There are, of course, a number of companies
which are doing development work on systems other than lead-
acid, such as Fe/O , Ni/Zn, Ni/Co and Na/S. However, at present
no prototype battery thereof is on test in a car.

The lead-acid system as a power source for road vehicles has a
long tradition in Europe. Just for curiosity some of the early
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vehicles are shown in fig. 1 and fig. 2. For several decades
European post administrations have used battery powered
delivery cars especially in Austria, where still a number of
them is in operation, and in Germany, where they have dis-
appeared by the end of the 1950 decade due to the German tax
legislation and to their low velocity. In Great Britain a fleet
of about 60 000 grocery and milk delivery vans is on the roads.
All these cars operating at a rather low speed have used and
still are using normal commercial lead-acid batteries with
flat or tubular plates. At the end of the 1960ies, when new
techniques of low loss high power electronics were made
available, the development of new lead-acid batteries started
in different countries which resulted in batteries having
higher energy and power density, lower maintenance and better
control during operation.

'r-

~"u'4aa.

Fig. 1: Berlin bus 1905
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-j 11 ii
Fig. 2: Berlin taxi 1904

ELECTRIC VEHICLE PROJECTS IN WESTERN EUROPE

The different projects on e.v. currently underway in Western
Europe are summarized in tables 1 - 3. In France there are two
projects using batteries of FULMEN (table 1), one bus project
for testing two prototypes and one transporter project running
with 60 models in 1975. Great Britain, besides its 60 000
delivery vans, has a number of buses as well as passenger cars
in operation. The lead-acid batteries used are made by CHLORIDE
and LUCAS. As in France the battery mostly is installed in the
car or on a trailer. The City Taxi of LUCAS only uses a
battery exchange technique (table 2). This technique is pre-
dominand in Germany as can be seen from table 3. It is applied
to buses and transporters as well. Batteries in this country
are made by VARTA and also by W. HAGEN and HOPPECKE.

The philosophy of developing and applying battery powered
vehicles has often been discussed at length (1) - (5). There
is no need to repeat the arguments alleged. It should be
pointed out, however, that from our present state of knowledge
and experience the economics are of high priority. The
engineer engaged in the development of e.v. lead-acid batteries
is forced to raise the question whether a decrease of costs
rather than an increase on energy density should have pre-
ference.



Table 1

Electric Vehicle Projects in France

developed in
co-operation of

status nmber of
vehicles
1975

additional
planned

battery
type

batteries
by

system mode of
operation

sponsor

Sove14s EDF-Sovel proto- 2 lead-ecid FULMEN battery rush hoar EOF
type (improved) installed peak looping

Grigoire EOF field 60 1978 = lead-acid FULMEN battery service-vehicle EDF
test 200 40 m/kg installed city-traffic (GES)

flat plate

a0

vehicle



Table 2

Electric Vehicle Projects in Great Britain

vehicle developed in
co-operation of

status number of
vehicles
1975

additional
planned

battery
type

batteries
by

system mode cf
operation

Silent-Rider Chloride, Selnec proto- 2 20 lead-acid Chloride battery rush har

City Bus Greater Manchester type 36 Wh/kg installed 4/5 h
Transport tubular peak looping

Lucas proto- 2 lead-acid Lucas battery rush hour

City Bus type 40 Wh/kg installed 4/5 h
flat plate peak looping

Leyland proto- 1 lead-acid Chloride battery rush har
City Bus type (improved) on 4/5 h

flat plate trailer peak looping

Lucas Taxi proto- 1 lead-acid Lucas battery city traffic
type 40 Wh/kg exchange

flat plate

Enfield field 10 lead-acid Golf-Batt. battery city traffic
Passenger-ar test 40 Wh/kg installed

flat plate

0



Table 3

Electric Vehicle Projects in Germany

vehicle developed in
co-operation of

status number of
vehicles
1975

additional
planned

battery
type

batteries
by

system mode of
operation

sponsor

mi-us GES, MAN, VARTA, field 20 lead-acid VARTA battery 16 h/day GES,
Bosch, Siemens test 33 W/kg exchange North Rhine

tubular Westphalia

Daimler-Benz GES, Daimler, VARTA, proto- 2 1977 = lead-acid VARTA Hybrid 16 h/day GES
OE 305 Bosch, Siemens type 20 33 N/kg battery (full service)

tubular Diesel

Daimler-Benz Dorier, Daimler, proto- 1 19n = lead-acid VARTA Hybrid 16 h/day BMFT:
OE 302 Bosch, VARTA type 6 33 Wh/kg battery (full service) 7,6 Mio
Dhm-s tubular overhead VARTA:

line 0,75 : 50%

Daimler-Benz GES, Daimler, VARTA, field 30 1977 = lead-acid VARTA battery service-vehicle GES
LE 3% Bosch, Siemens test 8D 40 Wh/kg W. Hagen exchange 5 - 8 h/day
1 t-Transporter Hoppecke

VWranspurter GES, VW, VARTA field 40 1977 = lead-acid VARTA battery service-vehicle GES
0,75 t Bosch, Siemens test 50 40 Wh/kg W. Hagen exchange 5 - 8 h/day

Hoppecke

'a
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BATTERIES DEVELOPED FOR E.V.'S

As already mentioned the aims of the development work on new
lead-acid e.v. batteries during the last seven or ten years
have been to improve the energy density and to reduce the
maintenance by introducing more sophisticated control systems.
The electrodes used are of the well-known flat plate or
tubular plate design. New ideas did not appear on the scene.

The highest energy density of lead-acid e.v. batteries ob-
tained by 1975 is around 40 Wh/kg at the 5 hrs rate. Although
there is very little information on how this increase by more
than 10 % was achieved, it can be concluded from general
knowledge that this progress partially was possible by re-
ducing drastically the weight of the inert materials, such as
top lead, cell container etc. As is known from SLI batteries
the application of the cast on strap (COS) technique and
through the partition (TTP) connectors in combination with
cell containers of polyethylene is very successful. As can be
seen from fig. 3 FULMEN has used the TTP connectors for in-
dividual cells made from blow-molded polyethylene (6). A so-
called monobloc 6 cells arrangement based on this principle
is shown in fig. 4. Eight of these monoblocs (96 V, 180 Ah
5 hrs) are forming the battery for the CGE Gregoire electric
car (7). VARTA made use of the COS technique in combination
with flexible copper connectors and blow-molded polyethylene
jars as shown in fig. 5. This 360 V, 455 Ah (5 hrs) battery is
the power source for the MAN buses (8). Both methods are
effecting favourable the internal resistance and the discharge
voltage of batteries which again is a contribution to a higher
energy density.

46 47

48

43 44

40 42
41 - 39

38

5 36 37

31 32 33

Fig. 3: FULMEN TTP connector
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Fig. 4: FULMEN 12 V monobloc

sa

1~*a
0.e11

a aIa
S a 4

a I&a

Fig. 5: VARTA flexible Cu connector "Polflex"
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Apart from the reduction of inert material weight there must
also have taken place an improvement of active material
utilization, an optimal choice of the amount and density of the
electrolyte as indicated by FULMEN (7) and a reduction of grid
weight. It is self-evident that no company has made any de-
tailed publication on these highly confidential items. However,
the old rule of battery engineers: the less lead spent for a
given amount of energy the shorter the cycle life and vice
versa, seems to be still valid.

To clarify the situation, typical and estimated data for con-
ventional and new cells are summarized in table 4 (cf. (9) ).
In this summary are also included estimated data which might
give an indication of the potential capability of the lead-
acid system. It is considered that an energy density of 45 to
50 Wh/kg at the 5 hrs rate will be a reasonable upper limit
for a lead-acid cell still having a life of several hundred
cycles.

Table 4

Detailed data on the lead-acid system (5 hrs rate)

conventional modern estimated
traction e.v. cell limit of
cell (estimates) lead-acid

system

pos. act. material 14 10 8 - 7
g/Ah

neg. act. material 13 10 8 - 7
g/Ah

acid g/Ah 13 12 11 - 10

pos. grid 10 7 7 - 6
g/Ah

neg. grid 8 6 6 - 5
g/Ah

top lead 5 2 1 - 1
g/Ah

container
separator 7 5 3 - 3

g/Ah

total, g/Ah 70 52 44 - 39

medium
discharge voltage, V 1.92 2.0 2.0

energy density 27 38 45 - 51
Wh/kg
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The maintenance of a lead-acid battery primarily consisting of
controlling the electrolyte level and watering a number of
cells is of importance for the capacity and for the life of the
battery as well. A constant electrolyte level and as a con-
sequence a constant electrolyte concentration is maintained,
for instance, by an automatically working central watering
system developed by VARTA (10). Each individual plug is
equipped with a float-gauge consisting of a soft rubber tube
which is closed or opened by more or less bending as soon as
the electrolyte level deviates from normal. The choice of
material for the soft rubber tube is critical because of the
aggressive conditions in the cell. The plug configuration is
shown in fig. 6.

6eosenn

Souch

Fig. 6: VARTA watering system

Each plug is connected to a tube system which automatically is
coupled up to a water resevoir as soon as the battery is moved
into the charging station. The arrangement of the tube system
can be seen from fig. 7. It may also be noticed that this
battery carries an additional system of tubes which are pro-
vided for the degassing of the battery to the outer atmosphere
thus avoiding the accumulation of highly explosive amounts of
hydrogen/oxygen mixtures.
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Fig. 7: VARTA watering and degassing system

An automatic watering system has also been developed by
CHLORIDE (16) for the Silent-Rider bus battery. The supply of
topping up water is controlled by the principle of increasing
air pressure in the cell as the electrolyte level rises.

Another possibility to reduce water loss is the use of low
antimonial alloys as grid material. LUCAS has applied this
principle in her new e.v. battery (11). It seems that such
batteries are in use in the bus as well as in the taxi cab
project promoted by LUCAS (12), (13).

Heavy duty batteries as they are in use i8 buses may suffer
from heat development. Temperatures of 80 C and more have
been measured. High temperatures are disadvantageous for the
battery life. Cooling, therefore, will be of beneficial
effect. A cooling system has been developed by VARTA for the
360 V, 455 Ah MAN bus battery already mentioned. Each indi-
vidual cell is equipped with a cooling circle consisting of
a plastic tube the terminals of which are visible in fig. 8.
In the multi-cell battery all these tubes are connected to a
central heat exchanger which is able to remove 3 kW of heat
(14). The system is shown in fig. 9. It is evident that the
peripheric equipment described must be added to the debit of
the energy density of the whole battery system. Therefore,
and also because of the higher costs, the application of such
heavy duty battery system is justified only in big electric
vehicles.
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Fig. 8: VARTA heavy duty e.v. cell
with cooling equipment

Fig. 9: Heat exchange of MAN bus battery

u.
r
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A simple watering and degassing device, however, may be of
value already in medium duty batteries as shown in fig. 10.
As is known from published data (15), (8) the energy density
decreases from 31.4 Wh/kg of a single cell to 26.9 Wh/kg of
the total battery system all accessories included.

Fig. 10: VARTA medium duty batteries with
central watering and degassing system

A proper charging method may also significantly contribute to
battery life and reliability. On the other hand quick charge
very much effects the economic efficiency. As an example how
this problem can be solved the CHLORIDE "Programmed Rate of
Rise of Voltage" (PRV) charger should be mentioned (16). This
charger is capable to recharge the Silent-Rider battery (cells
with tubular plates) of 330 Volts, 329 Ah within 3,5 hrs.

TESTING OF E.V. BATTERIES

The laboratory testing of lead-acid e.v. batteries mainly is
restricted to capacity and cycle life testing. Standard
specifications are not known so far. It seems, however, that
capacity and cycle life testing as well at 2,5 x I A are now
preferred which roughly is equal to the 1,5 hrs rae. The
average energy at this rate is about 67 to 75 % of the 5 hrs
rate energy depending on the cell design. The product of
energy per cycle and number of cycles is equal to the inte-
grated energy the battery is able to deliver during its
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lifetime. The value of the integrated capacity is of importance
for economic considerations.

CONCLUSIONS

In a variety of e.v. projects in France, Great Britain and
Germany the behaviour of new lead-acid batteries is evaluated.
At present systems other than lead-acid are not on the road.
It has been possible to increase the energy density of lead-
acid cells from 25 - 28 Wh/kg to 30 - 40 Wh/kg, the life
ranging from 500 to 1600 cycles. Maintenance of batteries may
considerably be reduced by special peripheric installations
such as automatic watering devices, cooling and proper
charging methods. It is expected and partially it has already
been demonstrated that these battery systems are capable to
supply sufficient power to electric vehicles for city trans-
port.
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HIGH-TEMPERATURE BATTERIES

by

Elton J. Cairns and John S. Dunning
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Warren, Michigan 48090

ABSTRACT

The state of the art for high-temperature batteries will be
presented and discussed. Emphasis will be given to the lithium
alloy/metal sulfide and sodium/sulfur cells. Other systems to be
considered include lithium/chlorine and sodium/metal halide. Cell
chemistry and performance and life-limiting factors will be re-
viewed for all of the systems, and the status of investigations in
critical problem areas will be given. Recent advances in the
demonstration of high specific energy and expectations for future
improvement will be presented.

INTRODUCTION

The current awareness of the developing shortage of inexpensive sources
of energy has given new impetus to the search for and development of means
for making more effective and more efficient use of the energy sources and
energy conversion systems that we possess. The most rapidly-growing sector
of our energy economy is that of electrical energy generation. Fortunately,
we possess the capability of generating electrical energy from a wide variety
of primary fuels, including coal and nuclear fuel, which are in much larger
supply in the United States than petroleum. In order to more effectively
utilize our electrical energy system, it is important to have an efficient,
flexible, economical means of storing off-peak electrical energy for later
use during peak demand periods. In addition, the demand for petroleum could
be reduced by the use of rechargeable batteries as a power source for automo-
biles.

The performance, lifetime, and cost goals for the battery applications
mentioned above tend to exclude all of the presently-available batteries, and
many proposed batteries. The class of batteries which is projected to have
the best combination of performance, life, and cost for large-volume applica-
tion in multikilowatt sizes is that of high-temperature batteries, which are
being developed to meet the following general goals:

Peak
Specific Specific Minimum Minimum
Power Energy* Cycle Lifetime Coat
(W/kg) (W-h/kg) Life (yr) ($/kW'h)

Off-peak energy storage 15-50t 100-200t 1000-2000 5 20

Automobiles 200 200 500-1000 3 20

not very important for this application at 50 W/kg
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Of course, only those systems using abundant materials can be considered for
widespread use.

In the field of high-temperature cells, there are two types of electro-
lytes in use: molten salts (almost exclusively alkali halides), and solids
(almost exclusively sodium-ion conductors). Nearly all of the cells with
molten-salt electrolytes use lithium as the reactant at the negative elec-
trode (usually as an alloy) because other candidate reactants are relatively
soluble in their molten salts. All of the cells with %olid electrolytes use
sodium as the negative electrode reactant because the only solid electrolytes
of adequate conductance for a low electronegativity metal conduct only sodium
ions. The positive electrode reactants are elements of high electronegativity
and low equivalent weight, or compounds containing them. These conditions re-
sult in the focusing of effort on the following systems: lithium/alkali
halide/metal sulfide (or sulfur), sodium/solid electrolyte/sulfur, sodium/
solid electrolyte/metal halide, lithium-aluminum/alkali halide/carbon-TeCl4 ,
and lithium/alkali halide/chlorine.

In the sections that follow, the systems just listed will be discussed,
with emphasis on current status (based on the latest publicly available in-
formation) and problems remaining to be solved.

LITHIUM/METAL SULFIDE CELLS

The current efforts on lithium/metal sulfide cells evolved from earlier
work on lithium/sulfur cells, 1- 3 which experienced gradual loss of sulfur from
the positive electrode and a corresponding decline in capacity. The use of a
sulfur compound such as FeS2, FeS, or Cu2S reduces the solubility of sulfur-
bearing species in the electrolyte, and provides for greatly improved stabil-
ity of operation without capacity loss,4- 6 at the expense of cell voltage
(tenths of a volt) and lower specific energy. (Compare the values in Table I
to 2600 W-h/kg for Li/S.)

Table 1. PERFORMANCE SIDKARY - HIGH TEMIVlATURE BATTERIES

_ -- -- - Ii Large Cell or Battery Teats
Small Cell Tests ('20 Ah) (20 A h)

Theoretical

Specific operating Capacity Density Peak Power Cycle Specific Specific Cycle
Energy Temperature h Current Density Density Life Lifetime Energy Pme, Life Lifetime

System V h/kg 'C Al-/
2 

6 A/ca
2  

i/o2 h W-h/kg' W/kg

L/LLLI-KC 1/F S 1321 400-450 0 4 0 4 1 4 92 900 - - 113 617
" 2

LI/LiCL-KCI/F.S

Li-Al/LiC1-KCI/FeS 2

Li-Al/LiC1-KC1/FeS

Li.Si/LiC1-KCI/FeS2

LiSi/LiC1-KC1/FeS

Na/6-A120/S6

669

650

456

944

637

750

400-450

400-450

400-450

400-450

400-450

300-400

0.65 0.64 (1.0)

0.75 0.064 0.6

1.7 0.16 0.3

300

(300)

6

(5

400 00-150

000) 70-65

- I 77

6-60

- I
154

300
121

N.A.

6400

3700

N.A.

Na/*A13-/ I4 - - - - -

Na/B-A120 1 /Na2SS.2 306 300-400 - - - 6500 10000 h/

(1000 A'h/c.
2 )

Na/P-A110s/NaACla-N Cy 792-1034 210 0.4 0.015 0.375 >200 5000 - - -

Li-Al/LiCi-KC1/C-TeCl. N.A. 400 - - - 200 - 60-60 466 100 266

LI/LiCI-KCI-LIF/Cl2 2167 450 0.33 1.05 .2.6 323 650 2771 230" 210 666

Reaction to Na 1S3  Lacluding weight of thermal Insulation

eactIon to N1 5., Lacluding weight of came. Insulation.
and Cl1 eorage

sea
Reectiun iii the single phae region
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Introduction of a metal sulfide in place of sulfur modifies the chemistry
of the cell reactions. For the Li/LiCl-KCl/FeS cell, the predominant dis-
charge reactions and corresponding potentials (vs. Li) are:

4Li + 3FeS 2 + Li4Fe2S5 + FeS 2.1 V (1)

2Li + Li4Fe2S5 + FeS -+ 3Li2FeS2  1.9 V (2)

6Li + 3Li2FeS2 + 6Li2S + 3Fe. 1.6 V (3)

The theoretical specific energy for these cell reactions is 1321 W-h/kg, about
half that for the Li/S cell, largely because of the weight of the Fe.

Each of the above reactions is associated with a plateau in the voltage-
capacity curve for the cell, as shown in Fig. 1. Reaction 1 is associated
with the upper plateau, Reaction 2 with
the small second plateau, and Reaction
3 with the longer plateau near 1.6 V.

All of the compounds in Reactions 1-3
have been identified in the electrodes
of cells that had been cycled and then
examined at the appropriate state of 2 D DICHAG

charge. 7 ' 8 It is difficult to return
to the fully charged state in which CHAG
only FeS2 is present, but little loss
of capacity is evident. Even though
the reactions above appear to be rather
complex, FeS2 electrodes have demon-
strated stable operation for extended
time periods. 9

ELECTROOE CAPACITY. PERCENT OF THEORITICAL
Another cell under investigation

makes use of FeS in the positive
electrode. The most commonly used Fig. 1. Voltage-capacity curve
electrolyte with FeS is the LiCl-KC1 for a Li/FeS2 cell.eutectic. For the Li/LiCl-KCl/FeS
cell, the reactions appear to be:

1st Discharge 2Li + FeS + Li 2 S + Fe (4)

8Li2 S + 8Fe + 2KC1 + K2Fe 7S 8 + Fe(?) + 2LiCl + 14Li (5)

hK2 Fe 7 S8 + Fe(?) + 2LiC1+ 8FeS + 2KC1 + 2Li (6)

The leftover iron in Reaction 5 has not been found conclusively, but has
been included in the reactions to preserve the 1:1 ratio of iron and sulfur.

The compound K2Fe 7S8 * has been identified in large amount in electrodes from

cycled cells. 8'9 Reaction 6 only proceeds with some difficulty, and K2Fe7S8
probably is the major reactant at the positive electrode of the Li/LiCl-KC1/
FeS cell after the initial discharge. The voltage-capacity curve for this
cell is characterized by a single, flat plateau at 1.5-1.6 V. It is inter-
esting that K2Fe7S8 is not an important phase in the FeS2 electrode, and
that Li2FeS 2 is not important in the FeS electrode (with LiCl-KC1

* The exact formula for this compound is in doubt, but this is the best
available.
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electrolyte). The theoretical specific energy of the Li/FeS cell is
869 W-h/kg. Improvements in stability of operation can also be obtained with
other metal sulfides, such as Cu2S,

6 NiS, 8 CoS, 8 and CuFeS2 ,
8 but the theo-

retical specific energies for these Li/MS cells are lower than for Li/FeS2

cells, and these materials are more expensive than FeS 2 or FeS.

Liquid lithium electrodes have not been as stable as desired, because of
capacity loss related to both physical and chemical losses of lithium from the
electrode. 1 0 The physical losses are caused by a lack of sufficient wetting
of the current collector during recharge, and inadequate wicking of the de-
posited lithium into the current collector. Various additives to the lithium
have been evaluated in an attempt to improve the wetting and wicking proper-
ties of the lithium electrode. Chemical losses of lithium from open cells
with LiCl-KCl electrolyte have been experienced because of the displacement
reaction

Li+ KCl - K + LiCi (7)

and the evaporation of potassium. The rates of both of the above losses have
been reduced significantly by the proper choices of current collector mater-
ials (nickel, stainless steel, low carbon steel), additives (e.g., copper,
zinc), and the use of sealed cells or potassium-free electrolytes (to avoid
the potassium-loss mechanism). Even so, further work is necessary before
liquid lithium electrodes are acceptable for stable, long-lived cells.

As an alternative to the liquid lithium electrode, the solid lithium-
aluminum alloy electrode has been investigated, and shows good stability, at
the cost of a lower cell voltage (by about 0.3 V over a large composition
range, 14 a/o to 45 a/o Li) and a greater weight (about 80 w/o of the fully
charged electrode is aluminum).11 ,12 Compare the theoretical specific ener-
gies of corresponding cells in Table I with lithium and lithium-aluminum
electrodes, which show a loss of 50%. In addition, some of the lithium in
the lithium-aluminum alloy is not available at reasonable current densities
(20-30% unavailable at 0.1 A/cm2 ) in contrast to the liquid lithium-electrode
which exhibits essentially 100% utilization. The best operation of these
electrodes is found at an electrolyte volume fraction of 0.2 in the electrode.

Solid lithium-silicon is also under investigation as a negative elec-
trode, 1 3 and at a composition of Li4 Si, shows a significant weight advantage
over LiAl, as indicated by the theoretical specific energy values in Table I.
Since silicon is not as good an electronic conductor as aluminum, a more
elaborate current collector probably will be required for Li4 Si. Voltage
plateaus were found at 48, 158, 280, and 336 mV vs. Li at 400*C, in locations
consistent with the existence of compounds of the following stoichiometries:
LiSSi, Li4. 1Sij Li 2 .8Si, and L12Si. No information was presented concerning
the ability of the electrode to support current. Lithium-boron alloys have
also been investigated,9'14 and are able to support high discharge current
densities (up to 8 A/cm2) at 500C in LiCl-KCl. Performance is much poorer at
lower temperatures. Little information is available on recharge characteris-
tics or cycle life,9 but it appears that it is difficult to remove lithium
from the composition LiB2 .

The scaleup and engineering efforts on lithium-aluminum/iron sulfide
cells have progressed to the point of performance and cycle-life measurements
on lightweight cells of about 100 A-h capacity,8'9'"1 of the design shown in
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Fig. 2. These cells have typically been operated at current densities in the
range 0.04 to 0.25 A/cm2, corresponding to complete discharge in 4 to 24 h,
which is in the range of interest for off-peak energy storage. The cell
weights have been near 1 kg, corresponding to a specific energy of 100 to
150 W-h/kg (see Table I and Fig. 2). Repeated cycling of these cells has
shown the capacity retention to be OO'05TlVE TERMINAL MO OR Fe
good. Lifetimes of more than 3000 h
have been demonstrated for these
lightweight Li-Al/LiCl-KC1/FeS2 cells
In tests involving heavier cells with
larger amounts of electrolyte, life-
times as long as 6400 h have been
achieved. 12 Prismatic cells, of ver-
tical orientation with similar capa-
cities ("100 A-h) are also being de-
veloped.

The factors which are serving to
limit the performance of Li-Al/FeS
and Li-Al/FeS 2 cells include swelling
of the positive electrode (especially

9

ELECTROLYTE CELL U
FILL PORT COVER UPPER FEEOTHROUGH

FINE-MESH ON C MPRESSION-TYPE

SS SCREEN COLLAR LOWER FEEDTHROU

,CELLG-A EL

r SI S

~ Z M

ON SE PARATOR CLOTH

FeS, OR FeS POWDER

CURRENT COLLECTOR, Mo OR Fe

INSULATOR

FEEDTHROUGH
GH INSULATOR
ECTRODE

CREEN

ZrO2 CLOTH

POSITIVE ELECTRODE
BASKET, Mo OR Fe

Fig. 2. Lightweight Li-Al/MS cell
design. Cell diameter
"'13 cm, weight 1-1.7 kg. 9

of the FeS cells) which accompanies discharge of the cell. The swelling of
the FeS electrode has been associated with the formation of K2Fe 7S8. Preven-
tion of the formation of this phase by elimination of potassium from the
electrolyte should reduce the amount of swelling.

Incomplete utilization of the FeS or FeS 2 has been a problem, and is at
least partially caused by inadequate current collection within the positive
electrode. The use of CoS2 (or CoS) improves the electronic conductivity of
the active material, 15 reducing the current collector requirement so that 40-
60% utilization can be obtained at 0.1 A/cm2 , and 415 C. It has also been
found that CuS added to FeS (in amounts near 40 w/o) improves the utilization
of the active material,9 and probably reduces the extent of formation of
K2Fe7S8, (and perhaps the extent of swelling as well). Further improvement
in utilization of the active material is necessary especially at the higher
current densities required for automobile propulsion. Values near 70% utili-
zation at 0.4 A/cm2 and 450*C are desired for this application.

Inexpensive, corrosion-resistant current collectors for FeS and FeS2
electrodes are needed. Various forms of carbon have been used with some suc-
cess, but carbon has only a marginally-acceptable electronic conductivity,
poor strength, and is not easy to join to other materials. Tungsten and
molybdenum have also been used, but they are heavy and expensive. A large
number of candidate materials have been evaluated for possible use in Li/S
and Li/MS cells, with only a few showing reasonable corrosion resistance, as
indicated in Table II.8,16

The development of a lightweight, corrosion-resistant feedthrough for
sealed cell operation requires an electronic insulator which will remain
stable at potentials near that of lithium. Many ceramics have been rejected
because they are readily attacked by lithium. The most promising materials
currently being investigated are high-purity boron nitride and high-purity
aluminum nitride. High-purity Be0 is also good but poses a health question.
Yttria and some double metal oxides may prove to be acceptable (e.g., CaZrO 3 ,

,
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Table II. COMPATIBILITY OF PROSPECTIVE POSITIVE ELECTRODE MATERIALS
IN LITHIUM/IRON SULFIDE CELLS

Results of
Corrosion Tests

Material Positive Electrode or Cell Tests

Mo FeS 2 , FeS Little or no
W FeS2  attack of
C, Graphite FeS2 , FeS properly prepared

Ti Coating on Fe FeS 2  
material

Fe FeS Moderate attack
Ni FeS or dissolution

Fe FeS 2

Ni FeS2  Severe attack
Cu FeS
Nichrome FeS 2  or dissolution

Nb FeS2

MgA1204), but more work remains in this area. Bonding techniques are required
for the most compact feedthroughs. The conductor of the feedthrough which op-
erates at positive electrode potential must resist oxidation at these high
potentials, and must be joined with low resistance to the electrode. The most
popular materials for this use are molybdenum and tungsten. Molybdenum is at-
tacked slowly, and both metals are heavy. At present, mechanical feedthroughs
are commonly used, tut they leave something to be desired in terms of size,
weight, and leak rate.

Next in importance to the improvements in the positive electrodes indi-
cated above are better separators. Boron nitride cloth, about 2 mm thick, to-
gether with zirconia cloth 1 mm thick has been used most successfully as a
separator, preventing contact between the positive and negative electrodes,
and helping to retain particles of active material. Thinner, less expensive,
and highly corrosion resistant materials are needed for this purpose. Thinner,
nonwoven, high purity boron nitride may serve well, if developed. The separa-
tor should have very small pores (a few micrometers or less) in order to pre-
vent movement of fine particles of lithium-aluminum, iron, and other solids
from the electrodes. It must be thinner (perhaps 1 mm thick) in order to re-
duce the internal resistance of the cell, and should not be sensitive to air
or moisture (for ease in handling and cell assembly). Yttria may be another
good candidate. It has shown good stability in preliminary tests, is thermo-
dynamically stable, but is not yet available as a strong, flexible, high-
purity cloth or mat.

As a convenience in cell assembly (and as a cost-saving measure), it
would be advantageous to develop a simple means for assembling cells in the
discharged state (using Fe and Li2S in the positive electrode) avoiding the
need for metallic lithium and the handling of it. Some experiments have been
performed on the assembly and startup of discharged cells, with promising
results.
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The outlook for the continued
development of cells with lithium
alloy negative electrodes and iron
sulfide positive electrodes is good.
It is likely that within the next
few years, cells can be developed
having specific energies approach-
ing 200 W-h/kg at a specific power
of 100 W/kg with a life of over
5000 h and 1000 cycles using FeS2
electrodes, and 140 W-h/kg at a
specific power of 60 W/kg and a
life of over 5000 h and 1000 cycles
using FeS electrodes. The cost
will probably continue to be high
(compared to $2C/kW h) until inex-
pensive feedthroughs, current col-
lectors, and separators are avail-
able. Figure 3 shows a conceptual
design for a 43 kW-h, 270 kg
Li-Al/FeS2 battery for electric
vehicle propulsion.

4 - INLET AIR 4-- PREHEATED AIR +----EXHAUST AIR

MODULE COOLANT DUCT

POWER
LEADS 

\LEAD~~ N INSULATED

CONTAINER 6 HEATER
INSULAT0N i- MODULES 1101

I IK*
FeS 36.n 914cm 0 0 0 e

FeS229- 737cm6 ci

Fig. 3. Conceptual design of an electric
vehicle battery using Li-Al/MS
cells.17

SODIUM/SULFUR CELLS

In 1967, the Ford Motor Company1 8

revealed their work on the development
of a sodium/sulfur cell with a ceramic,
sodium-ion-conducting electrolyte. This
cell is appealing because it is very
simple in concept: molten sodium sepa-
rated from molten sulfur by a ceramic
electrolyte, penetrable only by sodium
ions, as shown in Fig. 4.19 The cell
operates at 300-400*C, sodium serves as
its own current collector and a carbon
felt serves as the current collector
for the sulfur electrode.

The overall electrode and cell
reactions are rather simple:

2Na -+ 2Na+ + 2e anode (8)

2Na + 3S + 2e - Na2S 3

2Na + 3S + Na2S 3

cathode (9)

overall(10)

ALUMINIUM WIE -

RESERVOIR PLUG-

SODIUM-- - -- -

A111310 STAINLESS STEEL
SODIUM ""SE"VOI - ---

ISULATING GASVEEK

ALUMINIUM GAKT

GRA/OIL GASET

STAINLESS STEEL- -
CASE

SULPHUR ------ --

-V.

A
I I

" -NICKEL WIRE

0.-ALUMINA COLLAR
GLASSED TO
0 ALUMiINA TUS

Fig. 4. Conceptual design f a
tubular Na/S cell. 9
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The Na2S3 is not a compound, but merely the stoichiometry at which the com-
pound Na2S 2 begins to precipitate from the sodium polysulfide melt at oper-
ating temperature. The phase diagram of the Na-S system shows that at 350'C,
as the sulfur electrode receives sodium during the discharge reaction, a
separate liquid phase, Na2S5. 2 forms, causing a voltage plateau at 2.07-2.08 V
vs. Na, extending from essentially pure sulfur to Na2S5.2. As more Na is
added to Na 2S5 -2, the voltage declines through a single-phase region, until
the composition Na2S3 is reached, at which point Na2S2 begins to precipitate.
This is the end of discharge.

The details of the sulfur electrode reactions are rather complex because
two sulfur-containing phases and many sulfur-containing species are involved
in both chemical and electrochemical reactions. The present state of know-
ledge of the reactions is as follows. 2 0 The major species in the polysulfide
melt are believed to be Sy, SS and Si (and not Si or any singly-charged sul-
fur species), and of course Na4. The electroactive species are primarily Sa,
S5, and S2. The overall discharge of a Na/S cell starts with essentially pure
sulfur, but ve"" soon a separate polysulfide phase forms, which is believed to
be the seat -of the electrochemical reactions, and a number of chemical equili-
br.a. The sulfur-rich phase is believed to be involved via reaction with the
polysulfide phase. The discharge reactions in the two-phase region (N 2 S5 . 2
and sulfur) are:

Electrochemical reduction of Na2 1s, 2 0 via a two-step reaction

S 3 - S2 + e + "S3'''S2 (11)

-S3-- S 2 + e + S3 + S2 (12)

Equilibria among the polysulfides and disproportionation of S3 (nonelectro-
chemical)

S2 + 255 = 35 (13)

253 + S + S2 (14)

The sulfur phase reacts with the polysulfide phase, and is consumed in the
process by such reactions as:

2S; + Sy. 2Sq (15)

2SZ + S6 + 2S3 (16)

2Sy + S2 + 25 (17)

The potential of the sulfur electrode remains constant at about 2.075 V vo.
sodium across this two-phase region of the phase diagram.

After all of the sulfur phase is consumed, the electrochemical reduction

of -olysulfidea continues (with declining potential to about 1.75 V) through
th. single-phase region extending from Na2S5 .2 to Na2S3 at about 350*C, ac-
cording to Reactions 11 and 12 above, and the analogous two-step reduction of
S20 - - - -

62 - 82 + 6 + 82S2 (18)
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S2---S2 + e + 2S2 (19)

Reactions 11, 12, 18, and 19 are very fast, with exchange current densi-
ties in the 1 A/cm2 range. When the overall stoichiometry of the polysulfide
melt reaches Na2S3, Na 2S2 precipitates, blocking further access of melt to t!e
electrolyte-current collector interface. Normally the discharge process is
halted before this occurs.

The recharge process is believed to take place as follows, with the
electron oxidation of Sy:

S4 + S1 + 2e

followed by the reaction of sulfur with the polysulfide melt:

Sy-+ 2S2 + 2S 6

or Sy + 4S4 + 4S5

two-

(20)

(21)

(22)

When the solubility limit for sul-
fur in polysulfide is exceeded, a sepa-
rate sulfur phase is formed. At high
current densities, this sulfur phase,
being a pocr electronic and ionic con-
ductor, blocks further reaction as it
is formed on the electrolyte and cur-
rent collector. One problem in the
design and operation of sulfur elec-
trodes is to prevent this blockage by
sulfur until the cell is nearly fully
recharged. The voltage-capacity curves
of Fig. 5 exhibit the behavior just
Jiscussed for the end of charge and
end of discharge.2 1

hiW

as

U

2.0o=

300 c
Charge

------. 00 mA/n

ocv

10 --

0
n

Discharge 200 100

S Is
The electrolytes which are used in CAPACIT A

sodium/sulfur cells are cerauicsl
1 -22

or glasses2 3,2, which conduct sodium Fig. S. Voltage-capacity curve for a
ions. The glass electrolytes have oa - c ur fo 2arather low conductivity (%5x10"'1cm1), Na/S cell at 300C.
and g.ust therefore be very thin (1610 us)
in order to yield a cell with an acceptably low internal resistance. In order
to have an electrolyte geometry compatible with a 10 um thick electrolyte,
hollow fibers ("'50 us, OD) are used (Fig. 6). Thousands of borate glass
fibers are bundled together with one end bonded to a low-malting 3203-ga20
glass "tube sheet," and the other end sealed. Sodium is fed to the insides of
the hollow fibers from one side of the tube sheet. Am the fibers on their
outsides are sulfur and a metal foil current collector. The glass fibers
are operated at a current density of 2 m/cm2, and have experienced failure by
cracking after a number of charge-discharge cycles, and failure by cracking
near the joint with the tube sheet. Thicker fiber walls favor longer cell
lives. Recently 2 glass fiber cells of the 1000-fiber, 0.4eA h sion have ex-
hibited lifetimes of up to 3300 h, and cycle lives of 1600 cycles at 10-25Z
depth of discharge (Na 2S 3 is 1002). Shorter lives are experienced at greater

3.0r-

Nd%
i
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depths of discharge.

The ceramic electrolytes for sodium/
sulfur are composed of Na 20 and A1203 in
varying ratios in the range Na20-5A1 203
to Na20-11A12 0 3 , usually with small
amounts of other oxides such as Li20 or
MgO to stabilize the B" structures 921
which is more conductive (3-5 A-ca at
300C) than the B structure2 2 , 2 5 (20-
30 fl-cm).

The B- and B"-alumina electrolytes
(tubular, 1-3 cm OD, 1-2 - wall,
10-30 cm long) can be prepared by a
number of combinations of processing
steps, as indicated by Table III. The
overall process can be divided into
three main steps: powder preparation,
green body formation, and sintering.
There are a number of options for each
of the three main steps, however

Table III.

Powder Preparation

Green Body Formaticon

Sintering Method

certain combinations of steps

MOLTEN

TU E -- --

OLAN F189ft 1 j MO4LTEN~U1

META;. FOIL
A LT EATWnO

WITH

SLAEI" Ia

M" UM
KONWsL

-I UM

Fig. 6. Design of a hollow-glass-
fiber Na/S cell. 2 3

B- AND B"-A1 20 3 FABRICATION KMhDS

I
II

III
IV

V

A
B
C

Direct mixing of compounds
Decomposition of salt(s)
Gel
Spray drying
Corplete reaction to B- or B"-A1 203

Isostatic pressing
Extrusion
Electrophoretic deposition

1 Encapsulated (in Pt or inert material)
2 enclosed with powder (high-temperature

sintering)
3 Zone pas-through

have been more popular than others:

IA1 has been used at Ford, 2 1 British Rail.19 and others
for preparation of B"-A1203

VC2 has been used by Compagnie Generale d'Rlectricite2 5

and by General Electric26 for B-A1203

IA3 has been used by Chloride Silent Power, and is be-
ing investigated in the Ford progr=a 2 1 for B"-A120 3 .

Powder preparation by methods II and III is being evaluated in the Ford pro-
gram, as well as green body formation by method 5,extrusion. Saab major step
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in electrolyte preparation has associated with it a number of important vari-
ables that have an influence on the chemical, microstructural and mechanical
properties of the final product.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to review the details of S-A1203
electrolyte preparation, but some information on the sajor points is appro-
priate.

Powder Preparatiun: It is important to have fine-structured, uniformly
siied re.ictant . Thi% is the objective of methods I-IV of Table III. The
compositions favored21 are in the range 92 Ma20, 0.82 .120, balance A1203,
from a-A1203, t4a200, and LIN03 starting materials.

(.rc*n ti Bue Furmdt.ion: The emphasis here is to prepare green bodies of
optirwim d'Ltd1 1 .itb well-controlled tolerances and good uniformity for sub-
sequent sintering to Nigh density (>962 of theoretical).

Sinterina: This may be the mest difficult step in the process requiring
minimum loss of 3a 20 by volatilisation at reaction-sintering temeratures in
the range 1520-1600*C for a precise time (in the range 1 to 10 min), followed
by annealing at a lower temperature (^1400*C for .8 h) to complete the forms-
t ion of the B"-A1 20, phase with good conduction (%5 .-cm), but rain growth
(beyond -25 ,.m) is to be avoided for good strength (^1500 kg/cm).

seta-alimina electrolytes have been operated in cells of various shapes
and sizes., the mast popular being tubular, with electrolytes about 1 cm di-
amater, and 1-2 m thick. Various modes of failure of the electrolyte have
been observed, the most comon being sodium penetration from the sodium side
toward the sulfur side, forming "fingers" of sodium which penetrate the elec-
trolyte, eventually causing cracking. At the sulfur side, contamination of
the beta alumina by potassium has been troublesome, causing cracking and
flaking, as has been the formation of a thin coating of silica on the electro-
ly te, blocking the electrode reaction. Improvemet of the purity and corro-
sion resistance of the sulfur electrode and housing extends the cell life con-
hiderably, as does improvement of the density and strength of the electrolyte.

Cells with two sodium electrodes have demonstrated lifetimes of more than
1000 A-h of charge passed per cm 2 of electrolyte.2 1 Carefully prepared a/$
.eboratory cells (1-2 A-h sinse) containing no metals (avoiding iron, mage-
nose, chromium, and silicon contamination) have sustained 600-1000 A-h of
charge passed per cm2 corresponding to 000000 cycles without any loss of
capacity, an shown in Fig. 7.21 However, these cells have been operating
only in the single-phase (Na2is to 3a2 8 3) region. This is impractical because
it corresponds to a theoretical specific energy of only about 300 V.h/4.
which would probably result in a well-engineered cell of only 6O-70 V-h .
Some colls with stainless steel containers have shown long lifetimes, but have
suffered capacity loss because of silica coating of the electrolyte, and
blockage of mass transport in the sulfur electrode because of the formation of
solid limps of iron, manganese, and chromium sulfide. Operation over the
composition range S to Ma 28 3 (or nearly so) corresponding to a more attractive
theoretical specific energy of 756 -h/kghas been difficult, especially during
recharge, because of problems with segregation of polysulfide and foration of
sulfur film on the electrolyte, resulting in capacity loss. tewo with these
problem, hundreds of cycles have been obtained (Table 1), but with declining
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capacity. Recent work with
specially-shaped graphite current
collectors for the sulfur electrode21
has resulted in higher capacity den-
sities at reasonably high current
deasities because of the promotion
of favorable mnss-transport condi-
tinas, avoiding the buildup of the
products of electrochemical reaction
at the electrolyte surface, and pro-
viding for the transport of reactant
to the surface. Other interesting
results include the use of metallic
current collectors which are well
wetted by polysulf ide end not well
wetted by sulfur, to promote more
comlete recharge. 2 1

I ....-

I ,-

V

u

0 3000 s000 t000
CYCLE NUMBER

Fig. 7. Capacity-cycle number relation-
ship for a long-lived, metal-
*if ~Ib iminind

A few batteries of Na/S cells woe r 5W U W 5

have been built and operated for rela- c/as.2 cell. Discharge
tively abort periods of tim. 4mmca current demity0 /e,
strating in mill sires (15 A-b. 11 V. cag rent density
163 Wb) a specific energy of 77 V-h/kg
and a specific power of 134 V/kg excisive of insulation, etc. A larger bat
tery of 1000 cells27 yielded 30 kVob and a pinr of 20 WM. but with a high
total syetin weight, so that the specific e@rgy and specific pONr were Not
very high. 2

The problems receiving emhasis for the M/ cell are rather similar to
those for the Li/M cell. Corrosion-resistaat metallic msterials for use in
contact with the sulfur electrode are needed for we as containers and poe-
sibly current collectors. A large orber of msterials have been tested, as
shorn in Table IT, with only graphite surviving well so far. A umber of
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ther candidate materials have been identified in static corrosion tests, and
await testing in cells. Chromiu oxide is an interesting electronic conduc-
tor which might be useful as a coating on a stainless steel cell case. Other
problems include the need for corrosion-resistant seals and feedthroughs, and
improved joining techniques to seal beta almina to alpha alumina. More work
is needed on the operation of cells across the full comosition range S to
Na2S3 at reasonable rates (0.1 A/cu2 ) without capacity loss for at least
1000 cycles. Of course, inexpensive fabrication procedures for the electro-
lyte are a necessity. As more work is carried out on battery design and op-
eration, cell charge balancing techniques must be worked out, and thermal
control methods must be perfected. These latter two areas are important for
all high temperature cells.

SODIUI/DUTAL CHLORIDE CLLS

Another cell which has recently been investigated3 0' 3 1 that uals use of
a beta alumina electrolyte is the M/B-A120,/M C1 in NACl-AlCl 3 cell,
which operates at temeratures near K Y
200*C. During discharge, sodium is - - -

transferrcd to the M1Cly compartment
which contains SbCl 3, CuC12. FeC13  - ~
or KiC1 3 as the reactant. Cells
have been assembled using either
disk- or tube-shaped electrolyte.
Early tests have been confined to
relatively small (<10 Ah) labora-
tory cells of low specific energy.
operatinI current densities of
20 iA/cm are typical.

Little information is avail-
able on cell performance, other
than curves such as those of Fig. S.
which shows a voltage-capacity gig. S. Voltage-capacity curve for acurve for operation at a constant fa/-A1203 C1y c130
current of 30 mA the 18-h rate) for/y
a 0.56 A.h cell.' Disk electrolyte
cells have achieved 5000 h and 200 cycles of operation whereas tubular elec-
trolyte cells, failing by electrolyte penetration by sodium or by cracking
have not yet demonstrated long life. 31 Information on voltage uw. current
density has not been publicly available. At this workshop, additional infor-
mation is expected to be provided.

LITNI1MtALWIA1iRI/C-TeCl% CLL

Investigation and development of the Li-Al/LiC1-KCl/C-TeClt cell oper-
ating at 475 C have been performed over about the last decade by Standard
Oil (Ohio) 32 and more recently by ESB. 3 3 The negative electrOde is 45 a/o
Li-Al alloy, as discussed in the LithiwamNtal Sulfide Cells Section of this
paper. The electrolyte is the LiCd-MCI eutectic in a boron nitride cloth
separator, and the positive electrode is a special porous carbon of high spe-
cific area, containing TeCla. The high-area carbon provides for the adsorp-
tiov of chloride and alkali metal ions:
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-C - Cl+ a + -C- + Cl
I I

-C + M +e * -C- M
I I

(23)

(24)

The TeCl, adds to the capacity of the positive electrode by weans of the fol-
lowing reactions:

TeCl + xLi+x s + LiCl + Te

Te + 2Li+ + 2e + L12T

(25)

(26)

The TeC14 addition yields a flatter voltage plateau at about 2.7 V than
is obtained from Reactions 23 and 24. Lightweight, sealed cells having two
square, 56 co negative electrodes between which is a two-sided positive elec-
trode of equal area are now being constructed and tested. A typical voltage va
capacity curve is shown in Fig. 9.
Single cells have yielded specific 3.5
energies as high as 79 V-h/kg. A 12-
cell experimental battery weighing
5.4 kg delivered 264 V-h (49 V-h/kg) 3.0
at the 2-b rate, and operated for 100
cycles over a period of about 300 h. 32 p2..
Currently, single cells are being con-
structed and tested after a pause in 2 0the program.

The problem areas for this cell 1 3
are similar to those for other high-
temperature cells: seals, feed- 1 o
through, and materials, especially for
the current collector of the positive
electrode (ubere tungsten and graphite 0
are now being used). An inherent dif-
ficulty for this system, because of
the low capacity per unit weight of Fig. 9.
the positive electrode, is the low
specific energy (45-60 Weh/kg); how-
ever, the high specific power capa-
bility is adequate (450 /kg). It is
expected that batteries of these cells will be
fork lift trucks in the future. 3 3

I I
2g

TM( 9*0*5

Voltage-capacity curve for a
Li-Al/C-TeCl4 cell. 32 Dis-
charge current: 6 A, area
IS0 cm2 .

constructed for testing in

1.UTRIE/OIL KUM CELa

Litbium/chlorins cells have been under investigation for over a decade,
both as primary and as rechargeable cells. They meks use of pure lithium held
by capillary forces in a metallic current collector as the negative electrode,
a molten LiC or alkali halide mixture electrolyte, and a porous graphite
chlorine electrode. Operating temeratures have been near 60C, but have
been reduced recently to 450'C. y The mixed alkali halide electrolyte whi-:h

6
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has permitted the temperature reduction is 19 m/o LiF-66 m/o LiCd-15 m/o KCl.

The electrode reactions are very simple:

Li(t) + Li+ + e-

C12(g) + e + C1

Li(t) + Cl2 (g) + LiCli(eon).

The cell potential is constant at about
3.6 V for the full capacity, in con-
trast to the situation for all other
cells of this paper. The use of
chlorine gas necessitates chlorine
storage, which may be accomplished by
adsorption on carbon.

A recent cell is shown in Fig. 10.
Cells of this type have operated for
period up to 668 h, and 210 cycles at
a capacity density of 0.34 A-h/cm2,
corresponding to an impressive
277 V-h/kg, counting only the weight
of the cell itself, without chlorine
storage, insulation, etc.

LIF Seal
Assertly

10t Electrode ir Disc
C1 irctrode tl

F>'pp

The problem areas for the lithium/
chlorine cell are largely materials-
related, because of the corrosive nature
of the chiorino. Reliable seals and conductors are needed, as well as a sim-
ple, compact, lightweight mans for chlorine storage and handling. The
chlorine electrode gradually floods with electrolyte, a life-limiting factor.
Control of this problem is essential.

SUWARY AND PROJECTIONS

The status of high-temperature cell performance and lifetime is sumar-
ised in the right-hand portion of Table I. The systems which have shown the
mest rapid progress are those receiving the most effort: sodium/sulfur, and
lithium alloy/matal sulfide. Both cells show promise of achieving 200 Veh/kg
in the not-too-distant future. Som difficulty will probably be experienced
Io attempting to achieve that specific energy at a specific power approaching
200 N/kg. Single cells are now showing lifetimes of several thousand hours,
and cycle lives of hundreds, over practical comosition ranges. Figure 31
sovs the specific paver wa. specific energy curves for a number of electro-
chemical cells and heat engines. The difficulties with regard to the siaul-
taneous achieved nt of high specific energy and high specific power for
Li-Al/yeg and Na/S cells are reflected by the leftward curvature of the
solid lines in Fig. 11. The progress in the last seven or eight years has
been very good. The projected curves (dashed) represent expectations for the
sent several years. The prospects for continued progress look bright, but
during this period, the difficult materials and seals problem must be solved,
and t cost problems must be squarely faced.
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STATF OF THE ART - METAL HALOGEN BATTERIES

David L. Douglas
Vice President-Contract Research

Gould, Inc.
Rolling Meadows, Illinois

While the category, metal halogen batteries, covers primaries
capable of micro ampere drains to large secondary batteries
with capacities in the tens of kilowatt hours, only secondary
batteries such as might be used for vehicle propulsion or
bulk energy storage will be discussed here.

The electrochemical couples which have been furthest developed
toward practical hardware are (1) lithium/molten salt/chlorine,
(2) zinc/zinc chloride (aq)/chlorine and (3) zinc/zinc bromide
(aq)/bromine. The first, subject to corrosion incident to use
of chlorine as well as high temperatures, will be limited to
applications requiring high power for short periods of time.
The latter two systems, involving near ambient temperatures,
appear to have manageable materials problems. Activation
polarization is minor, but the zinc electrode is subject to
dendrite formation. Careful hydrodynamic design is required
for optimum performance of both the zinc and halogen electrodes.

Substantial development effort is being directed toward halo-
gen storage. Methods being investigated include storage as
liquid, absorption in active carbon, halogen hydrate storage,
separation and storage of quaternary ammonium polyhalide com-
plexes, separation and storage by way of solvent extraction.
Since some of the methods are in the early applied research
stage, it is too early to conclude which will be useful in
practical devices.
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COMPARISON OF U.S. AND EUROPEAN
HIGH-TEMPERATURE BATTERY PROGRAMS
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ABSTRACT

Most of the present effort on high-temperature batteries, both
in the U.S. and in Europe, is directed toward the development of
sodium/sulfur and lithium/metal sulfide system. This paper des-
cribes the major programs on both continents, and compares the
economic incentives for battery development, the intended applica-
tions, the cell and battery designs, and the unsolved technical
problems. Also discussed is the increased effort that is needed
in the areas of battery design and development of low-cost com-
ponents to produce batteries that are economically attractive for
the intended applications.

INTRODUCTION

High-temperature batteries are being developed in the U.S. and Europe as
power sources for electric vehicles; in the U.S. a second major application
is the storage of energy on electric utilities. Energy storage devices for
utilities must be compact and have low cost ($20-30/kW-hr). However, the
specific energy is the most important criterion for electric vehicle batteries
and the performance and cost requirements vary considerably with the type of
vehicle. Because of differences in the economic incentive for developing
batteries for the various applications in the U.S. and Europe, the perfor-
mance and cost goals for the battery program on the two continents differ
considerably. The selection of different goals has also resulted in somewhat
different approaches to finding solutions to the major problems facing the
battery developers.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS

The high-temperature battery development programs in Europe and the U.S.
are summarised in Table I. Almost all of the effort on high-temperature bat-
teries in Europe is spent on sodium/sulfur system. In the U.S., the lithium/
metal sulfide system is receiving the greatest attention, but much effort is
also being given to sodium/sulfur system. The greater emphasis on the
lithium/metal sulfide system in the U.S., as compared with that in Europe,
probably results from the large lithium deposits in the U.S., and the lack
of suitable deposits in Europe.

Most of the sodium/sulfur cells under development consist of a molten-
sodium negative electrode, a molten-sulfur positive electrode, and a solid
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8-alumina electrolyte. The Dow cell uses a glass electrolyte in the form of
fine capillary tubes and the ESB cell has a cathode of various metal chlorides
of low stability, dissolved in NaCl-AlC1 3, instead of molten sulfur. The
sodium electrode cells operate at 300-400C, except for the ESB cell, which
operates at 200C. The main problems remaining to be solved for the sodium-
electrode cells are (1) development of an inexpensive current collector for
the positive electrode (this current collector usually serves as the cell
container as well), (2) development of low-cost seals that are corrosion-
resistant to sodium and to sodium polysulfide, (3) development of low-cost
processes for producing 8-alumina electrolyte having long life, and (4) design
of low-cost batteries in configuratins that can tolerate failure of a small
percentage of the cell electrolytes without undue penalty to battery power
and energy storage capacity.

In general, the lithium-type rechargeable batteries utilize Li-Al nega-
tive electrodes and FeS or FeS2 positive electrodes. The electrical separator
for the cells is porous and is constructed of boron nitride or other material
resistant to attack by lithium. It may be in the form of a flexible fabric
or paper, or a rigid ceramic structure. The electrolyte is the LiCl-KC1
eutectic (mp, 352*C). It is distributed throughout the cell in the pores of
the electrodes and the separator. The lithium-electrode cells operate between
425 and 500*C. Some exceptions to the general description of the lithium
cells given above are the use of Li-Si alloys for negative electrodes at
Atomics International and the use of TeC14 for a positive electrode at ESB.

COMPARISON OF PROGRAMS

Applications

In Europe, the application for advanced batteries which is being given
the most attention is that of a power source for electric vehicles. The high
cost of gasoline to consumers appears to be a strong incentive for developing
electric vehicles. For example, in June 1975 the cost of gasoline to the
consumer in England was $1.35/U.S. gal and in France, $1.75/gal, as compared
to $0.55/gal in the U.S. These high costs in Europe result primarily from
the very high tax which is imposed both to raise revenue and to restrict the
use of gasoline. However, the use of electric vehicles would not necessarily
circumvent the tax. In fact, until recently the annual registration tax on
electric vehicles in Germany was much higher than that on gasoline-powered
vehicles; however, the tax on electric vehicles has now been reduced. The
political climate in Europe is now beginning to favor development of electric
vehicles, not only to avoid an unfavorable balance of payments due to oil
imports, but to reduce air pollution.

Although the uncertainty in the tax situation has diminished the incen-
tive to develop electric vehicles in some European countries, the incentive
has, nevertheless, been considerably greater than that in the U.S. As a
result, there are 15,000 electric milk-delivery trucks and several experi-
mental electric buses in England. In Germany, there are at least 20 electric
buses, and operation of many more is planned. The fork lift equipment in
Europe is almost entirely electrically driven.
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It is apparent that the Europeans are placing greater emphasis on the
development of large electric vehicles rather than urban cars. At British
Rail Technical Centre, a program involving 22 personnel is under way to
develop sodium/sulfur batteries for electric trains. Chloride Silent Power
Ltd. in England is devoting the effort of 42 personnel to the development of
sodium/sulfur batteries for urban buses. These programs, and the one at
Harwell, are cooperating by exchanging information and avoiding unnecessary
duplication of effort. European programs on ambient-temperature batteries
also indicate the importance of developing improved batteries for vehicles.
Varta Batterie, A.G. in Germany is developing lead-acid batteries for buses
and already has such buses in operation. AGA of Sweden is developing nickel/
zinc batteries for delivery vans, and delivery vans are secondary applications
for the batteries being developed at Chloride Silent Power and Varta. The
Swedish National Development Company is developing iron/air and iron/nickel
batteries of relatively high specific energy for powering large mining
vehicles. The use of these vehicles is expected to reduce air pollution
within the mines. The presently used diesel-powered vehicles require a high
rate of circulation of fresh air, and this air must be heated during winter
months.

The technical and economic goals for development of batteries for urban
buses are easier to meet than the development goals for batteries suitable
for urban cars. High specific energy is not quite as important for these
large vehicles as for urban cars, and the required discharge rates are not as
high; urban cars must have batteries that can be discharged in about 2 hr and
have peak power equivalent to a discharge rate of 0.5 hr, whereas the bat-
teries for urban buses and delivery vans require discharge rates of 5 to 10
hr. The electric-train application, on the other hand, requires a high dis-
charge rate similar to that for an urban car, but the peak power requirement
is lower.

The high acceptable cost of batteries for the large electric vehicles
is an important factor for directing attention in Europe to these vehicles,
rather than urban cars. For instance, the cost goal at Chloride Silent Power
for sodium/sulfur batteries for urban buses is $70/kW-hr, and the goal at
British Rail for electric train batteries is $50/kW-hr. Costs in this same
range are projected for batteries for vans and mining vehicles. If these
cost goals can be met with batteries that also achieve the performance goals,
the vehicles will be economically competitive with their gasoline- or diesel-
powered counterparts. In contrast, an urban car battery would be much more
difficult to develop than batteries for these large vehicles, and the cost
wculd have to be about $25-35/kW-hr to be competitive with gasoline-powered
cars.

There is little incentive in Europe to develop batteries for storage of
off-peak power on electric utilities. Because of the many mountains and the
short distances from the mountains to the electricity market, suitable sites
on the continent for pumped-power storage units should be adequate for the
storage capacity that will be needed through the year 2000. In Great Britain,
low-cost storage batteries would be advantageous for use by electric utilities,
but the general opinion there seem to be that the cost goals could probably
not be met in the near future.

In the U.S., the advanced battery program, for the long term, are
directed toward achieving low-cost energy storage for utilities and urban
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cars. The successful development of batteries for these two applications
would contribute substantially toward conserving oil and reducing oil imports.
Also, the U.S. has few suitable sites for pumped-storage units for utilities
and must, at present, utilize the more expensive means of storage for generat-
ing peak power by means of oil- or gas-fired turbines.

As the development of the advanced batteries approaches technical success,
the efforts must be focused on development of an economically viable product.
In this regard, the programs in Great Britain on development of sodium/sulfur
batteries are ahead of the programs in the U.S. The British programs are large,
broad-based effo-ts, which are addressing engineering and economic problems,
as well as the mere basic technical problems of the cell systems. Until
recently, the sodium/sulfur battery programs in the U.S. have been relatively
small in scope, and the economic incentive for addressing some of the engi-
neering and marketing problems has been lacking. Recent increases in funding
to some of these programs by the U.S. Energy Research and Development Adminis-
tration (ERDA) and the Electric Power Research Institute should improve this
situation. The program at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) on the lithium/
sulfur system was not technically attractive until the development of iron
sulfide positive electrodes in the spring of 1973. Since then ANL has spent
much effort on engineering problems as well as on materials and cell chemistry.

The increase in the size and scope of the program at the Ford Motor
Company on sodium/sulfur batteries and the involvement of industrial firms in
the ANL program on lithium/metal sulfide batteries may result in a reevalua-
tion of the near-term applications for these batteries. This reevaluation
is expected because of the economic realities of initiating production of
complex new products such as the high-temperature batteries. Both the sodium/
sulfur and lithium/metal sulfide batteries show promise for meeting the long-
range cost goals for urban car batteries and utility load-leveling batteries.
However, to meet these cost goals, low-cost electrolyte tubes are required
for the sodium/sulfur batteries, and a low-cost electrical separator of boron
nitride paper or a similar material is required for the lithium/metal sulfide
batteries. Production of these components at a moderate level will reduce
costs significantly, but these reductions are not expected to be sufficient
to meet the long-term cost goals. The facilities required to produce these
items, alone, would cost several million dollars, even for a production rate
equivalent to the production of only 100-200 MW-hr of batteries per year.
Profitable marketing of the batteries at that level of production will require
applications that can afford $50-100/kW-hr for a battery of high specific
energy. Examples of such applications are power sources for electric buses,
vans, mining equipment, military applications, deep diving submarines, and
electric trains. Work will still continue on developing batteries to meet
the long-term objectives of the programs being funded by ERDA and Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI); however, it is expected that the private
sector will devote more attention to the near-term goals with some assistance
from ERDA.-

Cell Desijo

The acceptance of fairly high cost goals by the British in their sodium/
sulfur battery programs has led to several differences in the approach to cell
design between these programs and those in the U.S. For instance, in neither
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of the large British programs is consideration being given at present to
multiple-electrode cells. Also, all of the sodium in the cells is contained
within the electrolyte tube; no provision is being made for a sodium reservoir
above the cell. Thus, a gasketed mechanical seal at the top of the cell
becomes feasible. For the usual cell design, in which the polysulfide is
contained by the cell housing, the housing muht be constructed of an expen-
sive alloy or be coated on the interior with a corrosion resistant material.
The method of preventing attack by the sodium polysulfide is proprietary, but
the overall cost of these tubes is expected to be too high for use in the
present applications for the batteries under development in the U.S. One
method for reducing the overall cost with this design is to utilize the maxi-
mum feasible cell size. Both British Rail and Chloride Silent Power are
developing large electrolyte tubes (3 cm in diameter, and 30 to 60 cm long).
These are somewhat larger than the electrolyte tubes contemplated at the
present time in the American programs. The British are designing cells for
an upper temperature limit of 400*C. This temperature limit was chosen on
the basis of considering the temperature variations expected under normal
battery operating conditions. This temperature limit, which is higher than
is normally used in laboratory tests of sodium/sulfur cells, would greatly
accelerate corrosion at the cell casing, which also serves as the positive
electrode current collector.

Most of the American programs on sodium/sulfur batteries are directed
toward developing cell designs that have the potential for low cost in mass
production. Several approaches are being considered. In some of the pro-
grams, the use of many electrolyte tubes within a single cell housing is being
considered as a means of reducing the relative cost of the housing; this design
will require the development of a ceramic manifold with effective glass seals
between the tube sheet and the electrolyte tubes. The w-e of a sodium reser-
voir to minimize the electrolyte area per unit of battery capacity is also
being considered; this will require an electrolyte of high ionic conductivity
and thin cross sections. Restriction of the operating temperature of the
cells to below 350*C or even lower may permit the use of aluminum housings
with protective internal coatings. Whether such a low operating temperature
limit will be practical remains to be seen. It is possible that the sodium/
sulfur battery programs in the U.S. may adopt some of the approaches of the
British programs, if near-term battery applications that permit higher cost
goals are also adopted. Other innovations such as the reversal of the posi-
tions of the negative and positive electrodes (inside and outside the elec-
trolyte tube) may also prove feasible.

In the large program at AML on development of lithium/metal sulfide bat-
teries, the engineering and manufacturing problems concerned with the battery
have been under consideration for more than a year. In this respect, the AML
program is like the British programs on the development of sodium/sulfur bat-
teries. Consideration of these engineering aspects has resulted in the
development of large prismatic cells that could be easily connected to form
batteries. In an effort to meet the low-cost goals for the applications of
interest, the AML program has attempted to reduce the near-term cost of all
of the components of the cell except the separator. As noted above, the
separator is expected to be costly, except at the very high battery production
rates that would justify the construction of a sizable facility for fabricat-
ing boron nitride in the form of paper or fabric. The other lithium/metal
sulfide battery program, which are auch smaller, have placed less emphasis
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on engineering, but have made contributions in other areas. In the program
at Admiralty Materials, a bipolar battery design was developed, initially for
a primary thermal battery. However, tests have been conducted recently on
secondary batteries of this design. Promising work on the use of molten
lithium electrodes, aluminum nitride ceramic parts, electrolyte purification,
and cel. chemistry have been carried out at Generil Motors. Atomics Inter-
national, which has an independent program in addition to its cooperative
program with AN., has developed a lithium-silicon negative electrode which
may have higher specific energy than the lithium-altminum electrode.

Battery Design

Considerably more effort must be devoted to battery design for both
sodium/sulfur and lithium/metal sulfide batteries. This effort is needed to
establish the cell design and to ensure that the appropriate problems are
being addressed in cell development. A major problem in battery design is
that of providing for the inevitable failure of individual cells without
undus inconvenience to the battery operator. The two battery types have
different failure mechanisms, which must be taken into account in designing
batteries of cells. Sodium/sulfur cells usually fail by cracking of the
electrolyte, which leads first to self-discharge of the cell and all cells
in parallel with it, by means of a short circuit through the crack in the
electrolyte. This short gradually heals by formation of sodium polysulfide;
a permanent open circuit of very high resistance eventually develops. When
this occurs, all cells in series with the failed cell become inoperative,
unless there are other operating cells in parallel with the failed cell. The
approach to this problem at Chloride Silent Power has been to design the bat-
teries with large cells in series with the intention of removing individual
cells as they fail. This approach would probably be impractical for a large
load-leveling station. At British Rail, the approach is to connect sem cells
in parallel to permit operation with several failed cells in a large battery
module; the battery maintenance procedure would be to replace modules.

Additional problem are imposed on the U.S. developers of sodium/sulfur
batteries for urban cars because of the samll capacity of the battery (30-40
kV-hr and 100 V). This smell capacity, and the need to have several (5 to 10)
electrolytes in parallel, limits the capacity of the electrodes associated
with a single electrolyte tube to about 40-60 A-hr. The caoination of sell
cell aiss and low cost (bt5-35/kU-hr) is difficult to achieve.

The lithium/mtal sulfide cells usually fail by a short circuit which
causes the loss of all cells in parallel with the failed cell and a reduction
in the overall voltage of the battery. In an automobile battery, in which
all cells will probably be connected in series, several cells could fail
without greatly reducing the capacity or power of the battery. [n the load-
leveling application, however, the cells will be conmected in parallel, and
some mans must be found for disconnecting a cell that has developed a short
circuit, to prevent the loss of all the cells.
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CONCLUSIONS

Large-scale engineering efforts have been started on the sodium/sulfur
battery programs in Creat Britain, and these are considerably ahead of similar
efforts in the U.S. The economic conditions in Europe favored the early
development of batteries of high specific power and high specific energy, and
moderately high production costs are not considered to be a major deterrent.
The recent, significant increases in funding for the battery programs in the
U.S., which resulted from increased emphasis on energy savings, are'expected
to cause a reevaluation of the near-term applications and goals for advanced
batteries. Near-term programs are expected to be directed toward the develop-
ment of high-performance batteries for applications that can afford relatively
high cost, and these efforts will serve as a stepping stone to the long-range
development of low-cost batteries for urban cars and energy storage by elec-
tric utilities. The higher cost goals for the near-term will permit the
evaluation of approaches to cell and battery designs that would otherwise
be impractical.
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ABSTRACT

The unin thrust of battery development in Japan is toward
application in electric vehicles. Incentives to develop commercial-
scale electric vehicles in Japan are the desires to improve the
air and noise quality in big cities, and to secure an international
position in the electric vehicle field and thereby expand Japan's
economy. Development of advanced battery technology for electric
vehicles has been in progress as a part of the National Electric
Vehicle Research and Development Project, instituted early in 1971
by the Agency of Industrial Science and Technology, MITI, Japan.
Three general types of advanced behicle batteries are being devel-
oped under the national project: lead-acid, metal/air, and sodium/
sulfur. Progress has been made in each of the advanced batteries
since 1971. Battery performance goals established for 1977, which
also marks the conclusion of the national project, incorporated an
increase of cycle life requirement with reduced specific energy
goals. Performance demonstration of the advanced batteries in
experimental electric vehicles is expected early in 1977.

INTRODUCTION

The main thrust of battery development in Japan is toward application
for electric vehicle propulsion. The use of batteries to store off-peak
energy for utility load-leveling or peak-shaving, as contemplated in this
country,1 is not being seriously considered by the Japanese electric utili-
ties. The reasons for the current skepticism by the Japanese about the prac-
ticality of battery application in electric utilities stem from (1) the high
cost and low reliability of present battery systems; (2) the strong techno-
logical background in pumped hydro storage, and the availability of suffi-
cient sites for pumped hydros by the year 2000; (3) the low credit for power
transmission assignable to battery substations (a long power transmission
network is not required because of the high population density in Japae);
and (4) the lack of prim space for urban battery substations. Nowever,
because of increasing costs of new pumped hydro storage sites and strong
environmental objections, the Japanese Central Electric Power Council is

"
As of March 1975, the total installed hydro power capacity in Japan was
22,500 M+ (about 242 of total power generation), of which 272 or 6000 HM
was pumped storage hydro power. At present. the hydro power generating
installation under construction is about 10,000 MW, of which 902 or
9000 M+ accounts for pumped storage hydro. 2
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now taking an exploratory view to reassess battery technology, particularly
the advanced technology, for this application.

Battery energy storage for electric load-leveling is not really a new
application concept in Japan. In fact, three lead-acid battery plants, with
power/capacity sizes of 2 MW (1000 V)/4 MW-hr, 1 MW (600 V)/2 MW--hr, and 1 MW
(600 V)/2 MW-hr, were built in 1932 in the area of Kyoto-Osaka, Japan, by
Keihan Electric Railroad Co. in collaboration with Yuasa Battery Co.3 The
plants were built to shave the peak load of the electric railway during the
afternoon rush hours for the local electric utility. The battery plants
operated very well for over nine years, with positive returns of investments
to the Keihan Electric Railroad Co. 3 Unfortunately, the plants and the par-
ticipating personnel are no longer available, and further details are not
available.

Development of advanced electric vehicles, one of ten national research
and development projects in Japan, has been under way since April 1971 by the
Agency of Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MITI). The project is directed toward research and devel-
opment, and demonstration of advanced electric vehicle technology, which is
urgently needed to implement commercial-scale introduction of electric
vehicles. The major incentive for the development and commercialization of
electric vehicles in Japan is the abatement particularly in big cities, of
air and noise pollution, which is generated by the high density of gasoline-
powered vehicles. Another incentive of tie national project is the early
development of electric vehicle technology as a means of securing an inter-
national position in this field and thereby expanding Japan's economy. Con-
eervation of petroleum resources is not an applicable incentive, since Japan
imports nearly all its petroleum from abroad. However, large-scale introduc-
tion of electric vehicles in Japan will indeed allow diversion of petroleum
to other usages than motor-vehicle propulsion.

The Japanese National Electric Vehicle Project was initiated in 1971 and
will be concluded in 1977. Under the leadership and full sponsorship of the
Japanese Government, the project has been implemented with close cooperation
from industrial ad academic circles. Two vernment laboratories - Osaka
Government Industrial research Institute and Tokyo Meehanical engineering
Laboratory -- have been entrusted with major roles in the planning and the
implementation of the national project and the laboratories also have served
as the national and international focal points for their test evaluation and
specification of electric vehicle technology that have been developed under
the national project.

This paper will discuss the Japanese battery development in the contest
of the National Electrie Vehicle Projects specifically, the paper discusses
the implementing arrangement of the project, the types of advanced electric
vehicles, and the types of improved ad advanced batteries. The develop-
mental results for each are also sumrised. Finally, an impreesion of the
project status and its prospects are described from a view of a foreip
observer.
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IMPLEMENTING ARRANGEMENT OF JAPANESE
NATIONAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE PROJECT

The national project is well coordinated under the central directorship
of Mr. K. Ito, a senior officer of AIST, MITI. As shown in Table 1 for the
project management structure, six separate working groups (those representing
planning, vehicle test, vehicle body, battery, motor and control, and utiliza-
tion system) report directly to a central R & D Committee chaired by Mr. Ito.
Each working group comprises 8 to 13 members of relevant expertise to execute
the group functions. The central R 6 D Committee comprises 29 members from
government, government laboratories, universities, automotive industry,
battery industry, and heavy electric machinery industry. The Committee
serves essentially as an advisory board to Mr. Ito, the overall project man-
ager. Dr. Y. Miyake and Mr. E. Kikuji of the two government laboratories
serve, respectively, as the chairman of the battery working group and the
vehicle test and planning groups. Coordination between the working groups
has been strongly encouraged by the project manager.

The development efforts of electric vehicle technologies have had the
full blessing and participation of the major industries. Table 2 shows the
contractual arrangement, under the national project, to develop three major
component technologies: experimental vehicles, batteries, and motor and con-
trol systems. The software technology includes electric vehicle utilization
system and charging methods. As shown in the table, the effort of component
development is well organized and well distributed among the major relevant
industries. Furthermore, the contractors were selected for the development
of specific experimental vehicles and battery system on the basis of their
background and expertise in the specific technology.

TYPES OF EXPERINWTAL ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Five types of experimental electric vehicles' have been developed during
the initial three years. They are lightweight passenger car, compact passen-
ger car, lightweight truck, compact truck, and city route bus; these vehicles
are shown in Figs. 1-5, respectively. The performsnees of these experimental
vehicles were evaluated in 1974 for maximum speed, acceleration (0 . 30 ka/hr),
hill climbing ability (at 6* slope), and distance per battery charge (at
40 km/hr constant cruising speed). In the first experimental vehicles,
improved lead-acid batteries of approximately 60 V-br/kg specific enerp
were utilized. The lead-acid batteries, two of which are shown in Pigs. 6
and 7, were developed and supplied by those battery firms listed is Table 2
as the battery subcontractors under the experimental vehicle R A D. The
bat tery weights in these experimental vehicles were reported to be up to
about 302 of the total vehicle weight.

The 1974 test performssees of the experimental vehicles are also gives
in pigs. 1-5. The perforanee results essentially et the initial targeted
perfornmee gals. The impessive results obtained with the 1974 experimental
vehicles are attributed to optsaisation of vehicle componsets and total system
integratien. Ninimisatioan of vehicle body weight ws achieved by the develop-
ms-t of now types of fiber-reiforced-plastie (P) mterials and optimised
chassis design. Nighly Compact and efficient motor and control systems were
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Table 1. Management Structure of the National
Electric Automobile Project

e Planning Working Group
Chairman: E. Kikuji
Vice Chairman: Y. Kuriysa

O Test Vehicle Working Group
Chairman: E. Kikuji
Vice Chairman: H. Fukuda

eVehicle Body Working Group
Chairman: A. Shimamura
Vice Chairman: '.. Ishine

0 R & D Comittee

Chairman: K. lo 0 Battery Working Group
VicChairman : .tChairman: Y. Miyake
Vice Crs Vice Chairman: S. Takahashi

S.Kurosu

eElectric Motor aad Control Device
Working Group
Chairman: S. iyairi
Vice Chairman: T. Yata

OUtilisation System and Charming
Method Working Group
Chairman: M. Iguchi
Vice Chairman: M. Kitesura



Table 2. ContractuAl Arranwement of Japanese National
Electric Vehicle Prolect (1971-1977)

* EWERIMNTA VEHICLE R 0

Litrelipt Passenger

C ct Passenpur
Li btue1t Truck

Compt Truck

City nout @s
wicle Body Material

Prime Contractor

Daihatsu

Toyota

Toyo Kogo

Nissan

Mitsubishi

Iitachi Kasei

Subcontractors

Matsushita

Japan Storage

Furukawa

Shin-Kobe Elect.

Yuasa

Motor, Control
Toshiba

Nihon-Denso
Fuji Electric

Hitachi
Shinko Elect.
Mitsubishi

. MTRv R 0

Pb/Acid

Pb/Acid
Pb/Acid

Zn/Air

Zn/Air

Fe/Air

Na/S

Contractor
Japan Storage

Shin-Kobe Elect.
Yuasa
Japan Storage

Sanyo Elect.
Matsushita
Yuasa

m

0 EV UTILIZATION SYSTEM AND
CHARGING METHOD

Automotive Technology Coumittee

" EV CHARGING METHOD

Japan Electrical Council

* iV 9, TmL SYSTEM R R 0

Thyristor chopper Control - DC Motor

Transistor Chopper Control - Thyrister Motor

Inverter Control - Inducticn Motor

Contractor
Hitachi Seisaku
Toshiba Electric

Mitsubishi Electric
Topi Industry

D
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Passengers 4

Overall Length (mm) 3165

Gross Vehicle Weight (kg) 1132

Maximum Speed (km/hr)

Acceleration (sec), (0 - 30 km/hr) 2.4

Hill Climbing Ability (km/hr), (6* slope) >40

Distance per Battery C1arge (ki) 175

(40 km/hr constant speed

Fig. 1. Lightweight Electric PaAsenger Car (by Daihattu)
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Passengers

Overall Length (-m)

Gross Vehicle Weight (kg)

Maximum Speed (km/hr)

Acceleration (sec), (0 +30 km/hr)

Hill Climbing Ability (km/hr), (6' slope)

Distance per Battery Charge (km)

(40 km/hr constant speed)

Fiv. 2. Compact Electric Passenger Car (by Toyota)

5

3350

1660

94

2.4

>40

180
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Passengers + Payload (kg)

Overall Length (mm)

Cross Vehicle Weight (kg)

Maximum Speed (km/hr)

Acceleration (sec). (0-"30 km/hr)

11111 Climbing Ability (km/hr), (60 slope)

D)iatance per Battery Charge (km)

(40 km/hr con1sLant speed)

Fig. 3. I.Ightweight Electric Truck (by Toyo Kogyo)

2 + 200

2915

1090

73

4.1

40

150
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Passengers + Payload (kg)

Overall Length (mm)

Gross Vehicle Weight (kg)

Maximum Speed (km/hr)

Acceleration (sec), (0+ 30 km/hr)

Hill Climbing Ability (km/hr), (6* slope)

Distance per Battery Charge (km)

(40 km/hr constant speed)

Fig. 4. Compact Electric Truck (by Nissan)

- - - ~
~IL

2 + 1000

4695

3550

85

3.5

>40

220

~fit t" t, "
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Passenger Capacity (person)

Overall Length (N)

Gross Vehicle Weight (kg)

Maximum Speed (km/hr)

Acceleration (sec), (0+30 km/hr)

Hill Climbing Ability (km/hr), (6* slope)

Minimum Turning Radius (m)

Distance per Battery Charge (km)

(40 km/hr constant speed)

Fig. 5. City Route Electric Bus (by Mitsubishi)

70

9,380

13,640

68

6.2

>29

8.1

330

- W-A,
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tea.-

f0

y

Nominal Voltage, V

Nominal Capacity, A-hr

Specific Energy, Whr/kg

192 (12 V x 16 modules)

158 (c/5 rate)

60

Fig. 6. Lead/Acid Battery for the Compact
Electric Passenger Car (by Japan Storage)
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Nominal Voltage, V 432 (6 V x 72 modules)

Nominal Capacity, Ahr 460 (c/S rate)

Dimension, mm 2010 W x 2360 1. x 4ho H

Fig. 7. A Complete Set of Lead-Acid Batteries for the
City Route Electric Bus (by Yuasa)
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also developed, which included (1) a de motor and thyristor control system,
(2) a thyristor motor and power transistor control system, and (3) an induc-
tion motor and inverter control system. Of the three motor and control sys-
tems, the thyristor motor (18 kW sie) and transistor chopper control yielded
the highest ratio of output power to motor weight (0.4 kW/kg at the 1-hr
rate), as compared with 0.2 kI/kg for the conventional small-capacity motors.

Development of the component technology and the experimental vehicles is
now being continued. The second-phase perforasnee test, which is scheduled
in 1977, will incorporate t.e advanced batteries (discussed in the next sec-
tion) to meet the 1977 target performance goals shown in Table 3. It should
be pointed out that the stringent vehicle performance goals were established
in order to facilitate the adaptation of the vehicles into the present city
traffic systems.

TYPES OF ADVANCED VEHICLE BATTERIES

At the very inception of the national electric vehicle project, develop-
ment of advanced vehicle batteries was given an importance that was parallel
to, but not greater than, the development of experimental vehicles. The
development funding for the advanced batteries represented approximately
7 x 10' U.S. dollars or about 412 of the total project funding over the past
five years. As was the case for the experimental vehicles, the first perfor-
mince evaluation of advanced batteries was conducted in bench tests in 1974.
In the first-phase effort (1971 to 1974), the battery development goal was
the attainment of the highest specific energy possible with each battery
system. This asgnin reflected the Japanese approach for achieving high-
performance vehicles that are adaptable to existing transportation flow.
Since the test evaluation in 1974, a set of new battery development goals
were established for 1977 which incorporated a cycle-life requirement, but
a coat goal has not yet been set. The second-phase evaluation will be con-
ducted in experimental vehicles (except for the sodium/sulfur battery, which
wll likely be limited to bench tests). Concurrent with the development of
.advanced batteries snd experimental vehicles was the development of battery
system technology for quick battery replacement or exchange, and an automatic
watering system for the lead-acid batteries. Both technologies appeared to
have been fully developed.

Three general types of battery system," covering the intermediate and
h igh specific energy systems, were selected for development; these are lead-
acid, metal/air, and sodium/sulfur, as shown in Table 4. Within the three
general types are three advanced lead-acid concepts, two sinc/air systems,
one iron/air system, and one sodiu/sulfur system. The respective battery
developers, the battery module site that was developed, and the specific
energy achieved for each battery module in 1974 are also sum rized in
Table 4. Three advanced concepts of lead oxide positive electrode have been
developed: a multilayer structure by Japan Storage, a porous sheet structure
by Shin-Kobe, and a bipolar, circulating system by Yuasa; these electrodes,
coupled with the use of an optimised mixture of lead dioxide, a high corrison-
resistant grid alloy, and a high-specific gravity electrolyte ("1.4) have
resulted in lead-acid battery modules with specific energy exceeding 60 I-hr/kg
(at a 5-hr rate). The zinc/air batteries have achieved specific energies of



Table 3.

TARGET PERFORMANCE OF EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRIC VEHICLES IN 1977

JAPNESE NATIONAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE PROJECT (1971-1977)

Vehicle Type

Ligtweigt Passenger

Compact Passenger

Lightweigt Truck

Compact Truck

City Route Bus4

Vehicle
Wt (kg)

1,350

1,500

1,400

3,700

9,900

Payload

4(P)

4(P)

2(P)+300 kg

2(P)+1000 kg

70(P)

axim
Speed

(km/hr)

80

83

70

70

68

Ragel
(km)

>80

>250

>160

>230

330

Acceleration2

(sec)

7

6

9

9

6.2
(0 + 30
km/hr)

Range per battery charge at a constant cruising speed of 40 km/hr.

Acceleration from 0 + 40 km/hr unless indicated otherwise.
For a 7% slope unless indicated otherwise.
Performance shown was achieved in 1974. Bus testing will not be conducted in 1977.

Ability3
(km/hr 1

>40

>40

>40

>40

>29
(69
slope)

1.

2.

3.

4.

0



Table 4.

BATTERY DEVELOPMENT GOALS

JAPANESE NATIONAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE PROJECT (1971-1977)

1974

Module Achievement 1977 Goal
Size Sp. Energy* Sp. Energy* Cycle

Battery Type Developer (kW-hr) (W-hr/kg) W-hr/kg) Life

Pb/Acid Japan Storage 1.80 70
(Multilayer Electrode) Battery

Pb/Acid Shin-Kobe 1.68 64 >50 >500
(Porous Sheet Electrode) Electric

Pb/Acid Yuasa 2.00 61
(Bipolar, Circulating
System)
Zn/Air Japan Storage 1.25 123
(Fixed Electrolyte) Battery

>80 200-300
Zn/Air Sanyo Electric 2.40 91
(Circulating Electrolyte)

Fe/Air Matsushita 1.56 88 >70 200-300

Na/S Yuasa 2.81 90 NA NA
(Toshiba)

Specific Energy values correspond to C/S rate for
C/7 rate for metal/air batteries.

Pb/acid and Na/S batteries and

D
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123 W-hr/kg (for the fixed electrolyte type) and 91 W-hr/kg (for the circulat-
ing electrolyte type) at a 7-hr rate. The iron/air battery, which was devel-
oped by Matsushita and was the first of its kind in Japan, has also achieved
a respectable specific energy of 88 W-hr/kg (at a 7-hr rate). The energy
efficiencies of metal/air batteries are reported to be 30-352. The sodium/
sulfur battery is being developed at Yuasa Battery Co. in collaboration with
Toshiba Electric Co. who supplies the 8-alumina electrolyte tubes. A 2.8
kW-hr (560 W) module was assembleed and tested in 1974. A specific energy
of 90 W-hr/kg was achieved with the module at the 5-hr rate, but the cycle
life was limited owing to the stress failures of the B-alumina joints.
Problem related to the temperature control and cooling of the sodium/sulfur
battery module are yet to be resolved, and the resolution may require total
modification of the module design. Photographs of various types of battery
modules are shown in Figs. 8-12.

The high specific energies achieved with the battery modules in 1974
were indeed impressive, but their cycle life, except for the lead-acid bat-
teries, were quite limited, generally less than 100 cycles. As discussed
previously, the new set of battery development goals that was established for
1977 tests (see Table 4), incorporates the cycle life requirement at reduced
specific energy goals. The present indications are that these battery goals
will be met in 1977.

The test results of metal/air batteries in 1974 indicated that these
batteries could not sustain the required power density for the experimental
vehicles. Consequently, the in-vehicle tests of the metal/air batteries
which are planned for 1977 will assume a hybrid form, to be coupled with high-
power-density lead-acid batteries. The planned couplings are as follows:

Zn/air (Japan Storage)-High Power Pb-acid (Japan Storage)

Zn/air (Sanyo Electric)-High Power Pb-acid (Shin-Kobe)

Fe/air (Matsushita)-High Power Pb-acid (Matsushita)

Second-phase experimental vehicles that will be powered by the hybrid
battery sources and by the advanced lead-acid batteries are scheduled for
test and demonstration early in 1977. The demonstration will also signify
the conclusion of the Japanese national electric vehicle project, which has
been a concerted and well-directed six-year effort. Further development and
commercialization of the advanced electric vehicle technology that was devel-
oped under the Government's national project must then be undertaken by
Japanese private industry.

UTILIZATION AND IMPACT OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Equally important to the electric vehicle hardware development is the
software development. Software studies, such as (1) electric vehicle util-
ization systems, (2) considerations of safety and the secondary pollution
resulting from electric vehicles, (3) electromagnetic interferences by elec-
tric vehicles, (4) standardization of batteries, electric vehicles and per-
formances, and (5) development of new electric transportation systems, are
under active assessment in Japan as a part of the strategy for implementing
theuse of electric vehicles on a large scale. The development in this area
will not be discussed here.
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r

Nominal Voltage, V

Nominal Capacity, Ahr

Module Weight, kg

Dimension, mm

Specific Energy, Whr/kg

12 (2 V x 6 cells)

150 (c/5 rate)

28

318 L x 179 W x 234 H

70 (c/5 rate)

Fig. 8. Lead/Acid Battery Module with Multi-layer
Positive Electrode (Japan Storage)

A

e
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Nominal Voltage, V

Nominal Capacity, Ahr

Module Weight, kg

Dimension, m

Specific Energy, Whr/kg

40 (2V x 20 cells)

50 (c/5 rate)

32

300 W x 200 L x 390 H

61 (c/5 rate)

Fig. 9. Bipolar Lead/Acid Battery Module with
Circulating Electrolyte (Yuasa)
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III
SI'

Nominal Voltage, V

Nominal Capacity, A-hr

Module Weight, kg

Dimensions, m

Specific Energy, W-hr/kg

10 (1 V x 10 cells)

125 (c/7 rate)

11

200 L x 200 W x 263 H

123 (c/7 rate)

Fig. 10. Zinc/Air Battery Module with Fixed
Electrolyte (Japan Storage)
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I hoI

ZINC/AIR BATTERY MODULE WITH CIRCULATING

ELECTROLYTE (SANYO)

Nominal Voltage, V

Nominal Capacity, Ahr
Module Weiqht, kg
Dimension, nn

Specific Energy, Whr/kg

Whr/ a

12 (1 V x 12 cells)

200 (c/7 rate)

28.4 (pump, others included)

460 L x 450 W x 375 H

91

33

Fig. 11.
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AN OVERVIEW OF JAPANESE NATIONAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE PROJECT

The National Electric Vehicle Project in Japan, which was initiated in
1971 and will be concluded in 1977, has been a well-planned and implemented
national program that has been reflected by the full participation of private
sectors involved in the electric vehicle technologies. Significant advance-
ments have been made in vehicle component technologies and in total vehicle
system integration. Advanced battery technology is yet to be emphasized and
fully developed, but the engineering development of compact battery modules
and their system integration to vehicles has indeed been impressive. The
achievements are particularly noteworthy in view of the modest program size
and the time element involved. The targeted 1977 performance goals for the
advanced batteries and the experimental vehicles appear to be within the
reach of their technology. However, development of the present electric
vehicle technology into an economically viable enterprise is far from com-
plete and will require extended efforts which the Japanese private industry
must undertake.
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METAL HYDROGEN BATTERIES

B. S. Baker
Energy Research Corporation

3 Great Pasture Rd.
Danbury, Conn. 06810

ABSTRACT

For the past few years Energy Research Corp. has been
developing a family of special purpose metal-hydrogen batteries.
Most of the work has been focused on the nickel-oxide hydrogen
battery for use in communication satellities. More recently
work on silver-hydrogen and lead-hydrogen batteries has been
initiated.

The advantages cf using a hydrogen fuel cell type electrode
in a rechargeable battery are mainly with the low cost, long life
and high degree of reversibility of the hydrogen fuel cell type
electrode when operated under typical battery conditions. The
latter are invariably dictated by positive plate design and
usually result in a current density considered low by fuel cell
design standards.

In addition to the basic operating advantages associated
with hydrogen electrodes, metal-hydrogen batteries exhibit very
attractive system characteristics for both overcharge and cell
reversal.

Nickel-hydrogen test cells have undergone thousands of deep
cycles without appreciable decay. Fifty amperehour cells deliver-
ing over 22 W-hr/lb are operating between 50 and 500 psi with
negligible decay at our laboratories. Lead-hydrogen cells have
also shown practical operating characteristics.

Nickel-hydrogen and lead-hydrogen batteries are candidate
couples for load leveling applications. The former could be built
at a $40/KWH cost and the latter for considerably less.

Hydrogen storage as a metal hydride or as a high pressure
gas can be considered for these applications. Integrated hydride-
nickel hydrogen test cells have been built and tested at ERC for
hundreds of cycles.

In the paper the economics of nickel-hydrogen batteries for
laod leveling will be discussed.
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ALKALINE BATTERIES

Jack T. Brown
Westinghouse Research and Development Center

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15235

ABSTRACT

Commercial secondary alkaline batteries include those based
on the electrochemistry of the nickel-cadmium, silver-zinc, silver-
cadmium, nickel iron, and manganese-zinc couples. From a market
standpoint the most important of these is the nickel-cadmium type.
However, the total market is less than $100 million per year, and
less than 10% of that of the lead-acid battery.

These various cell types are manufactured in several construc-
tion technologies for various applications. For example, nickel-
cadmium batteries are made as flat-plate pocket or sintered types,
with the electrolyte flooding the cell, thus requiring a vent in
the case, or retained only in the separators and plate pore volume,
known as starved, and enabling the cell case to be sealed. Flat
plates are stacked along side each other resulting in a rectangular
shaped call, or sintered plates can be spirally wound making a
cylindrically shaped cell. Batteries with sintered, flooded,
vented, rectangular cells are used for aircraft engine starting,
and sintered spiral wound, starved, sealed, cylindrical cells are
used in small calculators, etc. Some silver-zinc cells are manu-
factured in sizes up to 7000 ampere-hours capacity for underseas
vehicle propulsion power sources.

In the near term, new secondary alkaline systems are being
readied for market introduction. These are a technology modifi-
cation called the iron-nickel system and the nickel-zinc and
nickel-hydrogen batteries. The iron-nickel and nickel-zinc
batteries are intended principally as candidates for reasonably
low capital cost, high specific energy content ground transpor-
tation or underseas electric vehicle propulsion power sourves.
Nickel-hydrogen batteries are intended principally as an improved
satellite battery.

For the longer term several groups of battery researchers
and technology developers are intrigued with the combination of
potential performance characteristics and low-cost of metal-air
type systems. Here the prime candidates use alkaline electrolytes,
and the air cathode in combination with either zinc or iron anodes.
The technology opportunity is for perhaps doubling the specific
energy content, and cutting the cost in half compared to the
nickel electrode counterpart systems.
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STRUCTURAL, THERMODYNAMIC, AND KINETIC PROPERTIES OF SOLID ELECTRODES

W. L. Worrell and A. S. Nagelberg

Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19174

One major impediment to the development of useful reversible
batteries is the lack of suitable solid electrode materials. After
a brief review of electrochemical principles, the characteristics
of an ideal solid electrode are summarized. Solid compounds which
appear to possess many of these characteristics are the alkali metal
intercalated dichalcogenides of the Group IV and V transition metals.
The preparation and crystal structures of these intercalated compounds
are reviewed. A method for estimating maximum values of the alkali
metal chemical potential in these compounds is described. Knowledge
of the compositional variation of the chemical potential and diffu-
sivity of the alkali metal in these compounds is necessary to quanti-
tatively assess their usefulness as cathode materials. Electrochemical
cell techniques which can be used to obtain such data are briefly
summarized.

INTRODUCTION

Within the past few years, there has been increased interest in develop-
ing reversible batteries and electrochemical cells. Much research has been
directed toward the discovery of new solid ionic conductors having low resis-
tivity.l Although a few solid electrolytes, for example the beta-aluminas,
have unusually low resistivities, the most feasible electrolytes at ambient
temperatures are liquids. Because of the inherent stability and other
advantages of the solid-liquid interface, the use of a liquid electrolyte in
a battery usually mandates the use of solid electrodes. The purpose of this
paper is to aummarize the characteristics of an ideal solid electrode and to
describe the properties of one class of solids, intercalated dichalcogenides,
which exhibit many of these characteristics.

ELECTROCHEICAL PRINCIPLES

Before summarizing the characteristics of the ideal solid electrode, it
is helpful to briefly review some basic electrochemical principles.2 In a
battery or electrochemical cell, the open circuit voltage (V)is established by
the chemical potential difference across the electrolyte

V * - (NA - NA)- (1)
In Eq.(1) n is tie charge of ion A in the electrolyte, F is the FaradaW
constant, and UA and NA are the chemical potentirle of A in the anode and
cathode, respectively. Under closed-circuit conditions, the cell voltage is
equal to the IS) drop across the electrolyte and the overvoltage (n).

(2)V IQ + n.
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For a useful and efficient battery, it is necessary to minimize the overvolt-
age and the resistance of the electrolyte. High overvoltages can be caused
by slow electron transport at the electrode-electrolyte interface and slow
transport in the solid electrodes. For reversible batteries in which an
alkali metal ion, A+, is transported across the electrolyte, only one
electron is exchanged between A+ and A at the electrolyte-electrode interface.
Such a simple electron transfer reaction should be rapid and is unlikely to be
rate-limiting. However, diffusion in solids is usually slow at ambient temp-
eratures, and slow transport in the solid electrode is expected to be the most
significant factor in establishing high overvoltages in alkali metal batteries.

When transport in the electrodes is rate-limiting, concentration or
chemical potential gradients are established in the electrodes at each
electrode-electrolyte interface. A schematic illustration of these chemical
potential gradients is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the cell voltage (V-i) is
less than the open circuit voltage established by Eq.(1). Indeed, one
characteristic of ideal solid electrodes is a high diffusivity of A, so that
chemical potential gradients in the electrodes are minimized. As shown in
Fig. 1(b), the overvoltage is minimized in such cells, and the cell voltage
is essentially equal to its open-circuit value.

V- V

(o) Non-Ideal Electrodes (b) Ideal Electrodes

Fig. 1. Schematic picture of chemical potential
gradients in electrodes during current flow.

IDEAL SOLID ELECTRODES

Besides a high diffusivity of the mobile species, ideal solid electrodes
must have the other characteristics listed in Table I.
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Table I

Characteristics of Ideal Solid Electrodes

1. Low value for pA in cathode and
High value for hA in anode

2. Minimum compositional variation of uA
3. Reasonably wide compositional range
4. High Electronic Conductivity
5. High Diffusivity of A

The first characteristic listed in Table I is obvious from Eq.(1), in which
the open-circuit voltage is directly related to the chemical potential dif-
ference across the electrolyte. In principle, the best anode material is
pure A because A is maximized and there is no possibility of a chemical po-
tential gradient during current flow. However, other problems can arise with
pure A nodes; for example, solution of A in the liquid electrolyte might be
significant. Ideal cathode materials are highly stable solid compounds
which have extremely low values for PA. A method for estimating NA in solid
compounds vill be described in a subsequent section.

During current flow the composition of A in the cathode increases. Thus,
to avoid a significant decrease in cell voltage during operation, PA should be
relatively constant with composition (cA) at low values of MA. Curve (a) in
Fig. 2 shows ideal cathode behavior in which MA is essentially constant at low
values of MA. Curve (b) in Fig. 2 shows ideal anode behavior in which MA is
essentially constant at high values of NA. The compositional range over
which MA is constant must be extensive enough to permit significant charge
transfer. To accomplish this, the electrode must also exhibit a reasonably
wide compositional range (characteristic 3 in Table I), which eliminates from
consideration many highly stable stoichiometric compounds.

bl

A i

CA I

Fig. 2. Schematic picture of the variation of chemical potential
(MA) with composition (cA) in solids.
(a) ideal cathode behavior and (b) ideal anode behavior.
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An ideal electrode should have high enough electronic conductivity to
ensure that electrons are rapidly supplied or removed from the electrode-
electrolyte interface. If electron transport in the electrode is too slow,
the electrode resistance becomes significant, and the cell resistance is not
simply equal to the resistance of the electrolyte. This problem can be
eliminated by using a chemically inert current carrier to supply or remove
electrons at the electrode-electrolyte interface. However, this restricts
electron transfer reactions to one-dimensional lines of intersection of three
phases (electrode, electrolyte, current carrier).

As indicated in Fig. 1, rapid transport of the mobile species in the
electrodes is necessary to minimize cell overvoltages. Because diffusion in
most solids is slow at ambient temperatures, characteristic 5 in Table I is
one of the most difficult to achieve. However, solids with unique crystal
structures can have abnormally high diffusivities. For example, alkali
metals intercalated into dichalcogenides of the Group IV and V transit on
metals appear to have high chemical diffusivities in two dimensions. 3, ,5
Properties of these intercalated compounds are described in the next section.

ALAKLI METAL INTERCALATED DICHALCOGENIDES

Intercalated dichalcogenides ar. solids which possess mazy of the
desirable characteristics listed in Tabie I. Before describing the inter-
calated dichalcogenides, the known electrical and structural properties of
the disulfides and diselenides of the Group IV and V transition metals will
be described. The ditellurides are not included because little inforamtion
is available for the MTe2 compounds.

Properties of the Dichalcogenides

Limited information concerning the electrical properties of the dichal-
cogenides is available. The Group IV and V compounds are usually low band-
gap semiconductors or metallic conductors. An exception is HfS2 , which has
a room temperature resistivity greater than 105 oh-cm 6 . In contrast, the
resistivity of TaS2 is 010- ohm-cm in the 'a' direction and "10-3 ohm-cm
parallel to the 'c'direction.7

The outstanding structural characteristic of the Group IV and V transi-
tion metal dichulcogenides is their layer structure. Figure 3(a) is a
schematic picture of the stacking sequence of hexagonally packed M and X
planes, where M is the transition metal and X is sulfur or selenium. The
metal coordination is either trigonal prismatic or octahedral, as shown in
Fig. 3(b). The coordination of X is unsymmetric, and weak van der Waals
bonding exists between the adjacent sulfur (selenium) planes. These com-
pounds exhibit marked cleavage perpendicular to the hexagonal c axis. There
are a number of different polytypes of these compounds due to variations in
the stacking sequence of the individual planes. For example, the 2-H poly-
type has a hexagonal unit cell with the c axis twice that of the simple
structure, while the a parameter is unchanged. The 3-R polytype has a
rhombohedral unit cell which, when indexed in the hexagonal system, gives a
c parameter three times that of the simple structure; the a axis again
remains unchanged.
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Fig. 3. Structural characteristics of the dichalcogenides
of the Group IV and V transition metals.

Alkali Metal Intercalation

Rudorff first demonstrated that alkali metals could be intercalated into
the van der Waals gaps of the transition metal dichalcogenides. Even at
liquid ammonia temperatures, the intercalation process was rapid. From mag-
netic measurements, Rudorff suggested that the intercalated compounds could
be considered to be of the ionic form Ax+(MX 2 )x-, where A is the alkali metal.

Alkali metal intercalation has been achieved by several methods.3,8-15
One method is heating the dichalcogenide in an alkali metal vapor in quartz
capsules. 9 Hoever, at low temperature the alkali metal vapor pressure is
too small; while at higher temperatures the vapor can react with the quartz
capsule. Another method uses solutions of alkali metals in liquid ammoniaM'8

Even though ammonia also intercalates, it apparently is removed by heating
under vacuum. Aqueous solutions of alkali halides or hydroxides have been
successfully used to intercalate the dichalcogenides. 1 0 Water molecules are
also inserted into the van der Waals gap, but they can be removed in some
cases by heating. Intercalation of dichalcogenide cathodes has also been
achieved electrochemically by electrolysis of aqueous salt solutions. 1 1 911

Recently solutions containing organometallic compounds of alkali metals
have been used to intercalate transition metal dichalcogenides. 1 3- 1 5 Lithium
intercalation is achieved using n-butyllithium dissolved in hexane. For
sodium intercalation, sodium naphthalide in tetrahydroforan is used.
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Properties of AxMX2 Compounds

Alkali metal intercalated compounds have the chemical formula AxMX 2 ,
where x can vary between 0 and 1.0. , No conductivity measurements have been

reported for the AxMX2 compounds, but a delocalization of the electrons could
increase their conductivity above that of the original MX compounds. Such
electron delocalization has been observed in NMR studies, which also supports
the Ax+(MX2 )x- formula first suggested by Rudorff.8  The couulusioa that the
alkali metal exists as an ion in the van der Waals gap is also consistent with

the observed linear variation of the c lattice parameter with ionic radius
for a given composition x.3

Crystallographic investigations3, 8 ,13,14916,17 of AxMX2 compounds have
shown that intercalated alkali metal atoms cause an expansion of the c axis,
which is proportional to their ionic radius. The a axis is essentially
unchanged. The expansion of only the c axis is expected if the alkali metal
atoms enter only the van der Waals gap between the adjacent x planes shown in
Fig. 3(a). Lattice parameters determined for AMX2 compounds of the Group IV
transition metals 3 ,8,13,14 are tab ated in Table II. Similar data for the
Group V transition metal compounds ,1 6 ,10 are listed in Table III.

Table II. Lattice Parameters of Intercalated Compounds Formed Between Alkali
Metals and the Group IV Dichalcogenides

Compound* a (c (A) *Reference

Tis2  3.407 5.696 13,14
LiTiS2  3.454 6.187 13
La iS2 3.469 3 x 6.86 3
KTiS 2  3.488 3 x 7.61 3

RbTi' 2  3.427 3 x 8.1 3
CsTiS2  3.500 3 x 8.17 3

TiSe, 3.535 6.004 14
LiTiSe2  3.64 6.488 14

Na0.9 8TiSe2 --- 3 x 6.9 8

ZrS2  3.665 5.835 14
LiZrS2 3.604 3 x 6.25 14
NaZrS2  3.66 3 x 6.78 3
KZrS2  3.718 3 x 7.4 3

Rb0.75ZrS 2  3.657 3 x 8.01 3

Cso.64ZrS2  3.644 3 x 8.41 3

ZrSe2  3.776 6.160 14
LiZrSe2 3.734 6.648 14

i fS2 3.635 5.856 14
LiHfS2  3.56 3 x 6.375 14

l1fSe2  3.742 6.160 14
LiHfSe2 3.715 6.642 14

All data are for x a 1.0 in the formula AxMX2, unless otherwise noted.

To indicate the 2-H or 3-R polytypesome c lattice parameters are indicated
as 2x or 3x the c axis of the simple hexagonal structure.
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Table III.

"
Compound

VSe 2
LiVSe 2

NbS 2
LiNbS2

Na0 .6 Nb2
K0.67 2

NbSe2
LiNbSe2

Na0 .6 bSe2
K0.67 b 2

TaS2
LiTaS2

Na0 .8TaS2
K0 .67Taf-2

TaSe2
LiTaSe2

NaO.67Tase2
K0.67TaSe 2

Lattice Parameters of Intercalated Compounds Formed Between Alkali
Lattice Parameters of Intercalated Compounds Formed Between Alkali

Metals and the Group V Dichalcogenides

a (1) c (I) Reference

3.35
3.584

3.34
3.342
3.366
3.345

3.45
3.436
3.476
3.480

3.340
3.340
3.335
3.345

3.436
3.477
3.458
3.463

6.10
6.356
x

x
x
x

x

X
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X
x

x

6.00
6.421
7.26
8.11

6.27
6.772
7.683
8.52

6.o4
6.475
7.261
8.11

6.348
6.817
7.701
8.525

14
14

14
14
16
16

14
14
16
16

14
14
18
16

14
14
16
16

All data are for x * 1.0 in the formula AXMX29 unless otherwise noted.
*0

To indicate the 2-H or 3-R polytype, some c lattice parameters are
indicated as 2x or 3x the c axis of the simple hexagonal structure.

Because the alkali metal atoms are positioned in the van der Waals gaps
of the AxIX2 compounds, one expects an unusually high mobility of these atoms
perpendicular to the c axis. Rapid intercalation rates and NMR studies3

provide qualitative support for such expectations. The only reported exper-
imental measurements of the chemical dift sivity (DA) of A in these AxMX2
compounds is the work of Winn and Steele."" They used electrochemical cells
of the type

Na I propylene carbonate (NaI) | NaxTil+yS2 (A)

to measure DNa as a f action of x and y
of DNa ranged from 10- to 10-7 cm2 /sec
tures when x was less than 0.45. Such
particularly for solid compounds. When
titanium concentration (y) was increased
10-9 cm2 /sec. Presumably titanium atos
concentration reside in the van der Waal
sodium atoms.

in the compound NaxTil+yS2. Values
for NayTil.0025S2 at ambient tempera-
diffusivity values are extremely high,
x was greater than 0.45 and the

1, the sodium diffusivity decreased to
is in excess of the stoichiometric
.s gaps and hinder the movement of the

Winn and Steele 4 also measured the open-circuit voltages of cell (A).
The cell voltage did not vary significantly with the titanium concentration
(y) in NaxTil+yS2 . When x was below 0.45, the cell voltage was approximately
2 volts. At higher values of x, the voltage dropped rapidly to about
1.4-1.5 volts at x * 1.0.
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ESTIMATION OF PA IN AMX2 COMPOUNDS

The AxMX2 compounds must have extremely low chemical potentials of A(NA)
to function as use f 1l cathode materials. With the exception of the Winn and
Steele measurements4 5 cited in the previous paragraph, there are no direct

or indirect experimental measurements of PA in these compounds. Thus, it is

useful to estimate WA from phase relationships in the ternary A-M-X system.
Our method of estimation is applicable to the AMX2 composition (x = 1) and
thus yields a maximum value for pA. As an illustration of our method,
consider the A-Ta-S system, where A is lithium, sodium or potassium. The
isothermal ternary section for this system at 300 K is shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 4 is obtained in the following manner. Phase data for the pertinent
binary systems1 9 are assembled. From the available thermodynamic data,2 0' 21

we conclude that reaction (3) must proceed to the right

2A + TaS -+ A2 S + Ta. (3)

S

ToS 3

ToS
2

A2S

A To

lig. 4. Isothermal ternary section for the A-Ta-S
system at 300 K, where A is Li, Na or K.

Thus, tantalum will not react with A2S, and a two-phase tie line must exist
between them as shown in Fig. 4. With the Ta-A2S tie line established, the
other two-phase tie lines must be as shown, because there are no other
alternatives. The major uncertainty in Fig. 4 is the possible existence of
ternary compounds, which would not be apparent in the binary phase diagrams.
The existence of ternary compounds would not significantly affect our estimate
for WA unless these compounds had unusually high thermodynamic stabilities.
In Fig. 4 the compositional range of the AxTaS2 phase is shown as a narrow
dark region projecting from TaS2 into the ternary phase field. Non-stoichio-
metric ranges of the binary sulfides are not indicated, because such data are
not necessary for our purpose.
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Figure 4 implies that UA in AxMX2 must be extremely low, even in AMX2

(x = 1), because AMX2 is not in equilibrium with pure A. As indicated by the
three-phase triangle marked 3 in Fig. 4, AMX2 is in equilibrium with A2 S and
TaS 3 , which can be represented by

ATaS 2 + A2S = TaS 3 + 3A. (4)

Thus,

)A = T(AGOA 2 S + AG*ATaS2 - AG*TaS3) , (5)

where AG* represents the standard free energy of formation o5Othe appropriate
compounds. From thermodynamic equilibrium studies of TaS2 , a value of
-89.5 kcal/mole for AG*TaS at 300 K is obtained. In the tantalum-sulfur
binary system, TaS 3 is a s able phase; thus, each of the following reactions
must proceed toward the right

TaS2 + 62(g) -+ TaS 3  (6)

TaS 3 + +ra - raS2 * (7)
Reaction (6) requires that AG WaS3 is more negative than AG0 aS 2 , while
reaction (7) requires that +G TaS 3 is more negative than AG TaS3. Thus,
AG0TaS must have a value between -89.5 and -134.3 kcal/mole. T e TaS 3 phase
appear to be only slightly more stable than TaS2, 1 9 thus, a value of
-95 kcal/mole is estimated for AG*TaS3. A value of -108 kcal/mole for
AG0 TaS2 is estimated from AG*TaS 2 by assuming that the ATaS 2 compound is
20% more stable than TaS2. Values for AG*Na 2 S (-96 kcal/mole) and AG*K2S
(-95 kcal/mole) are available. 2 1 From these values, a reasonable estimate for
AG*Li S is -94 kcal/mole. Using these free energy data and Eq.(5), one
calculates the values of NA and the activity (aA) of lithium, sodium, and
potassium in Al.0TaS2 at 300 K which are tabulated in Table IV. Values of

the open-circuit voltage (V) of cell (B), in which the cathode is ATaS2 and
the anode is pure A, are also tabulated in Table IV.

A A electrolyte | ATaS2 - (B)

Table IV. Estimated Thermocnamic Properties of A in ATaS2 at 300 K

A Activity of A 1A (kcal/g atom) V (volts)

Li 1.0 x 10 -2-35.7 1.55
Na 3.4 x 10-27 -36.3 1.57
K 5.9 x 10-27 -36.0 1.56

The uncertainty in the calculated values of PA is estimated as 10 kcal/gatom;
thus, the uncertain in V is t0.4 volts.

The chemical potential values tabulated in Table IV are maximum values,
because PA in AxTaS 2 must decrease with decreasing x. For this reason,
calculated cell voltages are minimum values. For example, we have measured
1.7 volts for the open-circuit cell voltage using a Li0.8TaS 2 cathode and a
pure lithium anode 2 I he compositional trend for MA in AxTaSli is the
same as that in Na TiS2, ' open-circuit cell voltages should increase to
2.0 to 2.5 volts when x is less than 0.5.
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ET -ECTROCHEMI CAT. INVESTIGATIONS

Clearly more quantitative thermodynamic and kinetic data are required to
assess potential cathode applications of the AxNMX2 compounds. Knowledge of
the compositional variation of the chemical potential and diffusivity of
alkali metals in these compounds is particularly needed. Electrochemical
cells with AxMX cathodes can be used to obtain such data. For example,
open-circuit voltage measurements with cell (C) can be used to determine the
variation of UA with composition x.

A I A+ electrolyte | AxMX2 - (C)

The composition of A in the AXMX2 4eJctrodes can be precisely varied using
coulometric titration techniques. 9

Various methods of determining chemical diffusivities of alkali metals in
the AxMX2 electrodes of cell (C) are available.4,23 In the potentiostatic
method, the concentration of the alkali metal at the AxMX2 -electrolyte inter-
face is suddenly raised by decreasing the steady-state cell voltage of cell
(c). From measurements of the transient current and the appropriate solution
to Fick's second law, accurate values of the alkali metal diffusivity in AxMX2
can be determined. Another method is the pulse-relaxation technique, in
which a current pulse is applied to cell (C) and a known excess of alkali
metal is deposited at the AxNM2-electrolyte interface. With small changes in
cell voltage, the alkali metal diffusivity in AxX2 can be determined from
measurements of the transient voltage.

To our knowledge, the only electrochemical cell investigation using a
AxMX2 cathode is the previously described study of Winn and Steele with
NaxTiS2. 45 In our laboratory, we are currently using electrochemical cell
techniques to study LixTaS2 and NaXTaS2 electrodes.1

8 ,22

CONCLUSIONS

The characteristics of an ideal solid electrode listed in Table I are
helpful guidelines for developing new useful electrodes. Because AxMX2
compounds possess many of these characteristics, they offer exciting possibil-
ities as useful cathodes in alkali-metal batteries. However, the composi-
tional variation of the chemical potential and diffusivity of alkali metals
in these compounds is not yet known. Such information can be obtained using
electrochemical cell techniques.
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SUBSTRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF SODIUM BETA ALUMINA SOLID ELECTROLYTES

L. C. De Jonghe and M. Y. Hsieh
Department of Materials Science and Engineering

Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853

ABSTRACT

In this work we attempt to clarify the microstructure and proper-
ties of sodium beta alumina solid electrolytes. Improved sinter-
ability of commercial beta alumina powder was achieved by addition
of small amounts of the Na20 - Al203 eutectic. Complex crystallo-
graphic faults, and subgrain boundaries were found that can affect
the microscopic homogeneity of the ionic current flow during d.c.
ionic conduction. The effects of CaO and SiO2 additions on micro-
structure and ionic conductivity are described.

1. INTRODUCTION

The performance and lifetime of sodium/sulphur solid electrolyte stor-
age batteries is strongly affected by a variety of materials related problems.
Some of these problems are related to corrosion of the cell containers, to
failure of seals, and to the sulphur electrode design. Other limitations of
lifetime and performance originate directly or indirectly from the failure
of the 8 alumina type solid electrolytes themselves. We define direct fail-
ures as unsatisfactory electrolyte performance due to effects resulting from
the preparation of the electrolyte (such as compositional, microstructural,
and impurity effects), and indirect failures as those arising from the actual
operation of the cell (i.e., the interaction of electrode derived impurities
with the electrolyte during current passage). In this paper we are concerned
with factors that can affect the direct failure of the sodium beta alumina
solid electrolytes. We believe that the reason for electrolyte deterioration
is connected with the impurities that were either introduced in the prepara-
tion of the electrolyte, or during its subsequent actual use, and does not
reside in a chemically unstable nature of the electrolyte with respect to
sodium or sodium polysulfides at its temperature of use.

We can distinguish roughly between a variety of impurities according to
where they are located:

a - impurities in solid solution in the "spinel blocks" of the sodium
beta alumina lattice

b - impurities leading to intergranular or intragranular second phase
formation

c - impurities that lodge themselves in the Na ion conduction planes.

In actuality, the impurities will be distributed in some way in these catego-
ries. Furthermore, they can affect the microstructure of the ceramic e.g. by
promoting exaggerated grain growth. Both the distribution of the impurities
and the concurrent microstructural changes are determined by the powder pre-
paration methods and thermal and environment conditions during sinterirgs.
It is clear then that a detailed quantitative study of impurity effects is a
difficult task. It is, however, imperative to understand the detrimental
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(or beneficial) nature of the most commonly encountered impurities (e.g., Ca
and Si) and to estimate to what levels they can be tolerated, to determine
whether cost-effective load leveling batteries with sodium 8 or s" alumina
electrolytes are a realistic possibility. The object of our work is to
acquire this understanding about the effect of impurities on properties of
sodium beta alumina solid electrolytes.

2. ELECTROLYTE PREPARATION

2.1 Commercial Powders

Most of the work has been performed on commercial sodium 8 alumina pow-
ders prepared by Alcoa: XB-2 "superground". These powders have been pre-
pared by a Bayer process, and are fairly clean. A typical analysis of this
powder gives " 7.3 wt.% Na2 0, 0.1 to 0.15 wt.% SiO 2 , and a balance of A1203.
Some other contaminants are also present in minor concentrations, such as
CaO L0.02 wt.%, and Fe2 03 '0.03 wt.%. The average agglomerate size is 2'3pi.
A significant fraction o? this powder consists of submicron particles. Fig.
1 shows the general appearance of the powder in the scanning electron micro-
scope. The powder can be sintered to acceptable final densities (>3.15g/cm2 )

Fig M.AcaX- sprrud wdraobeednth

vi.

y a I l r1 .

Fig. 1. Alcoa XB-2 "superground" powder as observed in the
scanning electron microscope. The average agglomerate size
is 2"3U; a significant fraction of the powder consists of sub-
micron particles (0.2VO.3 microns).

without further grinding. Impurities were introduced by dissolving the
appropriate nitrates [e.g. Ca(N0 3)2] in methanol, and stirring the powder,
impurities and methanol while drying. This procedure insures intimate mix-
ing, and avoids the introduction of additional impurities. If necessary, a
binder could be added in this step. The green powders were then pressed in-
to bar shaped samples at 20 ksi, to a green density of 1.8 to 1.9 g/cm3

("55% of theoretical density).
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2.2 Preparation from Laboratory Powders

Samples were also prepared from a variety of reagent grade chemicals in
different ways:

a. decomposition of hydrated sulphates
b. decomposition of NaNO3 + a Al203 (Meller, or Reynolds)
c. decomposition of NaNO3 and Al(NO 3)3 mixtures
d. preparation from polymer precursor.

Not all of these methods lead to satisfactory results. In Method C, for
example, the decomposition of the aitrates has to be fast, irnce the molten
nitrates have a sufficiently high vapor pressure and differential evapora-
tion may lead to a total lack of control of the final composition. We found
Method D (Union Carbide patent 3,385,915; May 28, 1968) unsatisfactory since
extensive shrinkage of the polymer precursor (cellulose) prohibits the direct
formation of electrolyte of any useful size or thickness. Moreover the yield
of oxide from soaked polymer is so low ("'15 g oxide from 100 g of dry
cellulose) that the method is not practical.

An interesting observation was made on the powders prepared from nitrate
mixed to give the S alumina composition. After rapid calcining at 850*C in
air the resultant oxide shows only diffuse x-ray scattering indicating that
the powder is either microcrystalline or amorphous. Sintering of such powder
surprisingly led to low density electrolyte. We believe that the reason is
that the intimately mixed oxides rapidly convert to crystalline particles
about the size of the amorphous agglomerate, before the sintering temperature
(1750*C) has been reached, thus trapping a lot of porosity. The absence of
any transient liquid phases then makes this powder rather "unreactive". The
importance of a transient liquid phase has been recognized for some time in
the sintering of sodium B alumina solid electrolytes (see e.g. the Ford-Utah-
RPI annual report on: "Research on electrodes and electrolyte for the Ford
Sodium-Sulphur Battery", S.A. Weiner, project manager, July 19751). We have
specifically exploited such a liquid phase to improve the sintering behavior
of the commercial sodium beta alumina powders.

2.3 Improving the Sintering Behavior of Commercial Sodium Beta Alumina
Powders

The method improves the densification of commercial sodium beta alumina
powder and allows fabrication below the temperature where abnormal grain
growth becomes rapid (41720*C). In this method a sodium-aluminum oxide
mixture (Na/A1:0.54), corresponding to the eutectic composition in the
Na20-A1203 system' is added to the commercial powder up to 10 wt.%. The
overall mixture is such that the overall composition of the electrolyte is
still in the B alumina phase field. It is important that heating rates are
high, to minimize reaction prior to reaching the actual sintering tempera-
tu.es. We refer to Ref. 2 for additional details.
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3. ELECTROLYTE CHARACTERIZATION

3.1 General Microstructural Features

The sodium beta alumina crystal structure can best be described as so-
dium conduction planes separated by spinel blocks49 5 . It is well established
that the sodium ion conduction normal to the conduction planes is orders of
magnitude smaller than in the conduction planes6 . This property should pre-
sent problems in establishing microscopically homogeneous current transport
in which the sodium ion diffusion rates parallel and through the grain
boundaries can play a determining role. Point defects as discussed by
Roth7 , dislocations in the basal plane described by Stevense, S-B" inter-
growth examined by Bevan et al. and complex faults normal to the basal
planes as observed by De Jonghe , see Fig. 2, all are expected to affect
the rapid, homogeneous flow of sodium ions.

0.2e0

01 s -

| |

Fig. 2. Network of complex planar faults in sodium beta alumina.
"die faults are on (2110) planes. In the spinel blocks they pro-
."ce a cation fault only; where they intersect the conduction
plane an oxygen stacking fault is produced".

Other features such as low angle boundaries, which can frequently be
found in sodium beta alumina, may under certain conditions, give rise to
current concentrations that might erode grcin boundaries or thin grain bound-
ary phases initiating a failure mechanism as described by Richman and
Tennehouse E. Fig. 3 shows a scanning electron maicrograph of mechanically
polished and etched sodium beta alumina, exhibiting micromurphological
features that can be interpreted as low angle boundaries. Fig. 4 shows a
transmission electron micrograph of some low angle tilt boundaries. Espe-
cially such [hk.0) tilt boundaries are thought to be susceptible to current
concentrations. These features and their possible consequences have been
discussed in more detail elsewhere by De Jonghe12 1,
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Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrograph of mechanically polished
sodium beta alumina etched for 1 second in H 3 P04 at 1,300*C.
Several low angle grain boundaries are indicated.
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Fig. 4. Low angle Lhk.0] tilt boundaries in sodium beta alu-
mina. Such boundaries can give rise to localized ion current
inhomogeneities. Detailed examination of the boundaries by
means of lattice imaging revealed the presence of dislocations
with a Burgers vector equal to C [00.11.12,13

ii

.
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3.2 Impurity Effects

Effects of calcium and silicon on the microstructure and ionic conduc-
tivity were examined. The ionic conductivity was determined from measure-
ments of the impedance of the samples as a function of frequency and temper-
ature, up to 10M Hz and 350*C. The method is equivalent to a measurement of
the dielectric dispersion (for a review see Owen 1, and Bauerlels. The
relevance of such measurements with regard to the substructure of sodium beta
alumina was discussed by Powers and Mitoff16, and was recently reviewed by
Franklin1 7 . It is sometimes useful to plot the data in the complex admit-
tance plane (B-G plot). This procedure obscures somewhat the explicit fre-
quency dependence of the impedance, but has the advantage of showing more
clearly what the main characteristics of an equivalent circuit could ba, and
which are the electrode and the sample contributions to the dispersion. The
interpretation of the dispersion measurements is, however, not always unam-
biguous, and the corresponding physical meaning of the equivalent circuit
elements must be derived from a sufficiently detailed characterization of the
sample's microstructure. In the complex admittance plane (B-G), or the com-
plex impedance plane, the data rarely form a semicircle; instead, B-G plots
more often approach circular arcs. This observation m, be attributed to a
physical process where sodium ions are diffusing in a field free region
(Warburg type of impedance'? which might e.g. arise when Na+ is transported
through a grain boundary phase that has a sizable electronic as well as ionic
transport number), or to score statistical distribution of one type o: ionic
relaxation processed (e.g., purely ionic transport through a variety of grain
boundaries). Although the dispersion measurements are relatively simple
experimentally, and give significant information about ionic transport pro-
cesses, they are not useful as substitutes for a direct microstructural
characterization by means of electron optical or other techniques.

3.2.1 Effect of Calcium. Calcium was introduced into sodium beta
alumina (Alcoa XB-2 "superground") as described in 2.1, up to 5 wt.% of CaO.
Samples containing 5 wt.% of CaO showed evidence of partial melting at the
sintering temperature (1700-1750*C), indicating the presence of a significant
amount of a liquid phase. For lover Ca0 contents, the presence of liquid
phases during sintering is indicated indirectly by a pronounced abnormal
grain growth. Fig. 5A (optical) and Fig. 5B (scanning electron microscope)
are micrographs of a sodium beta alumina sample, containing 0.5 wt.% CaO,
prepared near 1750*C. They illustrate the extreme difference in average
grain sizes of the bimodal distribution. The large grains are platelets with
their largest dimensions between 300 and 500 micron, while the small grains
have an average grain size of about 3 micron. The extreme abnormal grain
growth results in a lower density, due to trapping of porosity. The rate of
abnormal grain growth is, however, quite temperature dependent, perhaps due
to the formation of different liquid phases. We have not yet identified the
liquid phases that are active during sinterint. A wide variety of liquid
phases can occur in the CaO-3a2 0-A1 203 system m with melting points ranging
from tlk00C to N1720*C. Depending on the temperature cycle in the sintering
process, a variety of non-equilibrium intergranular phases are then expected,
which can dominate the low frequency a-c, or d-c ionic conductivity.
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Fig. 5. Optical (A) and scanning electron micrographs (B) of
mechanically polished and etched (boiling H3POh, 3000C, 1 sec)
sodium beta alumina containing 0.5 wt.% CaO, sintered at
17500C, 30 min, in air. The extreme biomdal grain size dis-
tribution is evident.

Dispersion measurements were performed on the doped samples between 150
and 3500C. Fig. 6 shows some B-G plots (susceptance-conductance) for the
sample shown in Fig. 5. The dispersion due to the electrodes (evaporated
gold), and the electrolyte are indicated. G can be interpreted as GA s
(RC + R )-', where R = specific ionic resistivity of the grain bulk, and
RB = total specific ionic intergranular resistivity. R + RB should corres-
pond to the d.c. ionic resistivity. GB corresponds to EC-1. As can be ob-
served from these plots, the B-G data Iie approximately on a circular arc for
which the center is below the G axis. The angle, a, between the radius con-
necting the center of the arc (between GA and Gg) and GA, and the G axis is
approximately 300. The angle a increases with decreasing temperature. From
these data the grain bulk resistance RC, and RB can be determined. It is
clear from an examination of the microstructures as shown in Fig. 5 that a
physically meaningful equivalent circuit is not readily constructed. For
this reason, we call RH the intergranular resistance rather than the grain
boundary resistance. Generally we find for calcium containing samples an
activation energy for RC between 3.8 and 4.2 kcal/mole, and for RB an acti-
vation energy between 10 and 12 kcal/mole. The actual values for R and RB
are shown in Fig. 7. Very significant scatter in the data is observed, es-
pecially in RB. The scatter is correlated with the microstructure, which in
turn depends strongly on the sintering temperature for these doped samples.
This is notably different from pure beta alumina where at 300*C the ionic
conductivity is nearly insensitive to microstructure at densities above
3.0 y/cmS. For sinte.'ings near 1700*C (30-45 min), a higher density (3.15
g/cm ), finer grain size, and higher RB values are observed, while for sin-
terings near 1750*C, a lower density ('3.0 g/cm'), extreme bimodal grain
distribution, and lower RB values result. A quantitative relationship has
not yet been established.
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Due to the extreme scatter in the data it is not possible at this point
to formulate the relation between RB and (C) " vt.% CaO quantitatively. We
can, however, express the trend as log(R/RM [Cl, where Ro is the specific
ionic resistivity of undcoped samples (which has no measurable intergranular
contribution at 300 C). If [C) is expressed as vt.% CaO, ye find 0 a 2. 0
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is a function of temperature, since the RB and Ro have different activation
energies. It is interesting to note that RC is not as sensitive to prepara-
tion and substructure as RB for calcium doped samples. We find 2<RC/Ro<3
when C>0.1 wt.% CaO. This indicates that Ca has not entered the grain bulks
significantly beyond this level, regardless of the overall CaO content.

The sodium beta alumina samples were found to change from a transgran-
ular to an intergranular fracture mode with increasing calcium content. For
the intergranularly fractured samples it was possible to demonstrate the
presence of Ca at the grain boundaries by means of Auger spectroscopy. This
work is described in more detail in the paper by Unertl, De Jonghe, and Tu19 .
It is interesting to note in this work that excess sodium was observed for
air fractured samples, but not for samples fractured in ultrahigh vacuum.
It is thought that a reaction with atmospheric moisture produces a sodium
rich layer on the sample surface.

3.2.2 Effect of Silica. Silica was added to commercial sodium beta
alumina (Alcoa XB-2 "superground") as sodium silicate.* The samples were
sintered, while packed in sodium beta alumina powder, for about 30 min. by
passing them through the hot zone of a furnace. As in the case of calcium
addition, the samples exhibited a bimodal grain size distribution, though the
abnormal grain growth was not as rapid. Fig. 8A and 8B show an optical, and
scanning electron micrograph of a sample containing 0.6 at.% SiO2 that has
been polished, and etched with boiling H3PO4. Fig. 8C and 8D show represen-
tative areas of samples containing 1.95 and 2.7 wt.% SiO 2 '

.**.
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Fig. 8. Sodium beta alumina containing SiO2.
Optical micrograph 0.6 wt.% Sib 2.
Scanning electron micrograph 0.6 wt.% SiO2 .

SAL203 was added to compensate for the added Na

A:
B:
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Fig. 8C: Scanning electron micrograph 1.95 crt.% Si02.
D: Scanning electron micrograph, 2.7 at.% Si02.

The presence of an intergranular phase could be demonstrated by direct
observation with the electron microscope. This is shown in Fig. 9 for a
sampl: containing 2.7 wt.% SiO2. The selected area diffraction pattern of
area A demonstrates that the intergranular material is amorphous. This is
not surprising, since SiO2 readily forms glasses with a variety of elements.
The intergranular phase is affected by electron irradiation, and material is
exuded during observation in much the same way as during the electron micro-
scope observation of the crystalline beta alumina matrix. We have not di-
rectly Identified this exuded material but its similarity in behavior during
electron microscope observation suggests it is sodium. We tentatively con-
clude that the intergranular phase is a sodium alumino silicate glass.

A

1

Fig. 9. Transmission electron micrograph of a sodium beta
alumina sample containing 2.7 wt.% Sib 2 . The diffraction

pattern is from area A.

r
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The ionic conductivity of the silica containing samples was determined
from the dispersion measurements. It is interesting to note that the angle

a (discussed in the previous section in connection with Fig. 6) now decreases
with decreasing temperature. This suggests that in CaO and SiO2 containing
electrolytes different types of intergranular transport processes occur. ..
aire currently exploring further the temperature dependence of a. The total
specific resistance of the samples, RT, at 300 C, is plotted versus the
weight percent of SiO2 in the sodium beta alumina samples in Fig. 10. Again,
significant scatter is present due to some variation in microstructure, as
was found for the CaO containing samples. As a trend, we put log(RT/R )* [C],
where now [C] is the weight % of SiO2 , and Ro the resistance of the unaoped
beta alumina. We find 8 z 0.45. Even though the data show a significant
scatter, it can be concluded that Si02 is appreciably less detrimental than
CaO for the ionic conductivity.

3
1=3000 C

,

:a-

O 1 2 3

wt%Si02

Fig. 10. Total specific ionic resistivity (extrapolated d.c.)

at 300*C for sodium beta alumint: :amples containing Si02'

4. SUMMARY

In this work we attempt to clarify the microstructure and properties of
sodium beta alumina solid electrolytes. Improved sinterability of commercial
beta alumina powder was achieved ty addition of small amounts of the Na20 -
A1 203 eutectic. Complex crystallographic faults, and subgrain boundaries
were found that can affect the microscopic homogeneity of the ionic current
flow during d.c. ionic conduction. The effects of CaC and Si02 additions on
microstructure and ionic conductivity were described. Pronounced abnormal
grain growth occurs in both cases, due to the pressure of a liquid phase at
the sintering temperature. It is concluded that CaO is more detrimental than
Si02.
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OPTIMIZATION 0? MgO DOPED S-Al,0 3 WITH RESPECT TO ELECTRICAL
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Mannheim
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Heidelberg, Germany

ABSTRACT

The composition of MgO stabilized S-Alumina has bren
varied in the following ranges

7.3 ... 9.3 weight-% Na:O
1 ... 4 weight-% Na 20

86.7 ... 91.7 weight-% A1 20 3

Rod shaped specimens were prepared from calcined
and ballmilled po-der, isostatically pressed and
sintered at temperatures between 1550 and 18000 C.

A four electrode method has been applied to measure
the electrical conductivity in the frequency range
100 Hz to 100 kHz using painted graphite electrodes
contacted to platinum foils.

Both the conductivity and the 8''-A1 20 3 content
increased with increasing Na 20 content. Further-
more at a constant Na 20 concentration the conduc-
tivity reaches a maximum at a certain MgO content
depending on the Na 20 concentration. Conductivity
values up to 0.3-1 Qcm- 1 at 300 C have been ob-
tained. Some preliminary results of life time tests
will be given.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a. increasing interest in super-
ionic conductors. In particular polycrystalline sodium 8-
alumina which is a two dimensional ionic conductor , is of
great importance for sodium/sulfur batteries.

The high ionic conductivity combined with negligibly low elec-
tronic conductivity and the fact that this material is
corrosion resistant to liquid sodium and sulfur or sodium poly-
sulfides at temperatures below 400 0C makes it suitable as a
separator in Na/s cells'.

The term "B-alumina"2 refers to a family of closely related
structures and compositions with high ionic conductivity. In
most publications, as in this paper, the term -alumina is
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used for the two block version with hexagonal symmetry and the
ideal formula Na 2 011 A1 203 , whereas ''-alumina stands for -he
three block version with rhombohedral symmetry and the ideal
formula Na 20 5A1 203. These two modifications are also ob-
tained if the stoichiometry is varied within certain limits3-6.
It has been shown by several authors7 ' that the physical
properties of a-alumina can be strongly influenced b mono-
and divalent cations. Some of these dopants like Li , Mg+ ,
Ni 2t are substituting A13+ in the spinel blocks. In this way
additional sodium is incorporated in the conduction planes and
conductivity is increased.

When the development of a Na/S battery was started at Brown
Boveri & Cie in 1973, little was published on the longterm
stability of 8-alumina. At this time, 8''-A1 20 3 seemed to be
more favorable compared to a-A120 3 because of its higher con-
ductivity and lower sintering temperature. On the other hand
3-Al20 3 seemed to be more stable under discharge. In order to
get more information on this subject, a screening program was
initiated in the course of which different compositions
including 6- and S''-A1 20 3 were prepared and tested. MgO was
chosen arbitrarily as stabilizing oxide. In fig. 1 the ternary
system Na 20 - MgO - A1 20 3 is shown, where results of Weber and
Venero1 2 are combined with those of Imai and Harata' . The
Na 20- and MgO-contents were varied in the ranges of 7 to 10
and 0 to 4.5 mass-% respectively as indicated by dots in
fig. 1. In the following experiments, details and results of
this program will be described.

PO1'qDER PREPARATION

For the fabrication of a reproducible, dense and well conduc-
ting ceramic electrolyte, it is necessary to optimize a series
of production parameters. Different sodium compounds (Na2 CO 3 ,
NaNO,, NaOH and NaAlO 2 ) were used for the powder preparation.
The best results have been obtained by utilizing Na2 CO3
together with MgO and y-A1 2 0 3 (Merck, Darmstadt). The y-Al20 3
powder had to be converted to a-A1 203 at 12500 C for one hour.
Without calcination only a low density was achieved. Good
results were obtained when A16SG (ALCOA) was used as a source
for a-Al 203 . The starting products were mixed as a slurry for
one hour in a ball mill provided with 500 ml cups (99.7 mass-%
A1 20,). The cups were charged with an equivalent of 200 q
8-alumina together with 240 ml of acetone. After the eva-
poration of acetone, the products were prefired at a tempera-
ture of 1230 C for one hour. The influence of this calci-
nation temperature on the composition, density and conduc-
tivity can be seen in fig. 2. In the temperature range of
1000 to 1200 C the starting products are transformed to a
mixture of 8- and 0''-Al203. Good apparent and geometrical
fared bulk densities are obtained above a temperature of
1230 0C. At higher calcination temperatures the BET surface
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area and the reactivity of the powder decreases.

Milling of this powder has been carried out on centrifugal
ball mills (Retsch, model S2) using 500 ml cups and three
balls of 30 mm o.d. (both 99.7 mass-% A1 20 3).

Charges of 200 g have been milled for 20 hours at 400 rpm
using 0.5 mass-% ethylene-glycol as grinding aid. Fig. 3
shows that the density has not yet reached its maximum value
after 22 h. Because of increasing ware of a-A120 3 from the
balls and the cup, grinding is terminated after 20 h.

After this process again 0.5 mass-% ethylene-glycol are added
as pressing aid and milling is continued for 1 h. During
this process the water content of the powder has to be
controlled carefully in order to get an appropriate agglomerate
size distribution for a reasonable flowability of the powder.

Powder prepared in this way exhibits BET surface areas of 8 -
10 m 2/g and a mean grain size below 1 um.

Pressing of the powder

The powder is isostatically pressed with the aid of a silicone
rubber bag (ERTV, Dow Corning). Close-ended tubes with lengths
up to 250 mm, rods and discs have been pressed with this
method. The influence of pressure on the fired bulk density
is depicted in fig. 4. At pressures above 2 kbar, the
density remains rather constant. A pressure of 1.5 kbar was
chosen for the preparation of the test specimens. Green
densities of 57% of the theoretical value have been achieved.
A higher green density and strength was obtained with NH4CO3
carbowax and poly-ethylene-glycol. However, the flowability
of the powder was better with 0.5 mass-% ethylene-glycol and
as a consequence of this fired bulk density was higher. That
is why ethylene glycol was chosen nor this program.

Sintering

Sintering was carried out in a special furnace of low haat
capacity with a graphite heater element. Heating and cooling
rates were chosen to be 150 C/min. It is not yet clear whether
these rates are optimal. Further experiments will be carried
out on this subject. The specimens were kept at the sintering
temperature for 30 minutes. An annealing period of 60 min at
1450*C followed sintering in order to improve the structural
homogeneity and the conductivity of the ceramic.

During sintering the test specimens were embedded in unground
O-Al203 powder in order to prevent sodium losses. This powder
did not contain any MgO. The influence of the Na 20 content
of this powder on the final Na-0-content of the ceramic is
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shown in fig. 5. The Na 20 content was determined by weight
analysis of the specimens. Care was taken in order to pre-
vent that: the results were influenced by gain or loss of water.
The final Na20 content of the samples was nearly independent
of the MgO content. This fact implies that the vapor pressure
of B-A1 20 3 is nearly independent of the MgO content. Conse-
quently the Na 20 content of the specimens and of the em-
bedding powder must be equal in order to keep the N820 content
at a constant level during sintering.

ANALYSIS OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

For investigation of density and resistivity rods of 30 mm
length and 7 nun o.d. were used. The fired bulk density was
determined by measuring weight and buoyancy in toluene.

Resistivity was measured with two and four electrode techniques.
In fig. 6 the two- and four-electrode resistivity is plotted
against 1/ (fT(f - frequency) for different electrode materials
at 3000 C. For diffusion controlled transport processes at the
electrodes a straight line is to be expected. In all cases
using only two electrodes, essentially the same resistivity was
obtained by extrapolating f + w. Plotting the series impedance
in the complex plane as in fig. 7 according to Armstrong "
straight lines were obtained, which hit the real axis for
f + - at the D.C. resistance value. The most reliable results
were achieved by using two additional voltage electrodes,
because of the frequency independence of pab (see fig. 6) in
the frequency range from 100 Hz to 100 kHz. It was found that
at 3000C up to 100 kHz a.c. current and voltage are in phase
so that p can easily be determined by measuring the a.c.
amplitudes. This is why this method was chosen for our
investigation. Graphite contacts were used as current elec-
trodes because they were easy to apply and gave reproducible
results.

Life time tests were carried out in Na/Na-cells shown
schematically in fig. 8. In these cells the sodium is pumped
unidirectionally into the interior of small close-ended
tubes from where it could drop out again across an isolating
overflow collar made of potassium free glass. Current
densities were arbitrarily chosen to be 0.9 A/cm 2 , which is by
a factor of 4 higher than those normally used in Na/S-cells.

The 6''- to 8-ration of the sintered specimens were measured
by x-ray analysis of powdered samples using copper Ka-lines,,
(2 9 = 33.41 or 44.4 for 6-alumina and 34.60 or 46.00 for 8 -
alumina). Microstruc-.ure was made visible by polishing with
3 um diamond paste and thermal etching at temperatures of
100 C below sintering temperature.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the different Na 20-contents of the ceramics it was necessary
to optimize the sintering temperature. Fig. 9 shows the
temperature dependence of the fired bulk density of ceramics
with Na 20 contents of 7.14, 7.8 and 8.4 mass-% respectively.
The bars give the spread of values for different sintering
charges and different MgO contents. The theoretical density
is shown on the right hand scale assuming 3.256 g/cm 3 for
the fully dense ceramic for all compositions. The sintering
temperature is strongly dependent on Na 20 and only faibly on
MgO content.

A longlife ceramic suitable for Na/S-battery application must
have a density higher than 95% of the theoretical value
(equivalent to 3.1 g/cm3 ), in order to avoid open porosity.
Otherwise a rapid degradation is found. On the other hand,
very large grains, which mostly are found together with high
densities, have to be avoided because of low fracture strength
and low longterm stability of the ceramic. The microstructure
can be influenced by many factors like grain size of the powder,
temperature-time-profile during sintering and composition.

Fig. 10 shows the dependence of microstructure with sintering
temperature of a ceramic containing 8.4 mass-% Na 20, 2.5 mass-%
MgO and Al203 rest. Small grains below 5 um diameter occur at
temperatures below 15950 C. At medium temperatures a duplex
structure is found with some larger grains up to 100 um in a
matrix of small grains (5 jim). At even higher temperatures
the larger grains grow at the expense of the small ones. Grain
sizes of 300 um diameter have been found at 1;500C.

The variation of MyO content has also an influence on the
microstructure. For 8.4 mass-% Na20 and temperatures below
15900C small grains (5 um) are found for MgO contents of 1 to
4.5 mass-%, but density is below 3.1 g/can 3 . At medium tempera-
tures equiaxed grains of about 50 to 100 um diameter are found
for 1, and duplex structures for 1.5 to 4.5 mass-% MgO.

The MgO content also influences the density and resistivity
of the electrolytes as shown in figs. 11 and 12 for 7.8 and
8.4 mass-% Na20 respectively. Both have in common that the
fired bulk density shows a flat maximum and that resistivity at
a temperature of 300 C decreases with MgO content and reaches
a minimum asymptotically. Values as low as 3 Q cm have been
obtained. The decrease in resistivity with MgO content is
correlated with an increase in S''-content in the ceramic
as can be seen in fig. 13. The position of the curves are
dependent on the sintering temperature. At lower temperatures
the curve is shifted to the left.
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The occurrence of a maximum in the density is not yet under-
stood. Whether this is an effect depending on production
parameters, on eutectic liquid phases produced during an
unknown stage of the sintering process or on other parameters
is not yet clear and will be object of further investigation.

With 7.8 and 8.4 mass-% Na 0 we have entered the B''-Al203
region with increasing MgO content. This is in agreement with
other investigationsIl 2 as shown in fig. 1. At lower Na 20
contents 6''-Al:03 is not found anymore. For 7.14 mass-% Na 2 0
the sintering temperature has to be increased significantly
in order to get high enough densities (conf. fig. 9). In this
case, as shown in fig. 14, resistivity passes through a
minimum near 2.0 mass-% MgO. The composition corresponding to
this minimum agrees well with that reported by Kennedy and
Sammels13.

The life-testing of ceramics in Na/Na-cells caused several
experimental troubles before reasonable results could be
achieved. For example, when using metallic overflow
devices, short circuits occurred near the open end of the
tube by thin films of sodium between the overflow device and
the ceramic. Another difficulty arose by using K 20 containing
glass. In this case, as shown in fig. 15, at first a slow
and then a rapid increase in resistance was observed before
the ceramic failed. After dismantling, the ceramic showed
several cracks and K20 was found throughout the ceramic by
microprobe analysis. Similar effects have been reported by
Lazennec et al.1' and Ford's.

Good and reproducible results were obtained when a potassium
free glass was used for the overflow device. Some of our
preliminary results are given in table 1.

All the tests have been carried out at a temperature of 3000C
and a current density of 0.9 A/cm 2 . The densities of the
ceramics fall in the range of 3.1 to 3.2 g/cm3 .

In the case of tubes 2, 4, 15 and 16 more than 1000 Ah/cm2

were passed unidirectionally through the ceramic wall.
Tubes 3, 5, 11, 12 showed clear evidence of electrolytic
degradation. Tubes 3 and 5 were sintered at a temperature
about 30 C higher than the optimum temperature. After cell
termination cracks and black spots were found on the ceramic.
Though density was high (3.21 g/cm') the ceramic failed
because grain size was too high. Etched, polished surfaces
showed a duplex structure with diameters of the large grains
up to 200 um.

Only tubes 1 to 5 were batch sintered according to the
manner described above, all the others were zone sintered.
Ceramics of tests number 6 to 8 and 15 to 19 were passed
through the region of highest temperature within 25 minutes
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whereas thos of 9 to 14 in half the time. Maximum heating
and cooling rates have been measured to be 20 and 10 C/min
respectively.

Ceramics pulled through at a higher speed show rather high
resistivitios. This is due to the fact that the conversion
to S'' is not yet complete, as was made obvious by x-ray
analysis. By annealing one hour at a temperature of 14600 C,
resistivity dropped to the range given in fig. 11 and 12.
Similar results were reported by Ford1".

Ceramics pulled through at the lower speed but the same sinte-
r,.ng temperature exhibit normal resistivity and density values
and life times of more than 1000 Ah/cm2 . Those pulled through
at the higher speed had poor densities (< 3.1 g/cm ) and show
no normal behavior: bad wettability, periodical shcrt cir-
cuit or unstable resistance. Ceramics of cell tests number
11 and 12 failed and showed cracks after dismounting.

Some additional electrolytes with fine grained microstructures
open porosity and densities below 3.1 g/cm 3 or coarse grained
structures (300 um) with densities above 3.2 g/cm 3 have been
tested under the conditions listed in table 1 and in Na/S-
cells. Both types showed rapid degradation from the
beginning.

CONCLUSION

The screening program carried out so far on the ternary systems
Na 20-MgO-Al 2 0 3 and Na 20-Li 20-Al 203 has shown that by care-
fully optimizing the production parameters of the ceramic,
high densities and low resistivities down to 3 Qcm at
3000 C and good long term stability are achievable. Using the
method of preparing the ceramics described above, only a small
range of sintering temperatures (t'%20 C) gives a stable
ceramic. The best ceramics exhibit densities between 3.15
and 3.2 g/cm 3 and a duplex structure with a maximum grain size
of about 100 um. Preliminary results of life testing in Na/Na-
and Na/S-cells show that one can expect MgO-stabilized
8-aluminas to be suitable as diaphragms in Na/S-batteries.
According to these results it is concluded that degradation
seems to be more a question of optimizing the production
parameters (in order to get a good microstructure and density)
than of composition. The negative results obtained by other
groups with MgO-stabilized electrolytes 1 '1 could not
be confirmed by our experiments. Whether the concentration
of additives influences longterm stability on a larger time
scale is not yet clear and is subject of further investi-
gations.
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Table 1

composition/mass-%
No Na 2 0 MgO Li20 A1 20 3

2.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

2.5

3.0

- 00

- 0
- 0

- 1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1:

14

15

16

17

18

19

densities 3.1

- 89.7

0.5 91.7

- 90.1

- 90.1

- 90.1

- 90.1

- 90.1

- 90.1

- 89.1

- 88.6

.5 91.1

0.7 90.9

0.9 90.7

.1 90.5

8.4

8.4

8.4

8.4

8.4

8.4

8.4

8.4

8.4

8.4

8.4

9.3

9.3

9.3

9.3

9.3

Resisti-
vity

Icm

9.5

6.8

7.9

9.8

8.5+5.7

10.2

9.3

8.0

10.7

10.9

6.6

5.9

8.2

7.9

9.3

6.2

8.0

4.6

4.2

current

specific
capacity
Ah/cm 2

473*

1019'

773

1397*

572

80

504'

66.3

504*

504"

224

158

504'

504'

1017'

1049*

504*

1017*

130

densities
*still on test, with p = constant after wetting

Remarks

periodical short circuit

ceramic cracked; large grains

failed; black spots, large grains

Na-short circuit across overflow
device

Na-short circuit across overflow
device

bad wettability

bad wettability

short circuit periodically

failed; cracks

resistance not stable

C
C

power failure

0.9 A/cm 2 ;temperature 300 C

g

1

2

1.0

1.5

1.5

3.3

4.0

7.8

7.8

- 89.7

- 89.2

- 89.2

- 87.4

- 86.7

to 3.2 g/cm 3 ,

,

00
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SEPARATORS FOR LITHIUM ALLOY-IRON SULFIDE FUSED SALT BATTERIES
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ABSTRACT

Separators woven from boron nitride roving are reasonably
satisfactory for these batteries, but they Pre expensive and some-
what limited as to their mechanical and electrical characteristics.
Paper-like separators can be made from BN, Y203, or LiA10, fibers
or their mixtures, but they are very fragile and mechanically un-
stable. Organic and inorganic binders can overcome some of these
limitations but they generally either react with the anode or they
are thermally unstable at battery temperatures. The addition of
-hrysotile asbestos fibers in relatively small proportion increases
strength and mechanical stability markedly, but the long-term
stability of asbestos in the battery environment is somewhat in
question. Preliminary cell tests suggest that the asbestos may
disintegrate after a few cycles for reasons which are not clear at
present. Strength and other properties can be further improved by
adding substantial proportions of powders, such as BN, Y203 , LiA102,
or MgO, to the fiber mixture. MgO produces very strong sheets but
these tend to crack easily. A cell testing program is currently
in progress.

INTRODUCTION

One of the principal materials problems in the development of Li-Al/
LiCl-KCl/FeSx batteries has been the separator. The separator must resist
chemical attack by the highly reactive lithium of the alloy anode and it must
be mechanically stable in fused LiCl-KC1 for long periods. Moreover, since
each of the electrodes undergoes very substantial volume changes on charge
and discharge, the separator must withstand a good deal of movement during
cycling.

One can, of course, form sintered ceramic separators from a number of
these materials, but they are too brittle to yield separators having optimum
characteristics. Flexible separators are desirable and these require mater-
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ials in fibrous fz-m, either for woven fabrics or for paper-like separator
sheets. Economy and coworkersl-4 have succeeded in preparing boron nitride
fibers. As produced, these fibers are about 7 pm in diameter, very long
(several inches), and reasonably flexible. Pure boron nitride is very re-
sistant to attack by either the lithium-aluminum alloy or by the electrolyte.
On the other hand, these fibers are quite expensive and the fused electrolyte
does not wet BN well. Moreover, the presence of only small amounts of B2 3
(from which the BN is made) is reported to markedly increase reactivity.
Economy and et all havc succeeded in producing BN roving from the fibers
and this has been woven into a fabric which has proved to be a reasonably
satisfactory separator material for these batteries. However, the roving
has a fairly large diameter, and the cloth is relatively rough, with substan-
tial openings where the roving crosses. The roving diameter also sets a
lower limit on the thickness of BN cloth separators.

Because of the limitations of woven separators and the possible limita-
tions of BN, an investigation into the development of paper-like separators
was undertaken at the Department of Chemical Engineering, University of
Florida with the understanding that cell testing of promising materials would
be carried out at the Argonne National Laboratory. This program has involved
the study of several fibers including BN, Y203 , LiAlO2 , and chrysotile asbes-
tos; the incorporation of powders to act both as binders and fillers has also
been explored to some degree. With the addition of relatively small amounts
of asbestos, a number of compositions have been developed which possess ex-
cellent physical and electrical properties, and which show promise of per-
forming satisfactorily in the cell environment. Testing of several of the
more promising of these in cells at ANL is in progress, and the results of
these tests will be reported as soon as practical.

MATERIALS

As noted earlier, both fibrous and powdered materials have been combined
to make separators. In some cases mixtures of fibers alone have been used,
but in most cases powders have been added to the fiber mixture. The fibers
utilized were: boron nitride, yttria, lithium aluminate, and chrysotile as-
bestos. The powders explored to date include boron nitride, yttria, lithium
aluminate, and magnesium oxide.

Boron Nitride Fibers

This material was made available to us by ANL in the form of r,, 'ng; it
originated at the Carborundum Company and is available from that oi riia-
tion. Scanning electron microscopy reveals the individual fibers to bV very
long (i.e., several inches) and relatively flexible rods having diameters
between 5 and 10 um. The surface of the fibers appears to be very smooth
and this is borne out by the extreme difficulty of forming a paper-like sheet
from the dispersed fibers. BN has a graphite-like structure and is known to
exhibit very high lubricity.2 Owing to its smoothness and high lubricity it
is not surprising that its sheet-forming characteristics are poor. When
pure, however, it po; messes very good chemical resistance in the battery
environment.6
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Yttrium Oxide Fibers

These fibers were made available by ANL; they were procured from Zircar
Products, Inc. Very cursory microscopic examination indicated that they are
5-10 pm in diameter and their length varies from a millimeter up to 5 mm.
The bulk fibers contain an appreciable proportion of powder. The surface of
the fibers appears quite smooth but the details of their structure are not
available at the moment; electron microscopy is in progress and more details
will be available later. Yttria has been shown to have good chemical resist-
ance in the battery environment, 5 and these fibers are quite flexible. The
fibers were very easily dispersed.

Lithium Aluminate Fibers

This material, too, was made available by ANL. The fibers are about
10 pm in diameter, rather short (about 2 mm), and very brittle. Some of the
material seems to be bound together in fiber bundles somewhat like chrysotile
asbestos, but most of the fibers appear to be short, single fibers, sometimes
with powder particles attached to the surface. This particular batch of
lithium aluminate fibers was so brittle that normal fiber dispersion proce-
dures reduced the fibers to a powder. Very gentle dispersion techniques are
required to produce a fiber dispersion. In spite of the apparent attachment
of powder particles to the surface of the fibers the sheet-forming properties
of these fibers was extremely poor.

Chrysotile Asbestos Fibers

The excellent sheet-forming properties of chrysotile asbestos are well-
known. Asbestos occurs as veins in other rocks,7 and must first be separ-
ated from them. Then the asbestos blocks must be broken into fiber bundles
by milling procedures, and classified roughly by approximate fiber length.
Asbestos dispersions for sheet-making are then made by breaking the fiber
bundles into single fibers or small groups of fibers using any of a number
of techniques. In the process of breaking the fiber bundles, the fibers are
usually shortened to a considerable extent.

Chrysotile asbestos is a hydrous magnesium silicate having the general
formula Mg3Si 2O 5(OH)4 , but it never occurs absolutely pure.8 Chrysotile
asbestos fibrils have been shown to exist as hollow tubes with the outside
diameter ranging from 20-30 nm and an effective inner diameter of 2--5 nm.
The aspect ratio, or length to diameter ratio, is very large, and the result
of this structure is very high mechanical strength, and great flexibility.
These permit the fibers to intertwine and produce sheets of excellent mechan-
ical strength, as well as other desirable properties.

The asbestos fibers used in this investigation were fuel cell grade and
were purchased from Johns-Manville. This asbestos has a very low iron con-
tent.
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Powders: BN, Y203, LiA102, and MgO

All of these powders were procured from commercial sources, except for
one sample of BN, which was pretreated at ANL by heating at 1700*C in a
stream of ammonia to improve the purity of the powder.

Scanning electron microscopy of the commercial BN powders revealed that
they consist of roughly circular platelets having diameters ranging from
about 0.5 to 10 pm but having relatively uniform thickness in the range of
10-20 nm.

Electron microscopy on the other powders has not yet been completed.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDUR S

Fiber Dispersion

Several methods of fiber dispersion have been explored, and at least
three of these yield generally similar fiber dispersions. The choice of
one of these depends primarily on the amount of fiber to be dispersed. A
Waring Blendor or Osterizer serves very well to disperse quantities of a
few grams of fiber. For larger amounts of fiber in the range of 25 to 50
grams, the Gifford-Wood Homo-Mixer is suitable, while larger amounts of fi-
ber are best dispersed in equipment such as a cycle beater of the type used
in the pulp and paper industry. Generally speaking, however, the capacity
of a cycle beater for efficient dispersion of inorganic fibers is consider-
ably less than its capacity for cellulose pulp.

If one is preparing a mixture of fibers, it is often best to disperse
them separately and then mix, or to begin with the most difficult to dis-
perse, such as asbestos, and then add the more easily dispersed fibers and
continue mixing until the desired dispersion has been obtained.

Low fiber concentrations, temperatures higher than room temperature,
control of both the pH and the electrolyte content, and the addition of wet-
ting or dispersing agents all contribute to improved fiber dispersion. Al-
though most of our studies have been conducted with deionized water, iso-
propanol has also been noted to be a satisfactory dispersion medium. Wet-
ting agents which cause foam require very careful handling.

In general fiber concentrations of about 5 grams/liter, temperatures of
about 35*C, and deionized water have been found suitable. Small amounts of
Triton X-100 (severe foamer), Quadraphos, an inorganic phosphatic dispersing
agent, or substantial amounts of isopropanol have served adequately as wet-
ting and dispersing agents. Mixing Ames of one to five minutes have given
adequate fiber dispersions as judged by uniform appearance of the suspension
and a lack of shreds or clots of undispersed fibers. Yttria disperses eas-
ily; asbestos requires the longest dispersion time because the principal
process occurring with asbestos is the breaking of the fiber bundles.
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The fibers of lithium aluminate available were so brittle that they
could not be processed with the other fibers. They were generally placed in
the Osterizer and the switch flicked on and off several times. Then this
dispersion was added to the dispersion of the other fibers and the whole was
mixed with a stirring rod.

If powders were incorporated in the mixture, these were added near the
end of the fiber dispersion period.

Sheet Formation

The fiber-or fiber:powder- slurry- was diluted to a solids content of
about one gram per liter, stirred well to mix, and then poured onto a Buch-
ner funnel modified to provide greater depth, or into a standard sheet mold
(if 8" x 8" sheets were desired). Generally, sheets were formed in a 9 cm
Buchner fdnnel, with either Millipore SC filter or Whatman filter papers as
a filter base. The suspension was stirred gently and the convection cur-
rents allowed to subside, then vacuum was applied to speed filtration. Vacu-
um was continued until the sheet appeared dry, the vacuum was broken, and
the sheet removed from the filter. It was placed between blotters on a
flat plate and pressed at a total pressure of 100 lbs. to dewater the sheet
further. The blotters were then removed and the sheet set aside to dry. In
many cases it was possible to peel off the filter base before drying; in
other cases the separator sheet which had been deposited on the filter base
tended to stick to the filter base and the filter base was more readily
removed from the separator after drying.

Separator Evaluation

Separator sheets have been evaluated by a series of tests which are
either standard paper evaluation tests or modified to be suitable for these
particular materials. The evaluation tests performed were: 1)Basis Weight,
i.e., weight per unit area; 2)Thickness; 3)Mullen Burst Test; and 4)Flex-
ibility. The average Density of the separator can be calculated from a
knowledge of the component densities and the composition of the mixture.
The Porosity can be calculated from a knowledge of the Basis Weight, the
Thickness, and the average Density. In-cell separator evaluation is in
progress.

Permeability, Effective Diffusion Coefficient, and Effective Electro-
lyte Conductivity tests are under development.

In practice, Mullen Burst Tests were run first because it was simpler
to use the entire 9 cm. sheet for the Burst Test; then samples could be
punched for determination of the Basis Weight and Thickness. For this rea-
son, the Mullen Burst Test will be described first.

Mullen Burst Test: The apparatus consists of a ring resting on a
rubber diaphragm, a clamp to hold the sample against the ring and diaphragm,
and a hydraulic system by which the pressure on the diaphragm can be in-
creased to cause it to bulge until the deformation of the adjacent sample
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causes the sheet to burst. The pressure at which bursting occurs is noted;
it is related to the tensile strength of the sample. Since the particular
tester available was designed for measuring paper burst strength and the
burst strength of the separators studied so far tends to be much less than

that of paper, it was generally necessary to use two or more layers to pro-
duce pressures at bursting which were large enough to measure accurately.
The data were converted to a basis of one thickness after it was demonstrated
that a linear relation existed between thickness and pressure at bursting.

Basis Weight: Disks having a standard diameter were punched from separ-
Ptor sheets, they were dried at 110*C, and weighed. The mean weight per unit
area and the standard deviation were calculated. The larger the sample area,
the smaller the standard deviation. Sample areas of the order of 10 cm2

yield Basis Weight data generally suggesting very uniform sheets, whereas
sample areas of about one cm2 usually give fairly considerable standard de-
viations. The standard sample diameter in our work is 0.500 inches or 1.27
cm, leading to an area of 1.27 cm2 . Basis Weight data are reported in units
of mg/cm2 .

Thickness: This test employs a standard paper thickness gauge except
that the spindle has been modified to accommodate a series of weights which
enable one to measure the thickness of a sample at more than one pressure.
This is especially important for compressible materials such as paper-like
separators. The foot of the spindle has a diameter of 0.952 cm (0.367 in.),
and the variability associated with small sample area-which reflects local
variation in the properties of the sheet-tends to be relatively large, as is
the case with Basis Weight measurements on small area samples. From thick-
ness measurements at several pressures one can evaluate the compressibility
of a sample and determine the actual thickness of the separator if confined
under pressure in a battery.

Flexibility: The apparatus for this test consists of a series of rods
having diameters ranging from 0.125 in. to 2 inches, in increments of 0.0625
in. (or 0.125 in. for the larger sizes). The test is conducted by bending
a sheet around a rod, beginning with the largest one in the series and exam-
ining the sheet for evidence of cracking or separation, then proceeding to
progressively smaller rods. The data are recorded as the smallest diameter
rod at which cracking or separation did not occur.

In--Cell Separator Evaluation: Separator samples which have appeared to
have promising physical and mechanical properties have been sent to ANL
where they have been incorporated in cells and cycled. At the time of writ-
ing only a few data are available. Additional in-cell testing is in progress
and some of these results will be reported at the meeting.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two quite different kinds of separators have been studied to date:
1)Composite Separators, in which fibers or a mixture of materials were de-
posited on a 10 mil asbestos base sheet, and 2)Homogeneous Separators, in
which a mixture of fibers and/or powders was deposited on a filter base
which is later stripped off.
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Separators consisting entirely of fibers which are chemically resistant
in the battery environment have proved too fragile to be of serious interest.
Moreover, even when these fibers were deposited on an asbestos base sheet,
the integrity of the resistant fiber layer was so poor that it did not seem
worthwhile to explore this kind of mixture further. Therefore, attention
was turned to the use of binders and the incorporation of materials with
better sheet-forming properties.

Both organic (Teflon 30 emulsion) and inorganic (Alkaphos E) binders
were explored in a small way. Although their addition to the mixture re-
sulted in much improved sheets, obvious problems associated with their use
suggested that other approaches would be more fruitful.

The incorporation of chrysotile asbestos in small to moderate amounts
was found to markedly improve the physical properties of the sheets. Also,
the addition of chemically resistant powders further improved the physical
properties, whether composite or homogeneous separators are considered.
Magnesium oxide powder was especially efficaceous in improving Burst
Strength but it did so at the expense of Flexibility. Moreover, the addi-
tion of asbestos to the mixture is not without hazard. The lithium alloy
anode reacts slowly with asbestos but does not appear to result in signi-
ficant electrical shorting.9 In addition, there is some preliminary evi-
dence that asbestos will not be stable in the battery environment for long
periods of time. This matter is being explored and the results will be re-
ported as soon as they are available.

Selected physical test data are given in Tables 1 and 2. Though these
are selected from a larger number of data, they are generally representative
and they indicate some of the effects noted earlier. For example, Burst
Strength tends to increase with asbestos content, Basis Weight, and Thick-
ness; similarly the incorporation of moderate amounts of powder generally
improves physical characteristics. The ability of MgO powder to improve
Burst Strength while reducing Flexibility is very clearly illustrated.

In summary, it can be concluded that the production of paper-like bat-
tery separators from the chemically resistant fibers presently available is
very difficult if not impractical. The incorporation of small to moderate
amounts of chrysotile asbestos and certain powders, which act both as bin-
ders and fillers, improves the physical characteristics of the separator
sheets, but in-cell evaluation will be required before one can include these
materials in the separator with confidence that they will continue to exert
their desirable influence for long periods in the battery environment.
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Table 1

Physical Characteristics of Composite Separator Sheets'

Composition, w/o Bas.
AsbF* BNF* BNP* mg/c

2 8 90 41.8

2 18 80 38.7

10 40 50 41.4

AsbF BNF MgOP

2 8 90 41.4

2 18 80 45.6

10 40 50 44.5

AsbF BNF LiAl02P

2 8 90 38.2

2 18 80 40.5

10 40 50 37.3

Physical Chara

Composition, w/o Bas.
AsbF BTF BNP mg/c

2 8 90 69.3

4 16 80 70.3

10 40 50 68.3

AsbF BNF MgOP

10 40 50 62.4

* F - fiber; P - powder

Wt.,
m2

Thickness,

mils

17.9

17.6

20.7

20.4

19.4

22.7

13.5

15.0

17.4

P I

1.82

1.82

1.88

3.42

3.24

0.76

2.48

2.42

2.25

Por- Burst; Flexibility,
psi

0.50

0.65

1.21

osity

0.50

0.51

0.64

0.76

0.72

2.77

0.42

0.48

0.67

1/16 in.

3

8

10

10

17

17

4

10

17

s

Flexibility,
1/16 in.

17

17

17

17

2.86

8.81

6.06

0.75

0.57

1.05

Table 2

cteristics of Homogeneous Separator Sheet

Wt., Thickness, Pav Por- Burst;

m2 _mils g/cm3 osity psi

37.3 1.93 0.62 0.34

36.2 1.83 0.58 0.59

37.5 1.88 0.62 0.16

33.6 2.77 0.74 19.5
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SULFIDE BATTERY PROGRAM AT ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY

K. M. Myles, F. C. Mrazek, J. A. Smaga, and J. L. Settle
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9700 South Cass Avenue

Argonne, Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

The materials development effort in the lithium-aluminum/iron
sulfide battery program at the Argonne National Laboratory traverses
a spectrum of endeavors that includes design and fabrication,
compatibility evaluation, and postoperative examination of various

cell components. A brief historical overview of the effort is
presented, but emphasis is placed on current areas of activity,
with a mention of anticipated future plans. The major topics
discussed are the development of electrical feedthroughs, the
compatibility of negative- and positive-electrode components

with the cell environment, the use of the postoperative examination

as an aid in cell design, the study of the Li-Al phase diagram,
and the development of positive-electrode current collectors.

INTRODUCTION

The Chemical Engineering Division of the Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL) is engaged in a program on the development of high performance lithium-
aluminum/iron sulfide batteries for powering electric vehicles and for storing
off-peak electrical energy generated by electric utility power stations.
The batteries consist of cells containing two negative electrodes of a
lithium-aluminum alloy that are in electrical contact with the cell housing

and a center positive electrode of iron sulfide, FeS or FeS2 , that is
physically isolated from the negative electrode by a separator and electrically
insulated from the cell housing by a feedthrough. The electrolyte is molten
LiCl-KC1 eutectic and, thus, requires a cell operating temperature between
400 and 450*C. The cells are prismatic, 13 cm wide, 13 cm high, and 2.0 to
3.8 cm thick, with the three electrodes vertically oriented. Cells containing
FeS electrodes which appear attractive for the energy storage application,
have achieved a capacity of about 90 A-hr at 1.2 V; and cells with FeS2 ,
suitable for vehicles, have demonstrated a capacity of about 120 A-hr at 1.5V.
These values correspond to specific energy values of about 100 W-hr/kg and
150 W-hr/kg for the FeS and FeS2 cells, respectively.

To assist in this effort, a materials development program was begun at
ANL that has the broad responsibilities of identifying and specifying can-
didate construction materials, designing and fabricating materials into the
various cell components, ascertaining the cell compatibility of the materials
through corrosion testing, and performing postoperative examinations of cells
to evaluate the behavior of the construction materials as well as the
electrodes and separator. To a large extent, the actual cell design effort
has been assumed by other programs at ANL and by outside commercial con-
tractors, namely, Gould Inc., Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc., and Catalyst
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Research Corp., with only technical assistance from the materials program.

The emphasis of the materials development program has, as a result, centered
on the areas of feedthrough development, separator development, corrosion

testing, and postoperative examination, with some effort on the development
of the negative electrode and the positive electrode current collector.

Professor Walker in another paper to be presented at this workshop will
discuss, to a large extent, the separator development effort and, thus, no

further comment of this very important area of activity will be made in this
paper. The bulk of this paper will describe the current status of the re-

maining areas with only brief mentions of past accomplishments, which have,
in large, been reported elsewhere.

ELECTRICAL FEEDTHROUGH DEVELOPMENT

Significant progress has been achieved in the development of an electrical

feedthrough, for the lithium-aluminum/iron sulfide cells. The many stringent,
and often conflicting, design parameters have led to the development of
several conceptually different prototypes that have sufficient merit to

warrant in-cell testing. Among the parameters considered are the electrical
conductivity of the conductor, the dielectric strength of the insulator,

materials compatibility with the cell environment, relative cell and feed-

through sizes, cell assembly procedures, required leak-tightness, weight, and

ultimate costs. Continued refinements in the cell design and assembly

procedures as well as improvements in the feedthroughs themselves preclude

the likelihood that a selection based on demonstrated superiority will be

made in the near future. Nonetheless, data are being accumulated that in-

dicate that the feedthrough costs will be consistent with other cell costs.

Because the seal between the metal and ceramic members represents one of the

more difficult problems, the feedthrough development program is keyed to

whether the seal is strictly mechanical or whether a metallurgical or

chemical bond is created.

Mechanical-Type Feedthrough

Two types of mechanical seals are being developed, namely, a compression
type, wherein BN powder is compacted within a fairly heavy-walled metal fitting
to effect the seal, and a ram type, wherein a thin-walled metal tube is forced
over a high-strength BoO ceramic body to produce a seal. A preliminary effort
was undertaken to produce a swaged type but failed to produce a compact,
mechanically strong, leak-tight feedthrough.

The compression type is a modification of the commercially available
Conax thermocouple seal. As currently designed, the upper insulator is made
from high-purity A1203 and the lower insulator is machined from hot-pressed
BN. This feedthrough has been successfully used in many ANL cells and will
be installed in all of the commercial cells now being fabricated. The main
advantage of the feedthrough are ruggedness, simplicity, and flexibility
toward a variety of cell assembly procedures; the limitations are insufficient
leak-tightness and excessive bulkiness. High strength insulators of BeO and
Y20 3, which are being fabricated as replacements for the intrinsically weak
BN lower insulator, are expected to permit more complete tightening of the
feedthrough with resulting tighter seals. In an effort to reduce the
bulkiness and cost of the feedthrough, the compacting nut on the Conax seal
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was eliminated in favor of a retainer plug, which i, held in place by crimping
the feedthrough housing during assembly of the feedthorugh, and a housing that

are tailored to automatic screw-machine fabrication methods. The internal

components are quite similar to those used in the Conax seal and the method

of introducing and compacting the BN powder is also the same. A schematic

of the unassembled and assembled feedthrough is shown in Fig. 1. Cost

quotations for the components of the redesigned feedthrough were solicited
for 250 and 100,000 units to represent both immediate and anticipated future

needs. The estimated cost of the feedthrough in large volume, without BN
powder, is only $1.85 (the cost of BN powder, in limited-quantity purchases,
is about $0.24).

The ram-type feedthrough, shown pictorically in Fig. 2, is being
developed for ANL by Ceramaseal, Inc. Whereas design details are proprietary,

the seal is formed by forcing (ramming) an internally plated, high-strength,
thin-walled, metal sleeve over a carefully designed BeO ceramic body, thereby

smearing the plate onto the ceramic. The sleeves in turn develop high hoop

stresses that hold the ceramic in compression even at cell operating tem-

peratures. Feedthroughs with leak rates down to about 1 x 10~9 cm 3 He (std)/

sec under a sustained vacuum of about 1 x 10-9 torr have been delivered to

ANL for evaluation. Future effort will be directed toward optimizing the

feedthrough with regard to size and weight.

Brazed-Type Feedthrough

The electronics and ceramics industries have developed many different

methods for bonding ceramic insulators to metal conductors and housings.

Unfortunately, almost all of these methods employ brazes that are not com-

patible with the cell environment. The most common modes of failure are

chemical oxidation of the braze upon charging, reaction of the braze with the

sulfides in the positive electrode, and galvanic corrosion at the braze joint

resulting from the electrochemical dissimilarity of the braze materials and

the adjacent metal parts. Additional problems that must be resolved in de-

signing a brazed-type feedthrough include intrinsically high cost, degradation
upon thermal cycling and exposure, generally low mechanical strength, and
mismatch of the thermal expansion coefficients of the braze and insulator.

Three independent efforts are under way to develop such a feedthrough
each utilizing the technical expertise of a commercial feedthrough
manufacturer. Feedthroughs with BeO insulators have been produced by the
Technical Ceramic Products Division of 3M Company utilizing three different
conventional brazing techniques, namely, molybdenum-manganese Metallization,
titanium active metal, and solution molybdenum metallizing. Because the
brazes themselves were not expected to exhibit reasonable lifetimes, a coating
of nickel or gold was subsequently plated on the braze joints in an attempt
to protect them from the cell environment. Simulated cell-corrosion tests
are being conducted at ANL to evaluate the effectiveness of this approach.
ILC Technology has developed several Nb-base active metal brazes for BeO
and has produced feedthroughs with Nb-Ni, Nb-Cu, Nb-Ag, and Nb-Au brazes.
Niobium was selected as the base metal because it should not be oxidized to
any extent at reasonable cell charge potentials, that is, 2 V (IR included).
A schematic representation of these feedthroughs is shown in Fig. 3A. A more
recent design, which closely resembles feedthroughs produced for the Eagle-
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Fig. 2. Ceramaseal Ram-Type Feedthrough

Picher Industries, Inc. nickel-cadmium batteries, is drawn in Fig. 3B and
appears ideally suited for use in the ANL prismatic cell because the housing
configurations of the two batteries are similar. Plans are under way to
purchase some of these feedthroughs for actual in-cell evaluation. A
preliminary effort has been undertaken to further refine the design of the
feedthrough, with an emphasis on minimizing the manufacturing costs. One
such design is shown in Fig. 3C, where two of the three expensive BeO in-
sulator rings are replacedwith a single law-cost A120 3 ring. Since BeO
represents a large fraction of the total costa of the feedthrough, the
substitution of A1 203 yields a significant cust reduction. Some preliminary
efforts to fabricate such a configuration have been encouraging. The most
recently initiated program is with Coors Porcelain for the development of
pressed-and-sintered Y2 03 ceramic bodies and a nonmetallic braze to bond the
bodies to molybdenum metal. The development of Y203 is viewed only as a
backup effort in case the use of the stronger but toxic BeO is restricted
from use in electric vehicles. As u raw material, Y203 is somewhat more
expensive and potentially in shorter supply than Bew, but the fabrication
costs are lower, because special handling facilities are not required. ILC
Technology has also been asked to consider developing Lrazes for Y203; how-
ever, this effort awaits the results of ongoing in-housr compatibility
tests on several unevaluated Y203-doped bodies produced by Ceradyne, Inc.,
which are required for the project.

Recently, equipment has been assembled for screening feedthroughs prior
to in-cell testing. In brief, the feedthroughs are sealed into half-cells
of B Li-Al/LiC1-KC1 and held at 450*C. The variation in resistance across
the ceramic insulators is determined by monitoring the current level under a
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Fig. 3. Cross-Sections of ILC Brazed-Type Feedthroughs

constant applied potential of 2.0 V. The tested feedthroughs are
examined using metallographv and scanning electron microscopy.

subsequently

Ceramic Insulator Development

A ceramic development effort has been under way for sometime at ANL in
support of the feedthrough development program. Specimens of CaZr0 3 , Mg0,
A1 20 3 , MgA1 20,, and Y203 were carefully prepared from high-purity raw materials
and tested for corrosion resistance. Our current interest, however, is mainly
in Y203 components for both the mechanical- and brazed-type feedthroughs.

The most promising Y203 bodies have been prepared according to the scheme
outlined in Table I. The relatively high binder concentration, which
necessitates additional concern during the initial sintering, can be reduced
in all likelihood without adversely affecting the pressing characteristics.
After attempts by slip casting were not successful, presumedly because Y203
powder tends to hydrate, prototype insulators for the mechanical-type feed-
through *ere prepared by an isostatic pressing technique; the mold and a
pressed insulator are shown in Fig. 4. A preweighed charge of granulated
powder, -60 to +170 mesh is vibratorily loaded into the mold cavity that is
then pressed at 170 IU/m3 (25,000 psi). The green form is prefired at 1500*C,
after which it can be readily machined to correct any dimensional trans-
gressions. The part is finished by vacusa-firing at 100*C followed by an
oxidation-firing at 1500 C. Although the required dimensional tolerances
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Table I. Preparation Scheme for Y 2 0 3 Bodies

1. Slip: mix in jar mill; Y 2 0 3 powder,
4% stearic acid (die luihricant),
2% acrylic resin (binder), CCl, (solver.t)

2. Dry: vacuum at 100 C

3. Crush and Granulate

4. Size: screen to -60 +170 mesh

5. Press

wr

Pia. 4. Isostatic Hold Anmombly for Pressing
Y703 PFedthrough Insulators.
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can be routinely obtained, the insulators are only about 902 of theoretical
density aid often contain fabrication flaws. In effort to eliminate these
flaws, a number of rectangular test bars have been produced and these have
been broken in a four-point bend test to determine thr modulus of rupture.
The strength and the microstructure are being correlated with observations
of the fracture surfaces and the grain boundary morphology, to establish the
allowable design stresses in the Y201 components.

CORROSION STUDIES

The high cc-rosiveness of the cell environment requires an extensive
materials evaluation study of both metals and ceramics as an ongoing part of
the materials program. Although it is recognized that the corrosion resis-
tance of any given material can e fully evaluated only in operating cells,
many candidate materials can be eliminated from further consideration by
relatively simple static immersion in molten lithium, L.iCl-KCI eutectic,
A LiAl and .CI"-KC1 eutectic, or FeS (or FeS,) and LiCl-KC1 eutectic baths.
Experience has shown that materials behavior in these tests closely parallels
the behavior in actual cells, as determined by postope ative examinations.
Because the corrosive indications in each electrode differs significantly,
the following discussion will be presented according to the intended
apple ic.t ion.

Nea t lve F l ec t rode Env i rorment

The rec *nt postnt"erative examination of several cells operated near 500C
r4,% e.,led that the aluminum from the i.1-Al electrode had reacted with the
low catlon steel (AISI 1008) cell-housing components to form a series of
intermetallic-compound reaction layers; a typical series of electron micro-
probe scanning images is shown In Fig. 5. The intervietallic compounds were
brittle and fractured under small applied stresses, and, undoubtedly, any
prolonged development of the layers would have resulted in the premature
('ilure of the cell. These observations were particularly surprising be-
caus. no evidence of this reaction had been found in previously performed
st.tic immersion tests of the steel in A l.iAl/LiC-KCI electrolyte bath.
Preliminary tests inicated that the reaction mechanism appeared to have
resulted from the periodic formation of a galvanic couple between the lithium-
depleted, d i charged negAt i ve electrode and the cell housing. The corrosion
reict ion would be expected to accelerate with increasing temperature.

To test this hypothesis, a number of galvanic couples were assembled
wherein high-purity aluminum, as the anode, was mechanically joined to
various iron- and nickel-base alloys which served as the cathodes. The
couples were inserted into quarts crucibles filled with LI-KCI eutectic
salt for periods of 9 to 10 days at both 400 and 500*C. In all of the
tests, it was observed that the weight loss of the aluminum was matched by
a similar weight gain by the cathodic Letals and that the weight change wos
one to two orders of magnitude larger at the higher temperature. as shown
in Columns 2 and 3 of Table ig the variability in the data for a given
couple is due to the simple experimental setup employed. The compositions
of the reaction layers, determined from electron microprobe analyses, are
listed in the last column of Table 11.
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Table 11. Reaction of Dissimilar Metal Couples in LIC1-CI Electrolyte

Rate of Aluminum rick- Up by the
C.athodic Member, mg/cm?-yr

4000C 500*C 4000C 500*C
APLa APL Lithcoab Lithcoa

Inter metallic
Co.poundc

8, 30 95, 514

10 SS/Al 2, 8

116 SS/Al

E-Sr ite/Al

1

3

1008/Al

55. 44

224

337

41

90

2

1

3, 14

8

4

11

FeA12

Inner layer.
Fe(Cr)A12:

Outer layer,
Fe(Cr, Ni)A1 2

Ni2AI1

FeCrAl ,

aLICl-KC1 tutectic salt supplied by Anderson Physics Laboratories.

hLiCl-KC, eutectic salt supplied by Lithium Corporation of America.

cC Apound formula ions were eat listed from linearised, relative X-ray
intensity data.

ring the course of these experiments, an alternative source for the
electrolyte salt was found. Heretofore, the salt was procured from tfor
Anderson Physics Laboratories (APL) and was quite expensive. The :!. .aum
Corporation of America (Lithcos), which utilises the salt in the electrolytic
refining of lithiim, offered an abundant supply at considerably loer costs.
As part of an effort to evaluate the salt for use in lithium-almiu m/iron
sulfide cells, the Lithcoa salt was substituted for the APL in several of the
test cells used in this study. The results were quite unexpected in that
the weight gains of the cathodic metals were considerably smaller,
particularly at 500*C, than previously observed, as short in Columns 4 and 5

Couple

Fe/At

Ni/Al
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Table 11. The obvious deduction was reached that an important chemical
difference exists between the two salts that significantly affected the
kinetics of the reaction. Voltametry studies of the two LiCI-KCI salts
showed that much high levels of OH , 0 , and possibly CO, anions are present
in the Lithcoa salt. These anions are probably responsible for the observed
high pH of the salt (about 10); the pH of the Anderson salt is about 6. It
is hypothesized that the anionic impurities are involved in the formation
of a passivating film on the aluminum anode surface that impedes further
reaction. If one assumes that an increase in weight of less than 20 mg/cm 2

per year (the deposition of 3 miles of aluminum) is acceptable for cell housing
materials, then none of the metals evaluated could be used in cells that are
operated at 500C with Anderson salt as the electrolyte Even at 400C,
AISI 1008 steel, the current cell housing construction material, and Armco
iron may be unsatisfactory. On the other hand, if .ithcoa salt is used in
the cells, any of the tested metals would be satisfactory even at 500'C.

Positive Electrode Environment

The fact that FeS and, in particular, feS 2 are relatively unstable
thermodynamically when compared with almost all other metal sulfides explains
to a large extent the extreme difficulty in identifying it satisfactory metal
for use in the current collector assembly of the positive electrode. The
difficulty is further compounded because the generally specified charge
cutoff potentials of approximately 1.6 and 2.0 V (relative to LiAl) for the
FeS or FeS 2 electrode cells, respectively, cause a srNstanti.@l number of
metals to be chemically oxidized in the LiCl-KCI electrolyte at 4S0*C. To
date, only molybdenum metal has been found to be resistant to sulfide attack
and is not oxidized at the cell charge cutoff potentials. Unfortunately, pure
molybdenum is costly and extremely difficult to fabricate into a current
collector assembly. Alloys of molybdenum, particularly those of iron and
nickel, are somewhat lend costly and considerably easier to fabricate, but
they are also more susceptible to uslfurisat ion and chemical oxidation.

Nevertheless, because of the importance of developing an alternative
to pure molybdenum, a number of metals were subjected to corrosion tests in
both FeS and FeS 2 environments at 500C. The commercially available metals
tested were Armco electromagnet iron, nickel, molybdenum, niobium, Hastelloy B
(65Ni-28No-5Fe-1Cr), and Hastelloy C (57Ni-l7Mo-5Fe-16Cr-4U). Several iron-
molybdenum and iron-molybdenum-nickel alloys that were prepared at ANL were also
tested. Nickel was added to the iron-molybdenum alloy to increase the
solubility of molybdenum in the alloy, with the aim of obtaining an alloy
with corrosion properties more like molybdenum. The test specimens were
imersed in molten, equal-volume mixtures of both PeS/liCl-KC1 and FeS 2 /LiCI-KCL
and removed for examination after 500 and 1000 hr. The result. are
summarized in Tables III and IV, which present both the corrosion rates and
the metallographic observations for the FeS and FvS1 environments,
respect ive ly.

The FeS corrosion study and subsequent electron microprobe and X-ray
diffraction analyses indicate that the following materials have acceptable
reaction rates at 300*C: nickel, molybdenum, niobium, Hastelloy B.
astelloy C, Fe-1ON2o-20Ni, Fe-lSM-20Ni, and Fe-IWM-)0Ni. For both nickel

and niobium, a. adherent layer of iron developed on the surface of the
samples= no metal sulfide layers were observed. In the two Hastelloys,



Table Ill. Results

Corrosion Rate,'' .m/vr
500 hr 1000 hr

of Corrosion Tests in FeS/'.iCl-KC1 at 500C

Material

Armo iron

nickel

Molybdesmm

Wiob 1m

nastelloy g

480 340

+58

8.7

+16

+9

Bastelloy C

Fe-61O0

Fe-41b- iNi

re-6Ob-2Mi

re-1011201

re-1S102=I

Fe-1SIm-Mi

americal vales

110

25

+39

11.6

+30

+12

+9

130

79

9074

17 +14

32 26

59 21

proceeded by a + sign

Comments

General attack, with intergranular penetration
1 to 2 grains deep.

Iron-nickel reaction layer.

Minor surface attack.

Iron-niobium reaction layer.

Weakly aaerent reaction layer consists of an internal
molybdenum sulfide band and a plated iron layer.
Localized areas of intergranular attack.

Similar to astelloy B but no apparent intergranular
attack.

latergranular attack resulted in grain fallout.

Surface attack after 500 hr with intergranular
penetration after 1000 hr.

Internal sulfidation of molybdenum resulted in a
band of porosity 30 um deep after 1000 hr.

Localised areas of intergranular attack on 500-hr ample,
but a react ion layer also developed on areas of the
1000 hr sample.

Intergranular attack reajalted in grain fallout.

Intergranular attack was more severe for the 500-hr sample.

indicate the formation rate of a reaction layer in ur/yr.

'-



Tale IV. results of Corrosion Tests in FeS /L.iCl-KCl at 500C

Corrosion ate. a r
$00 hr 1000 hr

Material Coments

Completely reacted after 500 hr.

Nolybdsno +20 +11

iob ium

uniform but weakly adherent Hot2 reaction laer.

Completely reacted after 500 hr.

Maatelloy B

eastelloy C

Fe-6No
Fe-6Mo-731
Fe-Gl6b20Mi
Fe-11b-20Mi
Fe-1 b-20i

Fe-15No-3 i

4100

222000
222000
222000
>22000
>22000

11000

23900

11000

General attack with acme intergranular penetration
left a porous reaction :one and an outer shell of

ISIft.

Similar to Hastelloy B, <102 of the 100-hr sample
unreacted.

Extensive reaction throughout entire thickness of sample.
External reaction shells consisted of various sulfides.
The porous substrates were depleted in iron and mechani-
cally weak. Similar for all alloys in group.

Sme form of attack as other iron-base alloys but at a
lower rate (502 reaction after 500 hr, 902 reaction after
1000 hr). The reaction band has three distinct zones:
an outer sulfide shell, a highly porous zone depleted
in iron and nickel, and a less porous zone depleted in
iron only.

Numerical values preceded by a + sign indicate the formation rate of a reaction layer in wa/yr. Values
preceded by > sign indicate the minlam corrosion rate based on the samples initial thickness.

Kicked
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see Fig. 6, the FeS reacted with the alloy to form a mixed molybdenum-iron
sulfide surface layer. The iron freed from the FeS by the reaction deposited
onto the outside surface of the sulfide layer forming an outer layer; nickel
(and chromium in the case of Hastelloy C) diffused through the inner sulfide
layer and into this iron layer without being appreciably retained in the
sulfide. Armco electromagnet irorn and the alloys Fe-6Mo and Fe-6Mo-7Ni,
which are all body-centered-cubic structures, underwent extensive inter-
granular attack. The remaining ternary alloys, which are face-centered-
cubic, underwent only shallow, localized intergranular attack, with the
exception of Fe-6Mo-20Ni in which internal molybdenum sulfide particles formed.

.%

4,. . -0 4 e ~I4 ~ ,4 ̂ M1

ION

1,L)A 4401n 104~w 011x1 seiIfiq 4u*.l

Fig. 6. Photomicrograph and Electron Microprobe Scanning Imaigem
of Hamtelloy after Reaction with FeS/I.iCl-KCl for 1000 hr
at 500*C (2000X) (photographieally reduced by 302)

%f'11PIdenLJW ,LsnMth,; 1041;0
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As expected, the corrosion rates of all the materials in the
FeS 2/LiCl-KC1 mixture at 500C were much higher than those in FeS/LiCl-KC1.
Molybdenum, the only material that showed an acceptably low reaction rate at
both exposure times, formed a 5-a-thick reaction layer of MoS 2 over the
surface of the sample. Although the layer was quite uniform, it was not
particularly adherent; thus, the role that MuS7 performs in the corrosion
resistance of molybdenum must be questioned. It should be noted that at
400'C in the same corrosive environment, molybdenum exhibits an average
corrosion rate of only 2 ws/yr and that the MoS 2 layer is apparently too
thin to be detected. At 500*C, all of the other metals and alloys underwent
severe attack that was much higher than previously observed at 400C; for
example, the corrosion rates of the two Hastelloys were one to two orders of
magnitude higher at 5006C than at 400*C. In general, the morphology of the
corrosion-affected zones were similar for the Hastelloys and the iron-bante
alloys. Two distinctly separable reaction zones were observed. The outer
zone consisted of three sulfide layers, and this zone formed at essentially
the initial surface of the base metal. The innermost layer consisted of
intermingled bands of mixed iron-nickel sulf ides and molybdenum sulfide;
the middle layer was a band of molybdenum sulfide; and the outer layer
contained only mixed iron and nickel sulfides, which were weakly adherent,
and presumed:' higher in sulfur content than the other layers. The inner
zone, which was adjacent to the unreacted base metal, was adherent, porous,
and depleted of both iron and nickel. No sulfur was detected in this zone,
which is believed to have been formed by the preferential outward diffusion
of iron and nickel through the forming sulfide layers.

POSTOPERATIVE EXAMINATION

Postpoerative examinations are conducted on terminated test cells
primarily to observe the compatibility of the various materials used in the
construction of feedthroughs, current collectors, electrode separators, and
cell hardware with the cell environment. In addition, however, the
examinations provide important information on the performance and behavior
of the electrodes, feedthroughs, and separators. In brief, the examination
procedures generally consist of combinations of the following: radiography
of the entire cell, sectioning for metallographic analyses and electrical
resistance measurements, and preparation of samples for X-ray diffraction
and chemical analyses. In some cases, further examinations with the electron
and ion microprobes, the scanning electron microscope, and the image
analyzing computer are undertaken. No attempt is made to describe the
numerous postoperative examinations that have been performed; however, two
series of examinations that clearly demonstrate the importance of this
experimental technique will be discussed.

Examination of Cells PR-l. R-1. and R-2

Within the past several months, the first cells of the prismatic design,
PR-1, R-1, and R-2 were examined. Cell PR-l, which had a hot-pressed FeS
positive electrode and an electrochemically prepared negative electrode, was
voluntarily terminated after 88 cycles and 1386 hr of operation; Cell R-1,
which hadan electrode of Fe82 powder positive and electrochemical negative
electrodes, developed an internal short and was terminated after 52 cycles



and 1010 hr of operation. Cell R-2 was similar in construction to R-1 but
was assembled in the uncharged state, that is, the positive electrode was
hot reseed Li 2S and Fe and the negative electrodes were porous plaques of
alum T sisterr wire. This cell was terminated after 143 cycles and 1406 hr
of or.-: - because of internal shorting.

The :-.,t significant result of the macro examination of the vertical
cross sections of all three cells was that no slumping of the vertically
oriented electrodes was observed to have occurred. The observation is
supported by the results of the sulfur and iron chemical analyses of the
positive electrodes, see Table V, which indicate that both the sulfur and
iron are distributed rather uniformly from the top to the bottom of the
electrodes even after many hours of cell operation. Thus, the major concern
that slumnping would occur in the electrodes in prismatic design cells does

Table V. Spacial Distribution of Sulfur and Iron
Positive Electrodes (listed from top to
each electrode)

in Vertical
bottom of

Sulfur trona S/Fe
Cell No. Vt t wt 2 Ratio

PR-1 7.60 - -
11.55 - -
12.48 - -
11.33 - -
?.85 - -

R-1 27.9 23.9 2.04
25.8 22.7 1.98
17.8 19.2 1.80

R-2 6.67 6.16 1.89
19.73 17.87 1.92
19.51 18.78 1.81
17.89 17.75 1.76
16.66 17.07 1.71
15.84 13.98 1.98

currentaNo iron analyses were made for Cell PR-1 because it had an iron
collectot; Cells R-1 and R-2 had molybdenum current collectors.
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not appear to be founded. The examination also revealed that the electro-
chemically prepared negative electrodes exhibited grossly nonuniform micro-
structures. Portions of the aluminum wire furthest removed from the positive
electrode either had not reacted or had only partially reacted with lithium;
lithium was typically more concentrated at the electrode-separator interface.
The sizes of the particles at the interface were also smaller than those
further away. This observation clearly indicates that most of the electro-
chemical reaction during cell cycling was occuring at the interfacial region
in this type of electrode. It should be noted that, to a much less extent
but in direct proportion to the thickness of the electrode, this phenomenon
also occurs in pyrometallurgically prepared negative electrodes.
Metallographic evidence of a reaction between the aluminum in the negative
electrodes and the iron cell housings and current collectors was also found.
The reaction product was typically FeA1 2 and was more extensive in the cells
that were operated at temperatures greater than 450*C. At lower temperatures,
the amount of reaction is negligible; but, presumably, longer cell lifetimes
would increase the extent of the reaction.

Several maladies that were specific to individual cells were also ob-
served. The large short present in Cell R-1 is clearly discernable in the
photomicrograph shown in Fig. 7. Examination of Cell R-2 revealed that some
of the active materials from the positive electrode had extruded out of the
electrode and int' an unintentional void space beneath the electrode, thereby
forming an electrical short with the cell housing. The positive electrode
of cell PR-1 underwent considerable swelling, probably the re!.ult of the
formation of the compound K2.8Li0 .4 Fe1 2S 1 3, identified as J phase at ANL,
within the electrode; J phase does not form as readily in the FeS-type
electrode.

Formation of J Phase

The other examination series to be discussed revealed the morphology
of the formation of J phase during the discharge of cells with FeS-type
positive electrodes. The photomicrograph in Fig. 8A shows the initial for-
mation of an adherent dense layer of J phase on the surface of an FeS
particle. The J phase is a product of a reaction between FeS and the LiCl-KCL
electrolyte. With increased discharge, the layer breaks up as seen in Fig.8B;
the reaction at this point is undoubtedly no longer simply diffusion con-
trolled. The irregular shape of the layer leads to an excessive volume
expansion, or swelling of the electrode, when compared to the calculated
volume increase of the J phase over the original FeS. In Fig. 8C, all of the
FeS particles have been consumed; and the next step of the overall dis-
charge reaction, namely the formation of LiS and Fe, has begun.

NEGATIVE ELECTRODE DEVELOPMENT

The configuration of the negative electrode of the lithium-aluminum/
Iron sulfide cell has evolved through a number of discernible designs.
Always, a substantial effort has been undertaken to understand the metallurgy
of the various electrodes. Examples are the elucidation of the phase re-
lat ionships of the lithium-aluainum alloy system and the call testing and
postoperative examination of the exploratory, cast electrode plaques.
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Fig. 7. Cross-section of Prismatic Cell R-1 (the
short circuit is delineated by the circle)

Lithium-Aluminum Phase Diagram

The study of the lithium-aluminum phase diagram was undertaken when it
became arparent that disparities existed between the accepted published
diagram, more recently publishled data, 2 , 3 and conclusions drawn from our
early in-house efforts to produce lithium-aluminum alloys for electrodes.
The alloys for the study were made in a tantalum crucible by dissolving pure
aluminum into pure molten lithium at temperatures within 30*C of the liquidus.
The alloys were stirred, splat cast, homogenized just below the solidus for
about 3 hr, and requenched to room temperature. The three-phase-equilibrium,
liquidus, and solidus temperatures were determined for each alloy with a
differential thermal analyzer. The data were matched with the chemically
analyzed compositions of the alloys and plotted to produce the various loci.
The resultant phase diagram, which is ahown in Fig. 9, was confirmed by
metallographic and X-ray diffraction techniques. The saliently new features
of the diagram are the peritectic formation and the polymorphic transition
of LiqAl,, at 335C and at 275*C, respectively. Other new details include the
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A. Cell 5% Discharged.
Phases: FeS, J, Fe (white)

B. Cell 15% Discharged.
Phases: J, XC , FeS, Fe (white) ;
(X~u is a mid fication of X
phase in which Cu has been
substituted for some Fe;
X * L1 2FeS2)

C. Cell 35% Discharged.
Phases: J, L1 2S, Fe (white)

Fig. 8. Photomicrographs of J-phase Formation in Partially
Discharged FeS Electrodes (as-polished, 50OX; all
phases determined by X-ray diffraction)
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location of the solubility limit of a Al into B LiAI at 48 at. 2 lithium
and the confirmation of the formation of Li 3A12 rather than Li2A1, as
previously reported.

Future effort in this study will concentrate on establishing the solid
solubility limit of B LiAI into a Li, the solubility of Li3Al 2 into 8 LiAl,
and the high temperature crystal structure of LigAla.

Solid Lithiam-Aluminum Electrodes

The inherent advantage of a solid lithium-aluminum negative electrode
over a conventional electrochemically or pyrometallurgically prepared
electrode is the ease-in-handling of the electrode during fabrication of
the cell. This is possible because the likelihood of internal oxidation
and nitridation is tremendously decreased due to the elimination of the
very large internal surface areas. To help ascertain the feasibility of the
use of such electrodes in the lithium-aluminum/iron sulfide cell, several
small electrodes were produced. The electrodes were first prepared by the
direct casting of the lithium-aluminum alloy into molds of the desired shape;
a plate was placed on the surface of the molten alloy to insure a flat sur-
face after solidification. After in-cell testing, the postoperative
examination revealed that the porosity of the electrode had been too small
to permit adequate filling by the electrolyte and, as a result, most of the
cell reaction had occurred at the electrode-separator interface. Neverthe-
less, the results were sufficiently encouraging that the electrode was re-
designed to incorporate a metal current collector. In this concept, sheets
of a low-bulk-density, reticulated, cellular structure of nickel were
imersed into and quickly removed, within 15 sec, from a bath of the molten
alloy held near 700*C. Presumedly, because the nickel had been vet and
because the solidification of the alloy had been so rapid the pores of the
nickel sheet were almost completely filled, again creating an electrode
without sufficient porosity. The postoperative examination revealed that the
regions in these electrodes furthest from the positive electrode also were
relatively unreacted, and that the regions nearest the positive electrode were
well broken up and had a uniformly dispersed microstructure similar to tnat
found in a well cycled, conventionally prepared electrode. It was also ob-
served that the nickel and alsuinum had reacted to form the intermetallic
compounds NiA1 3 and N1 2A13. Nevertheless, because a solid negative electrode
offers such promising advantages, development work on this type electrode is
cont inuing.

POSITIVE-ELECTRODE CURRENT CLL.ECMR IVElPMNT

One of the more porploj ing materials problems has been the development
of a current collector for the FeS2-type positive electrode. Molybdenum
thus far has proved to be the only conductive construction material that
withstands the highly corrosive environment of the electrode.* The

A variety of coating materials, including TIN and TaC, have been tried:
but, unfortunately, none sufficiently protected the underlying metal sub-
strate to warrant the large development effort that would probably be
required to overcome this deficiency.
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disadvantage of molybdenum, aside from the relatively high cost of the
fabricated metal, is the impossibility of producing ductile velds. The reason
for this is that during the veld-fusion process the semiductile fibrous grain
structure of the molybdenum part is recrystallized into a brittle equiaxial
structure. It is believed that impurities within the grain boundaries are
responsible for the detrimental response to recrystallization, but the
particular elements involved have not been unequivocally identified.
Metallurgical bonds, such as those produced tjy welding, within the current
collector structure are essential to maintain low electrical IR losses in the
current collector assembly. Two solutions to the problem will be presented
that typify the effort that so far has been undertaken.

In the first, an attempt is made to physically displace the brittle
heat-affected zone of the veld away from the regions of high mechanical
stress that occur during the assembly and operation of the cell. An example
of this type design is shown in Fig. 10, where the molybdenum collector sheet
has been pressed into a door4iinge configuration. The conductor, or hinge pin,
is then forced through the hinge, creating a very tight and strong mechanical
connection. Additional strength is achieved by hot-riveting the collector
and conductor together. A metallurgical bond is subsequently added by either
spot-welding or stitch, electron-bea welding along the length of the con-
ductor through the collector.

1RP

I

& }

Fig. 10. Nelybdem Curret Ctubeter-Ca eter Asembly
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The second solution involves the use of brakes that have been carefully
selected for compatibility with the cell environment. Since no existing
braze would be expected to be compatible with the active materials of the
FeS 2 electrode, the braze joint is removed from the electrode proper and
possibly even from the electrolyte. Furthermore, only brakes with flow
temperatures below the recrystallization temperature of molybdenum, which
is between 1100 and 1200"C are considered. The alloy currently being
evaluated has the composition Ag-7.3Cu-0.2Li. The alloy was selected because
silver is not oxidized upon cell charging, forms only a weakly stable sulfide,
has an electromotive force in LiCl-KCl sufficiently close to that of
molybdenum so as to preclude the onset of galvanic corrosion, and flows well
below the recrystallization temperature of molybdenum. Concern exists that
the problems arsociated with "silver migration," experienced throughout the
electronics industry, and high sulfureting rates might be detrimental to the
life of the brazed joint. Alternative brakes include gold and Hastelloy B.

SUAR"

The electrochemical coupling of lithium and sulfur results in a high-
performance battery primarily because of the mutually high chemical affinity
of the elements. Unfortunately, lithium and sulfur are also highly reactive
with most of the other elements; and, thus, serious problems are encountered
in developing materials for use as cell housings, current collectors,
separators, feedthroughs, etc. The search for solutions is often complicated
by the need to minimize the overall cost of the battery, thus restricting
the selection to the more basic construction materials. Often solutions
that seem to be technically logical cannot be utilized simply because the
materials are not comercially available, and the development of the required
comercial sources is unpredictable and costly. This paper presents a
sumary of the effort being expended at ANL to cope with these serious
materials problems. An attempt is made to provide an insight into the level
of involvement in each of the major current areas of activity rather than to
mention every detail and observation. Additional information can be found
in the publications5 and periodic reports 6-e of the materials development
program.
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THE WETTABILITY OF HIGH-TEMPERATURE
CELL SEPARATORS BY MOLTEN SALT

J. C. Eberhart

Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue

Argonne, Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

In lithiumaltaini/iron sulfide cells, the ceramic separator
and particle retainer materials must be wet and penetrated by the
molten LiC1-KCl electrolyte so that lithium ions can easily pass
through these porous materials during discharge and charge.
Measurements have been made of the wettability of solid surfaces
of these materials. Molten-salt contact angles were observed
to be nowretting while advancing and wetting while receding. The
hysteresis is quite large. Determinations have also been made of
the molten salt penetrability of various fabrics and papers com-
posed of these materials. These studies have suggested procedures
which assure salt penetration and permeation through the materials
that are difficult to vet.

INTRODUCE ION

Wettability is an important factor in obtaining optimum performance and
longevity from high-temperature cells. For example, the cell electrolyte
must vet and penetrate the porous separator and particle retainer materials
to permit easy passage of ioos through the pores of these materials during
discharge and charge. If either electrode material is a liquid, which must
be held in a porous solid current collector, then the porous solid should be
wet by the liquid in the environment in which the solid structure is first
filled. Also, this same porous solid should be vettable by the liquid
electrode material in the presence of the electrolyte. If the electrode
material does not vet the solid preferentially over the electrolyte, the
electrolyte will displace the electrode material. Finally, at the cell con-
tainer or the electrical feedthrough surfaces it is desirable to have non-
wetting by the electrolyte. This will prevent the creeping of thin liquid
film of electrolyte along these surfaces with subsequent loss of electrolyte
or electrical shorting.

This paper reports a study of the ettability and penetrability of
various materials ued as separators or particle retainers by molten LidC-KC.
the electrolyte Wed in the Argonne lithium-alumiinm/iron sulfide cells. 2

Nolte salt wetting and penetration are important for these cerania materials
so that lithim ies eam easily pass through the pores of thee materials.
The separators investigated were boron nitride fabric and paper, while the
particle retainers studies were sirconia and carbon fabrics. COutact-eagle
measurements were made on solid surfaces of ceramic materials. Fesetration
tests were also perfoned with fabrics and papers made from fibers of these
sam cermics. Tese studies have yielded procedures for assuring penetratios
of fabrics that are difficult to vet by the molten salt.
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THEORY

The wettability of a solid surface is defined in terms of the contact
angle, 0, of the liquid, which is shown for the sessile drop pictured in
Fig. 1. If 9 > 90', the liquid is said to be nonwetting on than solid; if
0 < 90*, it is vetting. If 0 - 0, then the liquid spreads on the solid.

If the solid surface is idealized as flat, smooth, uniform, isotropic,
and nondeformable, then there is onl one stable, equilibrium contact angle,
which is given by Young's equation3e '

YLV cos O y V-Y ySL

where y,, y,, and ySL are the interfacial tensions at the liquid-vapor,
solid-vkor, And solid-liquid interfaces, respectively.

The surfaces of interest in high-temperature batteries are those of:
theoretically dense rough solids, porous solids, powders, fabrics, papers,
and screens. These surfaces are rough, heterogeneous, anisotropic, and
deformable. Systems with these more realistic solid surfaces show a range of
possible contact angles for a given liquid, because they possess a range of
closely-spaced, metastable states.5 ,6 In these system the macroscopic contact
angle, OM. may be different from that given by Young's equation, but the in-
trinsic or local contact angle, 0, which is measured relative to the local
solid surface contour, does obey Young's equation. The largest and the
smallest contact angles are relatively reproducible and are called the advancing
contact angle, *A, and the receding contact angle. 0R. These angles can be
produced by increasing or decreasing the volume of a sessile drop. The
difference between these two angles, 0 - OR, is called the contact angle
hysteresis. The magnitude of this difference is a measure of the physical
roughness and/or chemical heterogeneity of the surface.

The penetration behavior of a fabric structure by a liquid is governed
by the advancing and receding contact angles. If *A - 900 and Og 90, then
the fabric is easy to iwt and the liquid will spontaneously penetrate the
fabric, 7 filling the larger holes and notches between the yarns and the

i.. aller spaces between the fibers which make up a yarn. If only one part of
this fabric is contacted with the liquid, then the liquid will wick (laterally)

. . ' ..* .

... *. : '0 .. 0 . *. . ... .
*.. . .'. ;'.." .. .. .. .,

e . . . "... .*". . "

Fig. 1. Seseile Liquid Drop en a Solid
Surface, Shaing the Oomtact Angle. S.
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to other regions of the fabric. If 0A > 900 and OR < 90*, the fabric is
difficult to wet and it will not be penetrated spontaneously by the liquid.
However, if the liquid is forced into the fabric,e.g., with a hydrostatic
pressure, it will stay in place or move only slightly. If eA > 90* and OR > 909
then the fabric is impossible to wet, i.e., it is completely repellent to the
liquid. If the liquid ib forced into the fabric, it will move out spon-
taneously when the force is removed.

It should also be possible, in principle, to specify whether a liquid
will penetrate a fabric in terms of the cloth geometry and the intrinsic con-
tact angle,8, of the liquid on one of the fibers. Because of the geometric
complexity of a fabric structure, this problem is as yet unsolved.

WETTABILITY OF SOLID SURFACES

Because the fabrics of major interest were zirconia, carbon, and boron
nitride, contact angle measuremtents were first made on solid plaques of
these ceramics to provide approximate comparisons of their wettability. The
molten salt used to make the contact angle determinations was the LiC-KC1
eutectic (melting point of 352'C), which was obtained from the Anderson Physics
Laboratory, Champaign, Illinois. The wettability determinations were made
in a helium-atmosphere glovebox which contained a horizontal tube furnace.
The outline of the molten-salt sessile drop was observed with a telescope
that. was mounted outside the glove box window. The droplet was back-lighted
with a microscope illuminator. The contact angle was measured using the
telescope crosshairs and a goniometer which was attached to the telescope
body.

The procedure used to obtain advancing and receding drops of molten salt
on the solid ceramic surface is shown in Fig. 2. A tall chunk of salt was
placed on a substrate located in the horizontal tube furnace, Fig. 2a. The
temperature, which was monitored continually with a chrwarl-alumel thermo-
couple, was 3750C in the neighborhood of the substrate. As the salt began
to melt, Fig. 2b, it slumped downward and advanced over regions of the solid
surface which had never before contacted the salt. The final configuration
of the advancing salt drop is shown in Fig. 2c. The advancing contact angle,
*A, was determined from this drop. (When additional smell chunks of salt
were added to this drop, it advanced further and the contact angle remained
the same.) To obtain the receding drop configuration, a cold nickel rod was
repeatedly touched to drop, as shown in Fig. 2d. The salt wet the nickel
and condensed on it, permitting the easy removal of a mall portion of the
drop volume. As this process was repeated the contact angle decreased and
eventually reached a constant value, which was the receding contact angle,
$a, shoa in Fig. 2e. Further salt removal decreased the circular area of
contact between the molten salt and the ceramic surface, but did not change
the contact angle.

The nolten salt contact angles on solid surfaces of sirconia, glassy
cabes, and bere. nitride are shown in Table I. For all of the surfaces,
U s 90', while 4 90'. Although these solid surfaces are son what
rough and porowm, the corresponding fabric surface is expected to have
even greater rmouness and porosity. Tbus, if microscopic contact angles
were determined es fabrics of the se chemical constitution as the materials
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Table I. Contact Angles of Molten LiCl-KC1
on Solid Ceramic Surfaces

Contact Angles
Solid Surface Advancing Receding

zirconia 105* 450

glassy carbon 117* 550

baron nitride 138 540

described above, the fabrics would probably show an even larger hysteresis.
Based on these contact angle measurements it is also expected that: some
of the fabrics will be in the difficult-to-wet class, zirconia cloth will be
the easiest of the three to penetrate with molten salt, carbon the next
easiest, and boron nitride the most difficult. These predictions are borne
out in the penetration studies described next.

PENETRABILITY OF FABRICS AND PAPERS

Penetration tests were performed on zirconia,* carbon,** and boron nitridet
fabrics and on boron nitride papers.tt The stronger fabrics were studied with
the apparatus shown in Fig. 3. Here the fabric was attached to the lower end
of a vertical, boron nitride tube in drumhead fashion. A vertical rod was
fastened to the fabric-and-tube assembly so that the assembly could be
lowered into a crucible containing molten salt. The assembly and the salt
crucible were located in a furnace well in the bottom of the helium-atmosphere
glovebox and maintained at 400C during the tests. The upper end of the
vertical rod passed through a quick connect vacuum coupling which was mounted
in the center of a Lucite furnace well cover. The furnace well could either
be evacuated (to a minimum pressure of 5 x 10-3 Torr) or presurized with
glove box helium (to a maximum of 1 atm). When the assembly was lowered into
the molten salt, the inside of the boron nitride tube could be easily observed
from above through the transparent furnace well lid. A microscope illuminator
was used to aid observation. The fabric was always lowered about 1 inch be-
low the molten salt meniscus to provide a constant hydrostatic head in the

Type ZYW-30A, satin-weave, yttria-stabilised zirconia fabric, from
Zircar Products, Inc., Florida, New York.

No. CCA-1 (1641), type G1550, satin-weave, high-purity carbon fabric, from
Hitco Materials Div., Gardena, California.

TWill-weave, 30-ail-diameter, 2-ply-yarn boron nitride fabric, from
Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls, New York.

+'Type C-715-95 boron nitride paper, from Carborundum Co., Niagara Falls,
New York.
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Fig. 3. Apparatus for Determining the Penetrability
of Ceramic Fabrics by Molten Salt.
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direction that favored penetration of salt from the outside of the assembly
to the inside.

Because some of the fabrics and all of the papers were too fragile to be
tied around the end of the boron nitride tube, a second appartus, which is
shown in Fig. 4, was constructed for these materials. It differs from the
first only in the nature of the boron nitride assembly, which snugly holds a
disk of fabric or paper. As with the first apparatus, a hydrostatic head of
1 inch of molten salt was used.

Two of the three possible types of penetration behavior were observed
in tests with the various fabrics and papers. The easy-to-wet behavior
was observed only with zirconia fabric. This behavior is illustrated in
Fig. 5. The dry fabric-and-tube assembly was initially suspended above the
the molten salt in a helium atmosphere, Fig. 5a. The assembly was then
immersed in the molten salt, Fig. 5b, which penetrated the zirconia fabric
within several seconds to a minute. The salt level rose inside the tube and
dropped outside the tube until the two levels were equal, Fig. 5c. When the
assembly was lifted upward the salt easily drained through the fabric and
back into the crucible, Fig. 5d, again within a minute. The entire procedure
was carried out in a helium atmosphere. After the test, when the zirconia
cloth was removed from the boron nitride tube, the entire cloth had become
rigid as a result of solidification of the permeated salt. The salt had
also wicked from the circular region that it had passed through to the entire
cloth.

The difficult-to-wet behavior was observed in tests of carbon and boron
nitride fabrics and boron nitride paper, and is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Again the test was begun with the dry assembly suspended above the molten
salt in a helium atmosphere, Fig. 6a. The assembly was then immersed in the
molten salt, Fig. 6b. None of these difficult-to-wet fabrics or papers would
permit the passage of molten salt in this configuration. This was observed
even when the assembly was kept in this configuration for times as long as
10 days. Two conditions were found necessary to cause molten salt penetration
of these difficult-to-wet fabrics and papers. First a chunk of salt was
placed inside the assembly while the assembly was not in contact with the
molten salt in the crucible. The salt chunk then melted, producing a layer
of molten salt on the "upper surface" of the fabric or paper, Fig. 6c. The
assembly was then lowered into the crucible, Fig. 6d, so that molten salt
was now in contact with both the upper and the lower surfaces. The system
was next evacuated to a pressure of about 10-2 Torr and then repressurized
to 1 atm of helium. During the repressurization step the molten salt
penetrated the separator or particle retainer, and the salt level inside the
tube ruse to the level outside, Fig. 6e. Once this penetration had been
accujolished, the salt would pass easily through the material, such as when
the assembly was raised and drained, Fig. 6f. Both of the key operations of
(1) molten salt contact with both surfaces, and (2) evacuation and repres-
surisation, are required. Neither operation by itself will produce pene-
tration. Upon removal of a boron nitride or carbon fabric from the tube
only the circular region of the fabric that originally had molten salt in
contact with both surfaces was rigid from salt penetration. The remainder
of the fabric was still dry and flexible. Thus, no lateral salt wicking
had occurred to fabric outside this circular region. It is thought that
repressurising the evacuated system provides a force or push perpendicular to
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the fabric and produces wetting and penetration in the region of cloth which

contacts salt at both surfaces. However, the procedure provides no force

parallel to the fabric and thus does not promote lateral kicking.

No fabrics or papers have been found so far which exhibit impossible-

to-wet behavior or molten salt repellency.

CONCLUSIONS

Molten salt wetting and penetration tests were performed on solids,
fabrics, and peers made of materials used in separators or particle re-
tainers in the Argonne lithium-aluminum/iron sulfide cells. Zirconia sur-
faces were found to be the most wettable and displayed a large contact-
angle hysteresis. Zirconia fabric was easy to penetrate. Carbon and boron
nitride surfaces were less wettable than zirconia and also displayed a large
hysteresis. Carbon fabric and boron nitride fabric and piper were difficult
to penetrate. However, these materials could be penetrated when the system
was evacuated and repressurised while molten salt was in contact with both
surfaces.
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ABSTRACT

Since electrode kinetics are rapid for proposed hIgh tem-
perature batteries, and since the electrolytes are frequently
comlex or polymeric, mass transfer polarization becoms a limi-
ting factor in recharge rates. Transport parmeters needed for
design and odaling studies include interdiffusion coefficients
and trans ferece mbers. Methods such as chronopotentieutrj
have been applied alinst exclusively to self-diffusion coeffi-
cients of di'lte constituents. We have developed the chronopoten-
tiinet: ic wthod to provide interdiffsion coefficients over
broad ranges of concentration, and will illustrate the application
in two kinds of melts: alkali fluoride-beryllinm flwride melts
having a polymeric structure, and alkali chloride-alainum chloride
melts having a comlex structure.

ImRoTw UTxEO

A number of proposed high temerature battery systems al*U electrolytes
which are comlex or polymeric, or iu which oolex or polymric species are
fomed. In such systems appreciable anges of mass transport properties
occur during charge or discharge. With increasing temperature, electrode
kinetics becom more rapid, and activation polarization is smal for a nmer
of kigh tuqerature electrodes. Mass transfer polarization is a significant
factor in the rate of charge and discharge of hi taerature batteries.
Consequently, reliable values of transport parinters are needed for design
and modeling studies. Among the needed transport coefficients are the inter-
diffosion coefficients, which mW undergo considerable changes of magnitude
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with electrolyte composition change, and which are difficult to determine in
electrolytes at high temperature!, particularly in viscous melts. The classi-
cal methods for determination of diffusion coefficients in liquids, such as
the capillary, diaphragm and NMR spin-echo measurements, are difficult to
apply at elevated temperatures and in viscous systems. While pulsed spin-
echo measurements may extend the applicability of the NMR method, this method
requires nuclei of appropriate spin and, in any case, leads to self-diffusion
coefficients rather than interdiffusion coefficients. Electrochemical scan-
ning methods such as polarography, chronopotentiometry and linear sweep
voltammetry have been employed frequently to obtain diffusion coefficients in
electrolytes, both at room temperature and at elevated temperatures. With
few exceptions, however, these methods are employed with low concentrations of
solute ions under conditions such that electrical migration of the electro-
active species is suppressed,thus providing only the limiting interdiffusion
coefficient at vanishing solute concentration, which is the solute self-
diffusion coefficient.

We have shownl,2 that the restriction to dilute solute ions is not
necessary, and we have employed anodic chronopotentiometry with beryllium
electrodes in molten oeryllium fluoride - lithium fluoride mixtures contain-
ing between 5 and 22 mole percent lithium fluoride. Equations have been de-
veloped, with the thermodynamics of irreversible processes, to identify the
interdiffusion coefficient in this binary system under conditions of simul-
taneous diffusion and electrical migration. Computations have been developed
to obtain mean values of interdiffusion coefficients and to resolve the com-
position dependent interdiffusion coefficients. The method, with suitable
modification for specific systems, should be useful for other high tempera-
ture electrolytes, solid and liquid, including many of importance in battery
systems.

We have used the term electromigrational depletion (ED) chronopotentio-
metry to describe the application of chronopotentiometry to binary melts such
as LiF-BeF 2 since the anodic chronopotentiometric transition time with an
electrode such as beryllium could be attributed to depletion of Li+ from the
anode region via migration, rather than to depletion of an electroactive con-
stituent via the faradaic process, which is responsible for the transition in
ordinary chronopotentiometry. We have shown the transference number of Be 2 +
relative to fluoride ions to be zero (and consequently that of Li+ to e
unity) over the composition range between 20 and 80 mole percent BeF2
Our previous measurements have been mainly at higher BeF2 concentrations,
where it was presumed that the transference number remained constant and
equal to unity. However, it could not be ascertained that the apparent com-
position dependence of the diffusion coefficients did not include also some
concentration dependence of transference numbers. In this paper we present
the results of chronopotentiometric measurements in LiF-BeF2 melts of compo-
sition 53, 65 and 70 mole percent BeF2 , for which the transference number of
Li+ is known to be constant and equal to unity; these measurements therefore
constitute a valid application of ED chronopotentiometry. We show that, al-
though the chronopotentiograms reflect the variation of the interdiffusion
coefficient with concentration from the bulk composition to pure BeF2, analy-
sis of the early portions of the chronopotentiograms, corresponding to melts
of comositions close to the bulk composition, yields the interdiffusion
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coefficient in the bulk melt. In addition to this application of chronopo-
tentiometry to the polymeric melt, BeF2-LiF, we discuss its application to the
complex melt NaCl-AlCl 3.

EXPERIMENTAL

The cells, electrodes, purification ff materials and the experimental
procedure have been described previously . Chronopotentiograms in the
70 m% BeF2 , 65 m% BeF2 and 53 m% BeF 2 LiF-BeF2 melts were recorded with a
Hewlett-Packard 141A storage oscilloscope and photographed with a Polaroid
camera, rather than recorded on a chart recorder. In these mixtures all of
the chronopotentiograms were shorter than 10 seconds aia some were shorter
than 1 second. In order to avoid convection, faster chronopotentiograms
were required than in our previous measurements in the more viscous BeF2 -
rich melts.

Figure 1 shows a typical chronopotentiogram, obtained in 53 mole percent

BeF2 ep 80*C. The initial increase of potential is very fast and has been
shown ' to correspond to the IR drop for melt of the bulk composition.
Because the electrode configuration was not designed to provide a suitable
conductance cell, the measurements provide only a relative electrical con-
ductance. However, as shown previously , the temperature dependence of
the relative conductance, I/(IR), leads to activation energies for conductance
consistent with those obtained from directly measured electrical conductance
in these melts

. tdE ,

Figure 1. Typical chronopotentiogram, in 53 mole percent BeF2 melt at
380*C with current density of 1.26 A/cm . EMF at working electrode versus
time.
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The final portion of the chronopotentiogram appears to rise sharply. As
will be seen from the discussion to follow, however, the apparent sharpness
of the transition may be deceptive. In any case, since the transition corres-
ponds to the composition of almost pure BeF 2 , this transition time does not
represent the diffusion coefficient in the melt of bulk composition, but
rather a mean diffusion coefficient. This mean diffusion coezTicient contains
a weighting function whose form depends ultimately on the composition depen-
dence of diffusion.

At the lowest temperature (380*C), noisy chronopotpntiowrams such as the
one in Figure 2 were sometimes obtained when low current densities were used.
At higher temperatures, even with chronopotentiograms of similar duration
(10 seconds) to those in the more viscous meltd at 380*C, the chronopotentio-
grams are reproducible and not noisy. Therefore convection probably is not
the cause of the noise. The appearance of the noise rather seems related to
the slow scanning of composition at low temperature. As the concentration of
BeF2 near the anode increases, the liquidus temperature of the mixture be-
comes much higher than the temperature of the melt, and solid BeF2 may pre-
cipitate in the vicinity o the working electrode. Similar behavior has been
reported by Gilbert et al.' for anodic chronopotentiometry at. an Al elec-
trode in AlC -NaCl mixtures. This behavior has not been further investi-
gated, but cod prove useful in studies of nucleation and precipitation
kinetics.

Figure 2. Noisy chronopotentiogram at slow scan rLte in 53 mole percent
BeF2 melt at 380*C with current density of 0.72 A/cm2 .
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ANALYSIS OF CHRONOPOTUITIOGRAMS

The analysis of the experimental results mst differ from that of ordi-
nary chronopotentiometry. Ordinary chronopotentiometry applies to very dilute
solutions and consequently leads to the self-diffusion coefficient of the
dilute species. As ye have shown previous in UD chronopotentiametry of
LiF-BeF2 mixtures ' and NaF-BeF 2 mixtures , a large range of con-
centration is scanned and the measurements lead to the matual diffusion co-
efficient. At long times there is a greater difference between the proper-
ties of the melt at the indicator electrode ani the properties of .elt of
bulk caosition in ED than in ordinary chronopotentiometry. Thus in ED
chronopotentiometry of a 50 0% BeF2 melt, the cmposit n changes to nearly
pure BeF2 at the indicator electrode. The viscosities change from 0.27 P
to 7.63 x 105 P at 600'C and there are cospar able differences in electrical
conductance. Since the equations have been (erived previously, we here give
only the essential results.

The e.m.f. between the reference and working or indicator electrodes may
be broken into two parts: a constant resistive term (IR) and the e.a.f. of a
concentration cell. In a melt MA-M'An where M'n+ is the cation produced by
the faradaic process at the indicator electrode, the e.m.f., E of the cell

M IMA,M'AnIMA,M'An M

may be writteni,2

S * (IR) + 1 1 + (n-l) y duM'A (1)
nF ft 1-y

ye

where F is the Faraday, y. the mole fraction of M'A in the bulk melt, y the
mole fraction of M'An at the anode surface, a e cheical potential. of
M'An and , the transference number of M rela to A. As N'An aceculates
at the electrode, the e.m.f. rises and would theoretically become infinite
(although o f course another electrodo process would occur instead) for nearly
pure M'An (except in the unlikely event that the transference number of the
alkali ion constituent falls to zero more rapidly than its mole fraction).
The chronopotentiametric transition is thus a consequence of the thermody-
namics of the system, as in classical chronpotntimetry, rather than of the
buildup of a resistive layer.

The diffusion equation and boundary conditions have been derived,
from the flux equation incorporating the coupling between difftsional and
electroigratiol flows. The thermodynamics of .rreversible processes pre-
viously applied leads- to the following expression for the flow of cations,
4, relative to the common anions taken as frame of reference.

tM M, +f 4 I/F (2)
a'

where DMLEIN is the mutual diffusion coefficient of cations, N and N'
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tM is the transference numer of cation M relative to onions A
cM is the concentration of N in equivalents per volume unit
I is the current density at the working electrode
F is the FaradqW
and t is a distance variable such that equal increments of t contain equal
numers of anions A. If x is the distance from a plane electrode, dt =
9 9/NA dx where dA and VM. are the partial equivalent volumes of A and M'.
his transformation accounts for the effects of volume changes with compo-
sition on the reference frame for diffusion. If the equivalent volumes of M
and M' are equal then #M' * 9M " 9A and dt " dx.

The equation of diffusion mW be derived by differentiation of (Eq. 2)
with respect to the distance variable, leading to:

M M - 4 t

23MM' + , acM2- I/F d (3)

Since at the electrode surface the flux of cations M is zero because no M
ions cross it, Sq. 2 provides one of the boundary conditions,

I WDM-' bcM; t o, t z o (4a)

The other boundary condition and the initial condition are the usual ones of
chronopotentiimstry for semi-infinite diffusion to a plane electrode

cm (t) * co; t a o, t - " (4b)

c () -ce; t - o, 9 9 o (4c)

where co is the bulk concentration of M in equivalents per volume unit.

The general second order non-linear differential equation (Eq. 3) is not
amenable to analytical solution. Vith constant diffusion coefficient and
vity transference numer the diffusion equation and boundary conditions are
identical to those of ordinary chronopotentiametry, and the solution is of
the sam form as the Sand equation, although D is an interdiffusion coeffi-
cient rather than a self-difftsion coefficient. However, a useful result can
be derived also for the slightly less restrictive assustion of a constant
although non-uniy transference nmer, although again considering a constant
diffusion coefficient, which could apply over only a mall range of cawo-
sition. Under these asmmgtions, gs . (3) and (4a) m be written:

--- 2- 8?(,)D N. 1 t1 'i-N' (I (5)'~~AT
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I/F =(DM-t) = DM-M'/(tA)2)acM (6)

Under these assumptions, the. transformations

D' = LM-M'/ 2

I' - /t.

lead to equations of the same form as for ordinary chronopotentiometry for
the concentrations at the electrode surface as a function of time

o(I=) = co (

F) DM-M'

tA 
_

M

Because the assumption of a constant interdiffusion coefficient is unrealis-
tic, relation 7 does not apply rigorously over a wide range of concentration.
However, as a first approximation, we have used it previously for calculating
weighye mean interdiffusion coefficients at times along a chronopotentio-
gram P . In the present work, the three bulk compositions are melts where
independent measurements 3 have demonstrated unicationic conduction by
lithium ions. As before, by using equation 1, including the activity co-
efficient term, the time dependence of concentration at the electrode surface
is calcilated from the time dependence of the e.m.f. along the experimental
chronopotentiograms. Eq. 7 is reminiscent of the Cottrell equation for the
ti. e dependence of current in chronoamperometry. Setting the concentration
of M at the electrode surface equal to zero gives the analog of the Sand
equation, but as pointed earlier, a diffusion coefficient calculated from a
transition time may be difficult to interpret. Eq. 7 may be put in a useful
form for graphical analysis

(1 - cM/co)/I =2 (8)

co F DM-M'I M

In the hypothetical case of diffusion coefficient and transference number in-
dependent of composition over the entire composition range, plots of the left
hand side of Eq. 7 vs the s oot of time would be linear, with slope
inversely proportional to d ,/({ )D up to the transition time, at which
cM - o. The limiting value o the ordinate is then equal to the reciprocal
of the current density. Applying such plots to LiF-BeF mixtures in the com-
position range in which t is known to be unity (20-M mole percent BeF2 ),
deviations from linearity 4 esult from composition dependence of the diffusion
coefficient, providing a useful diagnostic. The limiting ordinate still
should be 1/I, and the plots at different current densities should be super-
imposed for values of the ordinate not too close to 1/I. This provides a
test for consistency of the diffusion coefficients from measurements t2different current densities, and is the analog of the constancy of IT in
classical chronopotentiometry.
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RESULTS

ED chronopotentiometric measurements were made in the three bulk compo-
stiions of 53, 65, and 70 mole percent BeF at several temperatures. At each
temperature and composition chronopotentiograms with different current densi-
ties were obtained. Figure 3 shows typical plots of Equation 8 at 570*C in
the melt of bulk composition 53 mole percent BeF2 . The different symbols re-
fer to different current densities at the working electrode, and the mole
fractions of BeF2 at the indicator electrode are indicated. The three plots
are obviously sigmoid in shape, indicating the variation of the interdiffa-
sion coefficients. However the ordinates calculated from the early parts 3f
the chronopotentiograms at differing current densities are superimposed on
one another and lie on a straight line through the origin. Over a short con-
centration range the composition dependence of the interdiffusion coefficient
may well be neglected and the slope, using equation 8, gives the value
1.52x10 cm /s for the mutual diffusion coefficient of lithium and beryllium
in the 53 mole percent BeF2 melt at 570*C. As the concentration of BeF2 in-
creases beyond 60 mole percent BeF2 , a sharp departure from linearity appears,
and as the curves approach their limiting values the plots are no longer ex-
actly superimposable. Up to 80 mole percent BeF2 the curvature arises from
the composition dependence of the mutual diffusion coefficient. If mean
values of the diffusion coefficient are calculated from equation 8, the
apparent anomaly of decreasing mean values of interdiffusion coefficient with
increasing BeF2 content is found, because of the weighting function. When
the concentration of BeF2 exceeds 80 mole percent BeF,, the transference num-
ber of lithium relative to fluoride may decrease; at 2all three current densi-
ties a rapid decrease of slope occurs at about 90 mole percent BeF2 . The
final parts of plots are plateaus as (1-CT/C.)/I attains slowly its expected
value of 1/I. The corresponding compositions are very close to pure BeF2
and very likely in this concentration range both interdiffusion coefficient
and transference number decrease. In the absence of an analytical solution
of the diffusion equation with a concentration dependent diffusion coeffi-
cient, the most reliable results probably are those from the very early parts
of chronopotentiograms. However the current densities must be chosen low
enough to provide compositions not too far removed from the bulk composition
in the early part of the chronopotentiograms. In our previous measurementsl,2
at higher BeF2 contents, the initial composition change was too rapid
to provide data as close to the bulk composition as in the present work, and
the plots probably correspond to the second, or rising portion of the sigmoid
curve. However it was possible to resolve the weighted mean diffusion co-
efficients into composition dependent values which were mutually consistent
when the values calculated for a given composition at the electrode surface
in molts of differing initial compositions were compared. In the present
work, the composition undergoes too large a change for convenie .%, resolution
of the weighted mean. Table I gibes values of the mutual diffusion coeffi-
cient in melts of three compositions, together with the c^centration interval
over which the value is averaged. Temperature dependence of taie mutual diffu-
sion coefficient in the eutectic melt between 380*C and 600*C leads to an
activation energy for diffusivity of 9 kcal/mol compared to a value of about
15 kcal/mol for the activation energy for viscous flow'.
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Table I. Mutual Diffusion Coefficient (ce 2 /s) of Lithium and Beryllium
in LiF-BeF2 Melts

Temperature / *C

Melt Composition 3570 600 700mole percent BeF2 576070

70 1.5x10"

(70-85)
65 4.6xlo-"

6_ _ __(65-74)

53 3.4x10" 1.52x10-5  1.6x1o-5

(53n55) (53-55) -60)

DISCUSSION

The magnitudes of the interdiffusion coefficients in 53-70 mole percent
BeF 2 mixtures, shown in Table I, and the activation energy for diffusion, in-
dicate the approach to values expected in ionic liquids with increasing alkali
ion concentration and the breakdown of the network structure of BeF2 . Our
previous measurements in mixtures containing 78-95 mole percenA BeF2 led to
estimated interdiffusion coefficients in the range 10 to 10 cm2 Jsec.
Solute sglf-diffusion coefficients of the order of 10-6 cm2 /sec. have been
reported in 30 mole percent BeF2 melts.

In plots such as Fig. 3, the slope of the chord between the origin and a
point on the curve corresponds to a mean interdiffusion coefficient for com-
positions between the bulk or initial composition and the composition at the
electrode surface at the corresponding time along the chronopotentiogram. It
is clear from the sigmoid slope that these weighted mean values will first de-
crease with time (increasing chord slope) and then increase with time (del 2
creising chord slope) as the plateau is approached. In our previous work '
at higher BeF2 concentrations, assumption of a weighting function propor-
tional to the alkali ion concentration led to consistency between diffusion
coefficients calculated at differing times and concentrations along an indi-
vidual chronopotentiogram, and diffusion coefficients calculated at the same
concentration but different time from chronopotentiograms in melts of differ-
ing initial composition. Such a weighting function reflects the fact that in
a system in which the diffusion coefficient is decreasing with time, the com-
positions with higher alkali concentration (and hence higher diffusion
coefficient) contribute longer times towards the attainment of a given e.m.f.
than the compositions with low diffusion coefficient.

The sigmoid slope of the approach to the limiting plateau also indicates
that the evaluation of a transition time may be rather difficult, and that
apparent sharpness may be deceptive. If one applies the Sand equation to a 6
second apparent transition time in Fig. 1, the calculated apparent diffusion
coefficient is 2x10- . The diffusion coefficient calculated from the initial
slope of Eq. 8 would require a transition time of 9 seconds if the diffusion
coefficient were constant.

/
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ED chronopotentiometric measurements have been reported5 in NaCl-AlCl
melts whe e unicationic conductance by sodium ions (relative to chloride) is
expected 0  because of the complexity (NaAlCl4-Al2Cl6) of the melts rather
than a network structure as in BeF2 . However, the interdiffusion coefficient
of sodium and aluminum probably does not vary as sharply with composition a.
does that for LiF and BeF2 , since the viscosity does not change as much.
Since the diffusln coefficients in that study were calculated from apparently
sharp transition times, it seemed of interest to investigate a possible com-
position dependence by calculations such as the ones we have presented above.

Figure 4 shows a plot (1-cs co)/I derived from the published chronopo-
ten' iograms 5 with 0.2 aid 0.15 A/ cm2 in the melt 63 mole percent AlCl-. - 37
mole p.;rcent - NaCl at 140*C. The superposition of the two sets of points
trdicates excellent conslstengy of the data at the two different current
densities. The twu filled symbols in Figure 4 are obtained by taking CNa =
Co at transition times of 6.6 and 12.1 s as graphically determined by the
authors in reference 5 . Although the plateaus are of lesser extent in this
chloroaluminate melt than in LiF-BeF2 mixtures, the assumption of both con-
stant interdiffusion coefficient and trarsference number probabl:. does not
hold over the full composition range spanned during the chronopotentiograms.

Because of difficulty in reading the e.m.f. at very short times, the initial
points proba'.y correspond to concentrations far enough from the bulk con-
centration to belong to the non-linear part of the plots, and extrapolation
through the origin must assume curvature. This would lead to a lower initial
slope and a sli tly higher value of the diffusion coefficient (perhaps
1.5-1.8x10- cm /sec.) than the value 1.2xC calcuZ ir. 'he trans-
ition time. Since there is little variation of the ' i -n coefficient
in this system, the use of the transition time hero -le' r --I to signifi-
cant error, as it wold in the case of the LiF-BeF 2 . star, but it would
appear advisable to use ull of the e.m.f. time data L' n,! the chrunopotentio-
gram rather than a single point, the transition timt., .in the calculation.

CONCLUSIONS

Interdiffusion coefficients may be evaluated from chronopotentiometric
measurements over much broader ranges of concentration than in the classical
application of this methd. Development of the method has passed through
three stages. Initially' it was applied to a relatively narrow composition
range, 95-100 mole percent BeF2 , providing mean interdif sion coefficients
approaching the self-diffusion coefficient of Li+. Nex it was applied
to melts in which the composition swept through the range 78-10') mole percent
BeF2, and a method was developed for resolving the weighted meal. diffusion
coefficients into composition dependent values. Extending the method to mix-
tures containing 53 mole percent BeF?, in which the composition change is too
large to use the weighted mean resolution, we have in this paper shown that it
is possible to obtain interdiffusion coefficients for copositions close to
the initial or bulk composition. These estimates of the composition depen-
dence of the interdiffusion coefficients are needed as preliminary values in
the development of numerical solution of the flux equations. Although the
method had been applied to chronopotentiometry, it should be applicable to
other kinds of electrochemical scanning programs, e.g. linear sweep volt-
emmetry and chronoamperometry. In fact, other types of scanning function
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may prove more useful than chronopotentiometry for resolving diffusion co-
efficients at compositions near the bulk composition, i.e., at short times.
The method has been applied to binary polymeric melts and binary complex
melts, but should be applicable to the evaluation of transport parameters in
high temperature electrolytes of proposed battery systems. The analysis
should prove useful in systems where c oaosition dependent diffusion coeffi-
cientsl8 ay be expected, as in silicates' and in the anodic dissolution of
metals

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A common anion
CM concentration of MA (moles/cm 3 ); (L fox LIF, Na for NaCl)
Co concentration of alkali halide in the bulk ( oles/cm3 )

-M, mutual diffusion coefficient of M and M' (c/
D' transformed mutual diffusion coefficient, D/( 2
E e.m.f. between reference and indicator electr es (Volt)
F the 1 Lraday (96,487 coulombs)
I current density (A/cm2 )
JM flow of M relative to A (conmon anion), equiv./(cm2 /s)
(IR) IR drop (Volt)
M alkali cation
M' cation Be or Al
n charge number of cation
t time (seconds)
tM transference number of cation k relative to anion A
x distance :from electrode surface
y mole fraction of MA
yo mole fraction of MA in the bulk

molar chemical potential of M'An
n distance variable

' transformed distance variable, J/tAM
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OVERCHARGE STUDIES OF THE FeS 2 ELECTRODE IN Li/FeS2 CELLS

Z. Tomczuk, R. E. Hollins*, and R. K. Steunenberg

Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue

Argonne, Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

The overcharge reaction of the FeS2 electrode in Li/FeS2 cells
has been studied by operating five cells to successfully higher
charge cutoff voltages and also by cyclic voltammetry. The results
indicate that increasing the charge cutoff voltage increases the
porosity in the FeS2 electrode while decreasing the coulombic
efficiency. The products of the overcharge have been identified
as ferrous chloride and sulfur. The cyclic voltammetry results
indicate that the reaction is irreversible and diffusion-limited.
A reduction mechanism consistent with experimental data is proposed.

INTRODUCTION

The present program on Li-Al/FeS batteries at Argonne National Laboratory
is an extension of the work started in 1967 on lithium/chalcogen electro-
chemical cells.1 The previous experimental work indicated that power densi-
ties in excess of 3 W/cm2 , current densities over 1 A/cm2, and discharge
voltags in excess of 1.5 V could be obtained using low-melting halide elec-
trolytes. These results were obtained with lithium negative electrodes and
tellurium or selenium positive electrodes.

The use of these elements as positive electrodes is impractical because
the elements are not in plentiful supply and their compounds are extremely
toxic. This leaves sulfur as the most suitable iitive electrode material.
Lithium is ideally suited for use as the anode mrot- al because it is a
liquid at cell operating temperatures, and has a higa electrochemical reac-
tivity and a low equivalent weight. Sulfur is also well suited as the
positive electrode material because it is a liquid at cell operating tempera-
tures, and has a high electronegativity value and a reasonably low equivalent
weight. However, it became apparent that materials corrosion problems and
the loss of sulfur from the positive electrode would make Li/S cells imprac-
tical. The loss of sulfur from the cell' can occur by several pathways:
(1) vaporization (the vapor pressure of sulfur at about 400C is about 400
Torr), (2) solubility of sulfur species such as Sy, SZ-, and S3- in the elec-
trolyte, and (3) physical entrainment in the electrolyte. Of these, (2) is
considered dominant. Efforts to reduce the sulfur loss by the use of addi-
tives such as thallium or arsenic were of limited success.2 The problems
associated with the use of liquid lithium at temperatures near 400C presents

U
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a materials problem that still remains unsolved. This problem can be
avoided by using a solid lithium-aluminum alloy rather than the liquid
lithium.

In 1973, preliminary cell test data were obtained that indicated that
the use of iron sulfides, FeS 2 and FeS, could prevent or reduce the loss of
sulfur from the positive electrode. These results 3 were so encouraging that
an immediate large-scale engineering effort was undertaken using both FeS 2
and FeS as positive electrode materials. To date, large engineering-scale
cells have demonstrated that cell operating times in excess of 3000 hr and
100 cycles can be achieved.

From early results of laboratory-scale Li/FeS2 cells, it became apparent
that discharge-charge cycling produced phases (initially believed to be FeS 2 ,
FeS, and Fe plus Li 2 S) that were complex and could not be identified by X-ray
diffraction. A study was then initiated using laboratory-scale tests to
help identify the phases present in the FeS2 electrode and also to determine
the voltage range at which these phases were found on charging. The general
progression was as follows:

Li2S and Fe (fully discharged condition), "X" phase, "Z" and FeS phases,
and FeS2 (fully charged condition). The X phase has been clearly identified
as Li2FeS 2 ; the Z phase was originally thought to have the empirical formula
'i4Fe 2S5, but it appears now that this formula is only an approximation of
the true stoichiometry. The presence of a third Li-Fe-S compound has been
suggested by results obtained in several different synthesis procedures;
however, the formula has not yet been determined. The composition of this
phase is believed to lie somewhere between those of Z and FeS2.

The X phase was formed below 1.95 V vs. Li; the Z and FeS phases were
formed between 1.95 and 2.15 V ; the Z, FeS, and FeS2 phases were formed
between 2.15 and 2.25 V. Charging cells to 2.50 V yielded only FeS2 , but
with an indication that an electrolyte-FeS 2 reaction was taking place. The
phase or phases found in cells charged to voltages in excess of 2.5 V oa. Li
were not investigated.

It is obvious from the above discussion that complex ph, Lr' to be
found in cells charged to 2.5 V vs. Li and lower. These are the charge cutoff
voltages normally used in cell testing. However, in a real battery there
will be considerable voltage variations between cells. This results in part
from electrode capacity mismatch and poor current distribution. As a result,
.ome cells will be charged to values in excess of 2.5 vs. Li. It is of

- ictical importance, therefore, to know what the products are and at what

cential they form, which was the purpose of this study.

The only prpviuus electrochemical study of FeS2 was reported by Peterq
and MA,' ! 'owever, their work wAR done with ,'noi solutions. Their
results i..ocate that the oxidation ui aea, Nroceeum uy the reaction

FeS 2 + 8H 20 + Fe 3+ + 2SO4
2 + 16H+ + 15e- (1)

while the cathodic reduction proceeds by

2e + FeS2 + 4H+ + Fe2+ + 2H2S (2)
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The present study was approached in two different ways, namely, by
electrochemical cell studies and by cyclic voltammetry. The former were
undertaken to determine the effect of charge cutoff voltage on cell perfor-
man-e, whereas the latter was used to help identify the reaction mechanism.
In the cell studies, liquid lithium was used in the negative electrode
because of the ease of electrode preparation. Solid Li-Al alloy was used in
the cyclic voltammetry studies to decrease the solubility of lithium in the
electrolyte, 6 which might affect the reaction at the positive electrode.

EXPERIMENTAL

Electrochemical Cell Studies

All the cells tested were of a design described earlier. 3 The positive
electrode (FeS2) rested at the bottom of an A120 3 crucible, and the negative
electrode (Li) was positioned tl cm above the FeS 2 electrode. Typically, the
negative electrode consisted of a disk of Type 302 stainless steel Feltmetal*
(90% porosity, 27 em pore size) that was prewet with liquid lithium at about
600*C in a helium-atomosphere glovebox. The LiCl-KC1 eutectic (mp, 352*C)
that was used as the electrolyte, was obtained from the Anderson Physics
Laboratories, Inc., Champaign, Illinois, and was used as received. At the
authors' request, this eutectic electrolyte was contacted with lithium by
the manufacturer before delivery. The purpose of this step was to reduce
and eliminate any metallic ions present as impurities in the eutectic. The
FeS; used in this study was single-crystal material that was obtained from
the Atomics International Dividion of Rockewell International, and was ground
and only the -60 +100 r-sh size fraction was used. The stated purity of the
FeS, was 99%. Chemical analysis of this material confirmed the stated purity.
Metallographic and X-rav diffraction analysis showed that the material was
single phase.

The cells were open and were operated in a furnace well (3-in. ID)
located in the floor of a high-purity helium atmosphere glovebox. The
physical characteristics of the cells are given in Table I. The posit- e
-loctrode materials were contained in a cavity within a disk-shaped ATJ'k
graphite cup. A PC-60** porous graphite diffusion barrier, 0.63 cm thick,
was graphite-cemented to the ATJ graphite cup to confine the FeS 2. The
amount of FeS 2 used (I.i' g) was that necessary for 1 A-hr capacity. The
geometric active are., ill positive electrodes was 4.8 cm2 . Vacuum impreg-

io n of the positive tectrodes by the LiCl-KC1 eutectic was necessary to
ensure electrolyte c'"tact.

The cell temperature was monitored by a calibrated chromel-alumel thermo-
couple fixed to the A1 203 crucible by wire mesh. The resulting output signals
were corrected by the use of an Ice Point Reference Standard,t and recorded
on a Honeywell recorder having a 1-mV span.

*
**A product of the Brunswick Corporation
tProducts of Union Carbide.
A product of Kaye Instruments, Inc.
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TABLE 1. Physical Characteristics of Li/FeS2 Cells

Positive Electrode
Area, cm2  4.8
Active Material FeS 2

Weight of Material, g 1.12
Theoretical Capacity, A-hr 1.0
Theoretical Capacity Density,
A-hr/cm2  0.22

. Lithium Electrode
Area, cm2  5.0
Weight of Lithium, g 1.5
Current Collector Type 302 S.S. Feltmetal
Theoretical Capacity, A-hr 5.8

Electrolyte LiCl-KC1 Eutectic
Weight of Electrolyte, g 95.7-117
Interelectrode Distance, cm "l.

Operating Temperature 381-407

Discharge and charge cycling was conducted at constant current using a
Hewlett-Packard Model 6201 Model 6201B constant-current power supply which
was connected to a meter relay that automatically reversed the polarity of
the power supply when a present voltage was reached. The discharge cutoff
voltage for each cell was set a %1.0 V to avoid a lithium-graphite reaction.
At the end of each cell test, the electrodes were rapidly removed from the
cell for post-test characterization. Sections of each sulfide electrode were
examined metallographically and by X-ray diffraction.

Cyclic Voltametry Studies

The cell design for the cyclic voltammetry is shown in Fig. 1. The
electrodes (an FeS2 working electrode and Li-Al working and reference elec-
trodes) were positioned vertically, and the distance between the Li-Al refer-
ence electrode and the FeS 2 electrode was kept as close as possible. The
Li-Al reference electrode was isolated by jacketing it with an A1 203 tube
("t10 cm long, 't2 cm ID) which had a porous A1 2 0 3 frit (estimated pore size,
!0 um) at the bottom. The choice of Li-Al as the reference electrode was
based on th( work of Yao et al,7 who showed that, over composition range
from 7 to 47 at. 2 Li, the electrode emf is constant for a fixed temperature.

The Li-Al alloy (40 at. 2 Li) used in all the Li-Al electrodes was
prepared in a helium-atmosphere glovebox by heating elemental lithium and
aluminum to a temperature of about 720*C, to prepare a homogeneous alloy.
At this temperature and composition, the alloy is liquid. The resulting alloy
was annealed at a temperature of about 550C for 1.5 hr to insure complete
formation of the Li-Al phase.
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Fig. 1. Cell Design for Cyclic Voltamnetry Studies

The positive working electrodes were prepared by placing single crystals
of FeS2 , obtained from the Lizzadro Museum of Lapidary Art, Elmhurst, Illinois,
into cavities drilled in the ATJ graphite housing and then graphite-cementing
them into place. A carbon rod was also graphite-cemented onto the ATJ housing.
The geometric area of each of the four FeS, electrodes prepared was abolt
0.6 cm2 .

Cycling studies were initiated under the experimental conditions shown
in Table 2 by placing the three electrodes in the A1 203 crucible containing
130 g LiCl-KC1 and making the necessary external electrical connections to
a Wenking potentiostat Model VSC 72 and a Hewlett-Packard Model 7001 AM X-Y
recorder. When the cell temperature equilibration was completed, voltammetric
scanning was begun. In no case was the temperature equilibration time less

TABLE 2. Experimental Conditions for Cyclic Voltaistry Studies

Cell Container

Elect rodes
Working
Counter
Reference

Working Electrode Area

Electrolyte

Temperature Region Studied

Instrumentation Used

Two A1 203 crucibles

FeS
2

40 at. 2 Li-Al weighing 10.8 g
40 at. 2 Li-Al weighing 11.4 g

'0.6 cm2

130 g LiCl-KC1

372-453C

Wenking potentiostat and
Wenking voltage scan generator

a

"''"'
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Lhan 2 hr. The scan region was started at 1.70 V ov. Li-Al and was increased
in increments until peaks could be observed on the X-Y recorder. The scan
range was increased until a maximum value of 2.75 V vt. Li-Al was reached.
Multiscans at a fixed sweep rate were made to ensure that the recorded results
were reproducible. Various sweep rates were also used at a fixed temperature.
Additional tests were made by adding solid Li 2S to the melt and recording the
voltaimograms to determine whether any of the observed peaks could be attri-
buted to the oxidation of sulfide ion, S2-

Cyclic voltammetry studies were also made briefly with X phase (Li2FeS2 )
to see whether it could be responsible for some of the observed peaks. This
was accomplished by using the same cell design, but by using fresh electro-
lyte and removing the FeS2 working electrode. The working electrode structure
was jacketed by an A1 203 tube identical to that used for the reference elec-
ttode, but without a frit at the bottom. the X phase was introduced into the
compartment and cycling was again initiated.

A brief test was also made to identify the gas evolved at a potential of
2.72 V ine. Li-Al using the potentiostat as a constant voltage source. The
cell arrangement was again similar to that used with the X-phase study, but
with two notable exceptions: the length of the A1 20 3 tube was increased to
ti30 cm, and the tube was lined with 5-mil-thick copper foil %7 cm above the
melt. The FeS2 electrode was then electrolyzed at a potential of 2.72 V oi.
Li-Al for a period of 1 hr. During this time, approximately u.l A-hr of the
FeS2 was electrolyzed. At the end of electrolysis, the FeS2 electrode and
the copper foil were removed rapidly. Visual inspection indicated that
considerable attack of the copper foil had taken place. A section of the
reacted portion was submitted for X-ray analysis to determine the identity
of the product resulting from the reaction of copper with the evolved gas.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Electrochemical Cell Studies

Five Li/FeS2 cells were operated to successively higher charge cutoff
voltages.* The first cell test was terminated at 2.52 V and the last was
terminated at 2.88 V.

A description of the electrical performance of each cell test is given
below.

Cell RU-1. The purpose of this cell test was to determine the electro-
chemical behavior when a charge cutoff voltage of 2.52 V was used. This
value was chosen for a baseline because previous phase studies were conducted
on FeS2 electrodes that had seen charged to the 2.5-V value. The cell was
operated at a temperature of 400C for 15 discharge-charge cycles at current
densities varying from 25 to 83 mA/cm2 . At the end of the last charge cycle,
the cell was trickle-charged to ensure uniform reaction. The electrical
performance of the cell was excellent. The coulombic efficiency was close
to 902 and the FGS2 utilization was close to 802 of the theoretical value.

All voltages in this paper are IR-free unless otherwise designated.
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Cell RU-2. This cell was operated with the objective of determining the
electrical performance of a Li/FeS2 cell charged to a 2.65-V cutoff, as well
as establishing the phases present in the sulfide electrode at this higher
charge cutoff voltage. The cell was cycled at constant current densities
varying between 19 and 50 mA/cm2 for 13 cycles at a temperature of 400*C.
The cell was again trickle-charged near the end of the cell test.

The electrical performance data indicated that there were no deleterious
effects on cell performance using this higher cutoff voltage. The coulombic
efficiency was near 90% and the FeS2 utilization was close to 80%. X-ray
analysis and metallographic examination of the sulfide electrode at the end
of the cell test again showed that FeS2 was the dominant sulfide phase present.
The metallographic examination also showed the presence of the Z phase in the
region farthest away from the ATJ graphite current collector, indicating
again the need for good current collection in cells of this type. In
addition, the metallographic examination showed that the reaction layer, which
was barely noticeable in Cell RU-1, had increased in height. However, this
layer still could not be identified.

Cell RU-3. The purpose of this cell test was to determine the effect of
charging a Li/FeS2 cell to a 2.74-V charge cutoff. On the basis of the
results obtained for Cell RU-2, it was thought that an additional 0.1-V higher
charge cutoff might be sufficient to produce a significant amount of the
overcharge layer observed with the first two cells, so that the overcharge
products could be identified. The cell was cycled at constant current
densities varying from 19 to 37 mA/cm 2 for twelve cycles at a temperature of
404*C. The initial cycles employed a cutoff voltage (2.54 V) that would
ensure conditioning of the FeS 2 electrode. From the seventh cycle through
the final cycle, the charge cutoff was 2.74 V.

The cell behaved satisfactorily at this high cutoff voltage but began
to deteriorate gradually as evidenced by the decreasing coulombic efficiency.
On the last cycle, the cell could no longer be recharged to this 2.74-V
cutof f.

Because of the difficulties encountered on the twelfth charge cycle,
operation of the cell was terminated. Examination of the sulfide electrode
products by X-ray diffraction analysis and metallographic examination showed
that FeS2 was still present. Moreover, the X-ray analysis indicated the
presence of either KFeCl 3 or K2FeCl4 (it is difficult to distinguish these
two compounds when they are present in low concentrations). The metallo-
graphic examination showed also that the degree of porosity was much higher
than that in the first two electrodes, giving further indication that the
overcharge reaction involved gas formation.

Cell RU-5. The purpose of this cell test was to determine the electrical
performance of a Li/FeS2 cell charged to a 2.79-V cutoff. The three previous
cell tests had indicated that the degree of porosity in the FeS 2 electrode
and the reaction of the LiCl-KC1 electrolyte with the FeS2 increased with
increasing cutoff voltage. To ensure that the FeS 2 electrode was properly
conditioned, the cell was cycled between 1.00 and 7.57 V for the first four
cycles, and the charge cutoff voltage was then increased to 2.79 V. The cell
was operated for five additional discharge-charge cycles at a constant current
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density of 38 mA/cm2 at an operating temperature of 407*C before the test was
terminated. At the end of the last charge cycle, the cell was trickle-charged
to ensure uniform reaction of the FeS2 electrode.

The electrical performance of this cell was not entirely satisfactory.
The percent FeS 2 utilization was still high (80%), but the coulombic effi-
ciency had dropped below that of the first three cells.

The X-ray analysis and metallographic examination of the sulfide product
electrode revealed that the overcharge reaction was more extensive than with
the previous three cells. However, FeS2 particles were still present.
Moreover, the metallographic examination showed that the KFeC1 3 (identified
by X-ray diffraction) present in the electrode was apparently in solution at
cell operating temperatures.

Cell RU-6. The purpose of operating this cell was to see whether a still
higher cutoff voltage than that used for Cell RU-5 would yield any other
information on the overcharge products. An additional purpose was to deter-
mine the effect of a 2.88-V charge cutoff on electrical performance. The
cell was operated for twelve full discharge-charge cycles at 422C with
current densities varying between 25 and 50 mA/cm. The cell performed
erratically for the first two cycles, but the performance improved after the
lithium electrode was repositioned. This erratic behavior apparently resulted
from the formation of a conductive phase on the A1 203 crucible through an
interaction of the lithium with A1 203. Placing the lithium elect rode away
from this conductive phase eliminated the short circuit.

X-ray diffraction analysis and metallographic examination of the product
sulfide electrode revealed that the degree of overcharge was less than that
observed for Cell RU-5. The amount of FeS 2 present was greater, but, sur-
prisingly, the porosity was less. These results were totally unexpected in
light of the higher charge cutoff voltage used.

The major findings from the operation of the five Li/FeS- cells are
summarized in Table 3. The data clearly show that the major impact of higher
charge cutoff voltage is on coulombic efficiency and FeS2 electrode porosity.

TABLE 3. Results of Charging Li/FeS Cells to Successively
Higher Cutoff Voltages

Charge Average Porosity of
Cutoff Coulombi: Sulfide Phases Found

Cell No. Voltage, V Efficiency Electrode by X-ray

Ru-1 2.52 0.92 Very Low FeS 2

RU-2 2.65 0.91 Low FeS:., Z Phase

RU-3 2.74 0.87 Medium FeS 2 , KFeC13
or K2FeCi4

Ru-5 2.79 0.84 High FeS 2, KFeC1 3

or K 2 FeC14

RU-6 2.88 0.83 Medium Fe. 2 , KFeC13
High or K2FeC1,
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As the cutoff voltage was increased, the porosity of the FeS2 electrode
increased and the cell current efficiency decreased. This increase in
porosity can be seen in Fig. 2. In this figure, the FeS 2 particles are white
in a grayish electrolyte background. The fine needle-like material is the
overcharge product. The porosity is apparently related to the degree of
overcharge and it suggests that one of the overcharge products is a gas.
The decrease in coulombic efficiency with increased cutoff voltage is con-
sistent with the observation that the overcharge reactions are not entirely
reversible; otherwise, there would not be any effect on coulombic efficiency.

The discharge-charge curves for these cells such as those shown in Fig. 3
for Cell RU-6, are remarkably similar to those obtained using lower charge
cutoff voltages; the only exception is the marked upsweep of the voltage A.".

time curve as the charge cutoff voltage is increased.

The presence of KFeCl 3 in the sulfide electrode product is consistent
with the conclusion that iron chloride (FeC1 2) is one of the overcharge
products. Beusman,7 in his study of the KCl-FeC12 and LiCl-FeC1 2 systems,
found that FeC1 2 reacts with KC1 to form two compounds--KFeC13 and K2 FeCl1 4 .
No analogous LiCl-FeC1 2 compounds were found. The metallographic observation
that the KFeC1 3 present in the sulfide electrode from Cell RU-5 was in
solution at the cell operating temperature is consistent with the finding of
FeCl 2 in the bulk electrolyte.

(yclic Voltammetry Studies

These cell results, discussed above, indicated that perhaps a gaseous
product was being formed in the FeS 2 electrode when charge cutoff voltages in
excess of 2.65 V were used. Cyclic voltammetry studies were therefore under-
taken in an attempt to define the product and also to elucidate the reaction
mechanism.

The three experimental variables in the cyclic voltammetry studies of
the FeS2 electrode were the following: the effect of temperature on peak
positions, the effect of scan rate on peak positions, and the effect of
voltage on peak positions. The results obtained and tsie species identified
are described below.

Effect of Temperature on Peak Positions. A typical voltaogram
obtained at a temperature of 372C and a scan rate of l3 mV/sec is shown in
Fig. 4. Additional voltammorgrams were obtained over the temperature range
from 372 to 453*C. These results are summarized in Table 4, where it is
apparent that one of the cathodic peaks at 372*C was absent when the temper-
ature was raised to 397*C. The peaks were also shifted to higher voltages
as the temperature was increased. Also, less structural detail was observed
as the temperature was increased to 450 C. This suggests the formation of
soluble products which were able to diffuse into the bulk electrolyte at a
rate faster than that used to scan the voltage region.

These results indicate that at least one chemical reaction must have
been taking place at temperatures in excess of 397*C. Otherwise, the effect
of temperature on peak position appears to be negligible.
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Fig. 2. Photomicrographs of Sulfide Electrodes (500X)
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TABLE 4. Summary of Cyclic Voltammetry Data

Scan Voltage Peak Potentials vs. Li-Al, V
Rate, Range, Temp Anodic Cathodica
mV/sec V *C 1 2 3 1 2 3

3 1.70 - 2.69 372 1.88 2.09 2.46b 2.49 2.12c 1.94

6 1.70 - 2.69 372 1.89 2.10 2.42b 2.47 2.10 1.93

10 1.70 - 2.69 372 1.89 2.12 2 .4 5b 2.47 2.10 1.93

20 1.70 - 2.69 372 1.89 2.15 2.46b 2.42 2 .08c 1.95c

10 1.70 - 2.30 372 - - - - - -

10 1.70 - 2.400 372 1.82b 2.06 - - - -

10 1.70 - 2.50 372 1.83 2.06 2.40b - 2.10c -

10 1.70 - 2.60 372 1.83 2.06 2.38b 2.42 2.13 -

10 1.70 - 2.70 372 1.87 2.14 2.39b 2.37 2.12 1.96
.

10 1.70 - 2.70 372 1.89 2.12 2.45b 2.47 2.10 1.93

10 1.70 - 2.70 385 1.84 2.12 2.49b 2.43 2.15 1.97

10 1.70 - 2.70 391 1.87 2.14 2.49b 2.37 2.12 1.96

10 1.70 - 2.70 397 1.86 2.12 2.40b 2.42 - 1.96

10 1.70 - 2.70 403 1.85 2.12 2.40b 2.42 - 1.97

10 1.70 - 2.70 429 1.83 2.14 2.30b 2.39 - 1.95

10 1.70 - 2.70 430 1.84 2.12 23b2.40 - 1.98

10 1.70 - 2.70 453 1.80c - 2.35b - -

aA fourth cathodic peak, unrelated to overcharging of the FeS2 electrode, is not listed.

Onset of peak.

cOnly a hint of a peak.
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Effect of Scan Rate on Peak Positions. It became immediately obvious

that scan rates of 100 mV/sec and higher would yield very little useful
Information. However, this fact alone establishes that a diffusion-limited
process was occurring. Scan rates of 30, 20, 10, 6, and 3 mV/sec were also
used at various temperatures. Scan rates greeter than 10 mV/sec for a fixed
temperature caused some peaks to be absent; scan rates below 10 mV/sec did
not provide any additional details.

Increases in scan rate, as summarized in Table 4. had the effect of
increasing the peak voltage vs. Li-Al on the anodic portions of the voltammo-
grams, while decreasing the peak voltage vs. Li-Al on the cathodic portions.
This effect was partially due to higher peak currents at the higher scan
rates, and therefore, to a slightly higher ohmic voltage contribution. When
this ohmic voltage contribution is eliminated, the effect of scan rate on
peak position becomes negligible (for scan rates of less than 20 mV/sec).

Effect of Voltage Range on Peak Position. It became very obvious, at a
fixed temperature and scan rate, that the %oltage range had the most important
effect on the FeS 2 electrode. Peaks could be made to appear or disappear by
merely increasing or decreasing the voltage range scanned. The results, also
shown in Table '+, indicate that peaks were absent until the voltage range
scanned was between 1.70 and 2.40 V Vs. Li-Al. Even in this voltage region,
only two small anodic peaks could be observed. The corresponding cathodic
peaks were still absent. It was only wnen the voltage range was between
1.70 and 2.70 V vs. Li-Al that all three cathodic and anodic peaks were
observed. This result indicates that the two anodic peaks and the three
cathodic peaks resulted from the main anodic reaction occurring close to
2.4 V vs. Li-Al. This effect of voltage range is shown in Fig. 5.

Species Responsible for Observed Peaks. The four cathodic peaks
observed at the lower temperature (372*C) are identified in Fig. 6 and
described below.

(1) The peak close to 1.74 V vs. Li-Al is not at all realted to over-
charging the FeS2 discharge electrode. It is merely the onset of the normal
cell reaction

LiAl + FeS 2 -+ Li2S + Z

2-(2) The peak at about 1.95 V corresponds to the reduction of S2- to S-

(3) The peak at about 2.0 V corresponds to 2S + 2e- + S2 -

(4) The peak at about 2.4 V is a partial reversal of the overcharge
reaction, i.e., the reverse of FeS2 + 2C1- + FeC12 + 2S + 2e-.

The three anodic peaks are identified as the following:

(1) The peak at about 2.4 V corresponds to the oxidation of FeS 2 by the
reaction FeS2 + 2C1- - FeC12 + 2S + 2e-.

(2) The peak at about 1.87 V corresponds to the oxidation of sulfide,
S2-, probably to S1-.
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(3) The peak at about 2.15 V corresponds to the oxidation of S2~,
probably to sulfur or to a complex polysulfide of FeS 2.

The evidence for these assignments is the following:

The cell data have identified FeCl 2 as one of the products of overcharg-
ing the FeS2 electrode. The formation of FeCl 2 at potentials i..i excess of
2.6 V vs. Li by the reaction

FeS 2 + 2Cl -+ reCl2 + 2S (3)

is predicted by thermodynamic calculations. 8

Controlled-potential electrolysis of the FeS electrode at a potential
of about 2.72 V vs. Li-Al evolved a gaseous product. This gas was trapped by
allowing it to react with 5-mil copper foil. Positive identification was
obtained by X-ray that the reaction product was a sulfide of copper.
Therefore, the evolved gas was deduced to be sulfur.

The cyclic voltammograms indicate that the anodic overcharge reaction is
partially reversible, i.e., the number of anodic coulombs is greater than
the corresponding coulombs on the cathodic side (for the 2.4 V peak). This
finding is consistent with the cell results in which a decrease in current
efficiency was observed but the major sulfide phase was still FeS 2.

The cathodic peak at about 2.1 V vs. Li-Al cannot result from the
reduction of FeCl2. The potential for the reaction

FeCl 2 + 2e- + Fe + 2C1 (4)

is lower by about 0.3 V.9 Therefore, the only species capable of being
reduced at this potential must be sulfur. Additional evidence is that the
open-circuit voltage of a LiAl/S cell is about 2.1 V. The likely species
formed is S2-, as determined by several workers.10,11

The cathodic peak at about 1.95 V must involve the reduction of tho
species formed above to form sulfide, S2-. This conclusion was verified by
an experiment in which solid Li2S was added to the melt while the FeS 2

electrode was present. The effect of the Li 2S is shown in Fig. 7.

The anodic peak at about 1.87 V must represent the oxidation of su fide,

S2-, because this peak also increased when -12S was added. The 1.87-V leak
cannot be due to the X + Z transition because the cyclic voltammogram o* the
X phase,Li2FeS 2 , does not show this transition at this voltage (see Fig 8).

The anodic peak at about 2.1 V must involve the further oxidation if the
species, probably S -, mentioned above. The most probably product is either
free sulfur or a complex polysulfide described by previous authors.

A complex polysulfide of FeS2 is likely. This conclusion is based on
the experimental observation that, after the cycling studies had been com-
pleted, the electrolyte was extremely yellow. This could have only occurred
if a complex species was being formed, since an additional out-of-cell test
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t( produce this color by heating FeS2 plus the LiCl-KC1 electrolyte failed
to yield this color, but this same test did yield a highly yellow-orange
solution when Li2S was added.

The results of cyclic voltammetry and the cell studies indicate that the
overcharge mechanism is, therefore, the oxidation of FeS 2 by the following
reaction:

FeS 2 + 2C1 -+ FeCl 2 + 2S + 2e- (5)

The reduction mechanism then becomes

FeC1 2 + 2S + 2e- - FeS 2 + 2C1- (6)

2S + 2e- S2 (7)

S2 + 2e- + 2S2- (8)

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Thu Li/LiCl-KC1/FeS electrochemical cell studies indicate that ferrous
chloride and sulfur are formed at potentials in excess of 2.65 V vs. Li
(2.35 V vs. Li-Al). In addition, these studies indicate that the effect of
increasing the charge cutoff voltage resulted in an increase in the porosity
of the sulfide electrode and an accompanying decrease in cell coulombic
efficiency.

The cyclic voltammetry studies indicate the presence of three cathodic
(reduction) peaks, one of which disappeared at temperatures in excess of
392*C. These studies also indicate that the overcharge reactions of the FeS2
electrode are irreversible and are diffusion-limited.

Th- main cinclusion from these studies is that cell charging voltages
in excess of 2.65 V vs. Li (2.35 V vs. Li-Al) cannot be used without over-
charging the FeS 2 electrode. Occasional overcharge may not be extremely
harmful; however, consistent overcharge will probably result in a marked
decline in cell performance owing to the migration of both of the overcharge
products to the Li (or Li-Al) electrode.
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A REVIEW OF THE KINETICS OF THE SULFUR ELECTRODE IN MOLTEN SODIUM POLYSULFIDE

Frank A. Ludwig
Research Staff, Ford Motor Company

Dearborn, Michigan 48121

Most investigations of electrode kinetics have been carried out in
dilute solutions of the reacting species containing a supporting electrolyte,
rather than from a pure melt of a salt of the redox system. However, for the
sulfur/sulfide system there was strong interest in knowing the electrode
kinetics in such a pure melt in conjunction with the development of the sodium-
sulfur battery.

Some preliminary discussion of the pure melt as an electrochemical
system is needed prior to an examination of the experimental data. These argu-
ments are a further development of those previously proposed by Ludwig (1).
It will be shown later in this review that a Na2S 4 melt consists primarily of
Na+ and S4 ' ions, that the entire anion concentration is electroactive, that S2 '
ion is the product of reduction at the Electrode, and that there is no chemical
reaction prior to this charge transfer reaction. It will be further shown that
the usual electroanalytical equations for diffusion control are obeyed within a
few percent; and that the experimental errors of the measurements are within a
few percent. How, then, do we perceive of diffusion in a pure binary salt?
Furthermore, is it possible to prove that the usual electroanalytical diffusion
equations should, indeed, apply to our special case?

With the constraints established so far, diffusion can occur only if the
electrode reaction product and the reactant inter-diffuse. For a quantitative
study of the nature of the diffusion coefficients of the reactant and product
with respect to the electrode as a frame of reference, the methods of the
thermodynamics of irreversible process, would have to be used (2). However,
there is adequate justification for the direct application of the usual electro-
analytical equations.

Crank (3) and others (4) have shown that interdiffusion in a two-
component liquid, in which there is no volume change on mixing, yields DO " DR "
D where 0 and R are the two components. Furthermore, the volume-fixed frame
oYreference is identical to the cell-fixed frame of reference. However, in
the experiment under consideration, we are eliminating 0 and creating R in a
reaction 0 + 2e' + 2R ($4 + 2e + 2S') at the electrode. The molar volume of
Na8S4 is 1.5 times that of NaS2. TLrefore, we do not have a constant total
volume and the volume-fixed fame (V) is moving with respect to the cell-fixed
frame of reference (c). However, Sundheim (2) has pointed out that, under these
conditions, Dvm Dc, and Dullien and Shemilt (4) have shown that using the
diffusion equations without corrections for volume changes introduces small
errors only. Laity (5) and Wagner (6) hold that interdiffusion in a mixture
of two binary salts with a comon ion in the presence of a potential gradient as
well as a concentration gradient can stilV. be expressed in terms of D' " D' " D'
where D' values are "effective diffusion coefficients" containing ave god go- R
bility terms.

The general theory of diffusion limited charge-transfer processes in
electroanalytical techniques (7,8) assume Pick's second law to be applicable
to both species 0 and R, the effects of modes of mass transfer other than dif-
fusion, e.g. electrical migration, to be negligible, and D and D to be in-
dependent of distance x from the electrode or time t. The olysul ide anions
are similar enough so that ideality may be expected. Therefore, assuming ideality
in conjunction with the preceding arguments regarding volume changes, DD and DR
should be nearly independent of x and t. The essence of the interdiffusion
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coefficient is that Fick's law applies to both species. It may seem that the
requirement above of the independent applicability of Fick's second law to 0
and R is more general than it is in the pure melt case, where the concentrations
of 0 and R are rigorously interdependent because of electroneutrality require-
ments. However, in both cases the forcing boundary condition is given by the
charge transfer at the electrode where the rates of arrival and removal of dif-
fusing ions are fixed (7,8). Therefore, we can treat the pure melt case like the
general case with the influence of migration included in the effective diffusion
coefficient.

Thus, the electroanalytical equations based on the simple Fick diffusion
equations should be applicable to an electrochemically reacting pure binary salt.
Small errors are expected. A rigorous mathematical treatment is called for in
light of the surprisingly close fit of experimental data to the curves predicted
by the general theory of diffusion limited charge transfer.

For an investigation of electrode kinetics, it is quite essential to
know the ionic species present in the electrolyte. The DTA and x-ray diffraction
results of Oei (9) and more recently, the laser-Raman spectroscopic results of
Jan: (10) indicate that S3 in sodium polysulfide is not stable in the solid
above 106 "C and, therefore, it is probably not stable at the higher temperatures
of the molten state. Oei and Janz ascertained that above 106 0C Na 2S3 dispropro-
tionates into NB2S2 and Na2S4. The dissociation of polysulfide ions into ion
radicals O or S3 ) in solutions in molten -alts (11,12,13,14) and aprotic sol-
vents (15,16,11,12) has been well documented. Preliminary e.s.r. measurements
in molten sodium polysulfides show only very weak signals (17) between 300 and
400 oC. This and the mounting repression of this dissociation with increasing
concentration make it most probable that the concentration of ion radicals in
the undiluted polysulfide melt is extremely small.

Transference experiments by Cleaver and Davies (18) have shown that
there is no free elemental sulfur in the melt, i.e., the melt contains Na+ and
polysulfide ions only. Thus the undiluted sodium polysulfide melts in the 300 'C-
400 0C range contain mainly S2, S0, SS and some S6, the relative amount of each
depending on the overall composition. This assignment of distinct species to
the melt is generally in accord with the results of Rosen and Tegman (19) and
Cleaver and Davies (14). Tegman (19) relates sulfur vapor pressures to the
relative amounts of the various polysulfide anions. However, the existance of
the various anion species is hypothesized and the distribution curves for the
amounts of the various species are empirically fitted to the pressure data.
Tegman postulates that S3 is present in appreciable amounts. Cleaver and Davies
(14) determine the number of ions in dilute solution in NCNB by freezing point
depression measurements.

The above conclusions concerning the species present in undiluted sodium
polysulfide melts are fairly well founded. However, it would be desirable to
obtain more direct evidence. The following discussion on sweep voltammetry does
lead to some direct evidence in support of the above arguments.

Weber and Kumer (20) demonstrated that stable, steady state potentials
are obtained at graphite electrodes in sodium polysulfide melts. Three separate
groups have studied kinetics in the pure sodium polysulfide melts: Selis (21)
South et al. (22) and Ludwig et al. (23). Solis worked on platinum and graphite
electrodes, whereas the latter two groups worked at vitreous carbon electrodes.
The experimental results, however, are quite similar and also do not seem to
be influenced by origin or preparation method of the melt. The work of Solis (21)
and of the other groups is clear evidence that the results of investigations with
transient methods are independent of the electrode material used (graphite,
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vitreous carbon, platinum) for reduction of the melt. As will be discussed,
the kinetics of oxidation of the melt differs substantially at metal and carbon
electrodes.

The salient feature of all voltage sweep diagrams is a clear distinc-
tion between the S /S the SX/S and the Sx/S reactions. In addition, the dia-
grams always ehow a Knal rise of current at large polarizations. Cathodically
this rise represents the deposition of sodium (22). The final rise on the anodic
side is more difficult to interpret. For lack of any other possibility and since
the carbon electrodes do not seem to take part in the reaction, we can safely
conclude that it is sulfur that is oxidized in this region to positive sulfur ions.

It is difficult to detc tne the kinetics of a process without knowing
the concentrations of the diffusing species involved in the electrode reaction.
Owing to our current inability to measure concentrations of individual ions in
the melt, indirect means must be used to obtain the concentratio i In most
electroanalytical techniques, the current is proporj nal to CD L (C is con-
centratkqg and D is diffusion coefficient). The CD values can be combined
with CD" values from the rotating disc technique to separate C and D. South
et al. (22) have com ed chronopotentiometric and linear sweep voltammetric data
to eliminate the CD dependence and obtain an experimental value of the linear
sweep current function for the primary reduction wave in Na 2S 3 , Na2 S4 and Na2S5
melts. They assumed a value of n = 2 for the number of electrons for the re-
actif7 Rather than making this assumption, Ludwig uses their experimental value
of n X (at), where y (at) is the current function in the sweep equation:

S=nAb, 1/2 1/2 _F_ 1/ 1/2nl/2X(t
S v RT)X/2

where a = ,

v is the sweep rate, and Co is thi1 ulk concentration of the diffusing species.
By using the experimental value n X (at) and eliminating D by combining linear
swgep (24)* and rotating disc (25) data for an Na 2S 4 melt at 300 0C, a value of
"Go = 30 moles /liter is obtained (24). Since the concentration of S is only
11 moles/liter, we state that the reaction is a two electron reaction in which
the entire concentration of S in the melt is reacting. The choice of n = 2
rather than n o 3 and the claim that S4 is the reacting species rather than a
disproportionation product of S4 will be supported later in this review. First
some additional experimental details should be examined. The det rmination of
nC permits a calculation of an effective D; this value is 3 x 10- cm2 /sec (24).
This value seems low for fused salts, however the viscosity of the melt of 40 cp
is much larger than the range of 0.5-5.0 cp for most fused salts (26), and the
size of the 54 ion is larger than that of most fused salt ions (27). The D can
be estimated from the equivalent conductance of the melt using the Nernst-Einstein
equation. A 10-50% increase of D over that calculated is usually required in
tho application of this equation for molten salts (2); a value of D = 7-9 x 10-7
cm /sec is obtained (24). The equivalent ionic conductivity used in the equation
was calculated from the equivalent conductance of the melt (28) and the estimated
ionic radii of Na+ and S * (27). The calculated D is in good agreement with the
experimentally determined effective D.

It would be advantageous to combine chronopotentiometric data directly with
rotating disc data to determine nC and D. The chronopotentiometric equation:

1/2 = 1/2 w1/2 1/2
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The n, D and C values given above were for the reduction of an Na2S
melt at 300 0C. The reduction reaction is designated by peak A in the cyclic
sweep shown in Figure 1 (23). The sweep begins in the cathodic direction from
the rest potential at a vitreous carbon (VC) electrode of 0.00407 cm area. All
sweep curves which will be discussed begin from the rest potential. Those cases
in which diagnostic information is gained by starting a sweep at a potential
other than the rest potential or holding a sweep at a certain potential will be
specified. Because of the very high current densities involved, care-was taken
to surround the working electrode with the counter electrode to insure uniform
current distribution over the working electrode. Differential conductance
measurements were taken during the sweep as shown in Figure 1 by superimposing
a small amplitude a.c. signal on the triangular sweep, at frequencies between
1592-10,000 Hz. The faradaic impedance has dropped to about 17. of the melt re-
sistance at 1592 Hz (24). We will later return to these differential melt con-
ductance data; at this time we point out the constancy of the conductance from
the beginning of the wave to the wave peak A. The melt resistance remains con-
stant during the sweep. This is an important point because of the desirability
of having a truly constant sweep rate in order to obtain good quantitative data.
The increase of current in Figure 1 is seen to be nearly linear with potential
for wave A. Thus di/dt as well as dE/dt are constant and the iR drop can be
used directly to correct the sweep rate. Because of the high current densities
observed, this iR drop correction must be extremely accurate, since a Luggin
capillary cannot be brought close enough to the electrode to make the correction
small. The counter-electrode was large enough that it did not polarize, and it
was therefore also used as the reference electrode. Both current interruption
and a.c. impedance techniques were used to measure the resistance. The values
agreed within a few percent. However, the exchange current for the reduction
process was determined by an independent transient technique and found to be
very rapid (30). Since the peak potential for a reversible wave is independent
of sweep rate, observed peak potential was plotted against peak current, as
shown in Figure 2, and the slope was interpreted as the resistance of the melt,
with the intercept being the true peak potential, E This resistance was in
close agreement with the interrupt values and slightly higher than the a.c.
impedance values. Using the value of the resistance from Figure 2 to obtain a
corrected sweep rate, the plot of Figure 3 was obtained (23). The linearity of
the plot is indicative of simple diffusion control without any complications
from coupled chemical reactions. The data of South et al. (22) shown in Figure
4 were taken over a much more limited sweep rate range and show an upturn at
low sweep rates for Na2 S and Na S . They interpret this increase in current
function as indication o! a follb ng chemical reaction in which sulfur in the
melt reacts with the reduction product, Na2 S to reform the original polysulfide
(for the sequence 0 + e -+ R, R + Z + 0, Nicholson and Shain (8) term the chemi-
cal reaction "catalytic" since the rate of reaction is enhanced because of the
regeneration of 0). Our data in Figure 3 do not indicate an upturn at low sweep
rates. Indeed, South et al. also mention that below 0.01 V/sec the major portion
of the cathodic curve no longer decreases in current. This strongly suggests
that at these slow rates, the onset of convection could easily account for the

does not contain a separate proportionality constant, as does the linear sweep
equation. At the time of writing, chronopotentiometric data were available
only at 350 OC, rotating disc data only at 300 OC, whereas linear sweep data
existed at both temperatures. Very recently, rotating disc data by Armstrong,
et al.(29) at 3050 and 350 0C has been published. The effect of their data on
the above calculations will be discussed in the talk.
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constant current, and the apparent increase in current function for Na2S4 . The
steeperrise for Na2S 5, we feel, is partly due to convection but also in accord
with the criteria for a catalytic step (8). We ascribe the catalytic reaction
to: Na 2S 2 + 2Na 2S 5 -* 3Na 2 S4 . As will be shown, both Na2S 4 and Na 2S 5 give very
similar reduction waves. In other words, Na2 S 5 can react with Na 2 S 2 to regen-
erate more reactant, but Na2S 4 and Na2 S 2 could only give Na 2 S3 , whose existence
in the melt is doubtful; therefore, we would not expect a catalytic step for
Na2 S4 . South et al. (22) conclude that Na 2S 2 reacts with elemental sulfur be-
cause they measured sulfur activities in the melt of 0.9 in Na2S5 , 0.2 in Na2S4 ,
and 0.04 in Na2 S 3 , based on unit activity for pure sulfur, which is in equilib-
rium with a composition of approximately Na 2 5 at 350 0C. However, these
activities do not necessarily mean that the sul ur exists as a free element in
the melt. According to the previously mentioned transference experiments of
Cleaver and Davies (18) it does not.

South et al. also suggest that the reduction wave represents the re-
duction of polysulfide rather than sulfur, because the heights of the waves in
the three melts are nearly the same, whereas che activities of sulfur vary sig-
nificantly.

The iLl vs. w-2 linearity of the rotating disc data shown in Figure 5
is specific to a first order reaction. The zero intercept is confirmation that
the charge transfer rate in very high. The data in Figures 3, 4 and 5 have been
shown to indicate the close experimental agreement with theory and the apparent-
ly high experiment 2 accuraci /hat can be attained in the measurements. Thus,
even though the CD vs. CD comparison involves a 1/6 power dependence, the
data seems reliable enough to yield a value of D end C which should not exceed
the error implied in the C = 11 vs. C = 15 moles/liter comparison made earlier.
With constant use of the vitreous carbon electrode for either anodic or cathodic
sweeps, a slow change in the availability of surface sites for reaction is ob-
tained. This available area is very easily ascertained by conductance measure-
ments (as illustrated in Figure 1) at the open circuit potential (OCV). The
original conductance can be regained by holding the potential at voltages more
negative than 0.9 V vs. the OCV for approximately one minute. During this time,
the current increases rather than decreases. The reduction at these more nega-
tive voltages in KCNS solutions has been shown (31) to he reduction to Na2S.
Probably the tetrasulfide is reduced in steps to S' with the S2 existing as an
intermediate. South et al.(22) have also found a decrease in hilm resistance
at these negative potentials and attribute this to a more rapid dissolution of

Na2S than Na2 S 2 in the bulk melt (however, see text accompanying Figure 9). If
quantitative kinetic data are being sought, great care must be taken to renew
the surface periodically as described, and to keep the conductance between 85-95%
of the fresh surface value.

So far, it has been proposed that wave A in Figure 1 is due to a revers-
ible, two-electron reduction of first order, uncomplicated by chemical reactions.
At 300 0C, ED-El /2 for a two electron reaction should be only 0.027 volts (8).
An E -E1 /2 o 0.059 volts is observed. This strongly suggests a two step charge
transfer process with superposition of two reversible waves (36). The reverse
oxidation wave labeled D in Figure 1 extends over the same voltage range (-0.25
to 0 volts) and is of the same peak height as wave A. If the potential is held
constant for 30-60 seconds at values between -0.25 and -0.35 V the peak current,
i , of wave D is not altered; thus the oxidation process is not coupled with a
chemical reaction. Double-pulse galvanostatic (32) and current impulse relax-
ation techniques (33) gave very high values for the exchange current for the first
reduction wave (34) (Figure 6). Chronocoulometric experiments gave a value of
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1 A/cm 2 for the total two-step charge transfer at 300 0C (30). The results
for the first reduction wave were based on potential excursions of a few
millivolts, whereas the result for the total two-step charge transfer came
from cathodic potential steps up to 400 mV.

As shown in Figure 1, the differential conductance remained quite
constant on the cathodic sweep until after peak A. The abrupt drop is inter-
preted as resulting from the formation of an insoluble, partially blocking
layer of Na 2 S2. Calculations based on experimental values of the faradaic ca-
pacitance and faradaic resistance show that neither the Warburg nor the charge
transfer resistance change abruptly enough with potential to account for the
sudden decrease in conductance (24). There is no evidence to dat. fc:m any of
the experimental techniques of the extent of monolayer adsorption, and there-
fore the nature of the blocking layer cannot be specified. As shown in Figure
1, when the cathodic sweep is reversed, a potential is reached at which the
Na2S2 redissolves, the conductance increases, and a cathodic spike occurs due
to reduction of Na2S 4 at the more negative potential suddenly imposed on the
electrode by the absence of the blocking layer. As the sweep continues in the
positive direction, a rapid change from reduction to oxidation occurs as the
material which was precipitated is oxidized. A current akin to a stripping cur-
rent is obtained. The potential at which the Na2 S 2 begins to be oxidized co-
incides with the equilibrium potential for the saturated melt, further identi-
fying the solid phase as Na 2S 2 . This can be clearly seen by comparing data
from Figures 7 and 8. The potential difference between (solid Na2 S2 /liquid
melt) and (liquid S/Na 2S 5 2 liquid melt) is 0.32V at 340 9C, as shown by the
potential difference between the horizontal lines in Figure 7 (35). An iR
corrected plot of sweep curves for compositions Na2 S3.0, Na 2 S 4 0 and Na 2 S5.2
is shown in Figure 8 (23). The three curves all superpose on the reverse
sweeps at -0.3 volt vs. Na 2S 5. 2 , indicating that the precipitated Na2 S 2 from
the three reduction processes redissolves at the potential of the Na2 S2 -sat-
urated melt. Peak A occurs at about the same potential in the three melts,
suggesting a common reduction process. The Na 2 S3 0 wave occurs over a narrower
potential range. The rest potential in Na 2 S3 Is negativee enough so that only
the second wave of the two-step reduction occurs. And, in fact, the current
function for a two-electron reversible Na2 S 3  reduction agrees with the theo-
retical value within a few percent, as shown 9y South et al. (22). It now be-
comes clear why the experimental values of the current funcation for Na 2S 4 and
Na2 S5 found by South et al. are less than the theoretical value for a two-
electron wave; namely, the theoretical current function for superposed waves
for two consecutive one-electron steps separated by -90 millivolts is 0.75
(sign according to Polcyn and Shain (36)). This valuggompares with the 1.26
value for a two-electron single step wave with the n factor included. The
experimental value of the separation for the two waves for Na 2S 2 and Na 2S 5 is
about -90 millivolts (24) when reduced to 25 0C, and therefore the current
function should be about 0.75. Using the data of South et al. (22) the value
for Na2S 5 is 0.67 and for Na2 S0 0.87. The fact that the Na2S3 is proposed to
by an equimolar mixture of Na 2S2 and Na2 S4 is well supported by the data in
Figure 8. The wave occurs at the same peak potential as the Na 2S4 wave, and
its peak current is less.

It is because of the two-step nature of the reduction wave that we
can be quite certain that the chemical disproportionation, S4 -+ 2S2 followed by
the one step reduction of S2 to S2, is not the reaction mechanism. In the
mechanism proposed below, S is written as iS2-S - for convenience only. The
reader is referred to Giggenbach (37) and Allen 138) for a discussion of the
various resonance forms, electronic configurations and bond energies of the
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tetrasulfide ion. The reaction proposed may proceed as a concerted reaction
as written, or the bond may break forming S2 and S2 with the second electron
then adding to the radical anion:

For Na2S5

For Na2S4 and Na2S3
4 2 =- S2 + e + -3 2

S 2 -S + e + S2' 3 2 
' 2

=S- - - 2S- S2 S +e - S +S

2 2 4- 22 3 2 3
2S + S + S

The cathodic peak B in Figure 1 does not appear to be due to a sepa-
rate reaction. If the cathodic sweep is stopped in the trough after peak A and
before peak B, the current rises to the level of peak B and then slowly falls.
Apparently, wave B is produced by a reorganization in the blocking Na 2S2 layer,
which causes a temporary decrease in resistance. This is not apparent In the
slower response of the autobalancing technique used with the a.c. bridge dif-
ferential conductance measurements shown in Figure 1, but becomes quite clear
with the faster response obtained when a lock-in amplifier was used to make
differential conductance measurements, as shown in Figures 9 and 10 (23). The
rise in conductance at -1.0 volt represents the reduction to Na 2S discussed
previously.

Occasionally at 0.01 V/sec sweep rate a wave C would begin at -. ,0
volt in agreement with the data of South et al. (22). It obviously is inAlved
with the reduction to Na 2S. In Figure 9 the conductance but not the sweep data
show the effect of the reduction. Apparently the reduction is occurring w-h-
out the formation of a wave; instead of the current decreasing in the cathodic
direction because of the thickening Na2 S2 layer blocking the access of Na2 S4 ,the current remains fairly constant due to the reduction to Na 2 S. The expected
chemical reaction, 2S' + S - 3S2 apparently results in a precipitation of
Na2S2. The chemically produced Na2S 2 probably does not block the electrode as
effectively as the electrochemically produced Na2 S2 *

The data in Figure 10 for Na2S 5 .2 are similar to those of Figure 9,
except that the differential conductance does not decrease very much after the
reduction peak, probably because of the reaction S2 + 2S5 + 3S4 discussed pre-
viously.

The anodic wave producing peak E in Figure 1 represents the oxidation
of tetrasulfide to sulfur. The differential conductance data indicate the for-
mation of a blocking sulfur layer (see also Figures 9 and 10). The height of
the peak compared to peak A is in excess of that expected for a two electron
wave with al rrmal current function. However, the value of the current function
(i.e., ip/v ) falls with increasing sweep rate. This suggests a following
chemical reaction based on the removal of sulfur from the electrode. The net
electrochemical and chemical reactions are postulated to be (23):

S + S4 + 2e

S4 + 2S4 + 2S6

S4 + 4S4 + 4S5
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The S can be further electro-oxidized and in this respect the reaction is
partially catalytic (8). However, the two chemical reactions and the electro-
oxidation of S5 can proceed only to an overall composition of Na!,S , the
composition of polysulfide phase in equilibrium with a separate Iiquid sulfur
phase in the temperature range of interest. The species. S4 and S6 were chosen
because of their proposed existence in liquid sulfur (39) and polysulfides (40),
respectively. The length of the sulfur and polysulfide chains could just as
well remain unspecified (e.g., S2 is known to exist in the liquid state) with-
out altering the kinetic interpretations.

The important aspect of the anodic reaction is not the catalytic part,
but the removal of the sulfur by chemical reaction. At faster sweep Mes, the
slower chemical reactions cannot remove the sulfur and therefore i /v de-
creases with sweep rate. Thus the peak current does not represent a diffusion
controlled process but a process of a chemical reaction removing a blocking
layer. This is why peak E shows erratic current flow. Furthermore, at fast
sweep rates, where the chemical reaction is too slow to remove the sulfur and
form soluble ions, little diffusion can occur. The reaction product, sulfur,
is immiscible in the melt, and the product cannot dilute the reactant. There-
fore the current increases with little concentration polarization, the slope of
the i/E curve being nearly equal to the conductance of the melt. The current
peak is determined by the blocking of the electrode by sulfur. On the reverse
sweep, the sulfur layer disappears at +0.4V and the trace nearly superimposes
over the forward trace (23) (Figure 11). A possible explanation of the slight
separation of the forward and reverse trace is that some diffusion is taking
place. This diffusion may be due to a small amount of chemical reaction with
the sulfur, as discussed previously.

In Figure 12 (23), a partial pre-oxidation of lower polysulfides to
higher polysulfides is observed prior to the oxidation to sulfur. The quantity
of charge should increase from Na2S to Na 2 S3 , as evident in Figure 12. The
difference in the peak currents at Ehe slower sweep rate shown in Figure 12 is
an indication of the difference in chemical reaction rate of sulfur with S
(in Na2S3 ), S4 and SS (23). In support of this rate sequence is the observation
that if the sweep is stopped at the anodic limit, then the sulfur layer covering
the electrode is removed only slowly in Na S (determined by the slow drift of
the OCV back to the original OCV). The drifE rate back to the original OCV
varies in the order S > S > S5. Note also that the current in the return sweep
in the sulfur saturated Na2S5 melt exceeds the current in the forward sweep in
Figure 12. This is probably due to convective flow, the density of sulfur being
less than the density of Na 2 S3 , Na 2S 4 or Na 2 S . Finally, at the intermediate
sweep rate of 0.1 V/sec of Figure 12, the conductance data clearly show that,
when the electrode is suddenly blocked by sulfur, the current falls Figures 9
and 10); the current for Na2Sq remains high for a long time (Figure 12) and the
conductance does not fall until the current begins to drop. At high sweep rates
when the sweep is in the cathodic direction first or the potential is held at
the cathodic potential of peak A prior to the anodic sweep, a new peak F appears
(23,24) shown in Figure 13 (compare with Figure 11). The exidation peak of
Na 2S 2 is absent, probably because the sweep rate is in excess of the dissolution
rate of Na 2S 2 in the melt. However in keeping with the same sequence of chemical
reaction rates noted above for sulfur with the polysulfides, we would expect
solid Na2S2 or Na2S on the electrode surface to react very rapidly with the sul-
fur formed on the electrode. Thus peaks E and F may be postulated to be like
an ECE mechanism, with S4 remaining adsorbed on the electrode:
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S + S4 + 2e

2S2 (ads) + S4 + 2S4 (ads)

S4 (ads) + S4 + 2e

South et al. (22) state the i /vl/2 constant with sweep rate for their
anod f 2 peaks, whereas we fouRd i /v m decreased. They state that in Na 2S4
i /v was more than twice the &lue obtained for the cathodic results, and
in Na 2S 5 it was less than half the corresponding cathodic value. We suggest
their sweep rate range, 10 mv/sec to 50 tysec, was too limited for a good con-
clusion concerning the cytancy of i 1 /v with sweep ra te; also that their
observations on the ip/v comparisons to the cathodic values are a proof of
the cheni;al reaction rates proposed, since if the anodic process were dif-
fusion controlled, the i /v values would be in closer agreement for Na2 S4and Na 2S and would also agree more closely with the cathodic values; and
finally that an electrode surface which was not restored to its virgin state
and remained coated with Na2 S, for example, would sho/ he effect of the more
rapid chemical reaction of sulfur with Na2 S2, and i /v would not drop as
rapidly with increasing sweep rate. The only high Leep rate data obtained by
South~ t al. were a few cyclic sweeps. These data e e not used in their
i /v plots, but do show a large decrease in i /v for the anodic peak (22).
They also mention that their anodic chronopotentdometric results were not in
accord with the Sand equation.

If sulfur is deposited on the electrode anodically, in the following
cathodic sweep (Figure 14) a wave suggesting a catalytic mechanism is obtained
(1,23): - - -

S4 + 2e + 2S2

2S + S4 + 2S

where the first reaction is the two step charge transfer discussed previously.
The second step. identical to that discussed for the anodic peaks, is a
pseudo-first order reaction in which the activity of sulfur is constant be-
cause of its presence as a separate phase. The cathodic wave in Figure 14 is
in accord with the Nicholson-Shain criteria (8) for a catalytic reaction. The
main features are the increased cathodic current, the presence of a limiting
current rather than a current peak, the lack of hysteresis on the reverse sweep,
and the return to the normal peak A at fast sweep rates. The breakup of the
blocking sulfur layer can be seen as a small blip at -0.1 volt (confirmed also
by a rise in conductance to about half the value at the virgin electrode). The
first order rate constant is 0.2 sec- , calculated on the basis of the ratio of
the limiting kinetic current to the pure diffusion current (8) for peak A. The
value of this rate constant can be of direct importance to the understanding
and designing of the sulfur electrode in the sodium-sulfur cell. Sixty percent
of the discharge capacity of the cell involves discharge from a two phase
S/Na 2S 5 .2 melt, therefore the catalytic reduction mechanism just described is
operative.

In order to determine the conditions under which cell electrodes might
become blocked with sulfur layers, a vertical graphite rod electrode suspended
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in a large volume of Na 2S 5 .2 melt at 3200 was operated at various anodic con-
stant current levels (2 ). The experiment was repeated in an Na2 S4 .7 melt.
The results are shown in Table I.

TABIE I
DURATION OF LOW POLARIZATION. COrs TAN1 CURRENT AT 320 OC

ON GRAPHITE (ULTRA CARBON CORP. UF4S)

Na2S5.2+ S Na2S4.7

Current Time Curreng Time
(ma/cm ) (minutes) (ma/cm) (rninutes)

5.0 1230 17.5 1188
10.0 25 25.0 84
15.0 12 63.5 4

The polarization was negligible at the graphite electrodes for the
time periods shown. Then within seconds the polarization increased to 15 volts,
the limit of the constant current power supply. On some of the voltage traces,
the final period before the blocking layer formed showed small irregular blips,
indicating convective removal of sulfur. The initial negligible polarization
in both melts and the higher current levels in the Na234 7 as compared with
those in Na 2 5 . 2 are in accord with the kinetic observations made with respect
to Figure 12 * The sudden blocking of the electrode is in accord with the obser-
vation previously mentioned that the electrode surface slowly becomes less active.
At OCV the blocking sulfur layer disappeared in minutes, but it took many hours
before the graphite recovered ics activity. If the constant current experiments
were repeated before full recovery of activity, the time period prior to the sud-
den blocking was considerably shortened. Polarizations approaching -1.0 volt
tended to hasten the recovery of the electrode but the effect was not nearly as
dramatic as that at the vitreous carbon microelectrode discussed previously.

A vertical stainless steel rod electrode under thI same experimental
conditions in Na2S. 2 at 320 0C was operated at 500 ma/cm' for 20 hours at negli-
gible electrode polarization (24). No blocking layer developed, nor did the
electrode corrode. Stainless steel appears to be anodically protected in the
polysulfide melts rich in sulfur; just as stainless steels can be anodically
protected in aqueous media.

A preliminary explanation for the anodic results at stainless steel
compared with graphite in the two-phase region may be found in the different
wicking and wetting characteristics of the two materials. Contact angles were
measured for molten sulfur and Na2S4 on graphite, vitreous carbon and AISI 446
stainless steel (24). The results on the metal surface were independent of the
surface preparation of the metal (i.e., etched in HC1, oxidized in air at 800 OC,
untreated or freshly abraded). In a helium atmosphere at 318 0C, the contact
angles for Na2S4 were approximately: on graphite, 1000; on vitreous carbon, 1000;
on stainless steel, 0-50; in helium at 282 C, the contact angle for sulfur on
all three materials was 20-300, Over the period of 45 min., the contact angle
for Na2 S4 changed only on the vitreous carbon, going from 1000 to 700. These
data are preliminary estimates, since the molten materials were not in equili-
brium with their vapors and since ao attempt was made to clearly define the dif-
ference between advancing and rec ,ing contact angles. Furthermore, the effect
of potential on contact angle wai riot obtained. However, the difference in wet-
ting of the metal and the graphit by Na2S4 is so extreme, that it is likely
that the metal does not become blocked by sulfur at anodic potentials because
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it is not preferentially wetted by sulfur.
More work is needed on the nature of the sulfur/carbon interaction.

It is hoped that further experimental work will yield values for the extent of
surface coverage 9 by sulfur on graphite and vitreous carbon electrodes. The
observed time-dependent blocking of the electrode is reminLscent of passivation
effects observed in other systems. The adsorption-desorption kinetics of sul-
fur on various electrode surfaces are undoubtedly complex. The wetting obser-
vations made above provide only a preliminary approach to the problem.
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ABSTRACT

Calcium is an attractive negative electrode material for use
in secondary cells because of its great abundance, low equivalent
weight, and high reaction energy. In this study, a number of
secondary, molten-salt calcium cells having capacities of up to
20 A-hr were evaluated in terms of their charge-discharge charac-
teristics. The negative electrodes were compounds of calcium and
either aluminum or silicon, the electrolytes were mixtures of

calcium chloride and alkali halides and the positive electrodes
were iron sulfide (FeS). These cells generally exhibited high
ampere-hour efficiency, good electrode utilization, and a voltage
slightly higher than that of comparable lithium cells.

INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of secondary electrochemical cells are under development
for application to utility load-leveling and electric-vehicle propulsion.
These applications place stringent demands on battery cost, power, and cycle
life. The trend has been toward high-temperature, alkali-metal cells which
are expected ultimately to be capable of long cycle life and of delivering
high specific energy (up to 200 W-hr/kg) and power (up to 100 W/kg) at oper-
ating temperatures ranging from 350 to 500*C. These and other more conven-
tional cells under development at laboratories in the U.S. and abroad are
the subject of recent reviews 1-3 and of many of the papers in this symposium.
Secondary alkali metal/sulfur cells that employ either a solid electrolyte,
e.g., Na/S-alumina/sulfur, or a liquid electrolyte, e.g., Li-Al/LiCl-KC1/iron
sulfide, are at advanced stages of development, with studies now directed
toward improvements in cycle life and cost. However, the relatively high
fabrication cost and fragile nature of $-alumina and the low abundance of
lithium, and thus its relatively high cost, may ultimately impose a limit
on widespread application of these devices. Consequently, second-generation
sys. ems are being sought that circumvent the potential problems. The search,
which focused on molten-salt/solid-electrode combinations for good electro-
chemical characteristics and ease of fabrication, led to the present investi-
gation of rechargeable calcium high-temperature cells.

Calcium, an alkaline-earth element, has high abundance, relatively low
equivalent weight, and high reaction energy with common positive electrode
materials. Its properties, which are compared with those of lithium and
sodium in Table I, appear to make calcium a very attractive electrode
material. However, it has found application in the past only in the so-
called thermal batteries which contain LiCl-KCI electrolyte and are designed
to provide high power for a brief time after the electrolyte is melted. 1p4
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Table I. Selected Properties of Calcium, Lithium, and Sodium

Ca Li Na

Abundance, wt % of earth's crust 3.63 0.0065 2.83

Equivalent Wt., g/g-equiv. 20 6.94 23

Melting Point, *C 842-848 179 97.81

Boiling Point, C 1487 1317 892

Density, g/cm3  1.54 0.534 0.97

Emf vs. FeS at 500C,a 1.86 1.65 1.19

Specific Energy for Cell with FeS at 500*Ca 780 870 480

Decomposition Voltage of Chloride at 500*Cb 3.534 3.646 3.519

aCalculated for reaction to form Fe + MS, where M= 2 Li, 2 Na or Ca; Refs. 7-9.

bRef. 10

For this specialized application, rechargeability is not a requirement, and
the cells, as designed, are definitely not rechargeable. A major impediment
to rechargeability is the tendency for calcium to form a liquid-metal Li-Ca
alloy by reaction with the cell electrolyte, LiCl-KC1. The liquid metal thus
farmed tends to flow out of the negative electrode structure and short the
cell. In sodium/sulfur cells, where liquid metal is unavoidable, shorting is
prevented through use of a solid electrolyte, whereas in lithium cells, the
problem is circumvented by formation of solid intermetallic compounds of
lithium with aluminum5 or silicon 6--at some cost in cell voltage and specific
energy.

Calcium, like lithium and in contrast to sodium, forms compounds with
aluminum1 1 (CaA12 and CaAl4 ) and silicon

12 (Ca2Si, CaSi and CaSi2 ) that are
stable solids at cell operating temperature. The use of these compounds
eliminates liquid-metal formation and makes the calcium cells rechargeable
(even in CaCl 2-NaCl electrolyte, where calcium alone converts almost entirely
to sodium). Examples are given of rechargeable Ca-Al/FeS and Ca-Si/FeS cells
operated in 5 mol % CaCl2 , 55 mol % LiCl, 40 mol% KCl electrolyte (mp, 345*C)
and in the Downs-cell electrolyte, 13 53 mol% CaCl 2 , 47 mol % NaCl (mp, 506

0 C).*
The CaCl2-LiCl-KC1 electrolyte offers the advantages of a much lower melting
point, but contains an expensive ingredient, LiCl, that may also complicate
the cell chemistry through the added participation of lithium in electrode
reactions. The use of calcium-alloy electrodes instead of lithium-alloy elec-
trodes in this electrolyte may be viewed as a means of extending available
lithium supplies by a factor of two. The CaCl2-NaC1 electrolyte contains
only low-cost ingredients (and has a much higher mole fraction of calcium),
but its high melting point poses serious materials problems. A variety of
other eutectic compositions, melting at 425-460*C, are known for mixtures of

*
This salt is normally used for electrolytic production of sodium, but prefer-
ential calcium-compound formation (e.g., CaA14) causes calcium to reduced
at a voltage much lower than that required for sodium reduction. Liquid
sodium formation is thus avoided.
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calcium chloride with lithium, potassium, and ;.odium chlorides, 14 and various
low-melting mixtures containing fluoride and bromide ion are also possible.
For example, a salt of the composition 53 mol % CaC1 2 , 42 mol % NaBr, 5 mol %
KF melts at 457*C, a melting point that is fifty degrees lower than that of
the Downs-cell electrolyte. These alternative electrolytes provide a spectrum
of calcium-ion and lithium-ion contents and can be used to modify cell per-
formance and cost.

The primary objectives of this first investigation of secondary calcium
cells were to demonstrate their rechargeability and to obtain preliminary data
on cell performance characteristics for comparison with Li-Al/LiCl-KC1/FeS
cells. 1 5  The cells described were not optimized with respect to positive
electrode composition (possible substitutes for FeS include Fe 304 and FeS 2),
electrolyte composition (as noted above), or electrode thicknesses and load-
ings. Experience with lithium-cell systems 1 5 ,16 indicates that major improv-
ments in performance can be expected upon optimization of the various cell
components and cell design.

EXPERIMENTAL

The cell electrolytes were prepared from reagent-grade anhydrous chemicals
in the case of CaCl2-NaCl mixtures or from reagent-grade CaCl 2 and high-purity
LiCl-KC1 of eutectic composition obtained from Anderson Physics Laboratories,
Incorporated, Champaign, Illinois. The reagent-grade chemicals were vacuum-
dried at temperatures of 300 to 500*C to eliminate water, and the CaCl2-NaCl
melts were treated with sodium, Ca 2Si, or CaA12 at 550*C under a helium atmc-
sphere to remove reducible impurities (principally hydroxide, which evolved
hydrogen on chemical reduction). The electrolytes, which were clear and free
of suspended particulates, were used without further treatment. Electrolysis
with a glassy-carbon positive electrode and a stainless steel negative elec-
trode was shown to be an effective means of freeing the CaCl2-NaCl electrolyte
from impurities. However, this time-consuming procedure was not routinely
used, since it did not appear to be necessary. (For long-term cell operation,
electrolyte purified by the electrolysis method may be required.)

The electrodes had thicknesses of 0.7-0.9 cm and areas of 7-25 cm2.
Negative electrode compounds (CaA12 and Ca2Si powders) were either prepared
pyrometallurgically or generated within the cell by starting the cell in an
uncharged state using Al, Si, or CaSi2 powders. The positive electrodes were
prepared either from FeS or, in the case of uncharged cells, from CaS and
iron powders. The electrode materials were checked for impurities by metallo-
graphic and X-ray methods. Generally, only minor levels of impurities (mainly
A1203 , CaO, SiO 2) were found.

Electrode ingredients were usually dispersed in a small amount of molten
electrolyte, and this mixture was frozen and reground. The resulting powder
was vibrated into an iron Retimet* structure, which served as a current col-
lector, and this assembly was welded into an electrode housing. The electrode

faces were covered with zirconia fabric, and iron or stainless steel screens

were welded on for particle retention. The positive electrode was sewn within
a BN fabric separator. In some of the early cells (SC-1, SC-2, SP-2, LR-1),

*
A foam-like material of 95% porosity manufactured by Dunlop Ltd., England.
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the salt dispersal step was omitted, and the electrode was infiltrated with
electrolyte during cell startup. However, this procedure led to a distribu-
tion of active materials that was less uniform than the salt-dispersal method.
In one of the cells (SP-2), the positive electrode housing and current col-
lector were an alumina cup and molybdenum screens, respectively, instead of
the usual iron housing and Retimet collector (this construction was not used
in later cells because of fabrication difficulties). All of the electrolyte-
and electrode-preparation steps were conducted in helium-atmosphere gloveboxes
maintained at high purity by a combination of molecular sieves and a liquid-
nitrogen-cooled charcoal absorber.

A schematic of a typical cell assembly is shown in Fig. 1. In this con-
figuration the positive electrode is at the bottom of the cell. The assembled
cells were operated in wells attached to the helium boxes and heated by
external furnaces. The wells could be sealed and were equipped with baffles
for temperature control and with a vacuum pump for removal of residual gases
from the cells. The ability to alternately evacuate and backfill the furnace
wells with helium proved to be quite important because this procedure was
needed to cause electrolyte penetration through the BN fabric separator and
to remove occluded gases from the electrodes. The cells were driven at con-
stant, preselected charge-discharge currents with a regulated direct-current
power supply equipped with a meter relay that automatically reversed the
power-supply polarity at preset charge and discharge cutoff voltages. Cell
voltage and current were monitored with dual-pen, strip-chart recorders and
with digital voltmeters, and current was integrated electronically for each
half-cycle for determination of ampere-hour efficiency. Electrodes from ter-.
minated cells were cross-sectioned and examined by metallographic and X-ray
methods to determine the compounds that had formed and the distribution of
active material.

- ALUMINA OR BN TUBE

IRON LEADS

SS BEAKER

MOLTEN -SALT
ELECTROLYTE

BN CLOTH

Fig. 1. Typical Cell Design (bottom electrode, with
BN wrapping, is the FeS positive electrode).
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Aluminum and silicon electrodes were also tested in the special cell,
shown in Fig. 2, which had a counter electrode consisting of a pool of
Na-5 wt % Ca. The apparatus was intended to provide a means of obtaining
both emf and extended cycling data for the Ca-Al and Ca-Si compounds. How-
ever, these tests had to be terminated after only a few cycles because the
Na-Ca pool electrode slowly wet and reduced the surface of the alumina tube
causing shorting. Degradation of the BN fabric wrapper on the test electrode
was also observed; therefore, this method of testing electrodes was not pur-
sued further. However, preliminary information was obtained on electrode
voltage and cycling characteristics in CaCl2-NaCl electrolyte during these
tests.

=-

SS LEADS

ALUMINA TUBE

=

S S CONTAINER
12 cm DIA . 30cm LG

S S BAFFLES TO
CONDENSE Na

No- 5w1 % Ca
(LIQUID METAL)

CaC1 2 - NaCI
MOLTEN SALT

(550*C)

- SS BEAKER

-ELECTRODE

Fig. 2. Negative-Electrode Test Cell (the Na-Ca
pool is the counter electrode).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A summary of cycling data for the calcium alloy/FeS cells is given in
Table II. Except for Cell SP-5, the calcium alloy/FeS cells had high ampere-
hour efficiencies and exhibited little decline in available capacity during
cycling. The characteristics of the cells with CaCl2-NaCl as the electrolyte
are described first and in some detail because they represent a new class of

cells and thus pose more difficult problems.

Cells with CaCl9-NaC1 Electrolyte

Cell SP-2 was started with a CaA12 negative electrode of 6 A-hr capacity.
However, after the first discharge, which yielded 4 A-hr, the cell proved to
be rechargeable only to 3 A-hr, which is equivalent to the compound CaA14.

*- -
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Table II. Cycling Data for Ca-Al/FeS and Ca-Si/FeS Cells

Cell Composition A-hr Total A-hr
No.a and Capacity Cyclesb Eff., % Discharged

CaC1-NaC1 Electrolyte (550*C

SP-2 CaA14 (3 A-hr)/FeS (11 A-hr) 14 98 38
SP-5 Ca2Si (11 A-hr)/FeS (9 A-hr) 8 85 32

CaC17-LiCl-KC1 Electrolyte (460 C)

LR-1 CaAl2 (15 A-hr)/FeS (15 A-hr) 36 99+ 253
LR-2 Ca2Si (20 A-hr)/FeS (15 A-hr) 15 99+ 130
LR-3 Ca2Si (20 A-hr)/FeS (15 A-hr) 33 96 270

aAll cells assembled in charged state except LR-3 (uncharged).

All cells terminated voluntarily for metallographic examination except SP-5,
which showed a marked decline in capacity.

Consequently, the cell was operated on the CaAl plateau, which had an emf of
1.40 V. Figure 3 shows, in addition to a normal cycle D8-C8, the result of
an attempt to charge the upper plateau (equivalent to CaA12 ) by increasing
the ampere-hour charged to 4.0. This led to a high initial voltage region in
the following discharge (D-10), but no increase in cell capacity. Thus the
ampere-hour efficiency on this overcharge cycle was poor (75%). Subsequent
cycles with normal charges exhibited a decreased, but stable, capacity of
2 A-hr as a consequence of the overcharge. Cell SC-1, which consisted of an
aluminum test electrode and a sodium-calcium pool electrode, complemented
Cell SP-2; Cell SC-1 showed only a single plateau, at an emf of 0.40 V vs.
sodium (see Fig. 4), rather than the two plateaus expected for successive
formation of CaAl and CaA1 2 . A CaAl 4 /FeS cell, designated SP-4, of 10 A-hr
capacity was constructed using pyrometallurgically prepared CaAl4 rather than
CaA12 . This cell had a single, 1.40-V plateau, and thus confirmed the con-
clusions drawn from Cell SP-2. However, the celV. was operated for only two

2 --O

486mA/cm') CHARGE -

W Ce(43m A/cmta )

FZ 6mA/cm ) N 1 HAR

CELL SP-2
CoAl4 (3A-hr)/CoCl-NoCI/F.S (IOA-hr)

J TEMP 30* C0 . AREA . 7cmt (neg), 19cm t (pos), R" l8Omohm

0A-hr 2 3

Fig. 3. Cell SP-2 Voltage Curves (dashed curve followed
an overcharge; current density calculated
from negative electrode area).
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900-

800 CELL SC-I
No-5 WI % Ca/CoCI 2 -NoCI/A

E 700 TEMP " 550 *C , R 0.1 ohm

o Al ELECTRODE, 15.6 cm 2, 5.5 A-hr (as CaA14 )

c 00

CoAl 4 DISCHARGE # I
o400 ( 25 mA /cm2)

300
-J

W 200 CoAl4 CHARGE #1

(25 mA/cm2)

100

0 -
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

A-hr

Fig. 4. Formation and Discharge of CaA14 ,

cycles (6 A-hr and 10 A-hr cycles at 93% ampere-hour efficiency) before devel-
oping a short. Its operation was thus less satisfactory than that of Cell SP-2.

An interesting thermodynamic calculation can be made from the cell emfs
and the voltages in Table I, recalculated for 550*C. The sum of the emfs of
Cells SP-2 (CaAl4/FeS) and SC-1 (Na-Ca/Al) is 1.80 V, and a calcium metal
electrode is expected to be 0.03 V more negative than the sodium pool elec-
trode (from the metal chloride decomposition potentials). Thus, the emf of a
hypothetical Ca/FeS cell in CaCl2-NaCl electrolyte is 1.83 V, in good agree-
ment with a calculated value at 550*C of 1.834 V. Also, the emf ofa Ca/CaAl4
cell is 0.40 + 0.03 V, and thus the calculated free energy of formation of
CaAl4 at 550C is -20 kcal.

The CaAl4/FeS cells were terminated near full charge, and the electrodes
were examined metallographically. The SP-2 positive electrode, which con-
tained excess FeS, had a sharp boundary between finely divided, well-reacted
FeS and coarser, unreacted FeS. The reacted region was closest to the nega-
tive electrode. The major phase found in the negative electrodes was CaAli,
which was readily distinguished by its reddish tint. Only minor isolated
zones of another phase were found; this phase was present at electrolyte/CaAL
interfaces and appeared to be CaAl 2. It was concluded that electrochemical
formation of CaA12 in these CaCl2-NaCl cells either was kinetically hindered
or occurred at a potential too close to sodium potential for the electrode to
be easily charged. This result was disappointing because the CaA12 compound
has a much lower equivalent weight than does CaAl4 . The theoretical specific
energy of the 1.40-V CaAl4/FeS (550*C) cell is a modest 320 W-hr/kg. Compar-
able figures for the 2-V lead-acid cell and the 1.33-V Li-Al/FeS (4500C) cell
are 160 and 460 W-hr/kg, respectively.

The Ca2Si/FeS cell has a theoretical specific energy of about 560 W-hr/kg.
This value was calculated from the emfs of the three plateaus for Cell SP-5,
shown in Fig. 5, and an assumption that the negative-electrode discharge reac-
tions corresponded to the reaction sequence:

Ca2 Si + CaSi + CaSi 2 * Si
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CELL SP-5
Ca2 Si(IIA-hr)/CC 2 - NoCI/FeS(9A-hr)

p TEMP.550*C, AREA. 25crr.2 , R " 200mohm

08

W (CHA(RGE)C-

V (00mA/cm2 )

J 10mA/cm2 )

(DIlSCHARGE

0.6-1- - -- -- -
0 I 2 3 4 5 6

A -hr

Fig. 5. Cell SP-5 voltage Curves.

The poor behavior of the pool-electrode Na-Ca/Si cell (Fig. 6) prevented
coulometric measurement of the capacities of the compounds formed and measure-
ment of thermodynamic properties. However, the discharge curve in Fig. 6
showed that the Ca-Si electrode had three plateaus and gave an indication of
the plateau voltages to be expected from operation of a Ca 2Si/FeS cell. In
such a cell (SP-5), plateau emfs were determined from open-circuit measure-
ments. These plateau emfs (1.65, 1.35, and 1.28 V) and the calculated emf
of Ca/FeS (1.834 V at 550*C) permitted an approximate determination of the
free energy of formation of the compounds, Ca2Si (-32 kcal), CaSi (-24 kcal)
and CaSi 2 (-25 kcal), from their elements at 550*C. Enthalpies of these com-
pounds have been reported as follows: Ca2Si (-50 kcal), CaSi (-36 kcal) and
CaS12 (-36 kcal). 17 Thus, large, positive entropies appear to be involved,
as is the case with lithium silicides. 1 8

800 --- -T--1 --

Co ~ SI DISCHARGE * 2
E 600 (64mA/cm) -

c
~. CELL SC -2

400 -- No-Swt %Co /CoCI 2 -NoCI/Si

TEMP 550'C, R 0.I ohm
Si ELECTRODE, 156cm 2 , 36A-hr(o Co2S

> 200

WCox Si CHARGE 02 2
(64mA/cm=)

0

-100 - 2 3 4 5 6 7
A-hr

Fig. 6. Formation and Discharge of Ca-Si Compounds.
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Cell SP-5 exhibited a rather poor ampere-hour efficiency and its avail-
able capacity declined from 6 to 3 A-hr in eight cycles. Another cell of the
same type gave almost identical results (an ampere-hour efficiency of 86% and
a decline in available capacity from 8 to 3 A-hr in six cycles). A metallic
deposit noted on the cooler portions of the furnace well during operation of
these cells appeared to be condensed sodium vapor, and, after a few cycles of
successful cell operation, the normally smooth cell voltage curves exhibited
occasional steps of 10 to 30 mV. Thus, a variety of problems were encountered.
Two possible causes were found through postoperative examinations of the cells
and a calculation of the sodium vapor pressure. Metallographic examination
of the negative electrode showed that the Ca-Si compounds were present as
small (5100 um), individual crystallites in relatively poor contact with the
Retimet current collector. (The active materials in other negative electrodes
examined were in the form of interconnected, porous masses in good contact
with the Retimet.) The value calculated for the activity of Na in equilibrium
with Ca2Si, from the 150-mV difference in emf between Ca2Si and a sodium pool,
was 0.12, and the sodium vapor pressure (11.5 mm for pure sodium) was thus
1.4 mm. The combination of poor electrode morphology and capacity loss through
sodium vaporization may well account for the poor cell behavior. Steady-state
polarization characteristics of these cells were also poor (about 15 Q-cm2 at
mid-discharge), but these may be improved markedly when the other problems are
corrected through development of a better negative electrode design and con-
struction of sealed cells. (Development of engineering-scale cells was beyond
the scope of this study.)

None of the cells in CaCl2-NaCl electrolyte were studied from the stand-
point of the effect of current-density increases on discharge capacity because,
at this early stage of development, observation of possible mechanisms for
decline in capacity (at constant current) were considered to be of more impor-
tance. However, data obtained when occasional changes in current density were
made during cycling showed that the cell polarization increased linearly with
current density; moreover, cell resistances, which were obtained by current
interruption measurements and are given in each figure, remain nearly constant
once the cells were well outgassed. Thus, the polarization behavior of these
cells is similar to that observed12 in Li-Al/metal sulfide cells.

Cells with CaCl2-LiCl-KC1 Electrolyte

The calcium alloy cells performed reasonably well in CaCl2-LiCl-KC1 elec-
trolyte, as shown by the cell data in Table II. Discharge curves of voltage
vs. capacity obtained at current densities up to 160 mA/cm2 , are shown in
Figs. 7-10. A 20 mA/cm2 charge curve is also plotted in each of the figures,
and the beginning of charge is aligned with the end of the corresponding
20 mA/cm2 discharge for purposes of charge-discharge comparisons. Note that
two of the cells, LR-2 and LR-3, have the same active materials and electrode
capacities, but were started in a charged and an uncharged state, respectively.
The major difference, however, was not the initial state of charge, but the
inclusion of 100-mesh stainless steel retainer screens inside the Ca2Si elec-
trode of Cell LR-3 to prevent migration of Ca2Si out of the Retimet current
collector. Postoperative metallographic examination of the cells showed that
the screens were effective retainers. In Cell LR-2, much of the negative-
electrode active material was located between the retimet and zirconia-cloth
retainer furthest from the positive electrode, whereas in Cell LR-3, the
active material was well-contained inside the Retimet. The polarization of
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Fig. 7. Cell LR-1 Voltage Curves at
Various Current Densities.
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Fig. 8. Cell LR-2 Voltage Curves at
Various Current Densities.
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CELL LR-3
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Fig. 9. Cell LR--3 Voltage Curves at
Various Current Densities.
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Fig. 10. Cell LR-3 Voltage Curves for Cycle
Following High-Current Discharges.
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Cell LR-3 was only half that of Cell LR-2, as can be seen by comparing Figs.
8 and 9. Thus, this very simple modification in design has produced a signif-
icant improvement in cell performance. Metallographic examination showed that
Cell LR-1 would also have benefited from addition of internal screens. The
negative electrode material was well attached to the Retimet, but was located
in zones above and below the 6-mm thick Retimet.

Cell LR-1 was terminated at 50% charge, and portions of the metallographic
samples were submitted for X-ray examination. The examination showed CaA14
in the lower zone of the negative electrode (close to the positive electrode)
and a mixture of CaAl and Al in the upper zone. The LR-1 positive electrode
contained CaS, Fe and FeS. In Cell LR-2, which employed a Ca-Si negative
electrode, CaSi was identified. However, it had lattice parameters that were
slightly smaller than normal, which suggests that lithium was incorporated in
the compound. Involvement of both lithium and calcium in the negative-elec-
trode reactions is a strong possibility. Three Ca-Li-Si compounds (CaLiSi2 ,
Ca2LiSi 3 , and Ca 1.6 5 Li1.8 5 S14.0) have been reported. 1 9 These particular
silicides, which are rich in silicon, were not detected, of course, since
Cells LR-2 and LR-3 were terminated at full charge.

The cell-voltage curves in Figs. 7-10 also suggest involvement of both
lithium and calcium in electrode reactions. Cell LR-1, for example, had an
open-circuit potential that varied gradually from about 1.6 to 1.1 V with the
state of charge, and no easily recognized voltage plateaus were present
(Li-Al/LiCl-KC1/FeS cells have a constant emf of 1.33 V,1 5 and the CaAl4 /
CaCl2-NaCl/FeS cell, SP-2, had a well-defined plateau at 1.40 V). Cell LR-1.,
unlike Cell SP-2, was fully rechargeable, which also suggested involvement of
lithium in the negative electrode reaction. Nonlinear changes in polarization
with current density were yet another indication of mixed reactions. Again
using Cell LR-1 (Fig. 7) as an example, the 20 mA/cm2 discharge exhibited a
total polarization equivalent to approximately 8 9-cm2 at 50% discharge, but
the voltage difference between the higher current density curves indicates a
value of 3 Q-cm2 . Values for LR-3 were about 7 a-cm2 at low currents, 4 to
5 S-cm2 at intermediate currents, and 2 to 3 Q-cm2 at the highest currents.
(Similarly constructed LiAl/FeS cells exhibit a polarization equivalent to
about 3 Z--cm2 .1 5 The high polarization at low currents leads to an undesir-
ably large gap between the low-current charge and discharge curves. Watt-hour
efficiencies were 80%, 65%, and 75% for the 20 mA/cm2 cycles of Cells LR-1,
-2, -3, respectively.

There are, however, indications that calcium is a major contributor to
the cell reactions, aside from the X-ray identification of calcium compounds
in the electrodes. The high cell voltage of Cell LR-1 and the presence of
three more-or-less distinct plateaus in Cells LR-2 and LR-3 (rather than four
as in Li-Si systems6 ,14) indicate strong calcium participation at low currents.
The relatively low percentage of calcium ion (5 mol % CaCl 2) and high percent-
age of lithium ion (55 mol % LiCl) In the electrolyte tend to promote lithium
participation at higher currents and may be the reason for polarization non-
linearities. (Adjustments in the Ca++/Li+ ratio represent one area of future
cell modifications.)

One final aspect of the operation of Cell LR-3 Is of note. The curves
in Fig. 10 show the 20 mA/cm2 cycle that followed the high-current cycles.
It can be seen by comparing Figs. 9 and 10 that the high-voltage plateau
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decreased in capacity, and the cell, except for its better resistance, was
then similar to Cell LR-2 (Fig. 8). Thus, the highest voltage plateau appears
to be difficult to maintain in the present system. The plateau collapse can
be seen directly in Fig. 9. which suggests that the high currents caused the
collapse, but the return to low currents established the decline more defi-
nitely. The cell performed in a stable manner following the drop in high-
voltage capacity. This high-voltage-plateau problem may also be a consequence
of insufficient calcium ion, since calcium is needed for formation pf the
higher voltage compounds.

CONCLUSIONS

Rechargeability of calcium-alloy/FeS cells was demonstrated in two
molten-salt electrolytes, namely, CiC12-NaCl and CaC1 2-LiCl-KC1. Some problems
were encountered in maintaining capacities at the high-voltage plateaus, but
the cells generally operated quite well. Further studies to optimize the
cell-electrode design and the electrolyte composition thus appear justified.
This optimization is expected to lead to relatively inexpensive cells for use
in load-leveling and electric-vehicle applications.
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CATHODE SYSTEMS FOR ALUMINUM - MOLTEN CHLOROALUMINATE BATTERIES

C. Mamantov, R. Marassi,* and J. Q. Chambers

Department of Chemistry, The University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916

We have been concerned with the electrochemical characterization of sev-
eral potential cathode systems for batteries using low-melting (<200'C) molten
chloroaluminate (AlC13-NaCl mixtures) solvents. These melts offer several
advantages for molten salt battery applications,1' 2 such as the low liquidus
temperatures (for example, the ternary eut ctic AlCl 3-NaCl-KC1 (63.5-20-16.5
mole %) has a liquiduo temperature of 89C ) and high conductivity f for Tx.,
AlC13-kiCl (55-45 mole 2) has a specific conductivity of 0.317 ohm- cm at
200*C) . The use of solid aluminum as anode is a potential advantage since
aluminum is relatively inexpensive and has a small equivalent weight. In a
secondary battery, the problems associated with formation of aluminum dend-
rites upon charging remain go be solved although some progress in this area
has been recently reported.

The aluminum-chlorine battery utilizing molten chloroaluminates has been
investigated at Tyco Laboratories.6 It has a high theoretical energy density
(-1400 Whr/kg) and reasonable EW's (open circuit voltage, OCV, -2.1V). Prob-
lems associated with the use of the gaseous chlorine make the above battery,
however, somewhat less desirable. Therefore, continuing needs exist for other
cathode systems suitable for chloroaluminate melts.

We have investigated the following potential cathode systems in these
melts: fluorinated graphite with different fluorine content (CF0 85-lie
binary and ternary intercalation compounds, such as C-WC16 and C-A1C1 3-C1,
several quinones, and positive iodine and sulfur cations. The latter, involv-
ing positive oxidation state(s) of sulfur, is the most promising cathode uvs-
tem of those studied. High OCV's (-2.1V) and significant current densities
(-20mA/cm2 ) were obtained with the preliminary design of a cell involving
the system Snm+ /Al.

In order to arrive at a better understanding of the electrode reactions
occurring in charge/discharge processes in this cathode system, the electro-
chemical behavior of sulfur and sulfide in molten MaAlC1 4 saturated with NaCl
was investigated at different temperatures and with different electrode mat-
erials. In melts containing sulfur one reduction and one oxidation wave are
seen at tungsten and glassy carbon electrodes. At platinum two reduction
waves are observed. The oxidation waves are similar for all three electrode
materials.

Reduction of sulfur leads to the formation of sulfide the oxidation
leads to S(I) or S(II) depending upon the temperature, the higher oxidation
state being formed at higher temperatures. The data obtained in sulfur solu-
tions have been confirmed by the results obtained in melts containing Na 2S.

The mechanism for the electrochemical oxidation of sulfur apparently
involves a complex set of charge transfer and chemical steps.

*Presently at Istituto Chimico, Universita di Camerino, 62032 Camerino, Italy
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STUDIED O. THE NEGATIVE ALLOY ELECTRODE

Yasuhiko Ito', Norio Matsunaga"s, and Shiro Yoshitava"
* Department of Chemistry, Col:ege of Liberal Arts and Sciences,

Kyoto University, Sakyo, Kyoto, Japan
"" Department of Industrial Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering,

Kyoto University, Sakyo, Kyoto, Japan

ABSTRACT

Alkali metal alloy is a promising negative electrode for a
high perfamance battery. Energy density and power density of
such alloy electrodes can be discussed in relation to the phase
diagram. Liquid alloy is preferable when cycle life is exaggerat-
ed, and solid alloy is preferable from the cell disign aspect.
Experimental data to support such conclusions are shown in this
paper.

IrlODUCTION

High temperature battery using molten salt electrolyte is very ;rcaisinr
for a load leveling device. One of the reasons is its lov polarization, and
the other is that we can use alkali metal for a negative electrode active
mass, which shs high electromotive force. But when we try to use alkali
metal, some technical difficulties occur, such as metal tog formation and
corrosion of the cell materials. Further difficulty is its lov density.
Because of it, alkali metal floats up to the upper part of the cell, and hen-c,
the cell construction should be rather complex. To avoid such difficulties,
the use of solid electrolyte or the paste type electrolyte, or the wick elect-
rode etc. are proposed and developed elsewhere.

Another possible solution to such difficulties is to use alkali metal
alloy, ty which we can avoid metal fog formation and can design a simple cell
construction. This paper concerns with a detailed study or alkali metal alloy
electrode, by which basic concept in selecting high performance alloy electrode
can be established. As an example, alkali metal-chlorine battery using such
an alkali metal alloy electrode is discussed here, which reaction can be
written as follow.

Positive electrode Cl2 + 2e- ?Cl
Charge

Negative electrode Li(Ne) Li + e- + Me
Charge

Wx3IMENTAL NIOO AND APPARA"W

Fig. 1 (a) shows an experimental cell used to examine solid alloy elect-
rode. For a liquid alloy electrode, similar arrangement as shown in Fig. 1
(b) was used, too. Cell and cell holder is ande of pyrex glass and when we
needed long term operation, corundm cruicible was used for the cell. As
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electrolytes, LiCl-KC1 eutectic or LiCl-KC1-NaCl molten mixtures were used
depending on the situation. All reagents used were chemically pure grade,
which were dehydrated before use in a conventional manner (1). If necessary,
further pre-electrolysis was done to eliminate residual water and other un-
known contaminants. All experiments were carried out in a dried argon atmos-
phere. As a substrate metal of working electrode, zinc plate or aluminum
plate was used for a solid electrode and lead or tin was used for a liquid
electrode. To insulate molibdenum lead of negative electrode, alumina pipe
covered it. As a counter electrode, Sn-Zn-Li liquid alloy or chlorine elect-
rode war used depending on the situation. As a reference electrode, Li-Al
alloy reported by Yao (2) or chlorine electrode was used, also depending on
the situation. The Li-Al electrode was prepared by 'the electrolysis of LiCl-
KC1 eutectic cR~mt.

CLASSIFICATION OF ALLOY ELDCTRODEU

Alloy electrodes are devided into two categories, that is, liquid alloy and
solid alloy. As an example, let us consider Li-Zn alloy. Fig. 2 shows a
phase diagram of it, given by Hansen. When we start charging it from pure
Zn at 400 C, solid state is maintained until the Li concentration of 7 atomic
S. And when we start it at 450 C, liquid state is maintained until 10 atomic
S. Table 1 shows states of alloys at 450 C, expected from phase diagrams.
Liquid -' Solid in this table means the alloy which can be used as a liquid
at low concentration and can be used as solid at higher concentration.

E)W IMENFAL RESt3LTS AND DISCUMIM OF SOLID ALLOY ELZCTNODU

Effe(-t of the nunter of charge-discharge cycles
Y.1 r. : _ : v iyia: behavIor of the negative electrode when zinc plate was

used as a substrate. After charging with 10 mA/cm2 for a certain minutes,
this electrode was discharged with 100 mA/cm' until abrupt potential ri i
was observed. After that, discharging current was decreased to 50 mA/m,
by which potential went back to its proper position. Wben abrupt potential
rising appeared again at this current density, discharging current was de-
creased further. These edures were repeated until discharging current
reached some hundreds uA/ . During these procedures, care was paid to
keep the potential more negative than the dissolution potential of zinc plate
itself. During the repetition of such procedures, charge-discharge current
efficiencies and charge-discharge curves change with the nmber of charge-
discharge cycles.

Fig. 4 show current efficiencies as a function of the umber of cycles.
In this experiment, 20 atomic percent ( Li and K ) containing alloy prepared
by the charging of 50 mA/cm2 was discharged in the same way as above. Change
of charging curve with a umber of runs and that of discharging curve with it
obtained by a maa current density discharging are sbown in Fig. 5 and Fig.
6, respectively. Ia Fig. 4, total current efficiency rises !ram 50 5 to 90
x after several charge-discharge cycles. At the se time, discharging
electric quantity obtained by a 50 mA/cm 2 discharging increased from 1, % to
85 5, too. On the other hand, electric quantity obtained by a disebarge of
20 mA/cg2 decreases from the third run and becomes to contribute only few I,
at last. In Fig. 5, as the umber of runs increases, potential plateau at
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+0.27 V, +0.05 V, and -0.06 V ( vs. Lif/Li-Al ) appear more definitely and a
figure of curves becomes more smooth. Ir a discharging cruve of Fig. 6,
similar tendency can be observed. These might be explained by a slow mass
transfer from the bulk to the surface of the solid electrode, which is
accelerated by the structure change caused by a repetition of charge-discharge
cycles. After more than three times' repetition of them, remarkable current
efficiency change was not observed any more, and it stayed around 90 5 as can
be seen in Fig. 4. As an explanation of it, recombination of the produced
alkali metal with chlorine, redissolution of the deposited K into electrolyte,
and/or the trap of alkali metal inside the electrode etc. might be possible.
But the third one can not be regarded as a main reason, because, by it, Fig. 5
can not be explained. As mentioned above, repetition of the charge-discharge
cycle makes an active electrode, which is caused by an electrode structure
change. But by it, expansion or degradation of the electrode is anticipated,
which is not desirable from the viewpoint of cycle life. Then in a practical
cell, it might be necessary to use some kind of matrix to buffer this structure
change.

Fast discharge of the solid electrode
Fig. 9 shows discharging curves obtained at various current densities.

The used electrode was pre-treated by repeating several charge-discharge cycles
before obtaining these curves. Initial Li concentration of this electrode
was 10 atomic 5. Current efficiency stayed within 50 - 70 % in each dis-
charging, and this means rapid s.ass transfer rate in the electrode, as has
been expected. At 2 A/cm 2 , however, abrupt potential change was observed
even at the begining. But at 1 A/cm 2 , fairly stable potential could be
obtained. And for example, when we discharged it from the initial Li concent-
ration of 40 atomic 5, ten minutes' discharge of 1 A/cm2 %as possible. Table
2 summarizes the data read from Fig. 9. Power density vac calculated by assu-
wing the electrode thickness of 1 mm. This result shows high feasibility of
this type of cell.

EXPERIMNTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS OF LIQUID ALLOY ELECTRODE

Concerning with a cycle life, liquid alloy electrode seems more preferable.
Because, it does not change its structure at all by charge-discharge cycles.
And hence, it is worth examining liquid alloy electrode more detailedly in a
practical sense.

'.huvior of liquid alloy viectrodes in LiCI-KC1
An rmeni Ione I nbove, (-one,-nt. rit ion rang * t). used in a liquid state can

be anticipated from the phase diagram. For example, Li-Zn system can be used
as a liquid until 10 atomic % Li at 450C, but this liquid phase region is
rather narrow. Then it is necessary to seek for the other system that has a
vide liquid phase region. Li-Sn and Li-Pb systems are interesting in this
sense, which diagrams are shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 shows charge-discharge
curves obtained by the use of Li-Pb system in LiCl-KC1. As can be seen in
this figure, behavior of the liquid alloy differs from that of solid alloy
electrode. That is, in the case of liquid alloy, electrode potential shifts
gradually towards the negative potential as the charging electric quantity
increases, until -3.18 V. This final potential of -3.18 V corresponds to
the liquid-solid two phase co-existing region. Current efficiency of liquid
electrode is usually more than 95 % and effect of the repetition of charge-
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discharge cycles was not observed in this case. Hence liquid metal electrode
is more preferable from the cycle life vierpoints as mentioned at the top of
this chapter.

Behavior of liquid electrodes in LiCl-KCl-NaCl
From an economical viewpoint, possibly small amount of LiC should be used,

because it is rather expensive. In addition to this, an expectation to find
new suitable electrolyte for getting high performance battery, let us try the
addition of NaCl into LiCl-KCI system. Fig. 12 shows charge-discharge curves
obtained by the use of LiCl-KCl-NaCl electrolyte and liquid lead substrate.
The reason of using lead as a substrate is its feasibility of making liquid
phase both with Li and K in a fairly wide concentration range, and with Na in
a whole concentration range. From Fig. 12, solid formation of this alloy
electrode is suggested at the potential of -3.16 V. That is, this potential
suggests solid-liquid equilibrium. Comparing this result with that of Fig.
11, increase of charging capacity by the addition of NaCl is confirmed. Both
liquid and liquid-solid equilibrium phases are included in the discussion.
Fig. 13 shows more remarkable effect of NaCi addition, which was obtained by
a potentiostatic charging and subsequent constant current discharging. De-
tailed study of such effect is necessary in future.

UTILIZATION OF BOTH LIQUID AND SOLID PHASE AS AN ALLOY ELECTRODE

If we can use both liquid and solid phase as an active mass, capacity of
this electrode will increase very much. For example, with Li-Sn system,
electric quantity obtained from the alloy containing Li of 80 atomic 5 is
four times more than that obtained from the liquid alloy containing maximum
Li concentration of 50 atomic 5. To confirm such an idea, Li-Sn system was
examined in LiCl-KC1. Fig. 14 shows charge and discharge curve for this
electrode. Unfortunately, maximum charge capacity was only 50 % of the theo-
retically expected, when we charged at 100 mA/cu 2 , which is probably due to
the slow mass transfer in the solid elect-ode. At discharging, potential
plateau at -3.? V was observed, that is probably due to the solid alloy dis-
charge in a two phase co-existing region. Fig. 15 shows discharge curve ob-
tained by the same electrode at different current densities. Initial con-
centration was 67 atomic 5. Violent potential disturbance was observed at
the current density of 1 A/cu 2 , but otherwise, fairly high current efficiency
was obtained. Table 3 sumarises the results obtained from Fig. 15. Power
density of it is only about 10 % of that of Li-Zn system. It mainly comes
from the fact that the thickness of at least 3 M was necessary in stead of 1
- for solid electrode, to keep liquid electrode on the substrate. By the
way, the current efficiency was more than 90 % in each case.

COCLUDINO RDGAN

From a viewpoint of high current density and stable potential, solid elect-
rode is preferable and from that of cycle life, liquid alloy electrode is more
preferable. Utilisation of both liquid and solid phase is also possible.
Concerning with the electrolyte, lowering of the cost by an addition of NaCi
or other electrolyte will be an interesting subject in future.
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LITHIUM-SILICON ELECTRODES FOR HE
LITHIUM - IRON SULFIDE BATTERY

L. R. McCoy and S. Lai
Rockwell International

Atomic International Division
Canoga Park, Calif.

ABSTRACT

Lithium- ilicon negative electrodes are being developed at
Atomics International for use in high temperature (400*C) lithium-
irun sulfide load-leveling batteries. These electrodes discharge
in a series of voltage plateaus with an average open-circuit poten-
tial of 230 my positive to lithium. Four alloy compositions, solid
at temperatures below ~6000C, have been identified. Thermo-
dynamic data for the formation of each composition has been cal-
culated. Light weight structures providing current collection as
well as support and containment for the alloys have been found.
These electrodes have specific capacities in excess of 0.80 amp-
hr/cm 3 and 805 or more utilization of the theoretical capacity of
the active material has been obtained at current densities (40 ma/
cm2 ) of interest to load-leveling service with electrodes 0.64 cm
thick. Optimization studies are being made to determine the effect
of structural variables and specific capacity loading on electrode
performance.

INTRODUCTION

High temperature lithium-iron sulfide batteries are presently under
development at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and at the Atomics
International (Al) Division of Rockwell lnternati al for use in electric
utility load-leveling plants and electric vehicles. , 2 These batteries use a
molten KCf-LiC1 electrolyte and, therefore, operate at temperatures of
400*C or higher. The cell designs under study at both locations utilize iron
sulfide positive electrodes and porous ceramic separators resistant to
attack by the electrolyte and lithium.

Different approaches have, however, been taken with the lithium elec-
trode. ANL cells use a lithium-aluminum alloy with a potential, 303 my
positive to lithium metal at 400*C. Until last year, work at Al emphasized
the development of liquid lithium negative electrodes as these would provide
higher energy densities and very low negative electrode polarization, even
at high rates of charge and discharge. These electrodes used a porous
Feltmetal support with the liquid lithium retained in this structure by
capillary. forces. Despite significant advances in extending the life of these
electrodes by the use of "wetting" alloying additives such as copper and
ainc, slow capacity losses were experienced due to escape of lithum metal
in dispersed form during charge.

o F ormed under Rockwell International sponsored program.
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Because of this difficulty, a search was made to find solid alloys which
would provide more reliable containment of lithium but which would have a
more favorable potential vs lithium than does the lithium-aluminum alloy.
This work has resulted in the discovery of the lithium-silicon alloy electrode
at Al. This paper will describe the properties of this electrode and the cur-
rent status of the development effort.

MATERIALS

Lithium metal from Foote Mineral Division of Newmont Mining Company
was used in all experiments. Silicon, 97% pure, purchased from MCB was
used in the preparation of the alloys. Highly purified electrolyte salts were
purchased from Anderson Laboratories for the tests described below. Felt-
metals, used as porous electrode supports, are compacted and sintered
metal fiber materials produced by the Brunswick Corporation under that
trade name. Other metal supporting structures used in these investigations
are described below.

PROPERTIES OF LITHIUM-SILICON ALLOYS

Discharge of small electrodes prepared using alloy compositions con-
taining 60 wt % lithium disclosed the existence of four distinct voltage
plateaus corresponding to alloys solid at temperatures above 600*C. A
series of measurements were made to characterize these voltage plateaus
and to identify the alloy compositions corresponding to each.

A lithium-silicon electrode was prepared by impregnating a titanium
fiber mat (100-N wires, 70% porous, obtained from Gould, Inc. ) with a
molten alloy containing 60 wt % of lithium and 40 wt % of silicon at 7000 C.
Titanium was chosen for the supporting structure because the solubility of
this metal in lithium is low and it therefore resists attack by the molten
alloy during the impregnation process. A copper Feltmetal panel, impreg-
nated with pure lithium metal, was used as the counter-electrode. A nickel
Feltmetal panel, impregnated with pure lithium was used as the reference
electrode. The electrode leads were mounted through insulated feed-
throughs brazed to a close-fitting cover for a beaker containing the KCI-
LiCt eutectic salt electrolyte. A thermocouple well permitted the tempera-
ture of the electrolyte to be monitored.

The electrode was discharged through the successive voltage plateaus,
disregarding the first, substantially at the lithium potential. From the
known weight of the alloy in the electrode, and the quantity of charge passed
at each transition point, it was possible to calculate the alloy compositions
with fair precision. The variation in potential at each voltage plateau was
also measured over the range of 360 to 440*C. The variation of potential
with temperature was sufficiently linear that a straight line formula could
be written for each plateau using the least squares method. The voltage-
temperature relationship derived in this manner is shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1

EMF OF LITHIUM-SILICON ALLOYS VS
LITHIUM METAL

Voltage Plateau Temperature Dependence
at 400* C (mv) (my vs 'K)

+ 48 137.7 - 0.1336T

+158 276.5 - 0.1761T

+280 332. 1 - 0.0771T

+336 430.7 - 0.1402T

The experimentally determined compositions are shin in Figure 1
together with alloy compositions described in literature. The compo-
sitions, LiSSi and Li2Si, have been established with some certainty. The
empirical formula, Li4.jSi, is more likely to be Li4Si. More precise tests
will be required to establish the exact stoichiometric ratio. No reference
has yet been found to a composition even approxlmating that of Li2.8Si.

From the temperature dependence of the electrode potentials shown in
Table 1, it is possible to calculate AS&0 and, in turn, AH 0 and AG#0 using
the usual well-known thermodynamic relationships. The results or such
calculations appear in Table 2.
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TABLE 2

THERMODYNAMIC DATA FOR LITHIUM-SILICON
ALLOYS AT 4006 C

Alloy AGfo ASg* dHfo
(Kcal/mole) (eu) (Kcal/mole)

Li 5 Si -26.4 -15.9 -37. 1

Li 4 . Si -25.4 -13.2 -34.3

Li2 .8Si -20.7 - 7.9 -26.0

Li2Si -15.5 - 6.5 -19.9

From Figure 1 it can be seen that the more lithium-rich alloy, LiSSi,
contains 55 wt % of lithium, establishing the maximum capacity for solid al-
loys of this type at 2.12 amp-hr/gm of LiSSi. This is more than twice that
achievable with lithium aluminum alloys solid at 520*C (~-0.8 amp-hr/gm).
The average voltage of all plateaus covered in the complete discharge of
LiSSi is 230 my positive to lithium, vs 303 my for lithium-aluminum. If
some capacity in ampere-hour per gram is sacrificed by restricting dis-
charge to only half of the '36-mv plateau, the electrode potential loss vs
lithium can be reduced. Lnder this condition, thu average potential is 170 my
positive to lithium, while the capacity is still I.(, amp-hr/gm of the starting
alloy LiSSi.

These results, together with early expriments showing excellent ca-
pacity retention of alloys electrodes during cycling, provided a strong incen-
tive to investigate lithium-silicon alloy electrodes thoroughly.

LTHIUM-SILICON ALLOY ELECTRODE STRUCTURES

Initial efforts to produce practical electrodes using lithium-silicon alloys
as the active material followed earlier practices used with liquid lithium
where porous metal substrates were impregnated with the molten metal at
high temperatures. Feltmetal made from low carbon steel using 8- diam-
eter wire was used as one of the first supports tested. These electrodes
measuring L cm by .S cm by 0.31 cm, were cycled at 50 to 100 ma/cm'
against high capacity liquid lithium electrodes in the KC. LACE electrolyte
without detectable loss of capacity. It was subsequently found, however,
that on extended cycling, the electrode volume increased noticeably and the
electrode slowly disintegrated due to disruption of the relatively weak sup-
porting structure by the swelling forces generated by the alloy when charged
and discharged repetitively. Co lete discharge of these electrodes also
led to physical loss of small quatites of silicon with the obvious inference
that capacity could be lost in this manner.

It was realised from these early investigations that physically stronger
supporting structures were required, and that the full volumetric capacity of
the all ("' 3 am -hr/em3 ) could not be utilised in practical electrodes.
Slate red titanium plaques 39% dense) and stronger Feltmetal structures
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(20% dense, Type 430 stainless steel, 46-0 diameter wire) were impreg-
nated with molten lithium-silicon alloys containing 60 wt % of lithium at
700'C and electrochemically stripped to 55 wt % lithium to reduce the spe-
cific capacity to 2. 1 amp-hr/cm 3 . These electrodes were cycled with
greater success but evidence of swelling or cracking of the supporting
structure was found also in these cases.

Further reductions in capacity were tested by the expedient of filling
the porous substrates with more lithium-rich mixtures at high temperatures
and then electrochemically stripping excess lithium in KCI-LiCf electrolyte
to bring the alloy composition to the 55 wt % lithium content prior to use.
It was established in this manner that a theoretical volumetric capacity of
1.5 amp-hr/cm 3 (based on void volume) could be entirely contained within
the confines of the structure and that extended cycling could be conducted
without evident change in the electrode dimensions. Losses of silicon, ob-
served earlier after complete discharge, were also avoided in this manner.

The final evolutionary stage in structural investigations was reached
when it was realized that the dense supporting structures previously de-
scribed could be replaced with more open-pored materials with internal
strength provided by concentration of the mass in fewer but heavier con-
necting members. At this time, supporting structures only about 6% dense
are being used without difficulty. In this case a covering of fine-pored
material is required as a particle retainer. iThe weight of the supporting
structures of this type is approximately equal to that of the active material.
Stainless steel is presently used as the material of construction because of
its ready availability in the required physical forms. Low carbon steel ap-
pears to be equally suitable and is preferred on the basis of cost and better
electrical conductivity.

With the adoption of open-pored supporting elements the electrode
could be loaded directly with the powdered LiSSi alloy, eliminating the need
for the inefficient fill-and-strip operation described. It has also been found
feasible to fill the pores with powdered silicon and charge the electrode
electrochemically. This procedure provides the option of fabricating the
electrode in the discharged condition.

EXPERIMENTAL RESU LTS

Two types ws tests with lithium-silicon alloy electrodes are currently in
progress. In one case, the test electrode is cycled against a larger counter
electrode with the working electrode potential monitored vs a liquid lithium
reference electrode, as shown in Figure L These electrodes measure
5. i cm by S.1 cn by 0.64 cm thick. The porous internal s p t is housed
within a stainless steel bas, 0.64 cm deep to define the wor 4 area to the
me exposed face. A fine-pored covering is used over the exposed electrode
area. This test procedure is being used to determine the effects of varia-
tions in specific capacity loading and on structural parameters em electrode

rformane. Electrode resistance and polarisation are measured as a
tion of current densi at charge-diecharge rates ranging from 20 to

100 ma/m . Because othe large amber of variables to be investigated,
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these are necessarily short-term tests. Long-term tests of representative
negative electrodes are presently being conducted in completed cells built
and operated under associated programs funded by ANL and the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI).

The effect of the internal supporting structure on electrode performance
is shown in Figures 3 and 4. In these figures, the discharge curves are
"folded back" under the charge curve to permit ready comparison. The
data shown in Figure 3 were taken with an electrode using 20% dense Type
430 stainless steel Feltmetal with a median pore size of 0.2 mm as the in-
ternal supporting structure and having a specific capacity of 1.2 amp-hr/
cm 3 of electrode void volume. The charge-discharge curves show little
symmetry and the voltage plateaus are poorly defined in the charge mode.
A recovered capacity about 60% of the theoretical value was reached under
these conditions. The results shown in Figure 4 were obtained with an
electrode with the same dimensions and about the same theoretical capacity
based on void volume. In this case, however, the pore size of the internal
support was more than ten times that of the other electrode and the greater
reversibility is apparent. Electrodes of the later type can be charged sue -
cessfully at current densities up to 100 ma/cm ,but at this point, the be-
havior on charge begins to app roach that shown in Figure 3. At current
densities of 40 and S0 ma/cuuZ, capacities corresponding to S0 and 64% re-
spectively of the theoretical values were reached. The values given for
40ma/cnZ correspond to a specific capacity of 0.85 amp-hr/cm 3 .

Although little data are presently available to show the effect of elec-
trode thickness as electrode performance, one experimental el ctrode,
9.26 cm thick has been tested at a current density of 39 ma/cm and found
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to yield an active utilization of 91%. The specific capacity under these
conditions was 1.06 amp-hr/cm 3.

Electrodes using the more open-pored structure described above are
now in use in a 25 whr and a 150 whr cell built with EPRI and ERDA funds.
These have sustained continued cycling at C/5 Pnd C/10 rates for thousands
of hours without evidence of physical deterioration or capacity loss in the
sealed (150 whr) cell. A summary of several long-term tests of these elec-
trodes is given in Table 3.

TABLE 3

LONG-TERM LITHIUM-SILICON ELECTRODE TESTS

Electrode Electrom2 )Areat No. of Cycles Time (hr)

LiSi/Li Cell* 8 300 2500

25 whr LiSi/FeS1. 5 Cell 25 300 5040

150 whr LiSi/FeS1. 5 Cell * 100 390 5440

*Test electrode cycled against lithium counter-electrode, open cell.
tA rea of one side of the electrode
%Open cell
**Sealed 1all

CURRENT PROGRAM

Current investigations are concerned with optimizing lithium-silicon
electrodes for use in load-leveling batteries. As discussed in the preceding
text, the nature of the supporting structure has a profound effect on the per-
formance of these electrodes and this matter is receiving first attention.
This element of the electrode must not only satisfy performance needs but
must be potentially inexpensive and long-lived in the coll environment.
Optimum loading in terms of specific capacity is a second matter of im-
portance and recent data show that this will be influenced by the active
depth of the electrode. This aspect of electrode investigations is as yet in
its earliest stages. Finally, although the feasibility of loading these elec-
trodes in the discharged state, e. g., with silicon powder, has been well
established, further work will be done with this method of electrode
preparation.
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THE CHARACTERIZATION OF POROUS Li-Al ALLOY ELECTRODES

D. R. Vissers and K. E. Anderson

Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue

Argonne, Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

The effects of electrolyte void fraction (0.2, 0.4 and 0.7),
electrode thickness (0.3 and 0.6 cm), and the type of current
collector on the performance of porous Li-Al electrodes were
investigated. The results of these studies, which were conducted
at ^.425*C, were as follows: (1) At moderate current densities
(,100 mA/cm2), the lithium utilization (fraction of the theoret-
ical capacity of the Li-Al electrode) decreased markedly as the
electrode thickness was increased from 0.32 to 0.64 cm. (2) The
capacity densities of the 0.32-cm and 0.64-cm thick electrodes
were higher with 0.2 volume fraction of the electrolyte than with
a higher volume fraction of 0.7. (3) The Li-Al electrode perfor-
mance was apparently limited by resistive polarization associated
with the electrolyte, and with particle-to-particle contact of the
Li-Al within the porous structure. (4) The addition of a porous
metal current collector greatly improved the performance of the
0.64-cm-thick Li-Al electrode.

INTRODUCTION

Secondary batteries of high specific power and high specific energy are
being developed at the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) for application
to off-peak energy storage on electric utility networks and to automobile
propulsion. The present cells utilize positive electrodes of either iron
sulfide (FeS) or iron pyrite (FeS2 ),1-

5 negative electrodes of lithium-
aluminum alloy,6-10 and a molten salt electrolyte such as LiCl-KC1 eutectic
(mp, 352'C), and are operated at temperatures between approximately 400-450*C.

A 48 at. 2 lithium-aluminum alloy has shown excellent promise of meeting
the performance requirements for negative electrodes in these cells.

1 1 -14

Previous attempts to develop a negative electrode using liquid lithium as the
active material for high-energy secondary cells have been extensive, 15-18 but
generally unsuccessful. The primary problem in these cells has been cell
shorting. This problem results from the high rates of corrosion of the
ceramic separators and feedthroughs by liquid lithium and from the movement
of liquid lithium from the negative electrode structure into the ceramic
separator. with consequent decline in cell capacity with time. The problem
can be avoided or alleviated by the use of a solid lithium-aluminum alloy as
the negative electrode material.

The present electrodes utilize that portion of the lithium-aluminum phase
diagram wherein both the 0-phase of Li-Al and the lithium-saturated a-phase
of aluminum are present. In going from this region, which at 425C has a
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potential of +0.3 V relative to liquid lithium* into the single-phase region
of 3-phase Li-Al, the potential of the Li-Al material decreases very rapidly
as the lithium content increases, as shown by the studies of Selman et aZ. 9

These studies also indicated that the use of Li-Al electrodes containing more
than 50 at. % lithium is not practical because of the high lithium activity
at these concentrations.

This paper deals with studies that were carried out at ANL an the lithium-
aluminum electrode system to gain a better understanding of the parameters
that limit the performance of the electrode system. These investigations
addressed the effects of electrode performance on the electrolyte volume
fraction, the electrode thickness, and the type of current collector used in
the electrode structure.

A liquid lithium electrode was chosen as the counter-electrode because
this electrode is unpolarized at high current densities.10 Thus, the liquid
lithium electrode serves both as a working electrode and as a near-perfect
reference electrode. Consequently, for measurements made during normal
cycling, the electrochemical potential of the Li-Al electrode could be easily
monitored. Current interruption and ac impedance measurements were made to
examine the overpotential characteristics of the different electrodes.

EXPERIMENTAL

The general design of the cells is illustrated in Fig. 1. The lithium
counter-electrodes consisted of 5 cm-dia by 0.64- cm-thick disks of Type 302

POSITIVE S S ELECTRODE LEAD

j NEGATIVE S S ELECTRODE LEAD

L 

MOLT 
EN SAL T

ELECTROLYTE

CERAMIC INSULATOR

LIQUID L ITHIUM -
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-- S S SCREEN
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Fig. 1. Cell Design

All potentials reported in this paper are relative to liquid lithium and are
IR-free.
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stainless steel Feltmetal (90% porosity, 27 um ave. pore dia) that contained
%6 g of lithium. Approximately 25 wt % copper was added to the liquid lithium
to improve the lithium retention in the Feltmetal.

Most of the Li-Al electrodes were prepared electrochemically from pressed
aluminum plaques. The plaques were formed by pressing aluminum York mesh
(fabricated from 6-mil aluminum wire) to a thickness of either 0.32 or 0.64
cm. The weight of aluminum was chosen to give electrolyte volume fractions,
in the charged electrodes, of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.7. Approximately 2 wt % stain-
less steel wire, 5 mil in diameter, was incorporated into each aluminum mesh
structure before pressing to serve as a current collector. The plaques were
contained in housings of Type 304 stainless steel. Two screens (16 and 24
mesh) across the face of the housing provided support for the electrodes,
while a piece of zirconia fabric was inserted between the aluminum plaque and
the screen to retain the Li-Al particles, which are formed during electro-
chemical cycling. Some electrodes were prepared electrochemically from
aluminum powder that had been vibratorily loaded into a porous iron Retimet
structure. The Retimet was obtained from the Hydro-jet Corporation, Rancho
Santa Fe, Cal. In the uncharged Li-Al electrode design for Cell DK-19, two
layers of Retimet %0.4 cm thick by 5 cm in diameter were employed. The
Retimet was expected to provide improved current collection. All the Li-Al
electrodes had areas of 15.6 cm2 .

The cell electrolyte was LiCl-KC1 eutectic (mp, 352*C) obtained from the
Anderson Physic Laboratories Inc., Urbana, Illinois, where it was prepared by
a procedure outlined by Laitinen, Tischer, and Roe. 19 The cells, which were
unsealed, were operated at temperatures between 400 and 500*C in a furnace
well located in the floor of a high-purity ('3 ppm 02, 'l ppm H20) helium-
atmosphere glovebox.

The cells were cycled at constant current with the aid of a regulated ac
power supply. A meter relay automatically reversed the polarity of the power
supply when a cell reached the preset cutoff voltage for either charge or
discharge. In this way, the cells could be automatically charged and dis-
charged at selected current densities. The total capacity (A-hr) for the
charge and discharge half-cycles was measured electronically and the data
were provided in print-out form. Current interrupter measurements of resis-
tance and polarization relaxation were performed with the aid of a Biomstion
1015 Waveform Recorder (Biomation Corp., Cupertine, Cal.).

A cutoff potential of either 0.4 or 0.7 V was used during Li-Al electrode
discharge; for most of the measurements, the cutoff potential during Li-Al
electrode charge was 0.15 V, but for some measurements it was 0.04 V. Under
these conditions, the composition of the Li-Al electrode, at the end of charge,
is in the lithium-rich region of B-phase of Li-Al and, toward the end of dis-
charge, the composition is a-Al, only partially saturated with lithium.

In the charge-discharge terminology that is used here, lithium is loaded
into the Li-Al electrode on charge and unloaded on discharge. This charge-
discharge terminology, then, conforms with the conventional usage for a useful
cell such as a Li-Al/metal sulfide cell, in which the Li-Al is the negative
electrode.
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The capacity densities (A-hr/cm2 ) achieved by the Li-Al electrodes were
used as a measure of the electrochemical performance of the electrodes.
Capacity-density measurements were usually carried out at current densities
of 0.025 to 0.10 A/cm2 during charge and 0.025 to 0.30 A/cm2 during discharge.
These studies were made at a temperature of 425 C, unless stated otherwise.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The performance of P.32-cm-thick Li-Al electrodes with electrolyte volume
fractions of 0.7 (Cell DK-3), 0.4 (Cell DK-6), and 0.2 (Cell DK-4) are shown
in Figs. 2 to 4, respectively. All electrolyte volume fractions cited are
for fully charged Li-Al electrodes.) The results of these studies indicate
that lithium utilization is better for the Li-Al electrodes with the lower
electrolyte void fractions (0.2 and 0.4). This suggests that the low elec-
trolyte volume fraction in the Li-Al electrode does not impede utilization
of the material in 0.32-cm-thick electrodes. The somewhat lower utilization
found in Cell DK-3 (electrolyte volume fraction, 0.7) suggests that there may
be an electronic conduction problem in the electrode, that is, many of the
fine Li-Al and Al particles may not be in physical contact.

The effect of the charge cutoff potential on the achievable capacity
density of the Li-Al electrode was investigated in Cell DK-4. The charge
cutoff potential was reduced from 0.150 to 0.040 V, while the discharge cut-
off potential was held constant at 0.40 V. Operation under these conditions
produced an improvement in performance of about 25%. Since the Li-Al elec-
trode is believed to become liquidus at 0.028 V, it is questionable whether
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a charge cutoff as low as 0.040 V could be used successfully in a Li-Al/metal
sulfide cell.

These results indicate that the highest capacity densities are achieved
with these electrodes which have relatively low electrolyte volume fractions.
The results further suflest that the ion-transport properties of the electro-
lyte probably do not limit the Li-Al electrode performance. The performance
is probably limited by the physical and chemical properties of the solid con-
stituents of the porous electrode, including electronic conduction, lithium
transport in the solid, and perhaps other properties.

Because of the relatively poor performance of the Li-Al electrode with
0.7 volume fraction electrolyte (Cell DK-3), studies of 0.66-cm-thick elec-
trodes examined the effect of electrolyte volume fractions of 0.2 and 0.4
(Cells DK-9 and DK-llA, respectively). These electrodes were also formed
from pressed aluminum York mesh plaques.

The performance of Cells DK-9 and DK-11A, which had theoretical capacity
densities of 0.693 and 0.904 A-hr/cs2, respectively, are presented in Figs.
5-S. Because the 0.6-cus-thick electrodes are mere seriously polarised than
the 0.32-cmthick electrodes, capacity density measurements were rade at
cutoff potentials of 0.7 V as well as at 0.4 V during the discharge of the
electrodes. The achievable capacity density of Cell DK-9 (electrolyte volum
fraction, 0.2) was superior to that of Cell D-11A. These results are, there-
fore in general agreement with those for the 0.32-cm-thick electrodes. How-
ever, the achievable capacity density of the thicker electrode at high and
intermediate discharge entitiess actually increased as the charge current
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density was increased, see Figs. 5-8. This increase, which was not observed
with the 0.32-cu-thick electrodes, may result from morphology changes that
are directly associated with the charge current densities, or may result from
a nonunifozm axial distribution of lithium in the Li-Al electrode. Examina-
tions are being conducted by scanning electron microscopy on uncharged Li-Al
electrodes after cycling to evaluate the effects of charge rate on the mor-
phology of the Li-Al electrode. The results of these studies will be pre-
sented in a future paper.

The performance characteristics of 0.32- and 0.64-cm-thick electrodes of
the same electrolyte volume fraction are compared in Figs. 9 and 10; achiev-
able capacity densities of the electrodes are very similar when a discharge
cutoff potential of 0.40 V is used. The achievable capacity density of Cell
DK-6 is somewhat greater than that of Cell DK-11A, an electrode twice as
thick. These results suggest there may be a serious problem associated with
current collection in the 0.64 cm thick Li-Al electrodes.

An attempt was made in Cell DK-19 to improve performance of the thicker
Li-Al electrode by the incorporation of a porous iron current collector
structure a The uncharged electrode structure was prepared by loading aluminum
powder into two layers of porous iron Retimat; the electrode, when fully
charged, had an electrolyte volume fraction of 0.48, and a theoretical
capacity density of 0.65 A-hr/cm2 . The performance of Cell DK-19, at charge
cutoff potentials of 0.40 and 0.70 V, is shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respec-
tively.

The data in Fig. 11 indicate that for a discharge cutoff potential of
0.4 V, the addition of the Retimet current collector (Cell DK-19) does not
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improve electrode performance relative to an electrode which does not contain
the Retimest (Cell DK-11A, Fig. 5). However, when the Li-Al electrode in Cell
DK-19 is allowed to polarize by 0.40 V (0.70 V cutoff), the performance of
the electrode is far superior to an Li-Al electrode of the type used in Cell
DK-11A, as shown in Fig. 13. The results of the DK-19 cell studies are in
agreement with earlier work carried out by Gay et a12 0 using FeS2 counter-
electrodes. Thus, for Li-Al electrodes ?0.64 cm thick, the performance of
the Li-Al electrodes at high discharge current densities appears to be limited
by the resistive nature of the electrode.
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Fig. 13. Capacity Density of Cells DK-19 and
as a Function of Current Density
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The lithium utilization (fraction of theoretical capacity density) of
the Li-Al electrodes at moderate to high current densities (%0.100 A/cm2 )
decreases rapidly as the thickness of the electrode is increased from
0.32 to 0.64 cm.

2. For both thicknesses of electrochemically formed Li-Al electrodes, those
with an electrolyte volume fraction of 0.2 have acceptable cycling char-
acteristics and yield a higher capacity density than electrodes with the
high electrolyte volume fractions.
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3. The performance of the Li-Al electrode appears to be limited by a
phenomenon associated with the physical characteristics of the active
particles and not by the lithium-ion transport characteristics of the
LiCl-KCl eutectic (up, 352*C). This phenomenon may well be a resistive
polarization associated with the electrolyte and with particle-to-
particle contact within the porous structure.

4. The performance of Li-Al electrodes =0.64 cm thick is greatly improved
by the addition of porous metal current collector to such electrodes
when the Li-Al electrode is allowed to polarize by 0.4 V, that is, when
a discharge cutoff potential of 0.7 V is used.

5. The achievable capacity density of 0.64-cm-thick electrodes at high dis-
charge current densities increases with increasing charge current den-
sity. The polarization developed during discharge appears to be ohmic
in nature.
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ABSTRACT

This paper concerns with a nev cell design, in which liquid
layer acts as a bipolar electrode and as a current conducting by-
path. In a molten salt battery system, increase of current
efficiency and decrease of ohmic loss are usually the contradict-
ing fac .ors, but if we use liquid metal layer as an intermediate
by-path of current, these factors are not in conflict any more.
Principle of this method and experimental results are discussed in
detail.

INTRODUCTION

High temperature battery using molten salt as an electrolyte seems promis-
ing, because of its high electromotive force and lov polarization. But it
is rather difficult to design delicate battery structure, mainly because of a
ma erial problem. Possibly simple structure by the use of corrosion resis-
tant material is necessary for this purpose. For example, it is desirable
if we can use ceramic skirt as a separator, instead of diaphragm. But in
this case, if we want to keep current efficiency of more than 90 5, position
of the skirt end should be set as lov as possible, and then, ohmic loss in-
creases very much. On the other hand, if we vent to get bigh energy effici-
ency, its position should be set high and then current efficiency decreases
very much. One possible way of avoiding such contradicting factors is to
use bipolar liquid metal electrode, which details will be explained and dis-
cussed in the following.

PRINCIPLE OF BIPOLAR LIQUID METAL ELECTRODE

In order to explain the principle of bipolar liquid metal electrode, let
us consider Li-C12 battery as an example. Fig. 1 shows a scheme of a cell
using bipolar liquid metal electrode. By charging, chlorine evolves from
anode and lithium deposits on cathode. Charging current is now the sum of
an ionic current which passes through molten salt electrolyte and an electro-
nic current which passes through liquid metal alloy settled on the cell
bottom. Let us explain concretely. Following reaction occurs on the right
hand half of a liquid alloy surface.
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Li+ + e + Ma - - Li-Me ( alloy ) (1)

TI'is deposited Li moves toward its left hand part, which then dissolves
anodically into electrolyte, according to the following.

Li-Me ( alloy ) - - Li + e + Me (2)

That is, right half of a liquid electrode acts as a cathode and left half' as
an anode. Lithium moves from right to left both by diffusion and'convec-
tion. This convection is mainly caused by an interfacial tension gradient,
which will be explained in a following chapter. By discharging, reverse
reaction occurs and high current can be drawn out from the cell.

Motive force and flow pattern of an interfacial convection
Fig. 2 shows an electrocapil-ary curve given by Karpachev . In this

figure, potential of a reference electrode is not defined so clearly, but by
comparing the experimental immersion potential of lead electrode with chlo-
rine electrode potential, electrocapillary maximum potential is estimated to
be -2.3 V vs. C1 2 /C1 . Potential gradient along the liquid electrode sur-
face is given by arranging cathode and anode asymmetrically as shown in Fig.
1. Then an interfacial tension gradient can be established easily, which
will become to be a motive force of stirring. For example, if there is a
potential gradient of 2.3 (mV/cm) along the electrode surface, there exists
an interracial tension gradient of 0.31+ (dyne/cm2 ), which is easily calcu-
lated from the electrocapillary curve. Flow pattern in the electrode can
be obtained as follows(2). Let us assume the electrode thickness 6 not so
large, compared to its length, as shown in Fig. 3. Then we can derive
following equation for the horizontal velosity u.

U - - Z(Z - -i-6) (3)

to : shear stress in a steady state
p : viscosity of liquid metal

Flow p'tern In the electrode is then drawn as shown in Fig. 4, according to
the above equation. Interfacial tangential velocity u6 i3 then given as
follows.

Numerical estimation of current-voltage characteristics
Numerical Lalculations of current-voltage characteristics are given in Fig.

5, for three different types of cell model. Fig. 6 shown the three types
u:;ct Ii. cn iculation. Under part of cell C represents liquid alloy layer.
K 10 tL ,ot duct. ivity. No remarkable change of current-voltane relation was
observed at any K values of liquid metal larger than 100 cm-l " ohm- 1 in case
of cell C. Drautic effect of a presence of liquid alloy layvr iu clear from
these figures. That is, current efficiency of cell C is nearly the same as
that of cell A, and voltage required for a passage of the same current is much
smaller in ease of C, than in case of cell B and A. This suggests a priority
of cell C compared with the other types of cell. Our consideration in this
chapter is only limited to the primary current-voltage characteristics now,
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and secondary one including mass transfer process might be necessary in
future, but it is rather difficult to get a quantitative expresalon in the
present stage.

PERFORMANCE OF Li-Cl 2 BATTERY

To confirm the possibility of a practical application of this principle
mentioned above, experimental cell as shown in Fig. 7 was constructed and
examined. Cell itself is an alumina cruicible and container is made of pyrex
glass. As a positive electrode, porous carbon was used, through which chlo-
rine gas was supplied in case of discharging. Stainless steel rod was used
as a negative electrode. Skirt is also made of alumina. LiCl-KC1 eutectic
melt was used as an electrolyte, which has been dehydrated before use in a
conventional manner. Liquid tin alloy layer thickness is about 1.0 cm, which
contains 10 atomic % Li.

Comparison of a polarization characteristics
Fig. 8 shows current-polarization characteristics obtained by a constant

current electrolysis by the use of two types of cell ( cf. cell A and cell C
in Fig. 6 ). Skirt end height from the cell bottom in the case of direct
electrolysis ( Corresponding to Cell A ) and from the liquid metal electrode
surface in case of liquid metal bipolar electrode ( corresponding to Cell C )
were set equal in each experiment. Priority of the latter is evident from
this figure.

Charge-discharge characteristics
Charge-discharge characteristics of this bipolar type cell was obtained as

shown in Fig. 9. Table 1 shows current efficiency obtained by this same ex-
periment. After a series of experiment, composition of the liquid alloy was
determined and no concentration change was observed, which shows the expected
role of liquid alloy electrode as a bipolar electrode. From these data and
considerations above, this type of Li-C12 battery seems promising in a practi-
cal sense.

APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE TO A HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEM

Hydrogen energy system, where water electrolysis for energy storage and
water formation from hydrogen and oxygen by the use of fuel cell for energy
supply are carried out in turn, is one of the interesting load leveling !,y -
tems. But when we use aqueous solution for this purpose, high overvoltage
makes it difficult to apply this system to a practical use. High temperature
hydrogen system might give us one solution to such difficulties, in which
small amount of water dissolved in a molten sodium hydroxide is electrolyzed
or the water is formed in a molten sodium hydroxide from hydrogen gas and
oxygen gas at a temperature of higher than 330*C. In this case, however,
selection of a diaphragm material is very difficult because of high tempera-
ture and corrosive nature of the molten sodium hydroxide. Separation of
hydrogen gas and oxygen gas is then very difficult. For such a situation,
liquid metal bipolar electrode system gives us one of the useful cell designs
indeed. Fig. 10 shows the principle of this type of cell. Explanation is
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almost exactly the same as Fig. 1, except that negative electrode and positive
electrode is the hydrogen electrode and oxygen electrode, respectively, and
that sodium comes into and out from the liquid alloy electrode. Possible
practical cell construction may be as shown in Fig. 11. To examine the possi-
bility of such type of cell, experimental cell shown in Fig. 10 was constructed
and examined. Table 2 shows the current efficiencies of water electrolysis,
and Fig. 12 shows its polarization characteristics. From these data, expected
role of this cell can be confirmed. To know the sirgle electrode behaviors
separately, experimental cell shown in Fig. 13 was constructed, where liquid
sodium was used as a counter, and a reference electrode. And 8-alumina tube
was 'ised as a diaphragm. Polarizations of oxygen evolution and hydrogen evo-
lution reactions are very small as can be seen in Figs. 14 and 15, and polari-
zation characteristics of oxygen reduction is fairly good as seen in Fig. 16,
but the polarization characteristics of hydrogen oxidation is very bad by the
use of such a plate electrode. Further engineering development of hydrogen
electrode might be necessary for applying this design to a practical one, and
this might be our future subject.

CONCLUSION

Usefulness of liquid metal bipolar electrode was confirmed by considering
Li-Cl2 battery and water electrolysis and hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell. The
possibility of applying this principle to the other battery system is also
expected in future.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents results obtained on testing a series of
cells which incorporated differently shaped graphite electrodes.
The results are interpreted in terms of mass transport processes.

The geometry of the electrode strongly influences cell per-
formance. Generally, geometric changes enhance discharge perfor-
mance at the expense of charge performance, or vice-versa. In
contrast, changes in operating temperature affect both charge and
discharge performance similarly.

INTRODUCTION

The understanding of the basic electrochemical processes which occur in
the molten sodium polysulfides has been advanced greatly by the recent work
of Ludwig and others. 1 Their findings are reported in the literature and in
the reports prepared under the NSF-RANN contract, and therefore will not be
repeated here.

These research studies deal with the charge transfer, chemical reactions,
and mass transfer processes on a local scale near the electrode surface.
Applying the findings to the complex geometry encountered in practical cells
requires the consideration of the coupling of long-range mass transport to
the behavior on the local level. It is this topic, and more particularly,
the role of electrode shape on mass transfer, which forms the subject of this
paper.

The sodium polysulfide-sulfur system contains several well known peculi-
arities. The phase diagram2 contains a sizeable region in which two immis-
cible liquids coexist, one is sulfur-saturated pentasulfide, abbreviated as
Na2S5. 2 in this paper; the other is pentasulfide-saturated sulfur, taken as S
since experiments failed to find any sodium in this phase. The physico-
chemical properties of these two liquid phases are vastly different. Their
viscosity and electrical conductivity values differ by orders of magnitude;
whereas their surface tension and density values differ by a factor of two or
less.

The ihsulating and viscous nature of liquid sulfur makes its mass trans-
fer particularly critical and difficult; and since the two-phase region cor-
responds to more than half of the potential ampere-hour capacity of the Na-S
system, it is im-erative that methods be found to overcome limitations intro-
duced by its presence.
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CELL OPERATION

The Na-S system employs a solid ion-conducting electrolyte, beta or
beta" alumina, in conjunction with a liquid electrolyte, sodium polysulfide.
Since the current density that can be supported on a planar graphite surface
is far less than is allowed by the rest of the system, 3 an extended area,
porous electrode structure is employed. Graphite felt is used commonly for
this purpose. The liquid polysulfide electrolyte is then capable of provid-
ing ionic contact to this extended area electrode. The electronically con-
ducting felt (p -0.3 ohm-cm) makes contact to a current collector which is
connected to the positive terminal of the cell.

It is convenient to discuss cell operation starting from a completely
charged cell. To provide room for subsequent expansion of liquids as sulfur
is converted to polysulfide, the sulfur compartment is filled initially with
sulfur to 70% or less by volume. Because the felt is wetted by sulfur, sul-
fur is wicked more or less uniformly throughout the entire electrode causing
the 30% void volume to be distributed throughout the electrode. Initially,
only the triple interline of sulfur, graphite, and ceramic presents the re-
quirements for reaction. As polysulfide is formed during discharge, an
interfacial area develops between graphite and polysulfide which provides an
increased active electrode surface area. On this surface, the S4 ion is
reduced to S2 , which chemically reacts with sulfur to reform S4 . The
supply of sulfur may be by surface diffusion along the graphite fibers, or by
convection and diffusion through the "bulk" electrolyte (in the ca. 100 u
spaces between fibers).

As the discharge continues, several fluid flow processes can compete.
As more polysulfide is formed, the volume expansion builds a local pressure
which may push the sulfur/polysulfide interface uniformly away from the cera-
mic. Because an enormous viscous drag would be associated with the motion of
sulfur (1500 cp) through a porous media, it is more likely that the polysul-
fide (30 cp) will find a less restrictive channel and escape outward through
openings between or within the felt, or axially along the ceramic tube sur-
face.

If one presumes that the sulfur is essentially stationary, the sulfur/
polysulfide front advances away from the ceramic by consumption of sulfur,
thereby forming an expanding cylindrical region of polysulfide. Within this
cylindrical region, the electrode reactions are distributed on the surface cf
the felt fibers so as to be consistent with the distributions of potential
and composition in this region. The performance of porous electrodes has
been studied extensively both experimentally and by analytic modeling by
workers such as Newman and coworkers.4 Such work on undiluted fused salts is
however, very limited. Preliminary results5 indicate that large concentra-
tion gradients can develop over distances of several millimeters in NaS
cells. The existence of composition gradients substantially increases the
sodium ion transport, but has with it an associated high concentration polar-
ization.

The end of discharge occurs either when the sulfur/polysulfide front
reaches the outer cell wall thereby consuming all sulfur, or when the con-
tinuing electrode reactions near the ceramic drive the local composition far
into the region of the phase diagram where liquid (ZNa2S 2 .8) plus solid
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(Na2S2 ) coexists. The graphite surface is likely to passivate under these
conditions because of the limited availability of sulfur to remove the Na2S2
film, and because the ionic conductivity of the liquid phase plus solid phase
is lowered. Both factors contribute to an increased cell resistance. At
fixed discharge current, the cell voltage drops below a set limit, and the
discharge cycle is considered complete.

On charging from a "fully discharged" condition, the following sequence
is probable. The conductivity of the felt is 10 times that of the polysul-
fide. Therefore, the charging process occurs predominantly on the graphite
fiber surfaces near the ceramic, where S4- is oxidized to sulfur, which can
then react with 02 ' to reform SL. As long as lower polysulfides are avail-
able to consume the sulfur formed by the charging process, the sulfur is re-
moved by chemical reaction as well as by convection to maintain the electrode
surface active. When diffusion from the outer regions can no longer supply

32- at sufficient rate, the sulfur film will remain on the graphite and form
an insulating layer which blocks further charging. Adding to this effect is
the fact that sulfur prefers to wet the graphite. In addition, shrinkage of
the liquid phase occurs when polysulfide is converted to sulfur, forming
voids which further reduce the effects of diffusion.

Experimentally, we frequently have obtained cell performance in accord
with this explanation when thick felt electrodes are employed. In the cell
design shown in Figure 1, graphite felt fills the region between the 1 cm OD
ceramic and the 1.8 cm ID hole in the graphite block. The performance is
indicated in Figure '. Cell operation is limited to the single phase region.

An approach, based on shaped electrodes, was tried to circumvent this
problem. This idea was first tested in Na-S cells using a perforated metal
screen to enclose the graphite felt, as shown in Figure 3. The metal screen
was to act as a current collector while permitting the fluids to commute
between the outer storage region and the inner active electrode area. The
improvement in performance was very substantial, but we began to suspect the
interpretation that the improvement was due to shaped electrodes when we
learned that metal electrodes exhibit superior charging properties. 6 The
concept was retested in a metal free cell construction, shown in Figure 4.
This cell was designed to have an extremely high specific capacity -- over 2
ampere-hours per square centimeter of ceramic area. The performance of this
cell, #89, was good, as indicated in Figure 5. The results were interpreted
as follows: the polysulfide formed during discharge was able to flow through
the thin portion of the felt and be removed by reaction and convection in the
large open channels. Sulfur would be brought close to the active region by
convection, and be able to diffuse and react, thereby providing high utiliza-
tion of reactants on discharge as indicated by the data. On charge, the im-
proved performance was attributed to the presence of a liquid column whose
hydrostatic pressure would prevent void formation and improve diffusion. If
phase separation occurred rapidly in the two phase region, the Na2S5. 2 at the
bottom of the cell would continue to feed into the electrode and be charged.
Thus, the improvement of performance of cell 89 is attributed to the improved
feeding and extraction of reactants through the thin regions of the electrode.

Because cell performance is thought co be limited by mass-transfer, one
would expect marked improvement with increasing temperature as chemical reac-
tion rates, diffusion, viscosity, and conductivity all improve with increas-
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ing temperature. Data for cell 89 at various temperatures are presented in
Figure 5. We have not ascertained which of the factors discussed is dominant,
but it is clear that if corrosion and other life limiting processes can be
suppressed, very substantial gains in cell performance can be obtained by an
increase in operating temperature. Such improvements in performance with
temperatures are common to the Na-S cells we have tested.

The role of shaped electrodes on cell performance was studied further
with a series of cells, designed for about 1 Ah/cm2 of ceramic, having elec-
trodes as shown in Figure 6. In cell #93 having shape (a), a portion of
the ceramic surface was not covered with felt. In cell #94, having shape (b),
the electrode is similar to that used in cell #89 and covers all the ceramic
surface. The results of cell testing are shown in Figure 7 and 8. A compar-
ison of performance shows that cell #93 is more completely rechargeable than
cell #94; but conversely, cell #94 gives better discharge performance than
#93. These results are interpreted as follows: during discharge, cell #94
functions in the manner described for #89. Cell #93 must behave differently,
because the portion of the ceramic area not covered by felt is inactive since
it is covered with sulfur initially. The reduced area leads to a higher cel
resistance. As polysulfide is formed and fills the open channels, the por-
tion of ceramic covered by polysulfide becomes active. In this region, the
ionic path extends through the ceramic and through the polysulfide in the
open channel, and terminates on the graphite fiber surfaces on the edges r!f
the shaped felt. The contribution of this conduction path is proportional to
the height of the polysulfide in the open channels.

Although this contribution to conduction is a relatively small factor c.
discharge, we believe it is responsible for the improvement in chargeability
of the cell. As with most cells, there are no problems charging through the
one phase region because of diffusion and chemical reactions. Once Na2S5 .2
has formed, however, the portion of ceramic covered by felt is expected to
become inactive due to sulfur film formation which blocks the felt surface
adjacent to the ceramic. The only remaining ionic path is through the uncov-
ered ceramic surface. We believe that the graphite fiber surfaces at the
edge of the felt remain active because these surfaces are exposed to a freely
convecting liquid phase which can remove the sulfur film by convection.
According to this model, one would expect the cell conductance to decrease
in proportion to the remaining height of polysulfide in the open regions.

A cell designed for a more quantitative test of this concept is shown
in Figure 9. The inner hole in the electrode was enlarged to provide a 1 mm
gap between the ceramic surface and the electrode. The characteristics of
the cell, #102, are given in Figure 10. The results can be interpreted in
terms of changes in geometry associated with the varying level of Na2S5.2 as
the state of charge of the cell is varied. If one assumes that phase separa-
tion occurs rapidly, the area of ceramic covered by the ionically conducting
polysulfide varies in proportion with the amount of polysulfide in the cell.
To a first approximation, one then would predict a cell conductance varying
linearly with the state of charge of the cell. As can be seen in Figure 11,
the agreement is quite good, both in terms of indicating the anticipated
functional behavior, and also in quantitatively matching the slope expected
from calculations based on cell parameters.
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SUMMARY

In conclusion, we believe that these studies confirm the controlling
influence of mass transfer on cell performance and demonstrate some of the
effects produced by shaped electrodes. With the insight gained from these
and other experiments, we are in a position to manage better the mass trans-
port requirements pertinent to specific applications, especially those re-
quiring high enerIy storage.
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DEVELOPMENT OF UNCHARGED Li-Al/FeS CELLS

H. Shimotake and L. G. Bartholme

Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue

Argonne, Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

Cells having negative electrodes of lithium-aluminum alloy and
positive electrodes of iron sulfide (FeS) are being developed at
Argonne National Laboratory for energy storage batteries to be used
for utility load-leveling. This paper describes a Li-Al/FeS cell
that is assembled in the uncharged state. The principal difference
from previous cells is in the method of preparing the positive
electrode; in this method Li2 S, iron powder, and electrolyte salt
are blended and hot-pressed into a plaque (copper powder has also
been included in some of the electrodes). The use of this type of
electrode has overcome many previous difficulties, primarily,
excessive swelling, low utilization, and gassing. The new cells
have shown ouLctanding performance, with utilizations and energy
efficiencies exceeding 85% at the 10-hr rate.

INTRODUCTION

The development of high-specific-energy secondary cells having negative
electrodes of lithium-aluminum alloy and positive electrodes of iron sulfide
(FeS) is under way at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) for energy storage
batteries to be used for utility load-leveling. Initial development of these
cells was beset primarily by (a) excessive swelling of the positive elec-
trodes, (b) low utilization of the positive active material in the cell, and
(c) gassing from the electrodes. Postoperative examinations of FeS-type
cells showed that a reaction had occurred between the FeS electrodes and
potassium in the LiCl-KC1 electrolyte to form a K-Li-Fe-S compound, desig-
nated J-phase.1 This reaction caused excessive swelling of the positive
electrode and high polarization, the latter of which resulted in low utiliz-
ation of the positive active materials.

Accordingly, means of eliminating or minimizing this problem were sought.
The addition of Cu2S to the FeS has been found to modify the J-phase2 and
reduce the polarization of the FeS electrode, resulting in high utilization
of theoretical capacity. Similar results were also obtained by raising cell
temperature to 500C from 450*C. 3 However, the excessive swelling of the
electrodes still remained.4 More recently, FeS-type cells have been operated
with electrolytes containing only lithium ions, e.g., LiF-LiCl-LiI or
LiF-LiCl-LiBr.5 Because of absence of potassium, J-phase did not form
during the cell reaction. As a result, these cells exhibited significantly
higher electrical performance and little positive electrode swelling. How-
ever, assembly of cells using these electrolytes is impractical, at present,
because of high costs of the LiI and LiBr.
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In this paper we describe still another solution to the problem, namely,
the assembly of Li-Al/FeS cells in the uncharged state. In an uncharged cell,
the positive and negative electrodes are initially prepared from a mixture of
iron powder and Li2 S for the positive and a porous aluminum plaque for the
negative electrode. Upon charging, the lithium in the positive electrode is
electrochemically transferred to the negative electrode, forming a lithium-
aluminum alloy, while in the positive electrode the sulfur from Li2S forms
FeS. Test results of engineering cells of this type showed marked improve-
ments in terms of electrical performance, lifetimes, and costs over previous
Li-Al/FeS cells.

DESIGN OF R-SERIES CELLS

The preliminary design developed for the engineering cell is shown in
Fig. 1. In this design, a central positive electrode is placed between two
negative electrodes; the electrodes are oriented vertically and are square
(or rectangular); the cell is thus referred to as a prismatic cell. This
design was selected to allow the use of steel or stainless steel housing, and
to minimize the area of the cell seal. The dimensions chosen for the cell
housing were 13 by 13 by 2 cm; such a housing is capable of containing active
materials equivalent to a cell capacity of 120 A-hr. The LiCl-KC1 eutectic
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Fig. 1. Design of Prismatic Li-Al/FeS Cell
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(58.5 mol % LiCl-41.5 mol % KCl, mp = 352*C) was used as the electrolyte
because of its low density, low melting point and high dissociation potential
(%3.4 V). A boron nitride cloth impregnated with liquid electrolyte is used
as the separator between the positive and negative electrodes, while a zir-
conia cloth is used as a porous barrier to retain the active material par-
ticles. A thin steel plate inserted in the center of the sulfur electrode
divides the positive active material to prevent unequal utilization of the
two negative electrodes.

This design of engineering cell appears to be capable of achieving a
specific energy of ^.150 W-hr/kg when techniques to produce compact electrode
structures are fully developed.

DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRODES

The cells were all assembled in an uncharged state; i.e., the material
in the positive electrode was a mixture of iron powder, Li2 S, electrolyte, and
(in some cases) copper powder as an additive; the negative electrode consisted
of a porous structure of metallic aluminum. Similar electrodes were studied
by Yao et al., 6 and later by Martin et al. 7 These investigators found that
low diffusional and ohmic resistance can be achieved by this type electrode.
However, in this earlier work, no attempt was made to develop a compact, high-
specific-energy electrode. Consequently, our work included a series ofexperi-
ments in 7.5-cm-dia cells to develop such an electrode.

We found that a highly efficient and compact positive electrode can be
made from a powder mixture of iron particles, Li2 S, electrolyte and, in some
cases, copper particles by pressing the mixture at about 380C on a steel
substrate to form a plaque. The Li2S is normally a fine amorphous-appearing
powder that i4 difficult to mix uniformly. If the mixture is ground, the
L12S smears. Martin8 has found that the physical properties of the Li2S can
be improved significantly by sintering at 1200*C. The sintered Li2S shrinks,
thereby increasing in bulk density, and forms a hard cake, which can be ground
easily without smearing and can be uniformly mixed with the iron and electro-
lyte powder. In tests of these electrodes, 80-90Z of utilization of the
active material was achieved at 2-10 hr rates. Furthermore, swelling and
gassing of the electrodes were greatly reduced. In view of these results,
engineering-scale cells with similar positive electrode plaques were built,
first with iron powder only, and later with addition of copper powder to the
mixture.

An initial consideration was that the active material on a vertical elec-
trode plate might slump, owing to gravity. To prevent possible slumping in
the engineering cells, the positive electrode plate was made with a series of
ridges of steel mesh, 10 - high and 25 mm apart, extending across the width.
The pressed plaque was encased in a thin zirconia fabric, to retain any fine
particles, and then in a separator of boron nitride fabric for electrical
insulation. In previous cells, the boron nitride cloth was not readily wet
by the molten LiCl-KC1 eutectic; therefore, in the cells of this series, the
boron nitride fabric was impregnated with LiCl-KC1 eutectic prior to assembly
by immersing it in a saturated methanol solution of LiCl-KC1 eutectic and
then drying in an oven. We found that such treatment made the boron nitride
fabric readily wettable.
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A pressed aluminum fiber plaque containing stainless steel mesh as a
current collector served as the negative electrode in the 7.5-cm cell experi-
ments. However, past experience has shown that during cell operation, the
Li-Al alloy in the negative electrode gradually becomes very finely divided
as a result of repeated charge and discharge operations, and the fine powder,
if not contained, migrates to other parts of the cell, causing short-circuits.
To prevent the migration of Li-Al particles, an additional sheet of zirconia
fabric was inserted between the negative electrode and the boron nitride
fabric.

ASSEMBLY OF CELLS

The required amounts of each active component can be calculated from the
following equation for the cell reaction:

Fe + Li2S + 2Alx - 2LiAlx + FeS

The amount of aluminum can be varied, but generally a sufficient amount was
used to give a 49 at. % Li alloy, so that deposition of metallic lithium at
the electrode interface was avoided. The positive electrode mixture was pre-
pared by mixing iron, Li2S and electrolyte, as described above. In some cells,
copper powder was added, and the capacity contributed by formation of Cu2S was
taken into account. The amount of electrolyte was in general between 25 and
30 wt % of the total mixture. An amount less than 20 wt % produces a fragile
plaque, whereas an amount exceeding 35 wt % is not retained in the plaque dur-
ing hot-pressing. Iron powder (99.9% purity, ti200 um dia, GAF Corporation),
copper powder (99.9% pure, "200 um dia, Fisher Scientific), and LiCl-KC1
eutectic (99.9% purity, Anderson Physics Laboratory, Champaign, Ill.) were
mixed and poured over an electrode plate having a steel mesh substrate and
ridges; the entire structure was then placed in a die and pressed at 380*C
and 400 psig for 15 min. The resulting plaque was then encased in sheets of
zirconia fabric (0.13 mm thickness, Zircar Corp.) and boron nitride fabric
(2.5 m thickness, Carborundum Corp.), which had been treated with a methanol
solution of LiC1-KC1. A set of "picture-frame"-like, thin steel frames held
the fabrics in position.

The aluminum plaques were made of aluminum mesh fabric (5056 aluminum,
0.15 mm wire, Otto H. York, Inc.), which had been cleaned in an ultrasonic
cleaner containing trichlorofluoroethane, layered in a die, and pressed at
200*C and 1000 psig for 15 min. For current collection, a sheet of stainless
steel screen was inserted between the layers of the aluminum fabric. The
screen was later unfolded and spot welded to the cell casing. The aluminum
plaques and the positive electrode assembly are shown in Fig. 2.

After introduction of the electrode assemblies into the cell housing,
the cell lid/feedthrough assembly was clamped in place and heliarc-welded to
the housing. After the feedthrough was sealed, molten salt electrolyte was
introduced to the cell under vacuum at 400C through a port provided for this
purpose. A fully assembled cell is shown in Fig. 3.

The cell was heated to 450C in a furnace tube attached to a helium-
atmosphere glove box. The cell was first charged at a low current density
(00 mA/cm2) for formation of the electrodes, followed by discharge at a
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modest current density (<25 mA/cm2). Normally, only one formation cycle is
necessary for the start-up of a cell.

4'

1

2.
I

Fig. 2. Positive Electrode Assembly and Two Aluminum Plaques

Fig. 3. A Fully Assembled Cell
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The electrical performance results for three of these cells are summar-
ized in Table I. Figure 4 shows typical performance curves for Cell R-5,

Table I. Performance Results for Prismatic, Uncharged Li-Al/FeS Cells

Specific
Cell Initial Capacity, A-hr Eff., % Energy,
No. Materialsa Theor. Typical A-hr W-hr W-hr/kg

R-5 Al/Fe-Li2S 76 42 96 85 63

R-6 Al/Fe-Li2S-Cu 73 45 96 86 67

R-7 Al/Fe-Li2S-Cu 105 78 95 85 100

aThe positive electrode of Cell R-6 contained 10 wt % Cu; that of Cell R-7,
20 wt % Cu.

which had a positive electrode containing iron powder but no copper, and that
of Cell R-6 which had a positive electrode containing 10 wt % copper powder.
Cells R-5 and R-6 showed, respectively, 55% and 62% utilizations of theoret-
ical capacities at current densities of 35 mA/cm2 . The ohmic resistance of
Cell R-6, which contained copper, was lower than that of Cell R-5; the average
cell resistance of Cell R-6 was 6 mg, compared with 100 mO for Cell R-5. In
view of these results, more copper powder (20 wt %) was added to the positive
electrode in Cell R-7. The performance curves of this cell at current den-
sities up to 70 mA/cm2 are shown in Fig. 5. At a current density of 35 mA/cm2 ,
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0 40
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Fig. 4. Performance Curves for Cells R-5 and R-6
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Fig. 5. Performance Curves for Cell R-7

the utilization was 85% of the theoretical capacity. The ohmic resistance of

the cell was quite low, less than 4 m, thereby indicating the advantage of
adding copper. The coulombic efficiency was quite high, above 95%, and as

a result, the energy efficiency in excess of 80% at 10-hr rate was achieved,
thereby indicating that the electrical performance of this cell is satisfac-
tory for practical application. Maximum specific energies achieved by the
present cells are in the range from 70 to 100 W-hr/kg. It is believed that
this figure can be further improved by making the electrodes more compact.

Figure 6 shows the capacity of Cell R-7 as a function of cycle life.
This cell has accumulated over 2000 hr of operating time and 80 cycles at the
time of this writing. In the figure, one can see a period of high capacities
at initial cycles which gradually decline to a slightly lower but stabilized
value. This is a typical pattern of cell capacity vs. cycle life. It is not
clear at present why the cell capacities decline in the initial cycles and
then reach steady value.

Swelling and gassing, which were observed in all previous Li-Al/FeS
cells, did not occur in the cells of this series. One can postulate that the
swelling does not occur despite the existence of J-phase in cells assembled
in the discharged state, because the positive electrode materials, as initially
assembled, are in their most expanded state. Disappearance of the gassing
can be attributed to the use of metallic aluminum fiber plaques instead of
powdered lithium-aluminum alloy or electrochemically formed lithium-aluminum
alloy, either of which can be easily contaminated by oxygen, nitrogen or
moisture during handling and storage.

Further improvements in performance and lifetime are expected to be

achieved wich this type of cell as improved component materials become avail-
able for the cell construction.
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Fig. 6. Capacity vs. Cycle Life for Cell R-7
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THE SODIUM/SULFUR BATTERY: A PROGRESS REPORT*

Steven A. Weiner
Research Staff

Ford Motor Company
Dearborn, Michigan 48121

ABSTRACT

This paper presents some of the work on sodium-sulfur cells
with emphasis on various aspects of cell design and testing. The
baseline studies for the cell testing program were run on cells
that were constructed of carbon and glass and contained no metal
other than sodium. Separate cells, designed to maximize energy
and power density, respectively, were studied. A preliminary dis-
cussion of materials costs is included.

INTRODUCTION

The sodium-sulfur battery consists of two liquid electrodes, sodium and
sulfur, and a ceramic electrolyte membrane which allows for the transport of
sodium ions.1 The sodium electrode is well characterized and does not present
material problems. Excess sodium is used in order to keep the ceramic elec-
trolyte completely covered at all times. The use of excess sodium together
with a stainless steel sodium container eliminates the need for an electrical
feedthrough.

The working of the sulfur electrode is quite complex. Because elemental
sulfur is an electronic insulator, graphite felt is added to provide a large
area electrode. On discharge from sodium and sulfur, the sodium polysulfide
formed is not soluble in sulfur. Thus, the sulfur electrode contains two
liquid phases throughout some 60% of the discharge. Beyond this point, there
is essentially no elemental sulfur remaining, and all of the polysulfides are
miscible forming one phase. To keep this phase liquid throughout its com-
positional ragne (Na2S5 to Na2S 3), it is necessary to operate above 270*C,
with typical operating temperatures falling in the range of 300-375*C. A
schematic of a cell with a cylindrical ceramic electrolyte is shown in Fig-
ure 1.

Major applications currently envisioned for the sodium-sulfur battery
are vehicle propulsion and load leveling. For propulsion, the battery must
meet stringent weight and volume requirements with greater emphasis on utili-
zation of reactants than would be required for load leveling. Furthermore,
the high peak to average power demand for vehicular propulsion requires a
special battery design for this application. Thus our program has as one
goal the development of a high power battery for vehicle application. Because
of the particular nature of the sulfur electrode, the high power battery is
designed to operate in the single phase region, Na2S 3 to Na 2S5.

In order to compare current laboratory achievement with overall program
goals, the goals of the program have been translated from units of W/kg and
Wh/kg to W/cm and Wh/cm where the unit of area is the surface area of

*Supported, in part, by the National Science Foundation.
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the 8"-A1203 ceramic electrolyte. The goals are given in Table I. The trans-
lation from units of weight to units of electrolyte area was necessitated by
the fact that the bulk of the laboratory results were obtained using cells
constructed mainly from carbon and glass to avoid the effects of corrosion
products originating from metallic containers or current collectors in con-
tact with the sulfur electrode.

Table I. High Power Cell Goals

Energy Density (Wh/cm2) 0.2 (80 Wh/kg)
Power Density (W/cm2 ) 0.7 (280 W/kg)
Utilization of Reagents (%) 25
Electrical Efficiency (%) 70
Capacity (Ah/cm2 ) 0.1
Discharge Time (h) 0.3
Durability (Ah/cm2 ) 250
Cycle Life 1000

RESULTS OF CELL TESTING - SODIUM/SODIUM CELLS

For purposes of ceramic evaluation, sodium-sodium test cells .(Figure 2)
are constructed and run at relatively high current densities of 0.75-1.25
A/cm2 so that substantial ionic currents can be passed through the membranes
in a reasonable period of time. During operation cell polarities are reversed
periodically. This subjects each surface of the V"-Al203 to both a charg-
ing operation in which sodium ions are converted to sodium metal and a dis-
charge operation in which sodium metal is converted to sodium ions. It is
only after satisfactory performance in sodium-sodium cells that ceramics are
tested in sodium-sulfur cells.

One of the major uses of the sodium-sodium cell test program has been to
evaluate ceramic of different composition.2 Several of the compositions
tested passed over 1000 Ah/cm2 in one direction, whereas others showed clear
evidence of electrolytic degradation. The major factor in the electrolytic
degradation of 8"-A1 203, when subjected to high current densities in a charg-
ing mode, is the Li 20 concentration. While the Na 20 content may vary within
certain limits, V"-A120 3 compositions containing 0.8% or less of Li20 appear
to be significantly more resistant to electrolytic degradation at high cur-
rent densities than-'"-AL20) compositions containing 0.9% or more of Li20.

Results of this study lead to recommending the composition 9.0% Na 20 -
0.8% Li2O is recommended as a material for use in Na-S cells. Cells 1723-1
and 1723-2 each passed over 1000 amp-hrs/cm2 undirectionally without deteri-
oration at a current density of 1.25 amps/cm2 . The resistivity of the
material (5.3 a-cm at 3000C) is comparable to that of the 8.7% Na20 - 0.7%
Li 2O (5.0 Q-cm at 300*C), while its strength is greater (19,000 psi vs. 16,000
psi). A comparison of the performance of ceramic of these two compositions
is given in Table II.
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Table II. Summary of Data from High Current Density Na-Na Test Cells

Current Time On Current Passed
Density Composition Test (Ah/cm2 )

Number A/cm2  %Na2O %Li20 (Months) One Direction

1266-1 0,75 8.7 0.7 1.3 377
1266-2 0.75 8.7 0.7 6 1512
1266-3 0.75 8.7 0.7 1.5 378
1578-1 1.00 8.7 0.7 1.9 636
1269-3 1.25 8.7 0.7 1.3 525
1723-1 1.25 9.0 0.8 2.1 1155
1723-2 1.25 9.0 0.8 3.2 1575

Cells 1266-1, 1266-2, 1266-3, and 1578-1 were taken off test because of
failure of the outer glass envelope. Cells 1269-3, 1723-1, and 1723-2 were
taken off test because of malfunction of the cell test controller. After cell
termination, most of the ceramic membranes were examined by a variety of me-
thods including light microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), x-ray
diffraction, and x-ray fluorescence. The ceramic from all test cells other
than 1578-1 was intact. Some anomalies were observed however in the exami-
nation of membranes. The presence of K and Cl was found by SEM in cracked
areas of tube 1578-1, but not in undamaged sections. There were several in-
dications of seal damage but wh1ch properly could not be called seal failures
in the cells built with ceramic of composition 9.0% Na2O - 0.8% Li 20. In
these cases, the a-A12 03-glass-8-A120 3 seals were badly discolored or pitted,
but not broken.

Now that we have found an optimum ceramic composition, the major use for
sodium-sodium cell testing is to test the effects of changes in ceramic pro-
cessing. In this regard, it is worth noting that ceramic tubes fabricated at
the University of Utah using standard Ford processing methods have been put
on test. Four such tubes of composition 8.7% Na2O - 0.7% Li2O have passed in

excess of 850 Ah/cm2 in one direction at a current density of 1.25 A/cm2.
These tubes are still on test and except for some asymmetry in operation

appear to be intact. In the worst case, the asymmetry is of the order of 25%.

At present, we have no explanation for this behavior and are awaiting the
ceramic failure and results of post-test analyses before we discuss this

asymmetry and its possible meaning in terms of cell life and operation.

RESULTS OF CELL TESTING - SODIUM/SULFUR CELLS

The characterization of individual sodium-sulfur cells involves two dis-
tinct testing programs -- endurance testing and performance testing. 2 The
purpose of the endurance test program is to establish the durability of the
cell and its components by monitoring the electrical performance at fixed
operating conditions as a function of time and conditions of use. In addition
to determining the time to failure, the rates of deterioration of cell per-
formance (e.g., capacity, internal resistance) are obtained. Performance
testing has as its goal the characterization of the electrical behavior of
a cell at various operating conditions (e.g., temperature, charge and dis-
charge rates) during the early stages of cell life. Specifically, these tests
involve determining the capacity versus rate of charge and discharge, and the
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measurement of ohmic and concentration polarizations as a function of temper-
ature, rate, and state of charge of the cell. At the conclusion of the elec-
trical test program, each cell is dissected and examined visually. Cell com-
ponents are prepared for further examination as appropriate.

As my colleague, Dr. R. W. Minck discussed earlier in this Workshop in
his paper entitled, "The Performance of Shaped Graphite Electrodes in Sodium-
Sulfur Cells", a series of cells employing novel sulfur electrode shapes were
constructed and tested. The electrode shapes of cells 93 and 94 are shown
along with a schematic of a completely felt filled electrode in Figure 3a,
b, c.

Ceramic tubes were removed from 93 and 94 and, after cleaning, were cut
into segments. When feasible, rings were cut from undamaged portions of the
tube for diametral strength tests, microstructures were determined and sur-
faces were analyzed by SEM. In selected cases electron microprobe, Auger,
and x-ray fluorescence also were used.

Cell E23 was terminated while still functioning properly. The particu-
lar electrode shape used is shown in Figure 4. As is now known, its low
capacity is due to the electrode shape and the absence of a metal current
collector. Mre importantly, the ceramic was undamaged and no impurities
were found on either the inner surface (that had been in contact with Na) or
the outer surface (that had been in contact with sulfur). Diametral tests
indicated no deterioration in strength. This sample was used as a standard
and subsequent reference to contamination or impurity levels are made relative
to E23 (Figure 5). This reduces the probability of misinterpreting the pres-
ence of very low level impurities resulting from normal cell construction.
The appearance of tubes from 93 and 94 was quite different from that of a
typical ceramic degraded in a Na-Na cell. They each displayed a single long
crack, with some branching in the lower portion of the tube. The areas away
from the crack appeared undamaged and diametral strength tests indicated no
loss of strength. Degradation usually is manifested in Na-Na cells as multi-
ple unconnected cracks.

The SEM techniques used for most of the surface analysis reported in-
volves the analysis of points on a surface. To minimize the possibility of
any one point being atypical because of random contamination, many points
were analyzed for each sample. Some typical data are shown in Figures
5-8.

The major impurity in all of the degraded samples was K. Ca was often
present with the K, but always at lower levels. Ca was never found alone.
Traces of Fe, Si and Cl were also found in several cases. The K impurities
were found on the outer surfaces of tubes nr-re frequently than the inner sur-
faces. The K levels found on outer surface, were often higher, but never
lower than the K levels found on inner surf aes. (Compare Figures 7 and 8.)
It is apparent that K is not present in thE original ceramic and diffuses
into the ceramic during cell operation. At this stage, it would be improper
to conclude that K caused the ceramic degrat'ationg but there are enough indi-
cations to warrant further study.

The source of potassium also is open to question. The fact that the
potassium levels on the sulfur electrode side of the ceramic electrolyte were
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higher than on the sodium electrode side does not compel us to assume that
the potassium arises from the sulfur electrode. It may be a reflection of
the fact that problems in cell operation usually show up on charge rather
than on discharge.* Since all cells tested use the same quality of sodium,
it is not likely that the potassium initially present in the sodium can
account for these observations.

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF MATERIALS COSTS

Ultimately, the utilization of the sodium-sulfur battery will depend
upon its ability to compete economically with alternate means for load level-
ing and automotive propulsion. A cost target of $20/kWh has been chosen for
the load leveling application based upon published data. 3 Construction costs
of present laboratory cells provide an upper limit for battery costs. The
direct cost elements can be broken down into four major categories: 1) the
costs of raw materials; 2) the costs of component fabrication; 3) the costs
of cell filling and assembly; and 4) the costs of external components such
as leads, insulation, etc. At this time we shall concern ourselves only
with the present costs of raw materials used in construction of laboratory
cells.

For purposes of calculation, we have assumed a materials usage effi-
ciency of 100% and have based all of our costs in terms of unit area of
ceramic electrolyte (cm2). In order to convert from area of electrolyte to
kWh, we have used a factor of 2.3 Wh/cm2 or 435 cm2 ceramic electrolyte per
kWh delivered. This energy density has been achieved in cells designed for
load leveling.2 Using these assumptions the major raw materials costs are
shown in Table III.

Table III. Major Materials Costs for Laboratory Cells

Cost Amount Cost
Material ($/lb) (gm/cm2 of S"-Alumina) ($/kWh)

Graphite felt 75 0.091 6.57
Stainless Steel 2 2.53 4.86
a- Alumina Header 10 0.35 3.18
8"-Alumina - 0.32 50.46
Sodium 0.4 2.06 0.79
Sulfur 0.1 3.71 0.36

Total 62.22

The cost of $3.18/kWh for a-A1203 headers can be expected to decrease at
least one order of magnitude in terms of production costs. A cost reduction
of a factor of four can be achieved simply by using 1" long headers rather
than the 4" long headers currently used in fabrication of laboratory cells.

It is worthwhile to take a somewhat closer look at the costs associated
with producing units of s"-alumina electrolyte joined to an a-A1203 insulator.
In the past, we have used a cost target of $0.01/cm2 of ceramic electrolyte.
Using the conversion factor of 2.3 Wh/cm2 , this translates to a cost of $4.35/
kWh of energy delivered.

*In 8" alumina potassium ions are less mobile than sodium ions.
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The raw materials costs associated with S"-alumina fabrication are shown
in Table IV.

Table IV. Ceramic Materials Costs

Amount Cost

Material (Unit) (/gcm2) ($/unit) (C/cm2 )

a-Al203 (lbs) 0.41 10.00 0.9
Na2CO3 (lbs) 0.07 3.60 0.06
LiNO3 (lbs) 0.02 8.90 0.04
Polyurethane (boots)1  0.191 17.50 2.6
Pt (troy ounce) 2  0.062 200.00 8.0 (39)2

Total 11.60

iThe conversion factor is 1.5 x 10-3 boots/cm2.

2
The cost of the Pt is $0.39/cm2 but 80% of the
cost is recovered.

The cost of the polyurethane boots (molds) can be decreased by extending boot
life which is now on the order of 15 pressings. The cost associated with the
platinum used during sintering is shown as 20% of the cost of the formed
platinum, the remaining 80% is taken as scrap value.

The results given in Table III indicate that the highest cost item is
the 8"-alumina ceramic electrolyte. In order to meet target costs, it is
necessary to reduce the cost of S"-alumina raw materials by more than an
order of magnitude. Research is continuing towards our goal of cost reduc-
tion. We are exploring the use of raw c-A1 203 powders which cost less than
$1.00/lb or 0.090/cm2 , the elimination of platinum encapsulation, and the use
of lubricants to extend the life of the polyurethane boots. Although the pro-
gress at Utah in forming ceramic electrolyte by isostatic pressing has ex-
ceeded that made using extrusion we may yet be able to use an extrusion pro-
cess which would eliminate the costs associated with polyurethane boots.

SUMMARY

One key to success of the sodium-sulfur battery remains the fabrication
of high strength, low resistivity, durable, and economic ceramic electrolyte.
Progress in fabrication of ceramic at the University of Utah and at Ford lead
us to conclude that the goals of strength, resistivity, and durability can be
met in production. A comparison of goals and best laboratory results for a
high power cell are given in Table V. The preliminary economic analysis in-
dicates that we have a way to go before our cost targets can be met. Our
research program in ceramic electrolytes is focussed on fHiding economical
means of fabrication through materials substitution and process changes and
we remain confident that our target cost can be met.
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Table V. Comparison of Laboratory Results
(Cell E17) and Program Goals for the High Power Cell

Variable Goal Results (Cell E17)

Power Density (W/cm2) 0.7 0.4
Energy Density (Wh/cm2) 0.2 0.2
Utilization of Reagents (%) 25 30
Electrical Efficiency (I) 70 62
Capacity (Ah/cm2) 0.1 0.1
Discharge Time (h) 0.3 0.6
Durability (Ah/cm2) 250 1060
Cycle Life 1000 6400
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A MECHANICAL SEAL FOR THE SODIUM/SULPHUR CELL
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A.R. Tilley
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Derby, U.K.

ABSTRACT

The development of a suitable sealing method is one of the
technical problems that has to be solved before the high
temperature sodium/sulphur battery becomes a commercial reality.
This paper describes the development of a potentially low cost,
lightweight seal assembly that is suitable for operation at 3500C.
The results of stress analysis, seals leak tests and cell cycling
studies are described.

INTRODUCTION

The sodium/sulphur battery programme at British Railways is
concentrated on developing the tubular version of the cell. This cell is
operated at a mean temperature of 3500C and seals are required which contain
within the cell the sodium and sulphur/sodium polysulphides and prevent the
sodium and sulphur from reacting chemically. In the event of ceramic
electrolyte failure the direct reaction of sodium and sulphur results in

high cell temperatures , and it is desirable to release in a controlled way
any high pressures that may be built up within the cell.

The sodium/sulphur battery development in the United Kingdom is a
co-ordinated joint programme between Chloride Silent Power Ltd., Harwell
U.K.A.E.A. and British Railways. The British Railways seals effort is
directed to developing a suitable axial compression seal system. The
compression seals bear on to an alpha alumina flange which is glass sealed
to the beta alumina tube as shown in Figure 1.

This paper describes the main problems encountered in the development
of these seals and describes how a successful, high temperature,lightweight
and potentially low cost sealing assembly has been produced.

BETA ALUMINA/ALPHA ALUMINA/GLASS SEAL

The alpha alumina collar has ground surfaces upon which the sealing
gaskets are compressed. Conventional glass sealing technology is used to
fabricate the beta and alpha alumina assembly. This involves careful
matching bf the coefficients of thermal expansion of the components. The
sealing glass is required to be resistant to chemical attack from either
sodium or sulphur/sodium polysulphides and during the glassing operation
the glass should not react chemically with the beta alumina.

At present British Railways cells are operated with the seals uppermost
and consequently chemical attack from the reactants is minimised and lives
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up to one year have been obtained. When the glass seal is in contact with

the reactants fairly rapid degradation of the glass seal is observed and we
are presently engaged in evaluating a number of glass compositions in order
to enable cells to be operated in any orientation.

COMPRESSION SEAL

Gasket Materials

Sodium seal. Flat aluminium gaskets(0.1 2 5 mm thick) have been found to
be perfectly satisfactory. No sodium

. ALUMNTA CaLLAK
-aASE OE *G"AI.UNNNA

YUgK

Fig.l Sodium Sulphur Tube Cell

leaks have been observed with sealing
pressures as low as 15 MNm-2 , even
though the seals were not gas tight
on assembly. It is believed that a
bond is formed by chemical reaction 2

between sodium/sodium oxide and the
aluminium and aluminium oxide.
Aluminium seals have been operated
successfully for more than 3,000 hours
in charge/discharge cycling tests,
and no deterioration of the gaskets
has been detected. By maintaining
the correct sealing stress,
approximately 20-30 MNm-2 throughout
cell operation at 3500C, a gas tight
seal is obtained and reliance on the
chemical sealing is not necessary.

Flexible graphite gaskets such
as "Grafoil" and "Sigraflex" have been
used but special seal arrangements
are needed as leakage of sodium occurs
as a result of the intercalation
reaction with graphite.

Sulphur seal. Flexible graphite
gaskets and aluminium gaskets have
been used as sulphur seals. The
graphite gaskets do not perform

perfectly satisfactorily. The materials are virtually non-elastic over the
required sealing stress range and a constant sealing stress cannot be
maintained throughout assembly and operation of the cell, which leads to
leakage.

Seal tests using aluminium gaskets have shown no loss of sulphur as
determined by weight loss, for over 3,500 hours. Aluminium is corroded by
sodium polysulphides under polarised conditions but as the present cells are
operated vertically with the seals uppermost, contact with the liquid
reactants is prevented and corrosion appears to be absent. However,previous
tests 3 using an immersed aluminium '0' ring were promising and recent tests
at British Railways using thin aluminium immersed seals have shown no
corrosion after 69 charge/discharge cycles. This is probably due to a
combination of the low surface area exposed to the melt and the attenuation
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of the corrosion reaction due to build-up of the corrosion product,
aluminium sulphide.

Clamping System

The initial clamping force must be such that after assembly at room
temperature and operation of the cell at 3500C, the remaining clamping force
is sufficient to maintain the seal. The clamping force is reduced after
assembly due to relaxation of the stressed components. Flange bending and
stretching of the outer clamping collar appear to be the most important
effects. When the cell is heated to 350 C the load is further reduced due
to differences in the coefficients of thermal expansion of the clamp ing
components, particularly the ceramic collar (C.T.E. ca 68 x 10-7 K'1) and
the steel components (C.T.E. ca 120 x 10-7 K-1).

Two methods of maintaining sufficient seal stress on the gaskets have
been used. The first designs used a combination of metals having different
coefficients of thermal expansion as shown in Figure 1. Mild steel was
used for the low expansion components and initially aluminium (C.T.E. ca
230 x 10-7 K'1 ) was used for the high expansion material. However, it was
found that at 3500C the stresses resulted in creep of the aluminium,
therefore austenitic steel was substituted. This method, however, requires
stringent control of material specifications and dimensional tolerances to
achieve reproducible seal stresses at 3500C and it does not overcome initial
loss in clamping force after assembly.

Ideally, there should be no change in seal stress on assembly and
heating and in practice this change can be reduced to a small amount by the
use of disc springs. By using a disc spring of low rate compared to the
stiffness of the other components of the seal assembly, the dimensional
changes arising from relaxation of the clamping load and from thermal
expansion do not result in a significant change in the sealing load. A
typical cell design using a disc spring clamping assembly is shown in
Figure 2.

Stress Analysis

A detailed stress analysis u ilising finite element methods to obtain
the flexibility of the components 'Swas carried out on several cell designs
in order to minimise load loss and to ensure that components were not over-
stressed. Production type designs using easily formed components were also
evaluated.

The calculations were as follows:-

The Fell components are assembled together at room temperature as shown
in Figure 3.

fi is the flexibility of the inner components 3,4,5 and 6.
fo is the flexibility of the outer components 1 and 2.

An initial clamping load P is applied and the components 1 and ' are

welded as shown. The clamping load P is then removed and a reduced load R
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is "locked up" in the components.

The extension of the outer components = recovery of the inner components

Rfo = (P - R)fi

P
.R= l fo

fi

On heating up to the operating temperature of 3500C the load R is
further reduced due to the different thermal expansion of the components and
due to a reduction in Youngs modulus of the various components. This
reduced load R3 50 is given by:-

R3 50 = Pfi - LC.
350 .350

fo +*fi

where fo3 50 and fi 35 0 are the flexibility of the outer and inner components
at 3500C and La is the relative dimensional change between the outer
clamping collar 1 and the other components on heating to 3500C.

The various flexibilities, residual loads and maximum stresses for cell
clamping arrangements are shown in Table 1.
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Type of Clamping T/10 Modified T/10 Production
Assembly (As Fig.3) (As Fig.3) Design

Dimensions (mm)

Outer collar diameter 50 50 44.71
Outer collar thickness 0.5 0.76 0.71
Inner collar thickness 0.5 0.5 1.01

Disc Spring

Outer diameter 45 45 40
Inner diameter 22.4 22.4 20.4
Thickness 2.5 2.5 2.5
Height 1.0 1.0 0.95

Flexibilities

(mm/N x 106 )

Outer collar 47.3 26.3 7.1
Inner collar 10.7 10.7 6.7
2 disc springs 182.0 182.0 144.0

Load Loss
(1962 N applied) 24% 17% 9%

Maximum Stresses

(N/mm2)

Outer collar 530.0 320.0 140.0
Inner collar 276.0 276.0 165.0
Disc springs 270.0 270.0 276.0

Table 1. Stress Analysis Results
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Approx.

Sulphur Stress On No.f NoOf Time % Sulphur
Compart- Gasket TOf Seals Elec- On Weight
ment After Cyclesl Immersion trical Test Loss
Gasket Assembly Cycles (h)

(MNm 2)

Aluminium 30 4 No - 3300 0.0*

Aluminium 30 1 No - 1650 0.0*

Aluminium 30 1 No - 1650 0.0*

Grafoil 15 - No - 1100 5

Grafoil 15 - No - 1000 6

Sigraflex 15 - No - 1000 6.5

Sigraflex 30 - No - 600 12.6

Sigraflex 15 - Yes - 1000 4.6

Aluminium 30 1 Yes - 600 0.0

Aluminium 30 1 No 134 1730 0.0

Aluminium 30 - Yes 69 720 0.0

Grafoil 12.5 2 No 229 3336 26

Table 2. Sulphur Weight Loss Results

* test still continuing
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Experimental Results

Load loss measurements. Confirmation of the stress analysis results
was obtained experimentally by two methods:

(i) by directly measuring the deflection of the pre-calibrated disc
springs after assembly.

(ii) by strain gauging the outer clamping collar.

The T/10 (as Figure 3) assembly gave a load loss of approximately 26% and
20% by each method; this compares favourably with the stress analysis figure
of 24%.

Sulphur weight loss results. It was preferred to test the seals at
the operating temperature of 350"C in cells containing the reactants. This
was done simply by weight loss methods. Cells were either charge/discharge
cycled and weighed after test or put on long term "seals" tests where cells
were partially filled with sulphur and the remaining gas space fixed to give
approximately 500 KPa at 350 C which corresponds to the maximum gas pressure
and maximum sulphur vapour pressure expected under normal operating
conditions.

The results of these tests are given in Table 2.

As can be seen, tests are still continuing with no weight loss after
several thousand hours.

Helium leak test. A production type cell design using a disc spring
seals assembly was recently leak tested at 350 C using a Veeco MS17 helium
leak detector. The seals were helium leak tight (( 5 x 10-10 litre torr
sec- 1 ).

PRODUCTION AND COSTING

The commercial success of the sodium/sulphur battery depends on certain
cell performance and cost targets being met. The seals assemblies in
present cell designs can influence the energy density, volumetric energy
density and cost quite markedly.

The early designs were made in small numbers from machined components
and no real attempt to optimise for cost and weight was made. The seals
assembly cannot be reduced in weight without sacrificing long term seals
performance due to creep o: lightened overstressed components. The weight
penalty of the seals assembly can be offset, however, by increasing the
length of the cells. It is anticipated that by increasing the length of the
ceramic electrolyte from the present size of 160 mm to 300 mm the seals
assembly will contribute less than 10% of the total cell weight. We are now
in a position where large numbers of cells are required. To reduce cost a
cell design was devised, the components of which could be made by semi-
automatic production methods such as rotary forming and pressing. This has
resulted in a considerable ztduction in cost, and cells of this design show
very low loss of sealing .L on assembly and heat up to 350 C (49%). It
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is estimated that the total cost of this seal assembly will account for less
than 5% of the total cost.

CONCLUSIONS

The concept of using disc springs and lightweight pressed seal
assemblies appears to be very satisfactory. The system has the advantages
of ease of assembly, low cost and safe pressure release on cell failure.
Although long term tests greater than 4,000 hours have not yet been,
completed, creep resulting from the high temperature operation should be
avoided by careful choice of materials and reduction of stress levels.
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CURRENT STATUS OF THE ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL LITHIUM -
IRON SULFIDE BATTERY DEVELOPMENT'

L. Heredy, L. McCoy and S. Sudar
Rockwell International

Atomics International Division
Canoga Park, California

ABSTRACT

A program for the development of lithium-iron sulfide batteries for
electric utility load-leveling is being conducted at Atomics International.
These batteries use a molten KCf-LiCl electrolyte and are operated at a
temperature of 400*C or higher. A lithium-silicon alloy, Li5Si, is used as
the active material in the negative electrodes. Positive electrodes contain
the iron sulfides FeS, FeS2 or their mixture. Electrode development tasks
are concerned with minimizing the cost of supporting structures and opti-
mizing electrode performance. Porous ceramic separators based upon
rigid structural materials are being developed. Rigid separators used in
current experimental calls are either prepared by processes under develop-
ment or are purchased. Cell development is being conducted through scale-
up stages involving increasing electrode area and numbers of parallel con-
nected electrodes to reach a 2.5 kwh modular cell. A status review of this
effort is presented.

INTRODUCTION

High temperature lithium-iron sulfide batteries offer considerable
promise for electric utility load-leveling and electric vehicle applications
because of their inherent high energy density and potentially low cost. De-
velopment programs for these batteries are being conducted at Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL)l and at the Atomics International (AI) Division
of Rockwell International. General Motors is also working on this system. 3

The AI program consists of a number of tasks directed to advances in compo-
nent technology and cell design and construction. The program is jointly
funded by Rockwell International, the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) and by ANL. To date, emphasis has been placed on the load-leveling
application.

The basic AI cell design is illustrated by the conceptual design of a
2.5 kwh cell shown in Figure 1. Multiple, parallel-connected electrodes are
contained within a rectangular case. Porous ceramic separators provide
electrical insulation between adjacent electrodes while allowing ionic conduc-
tion through the molten KCI-LiC1 eutectic salt electrolyte. This salt mix-
ture melts'at 352*C,which places the operating temperature of the cell at
about 400*C. Positive electrodes may use either FeS2 or FeS as the active
material. The final selection will be made on the basis of complex consid-
erations involving both economic and performance factors. Negative elec-
trodes will use a lithium-silicon alloy as the active component .n the fully

*Jointly funded by Rockwell International, Argonne National Laboratory and
the Electric Power Research Institute.
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Conceptual Design of a 1 kwh Lithium -
Iron Sulfide Cell

charged state. The cells will be hermetically sealed by welding and insu-
lated feedthroughs will be required. A description of the current status
of electrode, ceramic component, and cell development tasks is givenbelow.

NEGATIVE ELECTRODES

Lithium electrodes may use either an alloy solid at the cell operating
temperature, or liquid lithium retained in a porous metal supporting struc-
ture. The solid lithium-aluminum alloy has been used at ANL in their de-
velopment program. Until last year, however, emphasis has been placed
on the development of liquid lithium electrodes at AI in view of the 0.3-v
advantage to the use of the liquid metal. To use this approach, means must
be found to cause lithium to continually wet porous metals preferentially to
the molten electrolyte saturated with Li2S. Two additives, copper and zinc,
serve this function well but, in practice, completely satisfactory electrodes
of this type were not found. During charge, small quantities of dispersed
lithium were formed, leading to electrode capacity loss and increased rates
of self-discharge. 4

Last year it was discovered at AI that solid alloys of lithium and silicon
were electrochemically active and offered potential advantages over lithium-
aluminum anodes, both in reduced voltage loss vs lithium and in greater
capacity in terms of ampere-hours per gram of alloy. This development
is described in detail in a separate paper. Lithium and silicon form a num-
ber of compounds with melting points around 600aC or higher. The more
lithium-rich of these, Li5 Si, discharges through a series of potential pla-
teaus ranging from 48 to 336 my positive to liquid lithium at 400*C. The

9073.14
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average potential over the complete discharge is 230 mv. The theoretical

capacity of Li5Si is 2.12 amp-hr/g.

Effective utilization of these properties in practical electrodes requires
the development of light weight, low cost supporting structures. A para-
metric study of the effect of structural variables, electrode thickness, and
specific capacity loading on electrode performance with several candidate
structures is being conducted.

Studies at present are confined to relatively thick electrodes suitable
for low-power applications such as load-leveling. These are prepared by
filling a porous steel or stainless steel structure with the molten alloy at
650 to 7000C, or by mechanically distributing the powdered solid alloy into
the structure. The latter method is preferred. Superior performance is
obtained with relatively large-pored supporting structures. Using a 6%
dense support, structural-to-active weight ratios of ~ 1:1 have been reached.
Specific capacities of 1.1 amp-hr/cm 3 are now being used. At a current
density of 40 ma/cm 2 , appropriate for load-leveling, 80% utilization of the
theoretical capacity is obtained with 0.64 cm thick electrodes. This increases
to 92% when thinner (0.26 cm) electrodes are used.

The voltage characteristics of Li 5 Si electrodes are illustrated in Fig-
ure 2. These data were taken during the operation of a 150 w-hr cell de-
cribed below. The discharge curve has been "folded back" under the charge
curve for comparison purposes. The high degree of symmetry indicates
excellent reversibility. These electrodes and others of similar type have
now withstood hundreds of cycles over periods of thousands of hours with-
out apparent physical deterioration.

0

CHARGEf

> 100 - - OPEN CIRCUIT POTENTIAL

200

- - -- DISCHARGE

TWO PARALLELCONNECTED. DUAL FACE
400 LiS ELECTRODES

TOTAL SURFACE AREA 402 cm 2

CURRENT DENSITY 26 ma/ cm 2

CYCLE NO. 8

2 4 8 6 10
TIME. HOURSI

75*526*2P-42B

Figure 2. Potential Time Behavior of Lithium -
Silicon Electrodes
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The objectives of current research are to minimize the cost and weight
of the supporting structure, to define the optimum loading as a function of
electrode thickness, and to investigate alternate means of electrode prepa-
ration, both in the initially charged and uncharged states.

POSITIVE ELECTRODES

Two iron sulfide materials, FeS and FeS2, are being investigated as
active materials for the positive electrodes. A single voltage plateau at
1.65 v open-circuit vs lithium is obtained on discharge with FeS while FeS2
discharges in two steps with a higher voltage of 2.05 v open-circuit for about
half of the total capacity. When the average voltage is taken, FeS2 provides
an advantage of about 0.2 v over FeS. Higher energy densities and lower
costs in stored energy should therefore be attainable with FeS2 if this were
the only basis for selection. However, as discussed below, materials prob-
lems are more severe with FeS2 and FeS may be preferred on a cost basis
despite the lower cell voltage. An equimolar mixture of FeS and FeS2,
FeS1.5, has also been studied for possible advantage over the individual
materials.

As in the case of the negative electrodes, a variety of supporting struc-
tures have been investigated. Graphite was used in all early work with FeS2
and FeS1.5 because of its outstanding resistance to chemical and electro-
chemical attack. Dense graphite was used as the current conductor /housing
for the electrode while graphite or carbon felt was used for internal support
and current collection. The powdered active material was vibrated into the
felt to provide the specific capacity desired. Replacement of the dense
graphite with molybdenum foil collectors has greatly reduced the weight and
volume of these electrodes. Molybdenum is stable in contact with higher
charge state iron sulfides and resists attack at the voltages required to
charge these electrodes. Unfortunately, molybdenum is a relatively expen-
sive metal and work is being done, both at ANL and AI, in an attempt to
develop a less expensive substitute by coating steel with thin, corrosion-
resistant coatings. Steel or stainless steel has been used as a current
conductor /housing for an FeS electrode for almost 9000 hr. If relatively
inexpensive steel can be used for this purpose, there may be an economic
advantage to cells using FeS positive electrodes for load-leveling where
energy density is less important than cost.

Early tests of iron sulfides were made with electrodes of about 5 cm 2

area, covered with porous A1 2 0 3 plates and immersed in a molten electrode
bath, together with liquid lithium or lithium-silicon electrodes. Tests were
subsequently made with electrodes of 24-cm 2 area in test bed cells of the
type shown in Figure 3. A number of these tests were run for extended per-
iods of time. A summary of the results of longer term tests is given in the
following table.
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LONG TERM CYCLE TESTS OF IRON SULFIDE ELECTRODES

Temperature:
Electrode Area:

Electrode Depth:

390 to 405*C
A: -5.0 cm 2

B: -24.0 cm 2

0.64 cm
Current Density: 35 to 40 ma/cm2

Active Material/ Cpci Active Coulombic Operating Life
Type Conductive Material (amp-hr / Utiliza- Efficienty (Cycles) (hr)

cm 3) (% M

A FeS 2 /Carbon Felt 0.6 75 96 86 2160

A FeS.5 /Carbon Felt 0.6 98 96 100 1970

A FeS/Graphite Powder 0.6 100 98 456 8900

B FeS2/Carbon Felt 0.6 74 99 67 1080

B FeS 1. 5 / CarbonFelt 0.9 60 99 172 3340

B FeS 1.5/Graphite Felt 0.6 85 98 380 6600

*Utilization based on available sulfur

POROUS A1203SEPARATORS
AND INSULATORS

MOLYBDENUM
FOIL BOX AND
CONDUCTOR

ANODE CAVITY, ANODE NOT SHOWN

STAINLESS
STEEL CASE

-

I.

CARBON FELT SPRING

IRON SULFIDE IN GRAPHITE FELT

9073-12

Figure 3. Test Bed Cell for 24 cm2 Electrodes
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The capacity utilization of the sulfur content of FeS 2 observed in these
tests was almost uniformly around 75%. This provided the basis for tests
of FeS 1 . 5 where the total sulfur content could be utilized experimentally.
However, since FeS1.5 yields a lower average cell voltage than FeS 2 and
presents the same electrode materials problems, future tests will be made
with FeS2 alone. In a recent test, an FeS 2 electrode was operated at 500*C
as well as at the more customary temperature of 400*C; the results are
shown in Figure 4. A marked increase in utilization, approaching the theo-
retical limit, was obtained at the higher temperature.

2 4 6 8
DISCHARGE (amp-hr)

10 12 14

9073-13

Figure 4. Discharge Capacity of FeS2 Electrode at 420 and 5000C

In general, some difficulty has been experience in obtaining high capacity
utilization with FeS in electrodes using graphite felt supports. A mixture of
graphite powder with FeS has been found to increase utilization markedly as
shown in the preceding table.

Emphasis in current work on positive electrodes is being placed on the
use of FeS because containment in low cost steel structures appears feasible.
A light weight, cellular structure has been found which resists deformation
caused by swelling forces generated in the discharge of FeS. Scale-up of
these electrodes to the area required for load-leveling cells will be conducted
as rapidly as possible. This aspect of electrode development is described
in the discussion of the cell construction task.
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CERAMIC SEPARATORS

Ceramic materials for lithium-iron sulfide battery separators should be
thermodynamically stable to lithium, insoluble in the electrolyte, free of
harmful impurities, resist fracture by thermal shock, and be potentially
low in cost. The separators may be rigid porous plates or flexible materials
such as cloth, felt, or paper fabricated from ceramic fibers. Cloth made
from BN fibers is now being used successfully by ANL in their lithium alu-
minum - iron sulfide cells. Flexible separators have mechanical advantages
over rigid plates but few lithium-resistant materials are presently available
in this form, and acceptably low cost remains to be demonstrated. Continued
investigation of alternative materials and fabrication techniques will increase
the probability of technical and economic success,

At this time, a large number of metal oxides and nitrides, prepared at
AI or purchased from vendors, have been screened for their resistance to
attack as determined by simultaneous exposure to liquid lithium and molten
KC1-LiCI electrolyte at 420*C for 2-week periods. This test provides a
more rigorous environment than might be expected by contact with solid
lithium alloys where the activity of lithium is considerably lower but offers
assurance that the separators will not be attacked in the event of accidental
overcharge. Of the materials tested in this manner, Y202, Si 3 N4 and Al N
have been found to withstand this test without significant change in physical
properties. BN cloth obtained from the Carborundum Company has shown
variable resistance to attack. Poor initial results were due to insufficient
removal of oxide impurities prior to test.

Techniques have been developed for preparing high purity metal oxides
by chemical precipitation from aqueous solutions or by a gel process using
organic acids in glycol. In the second instance, the gel is heated to decom-
pose the organic materials. A major portion of this effort is now being
placed on fabrication of porous ceramic plates of a sufficient size to permit
assembly of cells with full-size electrodes (~500 cm 2 in area).

As a longer range effort, the preparation of ceramic fibers from a vari-
ety of metal oxides and nitrides will be investigated. These may be either
pure ceramic materials or composite fibers utilizing a core of a different
composition to provide greater strength and flexibility. Assistance in weav-
ing these fibers into suitable separator cloth will be obtained from experts
at the Rockwell Textile Machinery Division.

CELL DEVELOPMENT

The basic cell building block for utility load-leveling plants is presently
based upon a unit capacity of 2.5 kwh. Electrodes 9 in. by 9 in. (522 cm2

in area) should approximate the final size required for this application. To
reach this point, it will be necessary to scale electrodes and ceramic com-
ponents from the area of ~-25 cm 2 used in test beds to these dimensions. This
will be done in a series of steps involving scale-up both in area and in the
number of electrode pairs contained within a single cell casing. The former
is the more difficult step. To achieve the energy density and cost goals for
the load-leveling application, it will be essential that the cell configuration
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be highly compact, with electrodes and separators in direct contact to mini-
mize electrolyte weight. Cells constructed prior to this date have provided
free electrolyte between the negative electrode and the ceramic separators.
This design has been required by the poor resistance of A12 0 3 separators
to attack by lithium. These separators have been used because of their
ready availability. Despite the low energy densities attainable in these past
cell designs (--. 12 w-hr/lb) they have served a valuable function by demon-
strating tha inherent long life of iron-sulfide and lithium-silicon electrodes.
As more suitable ceramic separators have become available, compact cell
configurations have been designed. The performance of cell constructed
in accordance with these considerations is described in the following text.

Free Electrolyte Cells

A number of these cells have been built and operated, with electrode
areas ranging from 25 to 130 cm 2 . The largest of these, a 150 w-hr cell
constructed under ANL support, contains four electrode pairs, with positive
electrodes having an area of 130 cm2 and negative electrodes with an area of
100 cm 2 . The general design of this cell is shown in Figure 5. After a
brief period of operation in an inert atrrasphere, this cell was closed by
welding. A photograph of the internal structure of the cell is shown in Fig-
ure 6.

coma «.K
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Figure 5. 150 watt-hour Cell, Side Sectional View
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Internal View of 150-w-hr Cell

The cell was characterized by operation over a range of charge and
discharge rates. The results of these tests are shown in Figure 7, where
the voltage behavior of the cell at various charge-discharge rates are shown
together with energy efficiencies calculated for various combinations of
these rates. For the mode of operation believed most pertinent to load-
leveling service, a C/5 charge rate and a C/10 discharge rate, an energy
efficiency of 76%, was recorded. This cell has been operated for 5540 hr
and has completed i95 cycles, most of these under the 5-hr rate in both
modes. The coulombic efficiency has remained high, between 98 and 100'.

0
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Figure 7. Performance of 150 w-hr Cell

Some small decrease in energy efficiency has occurred, as shown in Fig-
ure 8. As the cell capacity is limited by the negative electrodes, the charges
shown are probably ascribable to the functioning of the lithium-silicon elec-
trodes. The charges detected to date are, however, modest.
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Compact Cells

Operation of compact cells with minimal electrolyte weight presents
problems not associated with the type of cell described in the preceding
text. A major consideration in this case is the possibility of shorting
between electrodes across the narrow space occupied by the ceramic sep-
arator. This cell design requires effective containment of active materials
in both electrodes and good physical integrity of the separator used in such
cells. Scale-up will proceed from bicells with electrode areas of 130 cm-
to those wih electrode areas of 522 cm 2 .

Smaller bicells with electrode areas of 25 cm2 were built initially to
"pilot" this effort and to establish compatibility of the ceramic separator
with the positive and negative electrodes. A number of these have been
built to date using FeS positive electrodes and lithium silicon negative elec-
trodes. The first cells of this type were built using BN cloth as the sep-
arator in one instance and porous S13N4 plates for this purpose in the other.
In both tests, shorting was experienced when the potential of the lithium
silicon electrodes a->proached the 50 my plateau during charge. The short
ing was transient and the cells were operated successfully thereafter at
restricted states of charge. This problem now appears to have been solved
by the use of composite separator materials.

Scale-up progress on construction of Li5Si-FeS2 cells will lag that
scheduled for those containing FeS electrodes because it is possible to con-
tain the FeS in economically practical ferrous structures. Porous S1 3 N4
sells will be used to retain the active positive material, and molybdenum
current collectors will be used in FeS2 cells. Significant lead times will
be required in the design and purchase of the larger ceramic components.

The construction of compact cells of this type will provide a close
approach to the design of actual load-leveling cells. An energy density in
excess of 85 w-hr/kg is expected with the LiSSi-FeS bicells. Following the
design, construction, and test of these large bicells with FeS and FeS2
electrodes, a selection of one type of these positive electrodes will be made.
Larger 1.0 and 2.5 kwh cells will then be e' t!gned on the basis of that
selection.

DESIGN STUDIED

As advances in component technology are made and as cell designs are
refined Lo approach the end product, it is necessary to continually re-exami.le
cost and energy density estimates for these batteries. This is a difficult
task in a period of rapid development, but it provides an essential service
by pinpointing areas where more intensive investigation is required if per-
formance and economic goals are to be met. Recent studies based on a
1 kwh Li5Si-Fes 2 cell using rigid silicon nitride separators and assuming
specific capacities of 0.6 amp-hr/cm 3 for both negative and positive elec-
trodes, showed that an energy density of 120 w-hr /kg is a reasonable expec-
tation. The two factors having the greatest impact on energy density are
the specific capacity loading of the electrodes and the composition and form
of ceramic separator used. An increase in specific capacity beyond the
0.6 amp-hr/cm 3 used in the baseline calculation for electrodes, a value now
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exceeded in both instances, would have the greatest impact. Attainment of
capacities of 0.8 and 1.0 amp-hr/cm 3 for the cathode and anode, respectively,
would increase the energy density to 16S w-hr/kg. Substitution of thinner
flexible separators, such as BN paper, for the rigid silicon nitride plates
could provide a further 1 % increase in that value.

Preparationof meaningful cost estimates is a much more complex task
as manufacturing and assembly costs must be determined as well as mate-
rials costs. This effort has been started but some time e ;ll be required
before sufficient information is assembled to provide a basis for estimation.
however, several items known to have a major impact on battery costs have
been identified and steps are being taken to purchase or develop lower cost
replacements. Molybdenum current leads and housings for Fe9 2 positive
electrodes provide one example. A task has been initiated at A! to develop
less expensive substitutes. The composition and form of the ceramic sep-
arator cun have a major impact on costs and this is the subject of an Al
program task. In these, as well as in other areas such as feedthroughs,
Al will also utilize technology developed at ANL.

SUMMARY AND PLANS

Progress has been made in developing light weight, ferrous metal sup-
porting structures for FeS positive and lithium-silicon negative electrodes.
These supporting structures are not suitable for FeS2 electrodes, and work
has been started to develop methods of applying corrosion-resistant coatings
to inexpensive substrate metals to supplement similar work at AN L. Mo-
lybdenum current-conductor/housings are now being used with FeSZ. Per-
formance characterization tests of negative and positive electrodes are
being made using electrodes, 2.1 cm 2 in area.

Si3N4, Y2O3, and AIN have been found suitable for making porous ce-
ramic separators resistant to attack by molten lithium and KCI- liCI electro-
lyte at 420'C. These are being purchased or fabricated in the form of rigid
porous plates. An in-house capability for production of such plates in sizes
required for full-size cells will be established. The possibility of obtaining
or producing these materials in fibrous forms for use in flexible separators
will be explored.

Scale-up of FeS-Li5 Si cells will be accomplished by the construction of
compact bicells with individual electrode areas of 130 and 520 cm 2. This
will be followed by design, construction and test of 1 kwh multi-electrode
cells. The same procedure will be followed for LiSSi-FeS2 cells. One of
these systems will be selected for the 2.9 kwh load-leveling modular cell
to be built and tested in the middle part of 1977.
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ABSTRACT

Doped calcium fluoride is applied as a solid elec-
trolyte for high temperature secondary cells using
calcium and copper fluoride as electrode materials.
The cell reaction is given by the equation:
Ca + Cur 2 +=* Car + Cu, the cell voltage is
measured to be 3.37 V at 450 C which is in good
agreement with the value of 3.39 V calculated from
thermodynamic data. Results obtained on cycling
experiments are reported.

INTRODUCTION

Different types of galvanic cells with solid electrolytes are
increasingly finding interest in research and development
work (@). A well-known example of a rechargeable cell is the
Na/5Al O /S system. It operates at 300 - 350 C and offers
considirible promise for a battery of high power and high
energy density. At the operational temperature both the
electrode materials Na and S are in the liquid state.

Recently a new series of all-solid secondary cells has been
proposed using doped Car2 as a solid electrolyte and Ca or Mg
as negative, NWT,, CuT , eFT or other fluorides as positive
electrode materials (2?. As Lay be seen from table 1, cells
of this type compete quite favourably in theoretical energy
density with cells based on the 8A1 203 electrolyte.

The application of solid components only offers advantages as
well as difficulties. Certainly, the problem of corrosion of
grid and cell vessel material will not be as serious as in
case of using corrosive liquids at high temperatures. On the
other hand, however, cycling of all-solid cells may lead to
void formation and other defects of the electrode/electrolyte
structure which may easily be rearranged when liquids are
used. Rut before going into further details, it will be of
greater interest to investigate the fundamental properties of
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the proposed CaF 2 cells. In .his paper results obtained on the
cell Ca/CaF 2/CuF2 will be reported.

Table 1

Theoretical energy densities of high
secondary cells

reaction tempg of
op. C

temperature

o.c.vol-
tage V

Na/0A1 20 3/S

Ca/CaF
2 /CuF2

Ca/CaF
2 /NiF 2

Mg/CaF
2 /CuF 2

2Na+3S g Na2S3
CaCuF 2 . Ca+ *Cu

CaNiF2 Ca+2 Ni

Mg.Cu 2 2+gF2 *Cu

EXPERIMENTAL PART

Materials

Pellets of the composition (CaF ) (Nar) were prepared
from the individual fluorides b? BIII-milliflh0,ressing and
sintering at 800 to 1000 C. The pellets were about 2 mm
thick and had a diameter of 11 - 12 mm. Their surface was
smooth, so that they could be used as cell electrolyte with-
out further treatment. Some pellets were ground again, and
the powder was used as auxiliary electrolyte in the electrode
mixtures.

These mixtures were prepared by grinding the appropriate
materials together in a mortar which was placed in a glove
box filled with dry nitrogen. The Ca had been filed in the
same atmosphere. Table 2 presents the ratio of the materials.
After grinding, the size of the Co grains was 20 to 50/um,
the medium grain size of all other substances was less than
5/um (microscopic inspection).

Table 2
Composition of electrode mixtures (vol. %)

neg. electrode

metal

fluoride

electrolyte (Car2 )

65

35

pos. electrode

45

20

35

system energy
density
Wh/kg

300

450

450

450

1,75

3,41

2,72

2,82

660

1290

1070

1200
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Cells

For assembling an experimental cell, both sides of an electro-
lyte pellet were brought into contact with three construction
elements in the following order: a powder layer of electrode
mixture, about 200/ um thick; a so-called contacting pellet,
600 - 000 um thick, pressed from the same electrode mixture,
and a copper foil (cf fig. 1 ). The pellet stack was clamped
together under -light spring pressure, placed into a quartz
tube under streaming purifleg argon, and heated up to the
operating temperature of 450 C. After a few hours a stable
open circuit voltage and impedance could be observed.

tt

Charge and discharge experiments were carried out under galvano-
static conditions. The open circuit voltage and the a.c.
impedance at 100 kHz were measured during short intervals on
open circuit. In the range of 1 to 200 kHz the ohmic part of
the impedance, R , was essentially frequency-independent and
the imaginary paFt was negligibly small. The voltage-current
density characteristic was determined in the charged and
discharged state of the cells. This was accomplished by quick
measurements in order to maintain the actual state of charge
of the cell. After the cycle experiments the cells were taken
from the furnace, quickly embedded in resin, sectioned And
polished under nonequeous conditions. The cross-section was
investigated by light microscopy, the SEM and microprobe
analysis.
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RESULTS

Electrolyte conductivity

The results of conductivity measurements on polycrystalline
sintered (CaF ) (NaF) are given in fig. 2. For com-
parison conduct?? data 0onocrystals of various compo-
sition (3), (4) are also presented.

Opene circuitvoltage of the system Ca/CaF2 LCE2

The open circuit voltage and its constancy over a long period
is an important indication for the feasibility of a cellar On
heating a cell Ca/Car /CuF within a Lew hours up to 550 C
ther, maintaining a teaperadure of 450 C, a constant open
circuit voltage of 3.37 V was observed which compares quite
well with 3.39 V calculated from thermodynamic data. As will
be shown later, the open circuit voltage of ca. 3.4 V was
also reattained after cycling.

Current voltage relationship

Current voltage characteristics are shown in fig. 3. From the
slope of the essential linear curve a, obtained on the new
Ca/Car2 /Cu cell, an internal cell resistance of R
0.44 k2A cai be calculated. After 5 cycles the inteflal
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resistance of the charged cell had increased to R 0.7 kO
(curve b). An even higher increase of the cell reVistance was
observed in the discharged state as will be shown later.
Curve c has been calculated from the electrolyte resistance,
Rel, and the cell dimensions.

Charge and discharge behaviour

The voltage time relationship during onI discharge/charge
cycle at a current density of 150 uA/cm is given in fig. 4.
After discharge the open circuit 4oltage of the cell was
readily reattained. On applying the charge current a high
voltage peak was observed which decreased quickly to a steady
state value of about 3.45 V. At the end of charge some in-
steadiness occurred.

Cycling

During cycling at a rate of 150 uA/cm2 the open circuit
voltage, the impedance in the charged as well as in the dis-
charged t;tate, and the cell capacity are determined as a
function of the number of cycles. The results are given in
fig. 5. As can be seen up to about 15 cycles the cell
behaviour is quite normal. After that point, however, a more
or less abrupt change took place indicated by a decrease of
the open circuit voltage and the capacity as well.

a new con b after 6 cycles
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Simultaneously the impedance increased steadily, especially
when measured on the discharged cell.
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DISCUSSION

Conductivity

Fig. 2 shows that polycrystalline specimens of (CaF,)0 .9 9 5(NaF) prepared according to conventional ceram c
techni88 exhibit a conductivity equal to that of a single
crystal of the same composition (3). Since this agreement is
valid for a fairly, large temperature range, it seems obvious
that grain boundary conduction is negligible in these speci-
mens. So there is no necessity to prepare monocrystals for
the galvanic cells.

Open circuit voltage

As already mentioned the OCV of Ca/CuF cells is in ggod
agreement with the theoretical value 4 3.39 V at 450 C.
Calculations using tabulated thermodynamical data (5) produce
a value of 3.41 V but a small electronic contribution to the
overall conductivity (6) has to be taken into account. The
ionic transference number in (CaF ) 9 (NaF) 05 equili-
brated with metallic Ca was there o 39d*termi 9 *The results,
reported elsewhere in full detail (7), lead to a correction
of about 20 mV for a Ca-anode.

The small electronic partial conductivity does not seem to
influence the performance of the experimental cells, as it
should be restricted to a thin layer in the electrolyte close
to the Ca-metal containing electrode. During prolonged open
circuit periods of a battery, however, the electronic contri-
bution to the conductivity could lead to self-discharge.
This could be prevented by reducing the temperature during
these periods. In equilibrium with Mg/MgF , the electronic
partial conductivity in doped CaF 2 is negligible.

Self-discharge

As long as the experimental cells were in good condition, no
evidence of self-discharge could be detected. The OCV was
equal to its theoretical value even after a deep discharge
end remained stable thereafter for an extended period of
time. After one of the cells had suddenly degraded in the
15th cycle (see fig. 5) it behaved as if self-discharge was
occurring.Since other cell characteristics changed at the
same time, it is suggested that this self-discharge is not
a primary mechanism and no intrinsic property of the system.

Cell resistance

Three resistance values, R , R and R , as explained
earlier can be compared. Rac coAIrises Fie electrolyte
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resistance, contact resistances, and resistance contributions
of the electrode layers and the contacting pellets. R re-
flects electrode polarization effects in addition to 9J1 R -
contributions. Rac and R differed from each other and, ic
a characteristic way, aliS according to whether the cell was
charged or discharged (table 3).

Table 3

Distribution of the internal resistance of a Ca/CuF cell 2
at different states of charge at 450 C (values in )cm2)

charged discharged

electrolyte 0.22 0.22
resistance, Re0

electrode 0.18 1.38
resistance, Rac - R01

electrode 0.04 0.40
polarisation, Rdc - Rac

total DC 0.44 2.00
resistance, Rdc

There also was a slight drift of both resistances towards
higher values during repeated cycles. The change of R in the
course of two immediately subsequent cycles is presented in
fig. 6. During discharge the R -value of the experimental
cell increased at a rather earl state when only 0.22 to 0.3
mAh/cm had been applied (total discharge 0.6 mAh/cm ). On
recharge, however, the impedance decreased rapidly to the
original value. It should be noted that the curve was smooth;
mechanical effects which one might expect as a consequence of
che difference between the equivalent volumes of metal and its
corresponding fluoride would result in a scattered pattern.
The increase of R upon discharge rather seems to be due to
gradual changes primarily in the negative electrode: (i) a
decrease in the conducting cross-section and/or (i) a
build-up of low-conductivity reaction products which interrupt
the high-conductivity conduction paths. According to topo-
chemical considerations (8) undoped CaF2 with low conductivity
is formed at the reaction sites. The F ions must diffuse
through all layers previously formed (fig. 7). When the cell
at first is subjected to a charging procedure, Ca and, for
potential reasons, metallic Na is formed from the doped CaF
The low concentration of Na and the high teAperature suggest
that, at least partly, an alloy will be formed which on dis-
charging would convert directly back to the doped high-
conductivity CaP2 '
The higher values of (Hdc - Rac) upon discharge (see table 3)
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indicate increasing polarization effects. This shows that in
addition to the topochemical considerations the charge transfer
process has also to be taken into account.
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Cell capacity

A theoretical capacity in the usual sense is not well-defined
because of the chosen configuration of the experimental cells
(powder layers and contacting pellets of the same composition).
The practical discharge capacity was given by a relatively
sharp decrease in the voltage. The practical charge capacity,
however, was defined arbitrarily; it was decided to terminate
each charging process at the beginning of an instability of
the voltage (see fig. 4).

An upper limit of the thickness of the reaction layers can be
calculated assuming a model in which the electrolyte pellet is
contacted by pure nonporous Ca and CuF 2. A discharge capacity
of 400 uAh/cm would convert 1.9 um Ca to 1.8 um CaF and
1.8 um CuF, to 0.5 um Cu. Microprobe examination of the elec-
tro6 es revealed, ho wever, that the reaction penetrated a few
hundreds of microns deep into the contacting pellets.

The instability of the charging voltage (fig. 4) can possibly
be ascribed to the relatively great difference between the
equivalent volumes of Cu and CuF2.

The sudden change of all cell characteristics in the 15th
cycle (fig. 5) seems to be due to a mechanical degradation of
the experimental cell. Microscopic inspection showed a
relatively wide slot between the electrolyte and the positive
electrode. This effect is expected to be an accidential rather
than an intrinsic failure mode.

CONCLUSION

The results obtained so far demonstrate the feasibility of
using doped CaF, as an electrolyte in all-solid secondary
high-temperature cells. In a second step of development it will
be necessary to increase both the power and energy density of
such cells by applying a thin layer technique to the electro-
lyte and to the electrodes. A layer thickness of about 50 um
is envisaged. Furthermore, a certain electrode structure till
be necessary to improve the cycling capability of both elec-
trodes.
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SODIUM CHLOROALUMINATE BATTERY

J. Werth

ESB Incorporated, Technology Center
Yardley, Pennsylvania 19067

ABSTRACT

Molten salt battery technology based on low melting electro-
lytes containing sodium chloroaluminate will be discussed in some
detail. Many sodium chloroaluminate mixtures have ionic conduc-
tivities at 200*C which compare not unfavorably with molten sodium
polysulfide compositions at substantially higher temperatures.
Some of the problems and advantages of batteries using sodium
chloroaluminate as the msjor ionic conductor its the melt will be
reviewed and compared with the problems and relative advantages
of other molten salt concepts.
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MODELING APPROACHES FOR MOLTEN-SALT LITHIUM/SULFIDE BATTERIES

T. F. Hickman* and V. M. Kolba

Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue

Argonne, Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

Methods are being sought for accurately predicting the
behavior of lithium-aluminum/iron sulfide molten-salt batteries
being developed at Argonne National Laboratory for electric-vehicle
propulsion and off-peak energy storage on utility networks. The
successful application of an analytical model would aid in design
optimization studies and design iteration and testing. A litera-
ture search to determine the state of the art of electrochemical
cell modeling showed that little work has been done on the modeling
of cells having molten salt electrolytes. This paper presents a
summary of information gained in the survey and the results obtained
when several existing models were applied to data taken at the
terminals of Li-Al/FeS and Li-Al/FeS2 test cells. The present
effort is expected to lead to a model which provides complete char-
acterization of the cell and battery componentsand thus allow
optimization of cell and.battery design.

INTRODUCTION

Extensive efforts are under way at Argonne National Laboratory (AN.) and
elsewhere on the development of molten-salt cells which have potential for
widespread Applicability to electric-vehicle propulsion and off-peak energy
atcrage banks on electric utility networks. In support of the design phases
of the effort at ANL, methods are being sought for accurately predicting, by
analytical mans, the behavior of cells and batteries, with a minimum of
design interation and testing. An extensive literature search was undertaken
to determine the state of art of modeling of electrochemical cells. The
study described here had au its goal the extension of present models which
appear to be applicable to cell systems with molten-salt electrolytes.

To achieve this goal the conditions to be modeled must first be defined.
In the mathematical modeling of an electrical device (or "black box") it is
necessary only to specify the time variation of the voltage and current func-
tions at the device terminals, although these relationships may be affected
by temperature, electromagnetic field strength, etc. This type of voltage-
current characterization is well documented in the literature on linear cir-
cuit theory, for the case of circuit elements such as resistors, capacitors
and inductors. For nonlinear devices such as transistors, diodes, vacuum
tubes, etc., elaborate modeling techniques have been developed to facilitate
their design and use. However for electrochemical storage cells, analytical

C
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techniques are still in the early stages of development. Significant progress
along these lines has been made mainly with the lead-acid and nickel-cadmium
systems.

Complete characterization of the response of a system must include both
the transient and steady-state conditions. Because research on transient cell
behavior is in the early stages, it will not be dealt with here. Although
the frequency response of an electrical device is generally desirable, it is
unnecessary for these initial modeli- studies because electrochemical cells
are generally operated at quasi-steady-state conditions of constant current
charge or discharge. The latter conditions have been assumed in the deriva-
tion of most models reviewed in this study.

In the two types of cell usage of interest in this study, constant power
behavior is also needed and, for the case of the electric automobile applica-
tion, it is desirable to model cell behavior in response to some type of
driving profile (for example, the SAE J227 urban driving profile). Iterative
means of predicting nonconstant cell-current behavior is a suggested method
of approach.1 This method may be described as a step wise graphical integra-
tion of the current demand at the driving profile selected.

Types of Models

The analysis of electrochemical cells has been approached by use of four
major methods. These are tabular or graphical analysis and mathematical or
equivalent circuit modeling. The tabular and graphical methods are
similar. These consist of massive sets of test data on "typical" cells,
listing the terminal relationship of the cells for each data point. The
requirements of exhaustive quantities of test data, data storage, and
retrieval, even if complied on a digital computer by table look-up.2  ake
these methods cumbersome to apply. However, the graphical method remains the
chief method of design an4 characterization of cells and batteries in industry
today.

A more sophisticated approach is the use of mathematical equations to
describe cell behavior. This method requires the initial collection of sig-
nificant amounts of test data, but only enough to establish general trends.
Once general trendN are established for a cell of a given chemical composition,
much less data are required to characterize succeeding cells.

Perhaps the ideal method of cell analysis is by an equivalent circuit
model, as applied by Zimmerman and Peterson. 3 Such models, coupled with an
electronic-circuit-analysis computer program such as SPICEh should allow
complete analysis of cell charge and discharge modes, transients, series and
parallel combinations of cells, and fault analysis of a cell or battery array.
This method requires extensive testing of a representative set of cells and
thus would best be applied to molten-salt cells only after commercially
produced cells show reproducible performance. Zimermn and Peterson have
applied this type of model to nickel-cadmium cells with considerable success.
The model includes thermal affects and can include elements to represent cell
changes as a function of cycle life.

Much work has been done on a more microscopic basis such ae modeling of
porous electrode., examining diffusional overpotential and current
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distributions in electrodes in ar. attempt to describe precisely the electro-
chemical reaction in cells and derive mathematical models for the reactions
in question. The complexity of this approach renders it practical to obtain
cell-terminal-relationships under all but highly controlled conditions.
Significant papers in the literature, that deal with electrochemical cell
modeling and that appear to have application to our work, are listed and
categorized in Table 1. None of these models have been previously applied to
molten-salt cells. A short description of the model output and required input
data are also given in the Table. No one model is addressed to all of the
desired functional relationships. The applicability of the various models to
the desired relationships are reviewed in the following sections.

Cell Characterization

Before applying any of the available cell models, it is necessary to
define precisely what is meant by "characterization of an electrochemical
cell". A reasonably complete characterizations of the cell terminal relation-
ship is found if the functional relationships of Fig. 1 can be quantitatively
determined. The functional relationships desired are; cell voltage, resis-
tance, capacity, utilization, energy efficiency and coulombic efficiency as a
function of current density for charge and discharge conditions. The instan-
taneous power and cell voltage as a function of the state-of-charge are also
desired.

For example, if a functional relationship between resistance, and ampere-
hour capacity (cell size) can be found then it should be possible to quaati-
tatively determine the functional relationship of voltage, ampere-hour capac-
ity and current. Temperature variations affect all of these functions but
until the range of temperature operation of molten-salt cells is more defi-
nitely established, no effort will be made to characterize temperature
effects.

A review of the models has shown the Shepherd models to be the most
widely applicable. Therefore, this model was applied to d. a from AWL Cells
R-4 and 05-11. Cell R-4 is a LiAl/LiF-LiCl-Lir/FeS prismatic bicell which
had a theoretical capacity of D A-hr. Considerable data was available on
this cell and its performance is considered typical of present cells of this
type.

A Fe cell has been considered to be the type of cell which has a single
voltage-plateau. Discharge'of a Fe 2 cell proceeds to the Fe state prior to

the final reduction to iron. The Fe8= discharge has a distinct voltage
plateau and the Fog discharge occurs at a lowr voltage plateau. Additives
to the Fe or FeSe produce other plateaus in addition to the two mentioned
above.

The Shepherd model can be applied to FeS, cells. Which have two vtage
plateau's by modeling each voltage plateau separately. The model uses a
curve-fitting technique applied to two discharge curves to arrive at am
equation of the form
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E - ES - K(Q-Q It t - Ni + A exp (-BQ-lit) - Cit (1)

where

E - terminal voltage (V)

Es - a voltage constant (V)

K - polarization coefficient (n/cm2 )

Q - cell capacity (A-hr/cm2 )

i - cell current density (A/cm2 )

t - time of charge/discharge (hr)

N internal resistance per unit area (n/cm2 )

A, B and C are empirical constants, (V), (unitless) and (f/hr)

It has been found that, for molten-salt cells, the second order terms are
better fit by a modification of Shepherd's equation. These empirical modifi-
cations were made because A, B and C were not found to be constants but varied
as follows:

A - Ao - Asl 1 (2)

B - Bo - Sol 1 (3)

C - Co exp (Cal it) (4)

where the o and al subscripts refer to the empirically determined slope and
intercepts of the A, B and C functions. Because this complicates the original
equation somewhat, it should be noted that these modifications have a signif-
icant effect only at near-zero and at large fractions of ampere-hour utiliza-
tions. With the increasing availability of programasble calculators and
computers, this complication is not deemed excessive. The modified equation
is as folloaa:

E " e - K IQ(Q-it)mi1 - Ni

+ ((A 0 - Atli) sup 1(10 - Ba 1 ) Q-"itI) - Coexp (Csl it) it (S)

It should also be noted that !q's. 1 and 5 both have discontinuities at
i-t " Q. This should not occur until after the cutoff voltage has been
achieved. HNwever, using Shepherd's method, this is not always the case.
Therefore, four points were chosen roughly in the locations on the discharge
curves that Shepherd suggests, and Q was calculated. This process was
repeated until the largest value of Q was found, and then the other parameters
were calculated. The result was a less-than-desirable fit when the Cell R-4
achieved a capacity that was a high fraction of the theoretical. A value for
Q was then estinsted graphically, while the other parameters were held
constant. It was also found necessary to iterate this graphically estimated
Q for a better fit. In so doing, the best fit occurred when Q was replaced
by Qo + Qsli. The results are shorn in Fig. 2. The agreement of the calcu-
lated data and experimental data is reasonable for the major portion of the
discharge. However, refinements are required to more adequately represent
the experimental data wear the end of discharge.
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Fig. 2. Family of Constant Current Discharge Curves for Cell :-A

By integrating the product of the current and T'q. 5 over time we obtain
an energy expression:

Ut "tEi dt " Esit - KQi in (1 - it/Q)' 1 - Ni2t

0 + (Ao - Asli) Q/(B - Bali) (1 - exp [-(Bo - B5li) it/Q))

- lexp (Cslit - l)1 (6)
CsI

where Wt * energy output (W-hr). Calculated results as shown for Cell R-4
in Fig. 3 bagree very well with the experimental data.

A similar curve-fitting technique can be applied to two charge curves.
Merely changing the signs of all but the Es term does not yield satisfactory
results. Once the charge parameters are determined we obtain

B " Bs + K (Q(Q - it)] i + Ni - (A0 - Asli) exp (- (Bo - Bali) it/QJ (7)

and

Ut " fit + KQi in (1 - it/Q)

+ Ni 2t - (Ao - Asli)Q/(Bo - B5 1 i)j

(1 - exp (- (B0 - B*1 i) it/QI) + [ (exp (Celi*) - 11 (8)C1
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Energy Efficiency

An expression for watt-hour efficiency can be obtained by dividing Eq.6
by Eq.8. The accuracy of this method depends on the degree 'to which the
equations fit the experimental data. Acceptable accurracy is achievable
based on the fit of the data shown in Fig. 3.

Application of the model of Selis and Russel1 6 failed to yield an
accurate prediction for discharge watt-hours. This was largely due to the
difficulty in determining the "knee-over" point in the discharge curve. If
this model were modified to use a "time to cutoff" or a more accurate method
of determining the "knee-over" point could be found, it.cojld prove to be
useful because it is simple to apply.

Coulombic (Capacity) Efficiency

The coulombic (A-hr) efficiency is perhaps most easily obtained by
application of the Peukert 7-9 equation:

int - C (9)

where n and C are empirical constants

i - constant current density (A/cm2 )

t - time (hr).

For this equation to be valid the data must give a linear relationship on a
plot of log t oe. log 1. The experimental data for Cell R-b yielded the
linear relationship required as shown by the results plotted in Fig. 4.
However, application of the Peukert equation to determine coulombic efficiency
yields results showing the minimum efficiency as shown in Fig. S.
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Cell Power and Resistance

The short-duration discharges at current levels near short-circuit con-
ditions, which are required as input to the Greene and Green 10 model, have
been found1 2 damaging to the cycle life of present cells. Therefore, the
output of the Shepherd model was used as input data to the model of Greene
and Greene at high current levels. The Shepheri model was found to yield a
15% error at high current densities (i >0.4 A/cm2). Using results from the
Shepherd model and the experimental data obtained at 75% charge, the param-
eters for the Greene and Greene model were determined and applied to Eqs. 11
and 12 as derived by Greene and Greene to determine instantaneous power.

R Eo - log sc (10)
sc I c O cc

W- 'Icc exp Eoc-E) In 10 (11)

Wmax - (0.16) Y Icc exp 1i~c In 10 (12)

where

R - resi ; t unce (Q)

I'sc - short-circuit current (A)

Eoc - open circuit voltage (V)

W a instantaneous power (W)

E - terminal voltage (V)

y and Icc are experimental constants (V) and (A)

The results obtained are shown in Fig. 6. Application of this model yields
results in agreement with experimental data only in the region near peak
power. At lower power levels calculational results deviate considerably from
the experimental data. A more accurate means for predicting, or nondestruc-
tively gathering data, on E 'o. I' is needed at high current densities. The
Greene and Greene model applies only at currents well above Icc, and requires
an accurate curve of E 1a. ' to yield good power predictions. Perhaps
better agreement of the Shepherd model at higher current densities will solve
this problem.

Experimentally the resistance of molten-salt cells has been found to be
nearly constant with cell current and state of charge. 1 3 For Cell R-4, the
experimentally determined cell resistance ranged from 7.0 to 10.0 MR while
application of the Greene and Greene Eq. 10 yields a value of about 3.5 me
comprising both ohmic and diffusional resistance. The calculated value is not
in good agreement with the measured values. However, the calculated value
does agree well with anticipated cell resistance values based on theoretical
design calculations.

The indestrome model did not appear to provide new insights and similar
information can be obtained from the Shepherd model. For the Klecknerl model.
calculation of the parameters was very difficult without computer iteration.
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Kleckner's model may be useful, however, provided that the suggested iterative
method for handling cell operation at nonconstant current conditions can be
programmed. Further work in this area seems warranted.

CONCLUSIONS

A review of existing models which have been used to characterize various
cells has shown that some of these are applicable to lithium-aluainum/iron
sulfide molten-salt cells. Mathematical equations of several models appear
to have direct application while modification of other equations provides
applicable results. The Shepherd model with modifications has been applied
to yield cell capacity, cell energy and energy efficiency information.
Coulombic efficiency may be obtained from the Peukert equation which also
provides an excellent method of determining discharge time at various current
levels. The Creene and Greene method of determining cell resistance has been
explored and may prove useful: however, their expreasion for predicting
instantaneous power appears to be applicable only at the peak power region.

Work done so far indicates that a successful model and associated
mathematical expressions can be developed for predicting the behavior of
lithium-aluminum/iron sulfide molten-salt cells. Attainment of this goal of
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complete characterization of the cells will permit the optimization of cell
and battery design.
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ABSTRACT

Exploratory efforts are being undertaken in a number of
laboratories to identify and evaluate the properties of new solid
electrolytes and mixed conductors because of their potential use
in such applications as high performance batteries and fuel cella.
Due to large values of ionic nobility in such materials, particular
care must be exercised either to avoid or to compensate for inter-
facial polarization effects. Methods for experimental determina-
tion of the important parameters in such cases are reviewed, with
emphasis upon the interpretation of frequency-dependent a c
measurements.

INTRODUCTION

There is currently a great deal of interest in solid electrolytes and
mixed conductors due to their potential use in high performance battery or
fuel cell systems and also because they can be employed in solid electro-
chemical transducers for a variety of scientific and technological purposes.

Due to the unusual range of behavior of these materials and the special
requirements related to their use, particular attention must be given to the
problem of appropriate measurement and evaluation methods. It is unrealistic
to expect that the approaches comonly used on aore conventional materials
can be casually employed on solid electrolytes and related materials with
success.

Various electrical measurement techniques have been used for many years
to evaluate physical phenomena within both electronic and ionic conductors.
These methods typically involve the determination of either electric poten-
tial differences or charge transport between the sample, or sample-electrode
combination, and an external electrical measurement system. In cases in
which electrodes are used, such external measurements relate to the whole
sample-electrode system, and can thus be influsaced by, as well as be en-
ployed to Gvaluate, several types of phenomena. These include long range
charge transport due to the motion of charged species appreciable distances,
dipolar behavior due to local motion of charged species, and various inter-
facial phenomena. The literature is rich with examples of the use of such
methods to study semiconductors and dielectrics, as well as various electro-
chemical phenomena.

Electrical measurement methods are also particularly appropriate for the
evaluation of mess transport in solid ionic conductors and mixed conductors
(where both ionic and electronic species transport an appreciable fraction
of the charge, and which may be of interest as electrode constituents). How-
ever, in cases in which ionic transport is rapid, interface polarization
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effects and other related phenomena that are not normally considered when
dealing with solids having low ionic mobility can be overwhelmingly im-
portant.

A number of different electrical measurement techniques can be used
under both transient and steady state conditions. In many cases a time-or
frequency-dependence is observed in the results. When this is found, it is
common to measure various quantities, such as the apparent resistance or
capacitance of the sample-electrode system, as a function of frequency, and
then to relate these results to physical phenomena within the sample-elec-
trode system.

When attempting to evaluate transport properties in more conventional
ionic conductors, the general practice is to be wary whenever a frequency de-
pendence is found. It is often ascribed to interfacial polarization effects,
and oue generally tries to avoid it by operating at a sufficiently high fre-
quency that the observed system resistance is no longer frequency sensitive.
This is a relatively simple matter when dealing with poorly conducting mater-
ials traditionally of interest to the solid state physics community, such as
the alkali halides. However, when one is concerned with materials in which
the ionic conductivity is much greater, such as those which might be con-
sidered for use as solid electrolytes, it becomes experimentally very diffi-
cult to make measurements at frequencies sufficiently high that the data are
frequency-independent.

On the other hand, in another area of scientific endeavor, sometimes
called "electrodics" in the electrochemical literature, attention is focused
primarily upon interfacial behavior and various types of time-dependent pol-
arization. Indeed, special attention is given to the measurement and inter-
pretation of frequency-dependent and transient phenomena in order to eluci-
date, rather than avoid, interfacial behavior.

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss measurement techniques and
methods of data evaluation that have been developed for a variety of purpos-
es, and to show how they can be interrelated to provide information concern-
ing transport processes in both ionic conductors and mixed conductors con-
taining unusually mobile ionic species. It will be seen that the combina-
tion of concepts and techniques developed in solid state physics with those
used in solid state chemistry and electrochemistry should be particularly
valuable.

IMPORTANT PROPERTIES

When evaluating solid electrolytes and mixed conductors there are sever-
al important properties to be considered. These include the magnitude of the
total conductivity, O, and the fractions of the charge flux transported by
ionic and electronic species, designed by the ionic transference number ti
and the electronic transference number te, respectively. It is obvious that
ti + te a 1, and that the ionic conductivity, o, is at, and the electronic
conductivity ate . Related to these conductivities are the concentrations,
mobilities, and diffusion coefficients of the respective species involved in
the transport process.

It is also often important to be able to separate out the true bulk
(single crystal) behavior from that due to, or influenced by, grain boundar-
ies. Within the latter we should include the effects of porosity and sec-
ond phases, as well as grain boundaries themselves.
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In the case of mixed conductors, in which both ionic and electronic
species are mobile, it is important to separately evaluate their respective
transport parameters. This must be done with care, as interaction between
them can have large effects in sow cases. Particularly interesting is the
large enhancement of the chemical diffusion coefficient that can sometimes
occur.

In addition to these measures of the bulk transport properties, internal
dipolar behavior, phenomena related to interfacial capacitance, or non-uniform
imperfection distributions may also be of interest in some cases.

In general, the values of these quantities are dependent upon both the
chemical environment and temperature. Therefore, it is necessary that inform-
ation be obtained concerning these matters as well. In addition, the range of
thermodynamic stability and the possibility of reactions with chemical species
present in the environment may be especially important in connection with
their use in battery or fuel cell systems employing large differences in chem-
ical potential.

TYPES OF ELECTRODES

In general, three kinds of electrodes are available for the characteri-
zation of the electrical conduction properties of a solid electrolyte. They
are: 1) Fully reversible electrodes, in which both ionic and electronic
charge may cross the interface unhindered. Thus the ratio of current to po-
tential difference across the sample gives the total conductivity (. An ex-
ample of such electrodes would be metallic silver electrodes, used to measure
the total conductivity of an electrolyte, such as AgI, which conducts pri-
marily by motion of Ag cations. Alternatively, gas/inert metal electrodes
may be used, as in the cell 02/Pt/ZrO2/Pt/02 , where the 02 partial pressures
are fixed at the same value at both electrodes. Such electrodes serve two
functions, a) they maintain a constant composition across the sample, serving
a thermodynamic purpose, and b) they allow all common electrochemical species
to cross the interface very rapidly, i.e., also serving a kinetic purpose. It
is sometimes true that although electrodes may be sufficiently reversible to
fulfill function a), interfacial processes may not be sufficiently rapid with
respect to all the mobile charge carriers, providing a kinetic hinderance to
the electrochemical charge transfer reaction at the interface. This will re-
sult in an apparent voltage dependence of the conductivity. In the Zr02 cell
mentioned above, for example, experimental I- V curvesI are of the form shown
in Figure la, and the resistance computed at each voltage is shown in Figure
lb. At low voltages an interface resistance is apparent which acts in series
with the bulk resistance, giving erroneous conductivity results. At higher
voltages the interface resistance becomes less than the bulk resistance, so
that somewhat less error is introduced. In other words, the interfaces
appear to be "non-ohmic" for kinetic reasons at low voltages in this case.

2) Electronically blocking electrodes. The electronic conductivity of
the electrolyte can be suppressed by introducing a purely ionic conductor be-
tween the electroly te and metallic electrodes. An example is the cell
Ag/AgI/Ag 2S/AgI/A. In this case, the ionic charge carrier can freely pass
through the AgI "filters", but charge transport by electronic species is
blocked. Under these conditions the measured conductivity is only the ionic
portion, aj.

3) Ionically blocking electrodes. The ionic conductivity may be
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suppressedand the electronic conductivity separately measured if an elent-
rolyte is bounded by two inert foreign metal electrodes, e.g., Pt/Ag2S/Pt, if
the applied potential difference is less than the decomposition potential of
the electrolyte. This cell, however, has the disadvantage that the chemical
potentials of the components are not fixed. Since the conductivity of minor-
ity carriers is often extremely dependent on the defect chemistry of the elec-
trolyte, this can lead to nonreproducible results. A more satisfactory cell
is therefore an asymetric polarization cell of the type M/HX/Pt. where the
chemical potentials within the electrolyte are fixed by equilibrium with the
parent metal on the left and the ionic flow is blocked by the otherinert,
electrode. Interpretation of the inherently non-ohmio data from such asym-
metric cells was presented by Wagner , and will be discussed later. Alter-
natively the chemical potentials can be fixed by equilibria with surrounding
gases, or by more complex cell arrangementsI. One must be careful, however,
for in a recent review based on t.e transport equations of irreversible ther-
modynamics.Wagnerb showed that foe materials with predominant ionic conduc-
tivity, the true ionic conductivity for uniform comosition is virtually equal
to the ionic conductivity value measured in the presence of suppressed elec-
tronic conductivity. On the other hand, this is not true if electronic con-
ductivity prevails, and the electronic conductivity in the presence of sup-
pressed ionic conductivity is in general not equal to the electronic conduc-
tivity defined by oe " (1 - ti) v.

D C MEASUREMEIIT OF ThE TOTAL COM UCTIVITT

Conductivity values can be obtained by a simple measurement of the rela-
tionship between the steady state charge flux and a steady applied electric
potential difference between a pair of properly chosen, fully reversible
electrodes, as represented by the simple equivalent circuit shown in Figure
2a. In this arrangement, sometimes called the tw*-point method, the total
conductivity of a sample of constant :rss Fiction is given by

" (f) (1)

where I and V are the current and voltage, and L and A are the length and
cross sectional area. This technique can be employed when one can neglect
the sample-electrode interfacial impedance and the impedance of the electrode
system itself relative to the impedance of the sample. The absence of con-
centration polarization and electrochemical effects at the sample-electrode
interface must also be assumed. As a result, this method is only appropri-
ate for interesting solid electrolytes when electrodes are used that are re-
versible both kinetically and thermodynamically for the mobile ionic species.

A variant on this technique, the four-point method, can sometimes be
used when the sample-electrode interfacial impedance cannot be neglected. The
equivalent circuit representation is shown in Figure 2b. Steady state condi-
tions are'still assumed, so that the interfacial impedance must be time-inde-
pendent. This technique is cononly used for measurements on semiconductors,
often employing a linear arrangement of four contacts. The outer two acting
as current electrodes, and the inner pair for potential measurements.

With uniform spacing between contacts, the conductivity of a homogeneous
material with a flat surface is given by

" 2(2)
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where d is the distance between contacts. If the spacing is not uniform,
this becomes

O2V (d d_ ..d d(3d
1 3  2 + d2 + d3

where dl. d, amd d are the spacing values, d 2 being the distance between
the two central poaentia l probes.

Unless special attention is given to the establishment of proper condi-
tions at the outer two contacts, this four-point d c method may not be
useful for determining the total conductivity of materials in which ionic
transport is appreciable. This is due to the requisite assumption that the
sample-electrode impedance can be modeled as a simple time-independent and
potential-independent resistance. In order for this to be true, the inter-
faces must act reversibly for both ionic and electronic species.

Two further statements should be made concerning the four-point techni-
que. Potential easaurements are made at points upon the surface, anl ay not
be representative of the bulk if the sample is not homogeneous or if special
phenomena occur at the surface that are not characteristic of the interior.
Likewise, the method assumes that there is good communication between the
surface and the inside. In materials with anisotropic crystal structures
containing layers or tunnels, as is comon among solid electrolytes, this
astption may not be obeyed, particularly in the case of single crystals.

In order to see how this is the case, consider a material with resistiv-
ities , and CT parallel and perpendicular to the direction of current flow.
By utilisation of appropriate geometric factors, these values can be convert-
ed into longitudinal and transverse resistances *L and r. and the assure-
ment system represented by the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3. This
figure neglects any interfacial impedances at the current electrodes.

This is a simple parallel circuit. For an applied voltage V, the curr-
ent through the interior leg, tint, is given by

lint V'

The current in the leg that includes communication between the interior and
the surface through the transverse resistances, Iext is

V(5
ext ILL + 

2 RT
The ratio of these currents I /I is equal to the ratio of the potential
difference measured between t tpodDtial probes on the surface and the
actual potential difference across the interior portion of the sample.

E . 9 (6)
1i R + 2 RT

If the sale is very anisotropic, so that Rr >> RL, this simplifies to

.Sex, aR (7)
int 2 1 19

It is therefore quite evident that the actual longitudinal resistivity of a
sample can be much greater than that inferred by the measurement of the po-
tential difference between a pair of external probes in the four-point
technique.
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Similar difficulties may be encountered if the surface resistivity is a
great deal lower than the bulk resistivity. This is an important considera-
tion in the case of some semiconductors and dielectrics, but is often not im-
portant for solid electrolytes, due to their lover bulk resistivities.

Although these d c techniques are of limited use in evaluating either
the total conductivity or the ionic conductivity of solid electrolytes or
mixed conductors in which :sonic transport is appreciable, they can be very
useful for the determination of the electronic conductivity in mixed con-
ductors when employed under proper conditions. Particularly important in this
case is the requirement of equilibrium between the various forces tending to
cause ionic transport, so that virtually all of the observed charge transport
can be ascribed to the motion of electronic rather than ionic species.

D C TRANSFERENCE NUMBER MEASUREMENTS

An extremely important parameter in the assessment of a potential solid
electrolyte is the electronic transference number: the fraction of the total
current carried by electrons or holes. As will be seen later a c and square
wave methods provide a useful estimate of this quantity as long as it is not
too smal. Various other methods exist for investigating minority electronic
conductivities, the more important of which are discussed here.

The first of $hese methods is due to Tubandt3 and is based on the fact
that in the cell: M/MX/M the amount of M transported from left to right is
directly proportional to the quantity of electricity passed if all the current
is ionic. If the amount of M transported is less than expected from Faraday's
Law, then sow of the current must be carried by electronic species.

The second method employs the formation cell: M/IX/X whose emf is given
by the free energy of formation of MX if all the current is ionic. If some of
the current is electronic, then a lover emf is measured

t - 1- - E measured (8)
i ( " B calculated (

A~variation of this method employs two electrodes with different activities of
M.

The third method is the most accurate and can be used to study very low
levels of minority electronic conductivity: it is the Wagner I asymeetric
polarization cell mentioned earlier: M/MX/ inert blocking electrode+ . If
the above cell is biased as shown the total current at steady state is due
solely to minority electronic species:

It n + I - (O l - exp (-u) + OP [exp(4-1 } (9)

where u = EF/RT and o , p are the partial conductivities due to electrons and
holes.

Usually the contribution of either n or p will dominate, and the dominant
species can be verified by the shape of the current voltage curve.

A useful rearrangement of the above equation'

It - RTA I n exp(-u) +oJ (10)awu_ LF n p1(0
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allows electron and hole concentrations to be determined from a single ex-
periment by plotting I (exp(u)-1)- vs. exp(-u). an is calculated from the
slope and ap from the intercept.

STEADY STATE A C MEASUREMENTS

Ideal Behavior

As was seen for the case of d c measurements it is useful to distinguish
two extreme electrode types and to discuss the ideal behavior of a solid elec-
trolyte bounded by these interfaces.

Consider first a solid electrolyte which conducts by a single ionic spec-
ies interfaced to electrodes of an inert foreign metal. Transport of any
charge across the interface is prevented by thermodynamic considerations if
the applied a c voltage is much less than the decomposition potential of the
electrolyte. Diffuse double layer or space charge theory as well as experi-
mental results 10 on solid electrolyte-electrode systems show that each inter-
face can be modeled as a parallel plate capacitor Ci (usually of the order of
microfarads) whose rate of charging is determined by the bulk ionic resistance

R of the electrolyte. At low frequencies therefore the appropriate equiva-
l~nt circuit is that of Figure 4a. In addition it is necessary at high fre-
quencies to consider the geometric capacitance (C.) which arises as a consequ-
ence of placing a material of finite dielectric constant between two metallic
electrodes. C. occurs in parallel to Rb and thus gives the complete circuit
of Figure 4b (after lumping together the two interface capacitances). Capacitive
effects related to leads between the sample and the measurement system, which
are generally rather small, increase the apparent value of C..

This circuit is often known as the Debye circuit and has been used (with
various modifications) for many years in the interpretation of dielectric loss
data for solid materials (including some solid electrolytes)"i. In practice
it makes no difference if Co, is placed across the entire circuit as in Figure
4b or merely across the bulk resistance1 2 as it is generally of the order of
picofarads and hence several orders of magnitude less than Ci.

On the other hand it is sometimes feasible to use electrodes which are
both thermodynamically and kinetically reversible to the ionic carrier. Under
these conditions there is no hindrance to the discharge of the ion by charge
transfer and the equivalent circuit simplifies to that of Figure 4c.

In addition we may include at this stage a partial electronic conductiv-
ity. Circuit 4b becomes 43 and 4c becomes 4e, where Re is the electronic re-
sistance. As will be shown below it is possible, by a study of the frequency
dispersion of the a c response,to determine the values of all of the :ompon-
ents in Figure 4d, thus deriving a value for the ionic transference number.
For the case of circuit 4e however, Rb and R are not separable and a value
of the total conductivity only can be deduce1 .

The most common kind of a c measurement involves the use of a bridge cir-
cuit, which allows the in-phase and out-of-phase components to be balanced
simultaneously. There are many kinds of bridges and the results may be ex-
pressed in terms of a variety of different parameters G ,R ,C ,C ,Q,D, etc.
Most commercial bridges give readings based either on tie Issiuption of a ser-
ies representation (impedance)

Z " Rs + j X " Re - j (11)
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or a parallel representation (admittance)

Y* 1/Z*U G + jB G + jwC (12)

In addition to frequency, however, it is only necessary to measure any two
parameters and all the others may be calculated.

Circuit 4a is a series circuit and so impedance parameters are invariant
as the frequency is changed. If, however, admittance parameters are measured,
pronounced frequency dependence will be observed. Similarly, circuit 4 c
shows no frequency dispersion if admittance parameters are measured, but does
if impedance parameters are determined. The Debye circuit of Figure 4b, or
circuit 4d,however,show frequency dispersion no matter how the bridge is set-
up. Conventionally, measurements have been extended to very high frequencies
to overcome this problem. The admittance of the Debye circuit for example is
given by the equation

w2RbC 12  __WC_ +

S- 2 + 2 (+ wC,) (13)
(Rb Ci) +1 (WRbCi 2+1

as al increases, and ( C )2 >> 1, G + 1/R and C + C. Plots of G and C
vs. log w appear as in Fihure 5. For a very good conductor however, Qt may
be impossible to reach a sufficiently high frequency for G to be a good
approximation of 1/Rb.

Square Wave Method

One can simulate high frequency steady state a c measurements by employ-
ing a square wave generator to impose a potential difference upon the elec-
trodes and observing the current response. Since the sudden imposition of a
potential step is equivalent to the use of a very high frequency, measurement
of the instantaneous current at the time of the step is equivalent to making
a c measurements at a very high frequency. Indeed, the shorter the rise time
of the square "ave voltage, the higher the effective frequency. This is
illustrated schomatically in Figure 6.

If the frequency of the applied square wave is low, the level of the current
at long times gives an indication of the d c (electronic) conductivity. Thus
this type of measurement can give semiquantitative information about both the
ionic and electronic components of charge transport.

Complex Plane Method of Data Analysis

It would obviously be useful to have a method of data analysis
which allows extrapolation to correct values of 3. fro measurements in a
limited frequency range without recourse to the c bersoms impedance and ad-
mittance equations which demand the assumption of a particular equivalent cir-
cuit. This last point is particularly important where the electrodes may be
of unknown reversibility to one or more of the conducting species, and diffu-
sion effects become important.

A particularly convenient method of data analysis involves plotting the
real and imaginary parts of the admittance, impedance, or dielectric constant
against one another as a function of frequency . Thus, in the admittance
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or B-G plane, the susceptance (wC ) is plotted along the ordinate and con-
ductance (G )along the abscissa .p Similarly, in the impedance (X-R) plane
reactance aRd series resistance are plotted against one another. B-C and X-R
plots for circuits 4a,b,c, and d are shown in Figure 7.

As may be seen for the case of 4d for example, all the equivalent circuit
components are readily derived if measurements are made over a sufficiently
extended frequency range. If measurements are made over only a limited range
then one resistance and one of the capacitances might typically be found.
The geometry of the figures is such that extrapolation by numerical or graph-
ical methods is particularly straightforward. It should be noted that trans-
ference numbers are only derivable by this method if either ti or to differs
appreciably from unity, say by more than 1%. Very low levels of minority
carrier conduction must be investigated by other methods.

Experimental Deviations from ideal Behavior

Actually, most electrode/electrolyte systems do not conform to the ideal
models discussed above. Few electrodes are so reversible that all capacitive
effects at the surface can be ignored, and an electrode which may be complete-
ly blocking to a majority species may well be reversible to a minority charge
carrier. Diffusion of neutral or charged species in the electrode or the
electrolyte may severely complicate impedance results. Recent papers by
Macdonalds 16explore theoretical deviations from the simple models discussed
above with some thoroughness. In addition,electrode morphology, and quality
of the contact to the electrolyte are experimentally important. For example,
the interface capacitance for the blocking electrode situation may be drasti-
cally reduced by having poor contacts to the sample. This results in less
separation of the bulk and interface capacitanceleading to a situation simi-
lar to that shown in Figure 8a, where the correct value of conductance (1/Rh)
is only approached slowly at high frequencies. In practice the situation i%
probably even more complicated in that it seems likely an additional contact R
is also needed to satisfactorily model the behavior. Such effects may usually
be eliminated by sputtering or evaporating the electrodes onto the electro-
lyte.

A very common experimental observation is that the low frequency semicir-
cle in the B-G plots have centers lying below the real axis (Figure 8), and a
corresponding deviation from verticality in the low frequency spur of the X-R
plot is observed. Various explanations of this observation are possible. If,
for example, the electrodes are imperfectly blocking for a conducting species,
then, under certain conditions the diffusion of that species or its electrode
reaction product may be rate determining. If the diffusional process obeys
Fick's second law (i.e., internal fields can be neglected) then its effect
can be represented at the interface by a Warburg admittance or impedance.
Such a situation my exist, for exampleif a neutral reaction product diffuses
into the electrode material. Similarly, the situation where a minority charge
carrier is free to discharge at the interface, whereas the majority carrier
is blocked, leads to the same effect. This situation has been extensively
discussed by Macdonald. The Warburg impedance has the complex form:

Z* a Kw 1 '2 - j KW-1/2(14)

where K is a constant related to a diffusion coefficient.
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If the diffusional step dominates the interface behavior then the equi-
valent circuit of Figure 9a is a useful approximation so long as the fre-
quency is not too low. This gives a B-G plot of the form shown in Figure 3b.
For the pure Warburg case the center of the circular arc lies on a line mak-
ing an angle of 45 degrees with the real axis. Correspondingly, the X-R
plot at low frequencies is a straight line inclined at 45 to the R axis.

Typically, however, the circle is not a full 45' below the G axis. It
has been shown experimentally that the frequency dispersion under these cir-
cumstances can be accurately modeled using circuit 9b for a number of
materials 7 where

ZmAIwa - jBiW (15)

and

S/A, cotn ( ). (16)

The details of the origin of this impedance are not at present certain. Arm-
strong has argued" that such effects are primarily due to surface roughness,
although diffusion effects cannot be ruled out. At the very least equation
(15) serves as a useful tool for extrapolation of data to obtain Rb if meas-
ureients have been carried out only over a limited frequency range. In par-
ticular, circuit 9b is represented by a straight line in the complex" imped-
ance plane at low frequencies, which makes the determination of Rb extreme-
ly simple (Figure 8c).

In addition to these low frequency, or interface-related effects a sepa-
rate deviation from ideal Debys behavior has been observed in polycrystalline
samples. The characteristic distortion of the B-C and X-R plots is shown in
Figure 10. In order to model the bulk, or high frequency, response it is
necessary to include, in addition to the bulk resistance and geometric cap-
acitance. a frequency-dependent complex admittance YC

Yb = Abw + jlbw (17)

The comlete admittance equation for the high frequency case is therefore

Y bB + j(LbPf+ WC ) (18)

obviously as w is increased the apparent conductivity

C u~m AbhP(19)C " J + Ab* up9
p Rb

becomes indefinitely large. It has been postulated"' that this effect is
associated with energy storage and dissipation at grain boundaries in the
polycrystalline samples.

El ! ct t oi Y1 j rtery Iondrncs on Apparent Activation Enthalkied

In the investigation of ionic conductivity of new materials an important
parameter to be determined is the enthalpy of activation for conduction.
Typically, a c conductivity measurements have either been made at a fixed fre-
quency or else extrapolated to "infinite" frequency. It is quite easy to
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derive not only wrong values of apparent conductivity, but also the wrong
temperature dependence.

As shown earlier, even if the sampl?-electrode system behaves according
to the ideal Debye circuit, the apparent value of the conductivity will vary
with frequency at low frequencies if evaluated by use of the parallel approx-
imation (G ), and it will be frequency-dependent at high frequencies if eval-
uated by uie of the series assumption (Rs). It can be shown that the criti-
cal frequency separating the linear from the semicircular regimes -_n both
cases is given by

W- (Rb2C CU)-1/ 2  (20)

In addition to this caution about selection of the proper frequency range
for the acquisition of data at any given temperature, further problems may en-
sue if monofrequency experiments are made over a range of temperature. Since
it is expected that Rb will decrease at higher temperatures, while C and C~
should not vary so much, the value of the critical frequency w, will be
temperature-dependent, generally increasing at higher temperatures. This
means that increasing the temperature produces the same effect as decreasing
the frequency of measurement, so far as the frequency-dependence of the data
is concerned. Likewise, the loci of points relating to monofrequency experi-
ments move along the complex plane figures as the temperature is changed. This
effect is illustrated schematically in Figure 11, where it is readily seen
that misleading results car, be obtained. Looking at the B-G plots, for ex-
ample, it is obvious that the apparent conductivity obtained from nonofrequen-
cy experiments will tend to be higher than the correct value (where the figure
intersects the real axis) at low temperatures, and lower than the correct
value at high temperatures. This means, of course, that the apparent temper-
ature dependence, expressed as the activation enthalpy,will also be incorrect.
This effect is illustrated in Figure 12.

Thus it is obvious that if the frequency dependence of the response of
electrolyte-electrode systems is not taken into account in the handling of
a c data, misleading results can be obtained for good conductors (where R is
relatively small), not only in the magnitude of the conductivity, but alsk in
its temperature dependence. This is surely the origin of some of the appar-
ently anomalous data that one finds in the literature.
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